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August 15, 1949
Professor Joseph S. Newell,
Secretary of the Faculty
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
Dear Professor- Newell:"
In accordance.1vith the requirements for graduation, I
herevri.th sl.lbmit a thesis entitled "The development of the Santa
Fe, 1935-l948.n
The friendly cooperation and helpful interest of the
officers of the Santa Fe Railway was invaluable in the preparation
of this report. I wish to make grateful acknowledgement of this
assistance, both for its own direct aid and because of the en-
couragement which it afforded me in fulfilling this assignment.
Through the courtesy of the President of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, hIre F. G. Gurley, I was accorded an
opportunity during September, 1948, to make an all daylight trip
of inspection of the line from Los Angeles to Chicago, via the
Southern District, through Amarillo. I was accompanied by
officers of the railway who were considerate and painstaking in
their explanation of the engineering, operating and traffic
characteristics 6f the line. I was allowed to repeat that ex-
perience a second time in January, 1949; going out to California
via La Junta and returning again over the one through Amarillo.
The descriptive material for the text is based on the
information gained on those several trips which was amplified and
analyzed by the study of engineering and operating data in the
Santa Fe headquarters in Chicago during December and January and
at intermittent subsequent opportunities. I was given the privilege
of desk space in the Engineering Department to compile the
statistical and descriptive material included in this thesis ~nd
was allowed to have continuous access to members of the organization
vn10se knowledge and experience I sought in the interpretation and
presentation of this comprehensive subject.
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I am indebted to so many persons in the Santa Fe
organization that a list which appears long will not be complete.
Reflecting upon the details of the work reminds me to express
my thanks in particular to the follovnng Santa Fe officers who
gave me the necessary authority and introductions to make this
study, arranged or accompanied me on trips, assisted me in the
procurement of data, answered an endless flow of questions, and
finally helped me to check and edit the tables and manuscripts:
Messrs. F. G. Gurley, President, Chicago
G. H. Minchin, Vice President-Operation, Chicago
Clarence R. Tucker, Assistant Vice President-Operation,
Chicago
J. P. Morris, Assistant to Vice President (Mechanical)
Chicago
J. P. McDonald, Assistant General Auditor, Chicago
E. S. Marsh, Vice President-Finance, Chicago
T. A. Blair, Chief Engineer, Chicago
J. E. Inman, Office Engineer, Chicago
E. Osland, Office Engineer, Chicago
C. E. Peterson, Assistant Engineer, Chicago
E. G. Allen, Special Engineer, Chicago
R. A. Van Ness, Bridge Engineer, Chicago
C. H. Sandberg, Assist.ant Bridge Engineer, Chicago
W. E. Robey, Bridge Construction Engineer, Chicago
G. K. Thomas, Signal Engineer, Topeka
O. L. Gray, General Idanager, Topeka
F. D. Kinnie, General Chief Engineer, Eastern Lines, Topeka
G. R. Buchanan, General Manager, Western Lines, Amarillo
E. P. Dudley, Assistant General Manager, Western Lines,
Amarillo
F. N. Stuppi, Superintendent, Plains DiVision, Amarillo
H. A. Appleby, Signal Engineer, 1Yestern Lines, Amarillo
E. E. McCarty, General Manager, Coast Lines, Los Angeles
L. E. Olsen, Assistant General Manager, Coast Lines,
Los Angeles
H. F. Mackey, I':IasterI~Cechanic, ClOVis, New Illexico.
Vfuile I am deeply indebted to each of the men listed
above, and to others, too, I would be remiss in a particular
obligation if I did not mention that N~. J. E. Inman, Office
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Engineer on the staff of the Chief Engineer, gave me the greatest
total amount of his personal time and assistance in this work.
Therefore I 'vish to acknowledge my special sense of gratitude for
his extraordinarily patient and friendly and interested aid.
Very truly yours,
John W. Barriger IV
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THEDEVELOPMEN--TOFTHESANTAFE
1935 - 1948
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, which has long been
in the forefront of railway progress, has been carried fon-;ard within
the past few..years by a dJrnamic combination of favorable traffic factors
and aggressive and courageous managementto the position of leadership
within its industry. The phenominal economic development and growth
of population in California and Texas, together with the extraordinary
expansion of transcontinental railway traffic required to fight global
World War II, provided the basis for the rapid increase in the capacity
of the Santa Fe's main lines and additions to its plant and equipment
which is the subject of this thesis. Its purpose is to outline the
recent spectacular improvements made on this largest of American railway
systems (from the standpoint of mileage operated by a single management).
Successive annual prograws of comprehensive and coordinated
additions and betterments, however, are not new events in Santa Fe history.
Those outlined herein follow policies and traditions firmly established in
the record of this railroad during the brilliant administration of
EdwardP. Ripley. He assumed the Presidency of the newly incorporated
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Companywhich on DeceIP.ber12, 1895,
succeeded after foreclosure and reorganization to ovmership and operation
of the properties of the original Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Companytllat had fallen into bankruptcy during the depression of 1893.
Mr. Ripley was succeeded by William B. Storey on Jan. 1, 1920,
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who served as President unM-lMay2, 1933~ lluring the first twelve years
of Mr. storey's administration, capital expenditures for gross additions
and betterments of the railway system, (i~e~ before writing off book
value of property retired or replaced by the improvement) averaged
$40,000,000 annually until the deepening depression brought all major
projects to a halt by the end of 1931~ Over the next four years,
1932 - 35, inclusive, the Santa Fe's budget for such purposes averaged
less than $5,000,000 annually~ It was during this period that on May2,
1933 1"Ir. Storey retired and was followed as President by Samuel T. Bledsoe,
who served in this capacity:fOr the next six years.
Recovery began to appear in Santa Fe traffic and earning power
late in 1935 after the Italian invasion of Ethopia produced a sudden
European demandfor grain, meat and metals which movedin large quantities
for export from Santa Fe terri tory~ Important capital improvementsto
track, facilities, and equipment followed the next year. These were
stimulated by the operating results of 1936 and 1937 and by the growing
interest of the Santa Fe in high speed streamlined passenger services which
is dated from 1934 by the success in that year of Burlington's three car
Diesel powered "Pioneer Zephyr" and Union Pacific's first streamliner of
like size, the "1'1-10,000,"later christened "The City of Salina." The
Santa Fe soon became a leader in the development of long distance Dieselized
passenger trains. A faster railroad and improved equipment were needed to
fulfill its ambitions for these services and for the freight schedules
required to meet the grovdng competition of long distance highway freight
transportation'.
This recovery of 1936-37 was soon followed by the recession of
1938-39. and Santa Fe's capital appropriations reflected these trends
(See table I , page 4-A- l. The opening of WorldWar II on
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Sept. 1, 1939 produced on~ of the most rapid advances ever recorded in
railwaJ7 traffic. While the eastern lines felt the stimulus first, the
effect was general and from that time forward the Santa Fe improvement
program was continued at a high level of activity under the administrations
of the next two Santa Fe Presidents;
EdwardJ. Engel (March 28, 1939 - August 1, 1944).
Fred G. Gurley, (August 1, 1944 - - - - - -).
However, the greater part of this recent chapter in the history
of the development of Santa Fe was accomplished by !'Ir. Gurley both as
President since August 1, 1944 and the creative genius sponsoring the
principal projects authorized in 1942 and 1943. The then President,
E. J. Engel, was temporarily stri.cken by a heart attack in October 1942•.
!'1r. Gurley, whohad been summonedfrom the Burlington to a Santa Fe Vice
Presidency in June 1939, became, in effect, acting President during the
succeeding months of Mr. Engel's illness. Uponelection to the Board of
Directors during that period, IiI'. Gurley promptly obtained its approval of
a program of comprehensive additions and betterments to roadw~, structures
and equipment for which an appropriation of more than $20,000,000 was made
at the first meeting of the Board, in November1942, in which he sat as a
member0
Manifold individual projects, all part of a coordinated plan of
development, have transformed the Santa Fe into a railway of great
potentialities to movetrains efficiently and economically and maintain
superior standards of service. The nature and extent of what the Santa Fe
has done will be described from the dual standpoints of It,qualitative" and
"quantitivell analysis and be related to the railway of 1935 as a base in
order to measure the progress of the subsequent years.
Changes in an individual cannot be observed within a day or even
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a year but over a span of time they becomeclearly apparent.
Railways, too, are continuing living organisms of such vast scope and
dimension that single events and developments seem imperceptible but when
accumulated over years, they becomestriking.
A study of this broad subject must begin with a resumel of the
history of the railw~ to which it relates. It is essential to knowhow
and when the institution was created and grew; ~hat were its periods
of progress and adversity; what was its physical extent and condition;
what special problems confronted it and opportunities were ahead of it
when it entered the period of developmentwhich is the center of this
study's attention.
The principal chapter of this thesis will set forth the
additions and betterments to equipment and to fixed plant and facilities
which have been provided over the past 13 years (1936 - 1948, inclusive)
in order to give the Santa Fe greater capacity and enable it to haul traffic
faster and more economically.
The story of this multiple achievement is the detailed record of
newequipment acquisitions, and the work done to provide more and better
main tracks, yards and terminals, switching, signal and communication
facilities and all of the other componentsof a great modern railway.
These improvementswere not concentrated witl1in a sing~e location but were
diffused where needed over a system serving an area 2,000 miles in length
and 1,000 miles in width. This report, therefore, entails a study not alone
of what was done but where it was done; what was the cost and what benefits
were obtained.
xxxxxxx
The age of mechanical power began in Great Britain in 1774 when
James \~att developed the first successful reciproca'ting steam engine which
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was originally used to pumpwater-out of coal mines and to drive textile
machinery. Efforts were soon made to utilize this new source of power
for transportation on land and water.. It was, however, on an experimental
basis in the latter service until Robert Fulton's "Claremont" made its first
successful trip from NewYork to Albany on August 7, 1807. Tvfent~r-two
more years passed before George Stephenson's locomotive, "Rocket," met the
requirements of the Liverpool &Manchester Railwa.y in tests made on Rainhill,
hear Liverpool, England, in October, 1829.
A number of earlier locomotives had been built and actually ran
but the "Rocket" was the first that was proved to be commercially
practicable~ Oneof the earlier machines was the "Stourbridge Lion" which
had bee.nbrought to America from England for service on the tramway of
the Delaware & HudsonCanal Companyprovided to haul coal over the water-
shed between the tributaries of the two rivers named in its corporate title.
On August 8, 1829 this dinnmitive "Stourbridge Lion" gained the distinction
of turning the first power driven railway wheel on the western hemisphere
but it did little more and failed to achieve the results expected of it,
amongother reasons, because it was too heavy to run over the flimsy
trestles used to carry the tracks of that line over the small watercourses
which it crossed.
The i'irs t locomotive in Americawhich earned revenues for its
ownerwas the "Best Friend of Charleston." It achieved this distinction
in January, 1831, for the Charleston & HamburgRailroad of South Carolina,
a line that is nowpart of the Southern Railway SJTstem. Railway history
in this country, however, is usually considered to have begun with the
incorporation of the Baltimore &Ohio Railroad on Febru~ 28th, 1827.
xxxxxxx
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Ralph WaldoEmersonobserved-that institutions are but the
lengthened shadowof a man. If so, the Santa Fe maybe regarded as a
living monumentto Cyrus K. Holliday~ He was born in Carlisle, Pa.
on April 3, 1826 and educated as a laYf1Jerat Meadville College in the
town of that namesituated in northwestern Pennsylvania.. Graduating
in 1852 at the age of 26, he married and first resided there. Within
the next two years, he gained $20,000 of capital from successful
participation in the development of a local railway and soon after set
out, alone, for Kansas with high ambitions to build a railway across the
State and on to romantic Santa Fe. He hoped that doing so would save
Kansas as a "Free Soilll state from the pro-slavery forces as well as
bring fame and fortune to himself and open up a great expanse of wilderness
for settlement.
Holliday was active in the development of the territory of
Kansas and the selection of Topeka as the site of the capital. On
February 11, 1859 he incorporated the Atchison & TopekaRailroad Company.
Drought and Civil War shut off access to the capital required to build any
tracks but Hollid~'s ambitions were not daunted and even before any
construction had been started he disclosed his real objectives on
November24, 1863 by changing the company's name to the Atehison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railroad Company.
The record of the growth and development of a companyof such
magnitude must be condensed and tabulated; otherwise, it would becomethe
principal narrative itself and not be the background of it; which is
necessarily the place of such a history in this report •.
The expansion of Santa Fe mileage over the years and the major
events punctuating its growth are tabulated as Appendix IIA." A table
of the succession of the companyIs Presidents is as necessary a part of
/
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the history of the companyas the expansion of -its mileage, for the latter
is primarily dependent upon the courage, foresight and ability of the man .
in charge of the enterprise! Such a list is therefore included as
Appendix "B.tt Attention is also invited to Exhibits 1 and 2 which
together showthe present mileage and territorial extent of the Santa Fe.
The foregoing data will be compressed into a thumbnail sketch which embodies
the salient features of the Santa Fe history relating to the lines directly
considered in this report.
The Pacific Railroad Bill approved by Congress on July 1, 1862
established the Federal Land Grant Policy and pursuant to its terms the
Santa Fe obtained the assistance of a Land Grant to aid in the construction
of its line across Kansas, subject to reaching the boundary of Colorado
Terri tory by March1, 1813., Construction finally began at Topeka during
November,1868, nearly ten years after the original incorporation of the
company_,The line was completed across the state from Atchison to a point
near the present station of Granada, Colorado, by the end of 1872.
Subsequent extensions took the railway to Pueblo in 1876 and from LaJunta
to Trinidad in 1878; on to Las Vegas, NewMexico, in 1879; to Santa Fe
and Albuquerque in 1880, and to El Paso, Texas, in 1881.,
The intense national interest in the construction of railroads
from the Mississippi or Missouri Rivers to the Pacific Ocean crystalized
in an Act of Congress passed on March3, 1853, directing the ~ecretary of
..
War, who at that time was Jeff~rson Davis, to make three separate surveys
that would provide a northern, a central and a southern transcontinental
route •. This workwas embodied in ten massive volumes of "Pacific Railroad
\
Reports" submitted to Congress in 1855., The southern survey was made in
1853 and 154 under the direction of Lieutenant A. W.Whipple, along the
35th parallel of latitude from Fort Smith to Los Angeles., The Santa Fe
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Ra:ilwayfollows it from the present station of- Isleta, N. 1'1., to
Victorville, Calif~
Authority to build this southern route from Springfield, Missouri,
as the eastern terminus and to secure the land grant authorized for it was
granted to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Companyby an Act of Congress
which chartered it on July 27, 1866! In 1870 control of the Atlantic and
Pacific passed to South Pacific Railroad Companywhich then operated a
line from Pacific, Missouri, the appropriately named junction with the
Pacific Railroad of Missouri (nowMissouri Pacific) 34 miles west of
st. Louis, through Springfield, in the southwestern portion of the state,
and on towards the boundary of the Indian Territory ~ This work was carried
on by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad to a connection with the Missouri,
Kansas and Texas Railroad at Vinita, Indian Terri tory (nowOklahoma)in
1872.
The South.Pacific Railroad was engulfed in the depression which
followed the panic of 1873 and its affiliated Atlantic and Pacific Railroad
followed in 1875. Both companieswere reorganized in 1816~ The line in
Missouri was transferred to a new corporation, the st. Louis & San Francisco
Railway Company,while the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad retained' both the
railway west of Seneca, Missouri, near the boundary of the Indian Terri tory
and the franchise to extend it on to Los Angeles and the land grant to aid
in that work. However, the St •. Louis and San Francisco Railroad held
stock control of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad.
The Santa Fe becameinterested in the Atlantic & Pacificts charter
as offering the best access to the Pacific Coast. It opened negotiations
with the Frisco that were consummatedon January 31, 1880 by an agreement
between the two companies, Wherebyconstruction of the Atlantic & Pacific
might be expedited through the aid of the Santa-Fe's superior financial
- 11,-
resources. Uponcompletion, this line-was to be operated jointly by
the two proprietary companies, and all traffic movingover it for thirty
years was to be routed via the Santa Fe as far as Newtonor Wichita,
Kansas, where it would divide; Chicago cars continuing over the Santa Fe,
and St. Louis tonnage movingvia the Frisco through Spring~ield, I1issouri~
Construction on the Pacific Coast outlet was immediately under-
taken, and by August, 1883, the line, which becameknownas the Western
Division of the Atlantic & Pacific, was completed from Isleta, NewMexico,
to the Needles, California, 536 miles. During construction, matters were
somewhatcomplicated by a Huntington (S.P.) - Gould (Mo.P., et al.)
purchase of the controlling interest in Frisco, in Januar,y, 1882, in order
to block the extension of both the Santa Fe and the Frisco into areas
already served by the railroads in which these two menwere individualq
interested.
This attempt to obstruct the new transcontinental was finally
arbitrated by Huntington, of the Southern Pacific and Strong, of the
Santa Fe in the latter part of 1882. It was agreed that the Atlantic and
Pacific would be extended only to the Needles, whenceSouthern Pacific would
build a branch' to a connection with its California lines at i'Iojave and
through traffic arrangements would be established. Southern Pacific then
liquidated its Frisco interest, and in 1090 the Santa Fe, itself, purchased
control, presumably as a guaranty against recurrence of the threat to its
transcontinental position. Meanwhile, the Atchison, Topeka& Santa Fe
and St. Louis & San Francisco had entered into an agreement with the
Southern Pacific dated August 20, 1884 providing for the purchase of the
!'1ojave-Needlesline by Atlantic & Pacific. As the title could not pass
until 190, owing to mortgage technicalities the line was to be leased
in the tnterim. In addition, the AtlantTC & Pacific or the Santa Fe and/or
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Frisco, as successors, were to have trackage rights from Mojave to
San Francisco, on 12 months' notice, at a rental of $1,200 per mile. The
Atchison and Frisco also agreed to purchase $3,096,768 par value of Atlantic
and Pacific securities at cost of $1,524,3,6 from a Southern Pacific holding
company.
The Santa Fe and its subsidiary, the Frisco, then beqame
engulfed in the depression that began in 1893, and both passed into
receivership along with manyother American railroads. In the subsequent
reorganizations, the Santa Fe laid the base for the development of its
great present-day strength, but the Frisco emerged, in 1896, with an
increased capitalization, and its original ambitions of transcontinental
scope drastically circumscribed. Santa Fe ownership of the Frisco was
surrendered, and the comrrnmity of interest between the properties
terminated. The Atlantic & Pacific was dismembered and liquidated; the
Western Division from Isleta, Newlienco to the Needles, California, 536
miles, going to the Santa Fe to form its main line across western New
Mexico and Arizona, and the Central Division from Seneca, Missouri, to
Sapulpa, Oklahoma, 112 miles, was purchased by the Frisco at foreclosure.
This division of the properties ended whatever transcontinental aspirations
had been held for the Frisco.
\tJUliam B. Strong becamePresident of the Santa Fe in 1881.
Whenhe took, charge of the railroad, it extended only from Atchison and
Topeka, Kansas, to E1 Paso and Pueblo, Colorado. Whenhe retired in 1889,
the Santa Fe ownedand operated more than 7,000 miles of railroad and ran,
its own trains into terminals at Chicago, Galveston, El Paso, Deming,N.H.;
Superior, Nebraska; Denver, Colorado; San Diego and Los Angeles, Calif.
and Guymas,Mexico. It also had started building a line west from St.Louis
tOVLard.s_eKansasCity. Workon the latter was stopped by Santa Fe's
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receivership in 1893 before it reached its objective, and after the
reorganization of the owner, this line was sold by the successor Santa Fe
Railway and subsequently acquired by the Rock Island.
Differences of opinion over financial policy led Mr. strong to
submit his resignation in 1889. Twosuccessive changes in managementwere
unsuccessful in avoiding bankruptcy which followed the "Panic of 1893."
The Santa Fe passed into receivership on Dec. 2)rd of that year am emerged
on Dec. 12, 1895. The plan of reorganization had been formulated by Victor
Morawetz, a lawyer of Boston, and its beneficial results have led it to be
considered an outstanding achievement in corporate finance. The reorgan-
ized Santa Fe retained stock control of the Atlantic & Pacific but relin-
quished that of the St. Louis & San Francisco (in receivership), the
Colorado Midland (acquired in 1890) and the Sonora RailWay in Mexico.
TheAtlantic & Pacific was promptly merged into the Santa Fe
but the other three lines were not retained in the system. The Colorado
Midland and the. Sonora Railway were sold; the latter to the Southern
Pacific, in exchange for the I10j ave Division which is now the Santa Fe t s
main line between Needles, Barstow 'and Mojave. !he Santa Fe holdings were
not protected in the 1697 reorganization of the Frisco.
During the Ripley administration, more than 4,000 miles of
lines were added to the Santa Fe system most of which represented new
construction; the more important routes built dUring that period werea
1. Line from Seligman, later from Ash Fork, to Phoenix.
2. Line from Wickenburg, Ariz. on the former route, west
across the Colorado River at Parker, and on to a
main line junction at Cadiz, Calif.
3. The branch from Williams to Grand Canyon, Ariz.
-14-
4. The Transcontinental Short Line connecting the main line
at Dalies, N. M. with the line previously built
across the Texas Panhandle to Clovis, N.H. and thence
to Roswell and Pecos, Texas.
5. Connection between the Transcontinental Short Line at
Texico, Texas, and the Gulf' Lines at Coleman, Texas.
A significant purchase was made in 1898; the San Francisco
and San Joaquin Valley Railway. It had been completed between OBkland
and Bakersfield in the preceding year. The new owner secured trackage
rights to use the Southern Pacific's line across the Tehachapi Mountains
between Mojave and Bakersfield and commencedrunning its owntrains to
the shores of San Francisco Bay on May1st, 1900.
The achievements for which the Ripley administration is so
widely acclaimed were not so muchthe additions to Santa Fe mileage,
as important as they were, as the physical improvementmade in the
development of the railw~ lines comprising this system and the equip-
IOOntused in performing its freight and passenger train services. In
1896, the tracks, bridges, structures, facilities, cars and locomotives
of the Santa Fe generally represented minimum standards, even for that
day. WhenRipley relinquished executive direction of the system at the
end of' 1919 the Santa Fe embodied the best standards found on western
railways at that time. The first chapter in the intensive internal
development of the Santa Fe had. been brought to a brillian t conclusion~
The second forward surge of development occurred during
the Storey administration up until the end of 1931 when, as previously
stated, the depression temporarily halted its program of development,
a little more than a year before this President retired.
The third chapter in Santa Fe progress is the one on which
the attention of this study is focused. The preceding periods, however,
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are necessary to give a proper background for the narrative and provide
a basis for subsequent comparisons. It is for this reason that so much
attention has been given to those earlier years in these introductory
pages and why subsequent ones will make frequent and often detailed
reference to them.
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Chapter II
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OU
(1) Traffic Density
(2) The Organization of the Operating Department
(3) The Physical Characteristics of Railroads
(1) Traffic Density
Large railroads comprise many lines and routes; some being
muchmore important than others. While Santa Fe tracks interlace twelve
great states with over 13,000 miles of line, the importance and prestige
of this great system arises from being the only one line carrier between
Chicago and California and so permits the proud slogan, "Santa Fe -
All the Wayo."
This study is necessarily focused upon the transcontinental
main lines. These represent'less than one-third of :the system's total
but produce more than four-fifths of the service which it performs. The
Freight Traffic Density Map* (Exhibit 3) proves this significant fact,
by sho\v.ingthe relative freight traffic' density, in each direction,
expressed in net ton miles per mile of line moving over every portion of
the system during the year 1941.
Exhibit 4 supplements Exhibit 3 by summarizing the percentage
of total Santa Fe mileage which has traffic densities, as shown on the
19h1 chart, of the increments of tonnage listed on the tabllie from minimum
,to maximumlimits. Another column on Exhibit 4 accumulates the percentage
of total freight transportation service perfonood on mileage having traffic
density up to and including that of the line of the table on which this
figure appears.
* Used by permission of H.H. Copeland & Sons, NewYork.
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By noting the difference in the accretions of proportionate mileage and
the proportionate totals of freight service perfonned with successive
advances in unit density, one can determine at a glance what percentage
of system lines have any stated level of freight traffic density and
what proportion of the system total of freight transportation is
produced on lines of that traffic classification.
Exhibits 3 and 4 relate to 1941 since current data is not
available but these are nevertheless very informative charts. A careful
study of them will be repaid through having this "traffic picture" to
serve as a background against which the reading of subsequent pages
may be projected. It is well knownthat there have been important
increases in Santa Fe traffic over recent years. In 191Jl, the average
freight traffic density on all Santa Fe lines was 1,400,000 net ton
miles per mile of lineo This was doubled by the peak traffic of the war
which produced average Santa Fe tonnage densities in excess of 2,800,000
net ton miles per mile of line in 1945. It held above the 2,500,000
level in 1947 and '48.
A chart of last yearfs traffic would show that the increase
in the system average freight density was not equally distributed but
was due to more than proportional growth of business on the transcontinental
lines. The effect of this is to accentuate the very point which this
chart is introduced to prove and vllich is repeated for the sake of
emphasis, i.e. the Santa Fe fS transcontinental main lines, which
represent les s than one-third of the total mileage, produce two-thirds
of the.freight, and an even higher proportion of the passenger revenues.
It follows that the secondary routes and branch lines mich represent
more than two-thirds of the total mileage lend their primary value to
- 18 -
the system as feeders of traffic to the main lines rather than for their
~ortance as producers of revenues directly on this less extensively
used trackage.
It should be pointed out that only a small proportion of the
branch line trackage has too little traffic gathering or revenue producing
power to be of value to the system. The stress placed on the importance
of the primary main lines constitutes no reflection upon the value of the
subordinate mileage. The latter is necessary to help secure muchof the
business which makes the more important routes such busy and profitable
ones. Since this is a transportation rather than a traffic study.,
attention must necessarily be centered on the main lines. This point
is stated to explain omission of 9.,000 miles of secondary mileage from
this analysis.
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(2) The Organization of the Operating Department
Railw~ operations comprise three separate functions:
1. Transportat ion (C. T.)
2. Maintenance of Way (H. W.)
3. Maintenance of Equipment (H. E.)
Separate departments are created to organize and supervise
the work wi. thin each classification. The three must be closely
co-ordinated through an "Operating Department" mich embraces all. The
territorial extent of a great railway system necessitates the subdivision
of each department into divisional units, representing logical distri-
butions of mileage for purposes of direct supervision. Each department,
C. T., H. W. and M. E., has its owndivisional chief* mo reports to a
system. (or regional) department head in respect to matters of standard
practices and methods and performance. Under a "divisional" plan of
organization, the Operating Department assigns a divisional officer,
termed a Superintendent, with jurisdiction over all three of the separate
components of the operating department within his territory. In a
fldepartmentallt plan of organization" no divisional operating office has
such coordinating authority, which is confined to the Chief Operating
Officer of the system or a major regional unit thereof.
While departmentally organized railways invariably have
1fDi.vision Superin tendentsl t' their functions are limited to transportation
and do not embrace maintenance of way or maintenance of equipment. The
experience of. American railways indicates that the departmental plan of
organization is most effective and economical on railroads of smaJ.l or
intermediate size, and it has been the exclusive method of organization
used on British. railWays of all size, from the outeet of their history 0
* Trainmaster, Division Engineer and Master Mechanic, respectively.
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The divisional plan is universally used by all the large
systems of the United states, except the NewYork Central and
Chicago and North Western, which follow their Vanderbilt traditions
that were originally based upon English practice.
For purposes of planning and supervising operations, the
13,000 miles of the Santa Fe Railway are subdivided into 20 ,operating
divisions, each being assigned to the jurisdiction of a Superintendent.
Since it would be impracticable to have so manyoperating units, as well
as chiefs of the componentdepartments, i.e. M. W., M. E. and C. T.,
report to a single Vice President in charge of Operation, these twenty
divisions are first combined into four regional groups, viz. (1) Eastern
Lines, (2) Western Lines (including Panhandle and Santa Fe Railway*)
(3) The Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railway*, and (4) the Coast Lines.
Four General Managers, immediately subordinate to the
Vice President-Operation, are in charge of each of these four regional
groups of divisions. The Chief Engineer, Chief Mechanical Officer and
General Superintendent of Transportation also report to the Vice President-
Operation in reference to matters relating to their respective departments
and supervise their regional and divisional staff counterparts on matters
of standards, methods and performance. The Vice President is an executive
or administrative officer; the General Managers and Superintendents are
"line" officers and the Chief Engineer, Chief Mechanical Officer and
General Superintendent of Transportation and their regional and divisional
equivalents are "staff"officers. The terms "line" and "staff" are used
with their conventional milit~ distinctions of direct administration
* Wholly ownedsubsidiaries operating the Texas mileage of the
system in accordance with the laws of that State.
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and performance of work being the function of the tiline" officers and
planning and development of methods and techniques and analysis of
performance being the work of the "staff.tt
The Eastern Lines and the Western Lines comprise greater
mileage and traffic than the other two regions and likewise have a
larger number of componentdivisions. Therefore both Eastern Lines
and the Western Lines are subdivided into districts mich are under
separate Assistant General Managers, through Whomthe Superintendents
report to the General Manager. While the Coast Lines are not formally
subdivided into districtsl the Albuquerque and the Arizona Divisions are
assigned to the jurisdiction of one Assistant General Manager and the
Los Angeles Division and the Valley Division to another.
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The importance of the divisional and regional composition of the
Santa Fe system requires that it be noted in detail, viz.
Name
REGION
Headquarters
, DISTRICT
J
~ Headquarters
j DIVISION
Name Headquarters
Eastern Lines Topeka Eastern Ibpeka 1.Illinois* Chillicothe, Ill.
2. Missouri* Marceline, Mo.
3. Eastern* Emporia, Kans.
Western Topeka 4. Middle Newton, Kans.
Western Lines Amarillo Northern La Junta
(Including
Panhandle and
Santa Fe Ry)
5. Cklahoma Arkansas City, Kanso
6. Western Dodge City, Kans.
7. -Colorado-tHf-Pueblo, Colo.
8. Denver** Pueblo, Colo.
9. NewMexico Las Vegas, N.M.
Southern Amarillo 3D. Panhandle Wellington, Kans.
11. Plains
12. Slaton
13. Pecos
Amarillo, Tex.
Slaton, Tex.
Clovis, N. M.
Gulf, Colorado Galveston
and Santa Fe Ry
* Terminals at Chicago, Kansas City and
San Francisco - Oakland - Richmond
are operated as separate divisions
under Terminal Superintendents.
Coast Lines Los Angeles
14. Northern Ft. Worth, Tex.
15. Southern Temple, Tex.
16. Gulf Galveston, Tex.
17. Albuquerque Winslow, Ariz.
18. Arizona Needles, Calif.
19. Los Angeles San Bernardino,
Calif.
20. Valley'*' Fresno, Calif.
** The Colorado and the Denver Division
are operated by a single Superintendent
and his organization.
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Since the detailed analysis of the Santa Fe improvementprogram
Whichfollows is related to the divisional componentsof the system, it is
particular~ important that the divisional distribution of mileage is
fully understood and kept continuously in mind. This can best be done by
reference again to the Santa Fe system mapshownas Exhibit 1 which
delineates the scope of each division by distinctive colors.
Each division and district and region may be considered as a
railroad complete in itself. All of the various units have their own
departmental organizations at their respective diVisional, district,
regional and system levels in order to provide for the necessities of
every function of the operating department's manifold duties and responsi-
bilities. In this way, the Superintendents, Assistant General Managers and
General Managers, as well as the Vice President-Op~ration" have separate
staff organizations adequate for their necessities of planning, co-ordinating,
supervising, and analyzing the phase of the operations entrusted to each
of them•.
All of this is necess~ for the efficient and effective
administration of this gigantic 13,000 mile system as one completely
integrated and unified whole which is continuously responsive to the
policies, methods and ambitions of the President.antl the Board of Directors.
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(3) Physical Characteristics of Railroads
Adequate understanding of the Santa Fe improvementprogram
and beneti ts fiowing from it also make it desirable to outline in simple
terms some of the technical principles which relate to the physical
characteristics of railways.
Railroad transportation utilizes the mechanical forces
produced by locomotives to overcomethe resistences which oppose the
movementof cars. The magnitude of these negative forces is principally
determined by the basic physical characteristics of the line which fixes
the amount of work that must be done to run trains between any two places
on it.
The physical characteristics of a railroad are:
1. Distance. The purpose of transportation is to take freight
to the place mere it is needed or people to the place where they wish
to be. Railway service therefore is principally related to the distances
which must be traversed in moving traffic; both freight and passengero
The locomotive must overcomethe frictional resistances of the train
(measured in pounds per ton of weight) throughout the entire length of its
run.
2. Grades. Land surfaces crossed by railroads are seldom fiat.
Elevations must be surmounted; some are gently rising plains or low hills;
others are more abrupt slopes increasing to high mountains. In ascending
any of these, the force of gravity (also measured in pounds per ton of
train weight) becomes an additional element of resistance to train movement
\\bich is measured by the gradient and must also be overcomeby the power
of the locomotive.
3. Curves. add a third factor of resistance to the movementof
a train as the outer rail of the track defiects the wheels from a straight line;
\
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i.e. tangent. This introduces additional frictional resistances, but these
are expressed in terms of the grade equivalent of curvature as will be
outlined on a subsequent page.
Distance may be regarded as the first dimension of the railroad
since it relates to length.
C1mTaturediverts the track from a straight line am thereby
carries the railroad over an ~ and so into the second dimension.
Elevations raise railroad trains into space and so bring the
third dimension in~o railway operation. Changesin elevations are
overcomeby grades.
Railway operation maytherefore be regarded as a three dimensional
problem ~li1e consideratio~s of speed project it on into the fourth
dimension which is measured in ~.
The first theorem of geometry states that a straight line is
the shortest distance between two points. It follows from the foregoing
outline of the three physical characteristics of a railroad that the
ideal track is straight and flat, i.e. contains neither grades nor curves.
Very little land surface is level so railway routes must be adapted to its
contour. Nearly all track must be laid on inclinations which introduce
grades. Railways which cross broad areas of sparsely populated plains may
have as little as 10%of the total length on curved alignment. On the other
. hand, less than 10%of the road may be straight track on routes which cross
mountain ranges or follow tortuous river valleys. Betweenthese two extremes
wide variations are found.
It should be pointed out that level track may be found on curves
while the track on grades maybe straight. It follows that reference to
straight track and to level track relate to separate characteristics in
the horizontal and in the vertical planes respectively. A change in the
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one does not necessarily affect the other.
The perfect railroad would have neither grades nor curves
and the distances wouldbe the geometric minimum(i.e. a straight line)
between its terminals. It is obvious that the necessity of laying
railroad tracks over hills and mountains and across valleys and following
the courses of rivers and streams, together with the desirability of
reaching centers of population and traffic not on the direct course
between terminals, are the primar.y influences in introducing excess
distance, grades and curves. The latter .are handicaps which add to the
cost of actual operation co~ared with the minimumexpenses that would
be incurred if the physical characteristics of railways were perfect;
i.e. their lines were straight and flat.
The cost of railway operation is primarily determined by the
length or distance of the haul and the grades and the curves traversed by
the line. These, along with the additional power nequired by high speed,
establish the amount of work required of a locomotive to movea train and
this, in turn, is the basic componentof operating expense. Relative
increases in any of the foregoing factors of distance, grades and curves
will adversely affect costs and it follows that decreases in them will
facilitate more economical operation.
The effect of relative differences in physical characteristics
on original construction expenditures is invariably opposite to its influence
on operating costs. Reduction of grades and curves and excess distance in
the original line would require a greater outlay for building but permit
more economical operation. For a given volume of traffic there is always
an optimumstage. of development, with its resultant minimumtotal of both
operating expenses and capital charges, that will permit the maximum
percentage of return on the actual investmento
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Managersmust therefore give continuous careful study to the questions
involved in balancing the interest cost of the additional investment
required to improve physical characteristics of lines against the operating
economies which will follow them. If traffic is light, as is usually the
case when railroads are new, little eJq>enditures can be justified over the
bare mininD.lm necessary to provide a route of whatever maximum grades and
curvature and excess distances may be required to fit the track into the
topography of the country crossed. As traffic develops , it has been the
practice of railway managementsto improve profile ani alignment ani shorten
distances, Wherever the resultant reductions in operating expenses exceed
the interest and taxes on the additional investment required for these
improvements.
Differences in elevation are overcomeby introducing grades
into a railroad track. These are shownby a "profile" of the line. The
profile of the Santa Fe's transcontinental lines appears as Exhibit 5.
Grades maybe classified as follows a
Classification
Rate of grade
in percent
Increase in Elevation
in Feet
Per 100 ft. Per Mile
of Distances
Resistance
interposed by
gravity to
train movement
In Lbs. Per Ton,
"Water Level" grades Level - 0.3% 0 - 0.3' o
Light
Moderate
Heavy
0.3% - 0.5% 0.31 - 0.51 15.81 - 26.4' 6.0 - 10.0
0.6% 0.9% 0.6' - 0.9' 26.4'- 47.5' 12.0 - 18.0
1 % - 1.5% 1.0' - 1.5' 52.8' - 79.2' 20.0 - 30.0
Mountain Over 1.5% Over 1.5' Over 79.2' Over 30.0
A railroad's location is i ts constitution. This will determine
the traffic that it can obtain and the cost at vhich it can operateo
Given a strong constitution a railroad will prosper in spite of economic
or other vicissitudes which maybring tempor~ misfortunes.
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Wellington in his classic trEconomicTheory of Railway Location"
(1887) has proved that from the standpoint of operating expenses, the
physical characteristics of railroads maybe divided into two classifications,
1. Details of primary importance are those which 1imit the
gross weight of a train that can be hauled by each class of engine, and
hence determine the number of trains which must be run in order to carry
the volume of traffic available. On most railway mileage, grades establish
the tonnage hauling limit of a 10comotiveo In exceptional cases, very
sharp curves are the controlling factor.
2. Details of secondary importance are those mich affect the
cost of running each train, but do not affect its gross weight, (i.e., the
number of trains operated) viz:
(a) Comparative length of route in relation to air-line
distance;
(b) Curvature or amount of angular deviation between
straight portions of the track;
(c) Rise and fall. This is the amount of vertical
distance which each train must be raised or lowered
in the course of its movementbetween terminals.
The cost of operating a freight train per mile with a given
locomotive is substantially a fixed amount and for this reason the
gradients (or very occasionally sharp curves on lines located in river
valleys mich mayprovide easy grades but follow tortuous courses)
which limit the train weight are of mBjor importance. They determine
the number of trains that must be operated to haul its average daily
tonnage of freight. The grades mich establish the maximumtonnage on
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an engine district are therefore termed "ruling grades."
Ruling grades are not necessarily the maximum grades on the
line as will be pointed out in a subsequent paragraph touching on "pusher
or helper grades" and the practice of "doubling the hill." In addition"
some grades in excess of the ruling grade are operated as "momentumgrades" n
by utilizing the kinetic energy of the train" moving at average speed at the
base of the ascent" to supplement the force of the locomotive to haul the
cars over a short grade, the rate of which is greater than that on which the
engine could pull themby its tractive power alone.
Details of second~ importance have considerably less influence
upon operating costs. While affecting the cost of operating each train,
they do not determine the tonnage lim! ts and hence the number of trains
run. Operating costs as a mole are muchmore affected by number of trains
run than by variations in costsper train.
Magnitude of resistances" Whether of grade or of other
classification, is measured by the force in pounds necessary to overcome
them. The ~ performed is the amount of this force multiplied by the
distance over Whichit acts (giving a product in foot pounds). Power is
the rate at mich the work is done, i.e., work per unit of time (one
horsepower equals 550 ft. lbs. of work done per second).
Gradients, or rates of grade, are expressed in percent of
rise or fall per unit of distance. Thus a grade of 1 percent rises
1 ft. per hundred or 52.8 ft. to the mile, a grade of 0.5 percent is
2604 ft. per mile~ etc. The absolute effect of gradients to increase the
load on the engine is constant and is easily deterJni.!1edunder the general
theory for the equilibrium of forces applied to the inclined plane to be
20 lbs. per ton for a grade of 1 percent and in arithmetic proportion
for all other rates of ascent.
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An ascent of 0.3 percent or less is usually considered to be
a "low grade" line, mile a rate of 1 percent and over is a heavy grade.
Grades between 0.6 percent and 1 percent may be said to be "moderate."
L. F. Loree in "Railroad Freight Transportation" remarks, "It used to
be said, whenI was a youngster, that no road with grades not exceeding
0.5 percent ever went into the hands of a receiver. I do not know
'Whetherthis was litera.11y true but certainly the transportation and
cost advantage of a superior grade line give its possessor a commanding
advantage over a less fortunate competitor."
Grades have two effects upon operating expenses:
1. The established "ruling grade" determines the train
weight which an engine can haul over this ascending line, and hence
the number of trains required to movethe available traffic.
2. 'Ibe direct expense for fuel and maintenance is increased
by ascending and descending a vertical distance (rise and fall) instead
of running on continuously level track.
These two distinct considerations are so totally divergent
that it is merely incidental that both are related to rates of grade.
Gra~es other than ruling grades (i.e., details of secondary importance
as per definition) are considered only as so muchrise and fall but
ruling grades must be analyzed from the dual standpoints of (1) effect
of rise and fall on costs as well as for (2) the determination of train
load, hence the number of trains required per day for varying volumes
of traffic.
Ruling grades seldom extend over an entire engine district
or division of a railroad. If the elements of expense of running trains
on ruling grades are examined, it appears that the principal influence
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of these grades on cost does not result as muchfrom working the engine
at full capacity vbile ascending them, as from the loss in potential
hauling capacity on the other long sections of the line where the
locomotive has a large unused surplus capacity which continuously incurs
its full pro rata of expense. If the extra motive power required on ruling
grades can do its work in one limited area where its full capaci ty is
continuously utilized, the excess cost of ascending high summits on
increased rates of grade can be greatly curtailed comparedwith longer
ascents on more moderate grades, muchof which is below the ruling rate.
This fact released the locating engineer from the most
perplexing difficulties incident to ascending high elevations and
enabled him to concentrate his attention, i.eo capital, on the more
tractable portions of the line where smaJJ.improvementsin gradient
~ have very great proportional value. In practice this idea is
developed by the use of assisting or helper engines operating on tlpusherII
or"helper grades." Such grades are heavier than "ruling grades" but are
in no sense considered in the latter clas s since they do not determine
the gross tonnage hauling capacity of road engines operating over the
entire engine districto Should traffic be so light as not to warrant
pusher service, it is often desire able to resort to the practice of
"doubling the hill" in which case the road engine carries its train
over the grade in two or more sections. "Doubling the hill n obviates
light loading of trains over a division in order to prevent the maximum
grade becoming established as the ruling grade.
Experience and technical analysis prove that it is advisable
to build to the lowest feasible through grade over as long a mileage as
possible and concentrate principal ascents into maximumgrade reiistances
over a limited sectiono Here help0~enginescan be provided which are
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accurately adapted to the service and these locomotives can be kept
fully at work over the entire distance mere used. Accomplishing
this makes the pusher gradient a matter of comparative indifference
alongside the resultant advantages of reduced ruling grades on the
through line; moreover, the higher permissible pusher grades secure
important construction economies where the alternative would usually
inyo1ve ve~ expensive grade reductions.
steam locomotives, save for the limited exception provided
by.booster equipped engines, carmot exert any greater power for short
periods of time than they can in sustained operations. Therefore, steam
locomotives have no reserve to Illeet the requirements of helper grades
in excess of ruling grades and helper engines must be added to move
trains over them. All-electric locomotives and Diese1-electric
locomotives hav~ short term ratings in excess of their continuous ones.
As a result of this, dieselization or electrification of train movement
introduces its owndistinctive economic and operating characteristics which
arise from elimination, as helpe;r districts, of grades that would require
an assistant engine if steam locomotives were used on the run. It follows
that one of the great economies of D[esel operation is its elimination
of helper locomotive mileage over mountain crossingso However, the
general observations on using helper grades to reduce ruling grades
mich was made in the foregoing paragraph, to summarizeWellington's
conclusions that necessarily related to design of railroadsto meet steam
locomotive practice, are confirmed by the characteristics. of the Diesel.
These continue to make it better to concentrate rise and fall than to
diffuse it ; although it is better still to reduce it to' minimumlimi.ts
and proportions and lower ruling grades, too, where economically
practicable.
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Curvature is occasionally a primary, but usually is only of
secondary importance in the sense in whichWellington uses that term
to designate factors ~ich do not establish the number of trains required
to haul a given volUIOOof traffic. Trains are diverted from a straight
line by curves. A curve has two prim~ characteristics, both of which
are expressed in degrees. Oneis the sharpness of the curve, or its
radius, the other is the central, or interior, angle which measuresth.e
quadrant-through. which the direction of trains is turned in traversing
the curve.
The basic measurementof a curve is its radius. It might
be assumedthat this would be expressed in linear measurement, or feet,
rather than circular measurement, or degrees. However, it is customary
to designate curves by the degree of the central angle subtended by a
chord 100 feet in length in railroad practice. To illustrate the
application of circular measurement to the radius of a curve, consider
a chord 100 feet in length, subtended at the gauge of the rail by a
steel measuring tape. If the radii of the curve at the points of
intersection of the 100 foot chord are extended to the center of the
circle, the angle which they subtend will be the measure of the curve,
expressed in degrees, minutes and seconds of circular measurement.
Likewise, the circular measurement of a curve registers the angular
d:eyd:ationof each 100 foot chord of the circle.
A curve of one degree radius, which is the present desired
standard for high speed lines,has a central angle of 10 subtended by the
radii drawn to the points of intersection of a 100 foot chord with the
curve. The radius of a 10 curve is 5130 ft., or 1.09 miles, in length.
Curves within the ordinary 1imi.ts of main track practice have radii
varying in inverse proportion to the degrees of the curve; to wit:
Degree of curve Length of Radius
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20 •••••••••••••••
3° •••••••••••••••n° •••.••••••..•..
5° •••••••••••••••
6° •••••••••••••••
2,665 ft.
1,910 ft.
1,433 ft.1,146 ft.
955 ft.
In addition to measurementof the rate of curvature, the
total amountof its angular deviation, or central angle, must also be
established. This is likewise expressed in degrees but it normally
involves so muchlarger figures than the rate of curvature that no
confusion will arise between the two applications for which the single
term. of circular measurementis used.
A line having 360 degrees of central angle of curvature
makes angular deviations equivalent to one complete circle. If at
the same time all of this curvature is at the rate of three degrees,
the radius is 1,910 feet and the diameters and circumferences are
equivalent lengths. The relative sharpness of curvature of the track
introduces resistance to train movement. The theorectical mechanics of
curve resistance and actual tests of it by dynamometercars attached
to trains have led to the establishment of a factor of 0.8 lbs. resistance
per degree of curve per ton of train weight (although this is slightly
variable in contrast to the constant measurementof grade resistance).
This resistance per degree of sharpness of the curve is the
samemagnitude of resistance as that interposed by a grade of 0.04
per cent or 2.0 ft. per mile. It is most convenient to consider curvature
in terms of equivalent grade which is done by multiplying the numberof
degrees of curvature by the constant factor 0.04 percent grade. Thus a
6-degree curve (955 ft. radius) offers the resistance of an 0.24 percent
grade or 4.8 Ibs. per ton and a 10-degree curve is equivalent to an 0.4
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percent grade or 8.0 lbs. per ton of train weight. Curves of from 6 to
10 degrees are the sharpest normally found in main line tracks in other
than mountainous regions.and 1 to 3 degrees represents best standard
practice. A curve of 1 degree, super-elevated 6 inches (a subject
mentioned in a later paragraph) insures safe and comfortable operation
of trains at speeds of 100 miles an hour.
Under three circumstances, however, curvature may limit train
weight, viz.:
1. Whencurves are introduced on a ruling grade .without 'reducing
the rate of the latter by what is called compensation for curvature so as
to keep the aggregate maximum.:..' resistance 'constant on both curve s
and tangents.
2. Whena line is level or nearly level and extends through
a region requiring muchcurvature (as in narr?w river valleys) resistance
of curvature ~ readily exceed the resistance of low grades •.
3. (Very occasionally) Restr.iction of use of. heavy motive power
because of sharp curves rendering their operation unsafe.
To ascertain the effect of curvature it is necessary to. ..
superimpose the additional grade equivalent of any curved section of
track on the profile of an ascending grade. As curvature resists 'the
action of gravity on the 'descending train, the profile must show the
negative (subtracting) effect of curved track. An equated profile prepared
in this manner is necessary to convey the true graphic total of the combined
magnitude of resistances of curvature and gradients, and a separate chart
is needed to delineate this for both directions. The grade line of the
equated profile, reflecting the combined effect of ascending grade and
curve resistances, should not exceed the maximumruling grade at any
point.
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Considerations of curvature are of secondary importance in
railway location for curves do not establish train weight but do have
the following adverse influences on operations:
1. Add to train resistance even though in an amount
insufficient to affect train load.
2. Addto cost of maintenance of way and patrolling
of track.
3. Add to maintenance of equipment expense.
4. Increase possibility of accident.
5. Entail speed restrictions unless of very long radius.
6. Cause cars to lurch and jolt mich can damagefreight
and produce adverse mental reactions in travelers.
Trains rounding a curve exert a centrifugal force against the
outside rail which tends to overturn it. This force varies as the square
of the speed and inversely with the radius. It must be counterbalanced
by superelevating the outside rail, up to the limit of 5! or 6 inches.
This represents the maximuminclination of the track that can be made
wi.thout risking the possibility that freight cars carrying top heavy
loads might overturn if a train stops on the curve. Moreover, higher
superelevation causes excess pressure and wear on the inside (or low)
rail of curves by trains movingaround them at the rates of speed
below the maximumfor ~ich this heighth is calculated.
The following table shows the ma:ximwu speeds at which it is
safe and comfortable for passenger trains hauled by steam and Diesel
locomotives to traverse curves of the indicated degree with a 5"
superelevations
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Maximumcomfortable speed for passenger
trains traversing curves.
Radius
5,730 ft.
2,865 ft.
1,910 ft.
1,433 ft.
1,146 ft.955 ft.
Speed
100 I1PH
8065
5545
40
xxxxxxx
Most railroads were first built before machinery was
available to moveearth and rock. Construction of the original
roadways was a pick and shovel job, ~ssisted only by black pov.tier for
blasting and horses and mules, with wagonsor wheeled scrapers, to move
material out of cuts or onto fills. It was essential to reduce earthwork
to a minimum. This necessitated keeping the cross sectional area of
cuts and fills as small as possible and that in turn was primarily
regulated by the depth of the excavations and the heighth of embankmentso
The erosive forces of wind and water on the slopes of earthwork
and the lines of transmission of forces through earthen fills both require
that the sides shall have not an inclination steeper than the rate of
Ii feet of horizontal distance to each one foot of vertical distance.
Since there are two slopes for each cut or embankment,it is obvious
that the cross sectional area, which measures the amountof material to
be moved, increases very rapidly as the former becomes deeper and the
latter higher. The original width of the top of a single track railwcv
fill or the bottom of a single track railroad cut was generally 16 feeto
Th~present standard is from 20 to 26 feet in order to give additional
stabi1i ty to the subgrade under the fast movementof heavy trainso
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Each additional foot of heighth or depth therefore adds three feet to the
width of the base of a fill or the top of a cut. Cuts and fills for
double track lines are widened to permit 14' spacing of track centerso
It follows that as cuts and fills becamemore than 10 feet
in heighth or depth, their cross sectional areas increase very rapidly
with resultant effects on construction costs. Econoll\Y"of building the
original lines was largely a matter of securing a location that would
hold cuts or fills in excess of 10 or 15 feet depth or length, respectively,
to absolute minimum aggregate lengths.
Whendeclivities greater than 20 to 25 feet below the grade
of the track were crossed, it was customary in the early days of railroad
construction to".build a trestle or someother form of structure in order
tOC1Voidthe use of earthwork. Similarly when the grade of a railroad
had to be located at that depth, or more, below the surface of the ground
it usually required boring a tunnel unless the earth was loose and easily
removable. Trestles, bridges and tunnels are very expensive to build and
maintain so the aggregate length of them is necessarily kept as low as
possible. The problem of the early railroad builders was therefore one
of keeping cuts and fills to moderate proportions, i.e. below 10 feet
and avoid bridges and tunnels wherever practicable.
It was inevi table that the urgent necessity for building the
early railroads at minimumcost lead their locating engineers to use 1%
grades and 60 curves freely ~ unless the favorable nature of the
.terrain permitted more favorable physical characteristics to be obtained
without material additions to construction costso In mountainous country,
grades up to 2.2% are commonplaceand ones as steep as 3 percent and even
..,'"
higher are found in someplaces, (eog. the Santa Fe's crossing of the
Raton and Glorietta Mountains).
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Likewise., difficult terrain frequently forced the use of 90 and 100
curves and one of 140 and 16° were occasionally required.
The prevailing maximumgrades on the mountain cross~gs of
many western railways is 2.2 percent or 116 'ft. per mile. This rate was
established by the use of that maximumascent on the Baltimore &Ohio
Railroad's crossing of the Allegheny Mountains between Cumberland, Md.
and Parkersburg, W.Va. The terms under which the United States
government gave land grants and other forms of federal aid to some
of the transcontinental railways provided that their gradients should
not exceed those utilized on the Baltimore & Ohio (unless specific'
authority was granted to the contrary)o
The physical development of the American railroads has not
only been marked by continual improvement in their track structures.,
facili ties and equipment, but likewise by concurrent improvement in the
physical characteristics of many miles of lines on which grades and
curves have been reduced as the growth of traffic has permitted.
Construction of a second track presents opportunities for reducing
grades and curves. Improvementsof this character also permit minor
contraction of distances to be made through line changes and cut-ofrse
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Chapter III
DESCRIPTIONOFSANTAFE TRANSCONTINENTALLINES
The influence of geography on history and on poliitics is
nowwell 'recognized. The researches and writings of the British
scholar, Mackinder, and the German, Haushoufer, had profound affect
upon the policies and ambitions of the rulers of the European total-
itarian states and so upon current history. Just as one may study the
Itgeopolitiks" of nations, one also may observe the parallel applicability
of this practical type of analysis to railway development. History and
geography have been notable factors in the development of the Santa Fe.
A. Kansas City to Los Angeles via La Junta
The Santa Fe Railway is so intimately associated with the
Santa Fe trail that a present traveler on its trans instinctively believes
he is riding along its very pathway all the way west but this occurs only
for 528 miles between Kinsley, Kansas, (36 miles east of DodgeCity) and
Canyoncito, NewMexico, where the two routes are closely parallel although,
of ~ourse, they do not coincide. The latter station is near the western
outlet of the Apache Canyon, , miles east of Lamy, the junction with the
branch to the historic city of Santa Fe.
The Santa Fe Trail began at Independence, Missouri, and at
Westport Landing, the latter site being within the present Kansas City.
This historic route extended on a relatively straight line across the
narrowest distance between the Missouri and the Arkansas Rivers. The
present stations of Olathe, Gardner and Edgerton on the Santa Fe Railway's
present "Ottawa Cut-off" are nowlocated at points that would have been
on the Santa Fe. Trail had they existed in those early days. It crossed
the route of the present main track between Topeka and Emporia where
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Burlingameis nowsituated. The Santa Fe Trail met the .ArkansasRiver at
Great Bendand followed it to Los .Ah1masbefore turning in a southwest-
wardly direction downthe valley or the Purgatoire River* towards the
present c1ty ot Trinidad.
TheSanta Fe Trail itself was openedby the initial trip of Captain
William Becknell in the fall of 1821. Soonafter that William and Charles
Bent and Cerain St. Vrain built a trading post that becamelmownas Bentt 8
Fo~ located in the ArkansasRiver Valley not far from its confiuence with
the Purgatoire River.* This is at the present station of Los Animas. Bent's
Fort played a prominentpart in the developnent of the Southwestup to the
time of the MexicanWar. The owner,Willian Bent, generously turned the tort
over to the United States Army during that confiict. After the war the United
States offered to buy Bent' s Fort but nameda price so ridiculously low that
the owner, disgusted by this ingratitude, in 1852 movedall of his belongings
out and destroyed the building with: the pOWderstored in them.
After the Sant~ Fe was built across Kansas its first extension
beyondwas to Pueblo whichwas reached in 1876. Events soon lead that
railroad to build to Santa Fe 'andoD beyondto the settlements in the Rio
GrandeRiver Valley at Albuquerqueand El Paso. The junction betweenthe
two separates routes to Pueblo and to Albuquerqueand is located at La Junta
which is 19 miles west of Los Animas,where it will be recalled the old
Santa Fe Trail le'ft the ArkansasRiver and turned southwardtowards Santa Fe.
The availab1li ty of'water along the Santa Fe Trail was so
important to wagontrains as they toiled west from the 100th Meridian
that the difficult passage of' the RatonMountainswas initially'
madein preference to the southern route. The latter avoided this
high range but passed through the very dry land that becamethe
* Locally calle d "ThePicket Wire."
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"dust bowl" of the 1930' s. Later, hOYfever,adventurous travelers both
shortened the trip and avoided the Raton Mountains by following the
"Cimarron Cut-off." This alternate route crossed the Arkansas River at
Ingalls, 6 miles west of the present Santa Fe station of Cimarron,
which in turn is 25 miles west of DodgeCity, and headed in nearly a
straight line to its southern junction with the main Santa Fe Trail.
The well-known wagon-shaped butte, less than a mile east of the Santa
Fe's station at WagonMound,NexMexico, (45 miles northwest of Las
Vegas) marks the point where the Cimarron Cut-off joined the main trail
on its way to Santa Fe.
No hill or mountain impeded the development of either the
Santa Fe Trail or the Santa Fe Railway across the State of Kansas,
although the elevation gradu~ rises across this 500 mile-long state
from 750 feet at the Missouri boundary to nearly 3,500 feet at the
Colorado line. Eastern Kansas is so flat that it was seldom necessary
to deviate far from a direct line in order to follow a watercourse.
The western half of the State does not appear rugged to the eye but
its topography would have handicapped the early railroad builders had
not the Arkansas River provided a natural pathway for the railroad for
more than 400 miles west from Hutchinson, Kansas, to La Junta, Pueblo
and CanonCity, Colorado.
The lOath Meridian of longitude marks the transition to high
and semi-arid land in each state which it crosses. West of this imaginary
line, the elevation of the land begins to rise more abruptly. The Santa
Fe main line crosses the lOath Meridian at DodgeCity, a factor which
established this small, but bistoric city as the place "where the west
begins" to the traveler over this popular route. Eastward and westward
ruling grades across Kansas and on beyond through the Arkansas River
Elevation
5989 ft.
7587 "7623 n*
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valley to La Junta never exceed 0.6% and usually are only 0.5%.
The elevation rises more than 1500 feet in the 82 miles of
distance from La Junta to the base of the Raton Mountains at Trinidad.
The ascent is not gradual and continuous but presents a "saw tooth"
profile. While the line is generally descending eastward, the short
ascents are on 0.6% ruling grades. Ruling grades westward across this
part of the line are 1.1%, compared with 0.5% westward to La Junta.
This abrupt change in gradient necessitated either the reduction of the
tonnage of trains or the use of heavier power westward out of La Junta
than into it. Such an operating factor as this along with its being the
junction of important routes naturally made it a division point.
The Raton Mountains are an east-west offshoot of the Rockies
which lay as an immense barrier against the Santa Fe Trail and the
Santa Fe Railway. While these are known only locally and the dis~ance
across is short, the grades required to cross them present the most
difficult o,?stacle confronting the Santa Fe at any place on its system.
Engine terminals are usually located at the base of mountain crossings
to service helper locomoti~es and to facilitate changes in the tonnage
rating of trains. Trinidad, Colorado, is the Santa Fe terminal at the
base of the north (or westward) approach to the Raton Mountains and the
tovm of Raton, New Mexico, serves the similar function on the other side
of this range. Primary physical characteristics of the line over Raton
Pass follows:
Trinidad, Colorado
Lynn, New Mexico (west end of Raton Pass
Westward tunnel)
Lynn, New Mexico (west end of eastward tunnel)
* Highest point reached by AT&SF Railway.
Trinidad to Lynn
Raton to Lynn
Distance
16.0 mis.
6.8 n
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Ascent Max. Grade Ascending
1598 ft. 3.5%
989 " 3.3%
The original line across Raton Pass was completed on December
7, 1878. It utilized "switch backs" to reach the summit on 4% grades in
order to avoid delay awaiting operning of the single track tunnel, 2040
feet in length on July 7, 1879. This tunnel and the companion one 2789
feet in length, placed in service in 1908, to provide for the second track
and now used for westward trains, are the longest ones on the Santa Fe with
the exception of the 5600-foot bore where the "Valley Division" penetrates
the Coast Range of California at Glen Frazier, 18.3 miles east of Oakland.
The 3.3% and 3.5% grades on Raton Mountain and the 3.0% grade
eastward over the Glorietta Mountains, mentioned in a later paragraph, are
the maximum ascents on the Santa Fe. Grades of this severity are not
found on any other main line of railway in the United States, except the
Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad where the grade is 3.0% on the 20-
mile ascent from Minturn, Colorado, to the summit of the Rockies at
.Tennessee Pass at elevation 10,200 feet, and of the Southern Railway's
4% climb over Saluda Mountain on its line from Spartanburg, South Carolina,
to Asheville, North Carolina.
Just as those who drove wagon trains over the Santa Fe Trail
developed a Cimarron Cut-off to avoid the Riton Mountains, so the
Santa Fe Railway likewise was ultimately forced to build a detour around
them in its great "Transcontinental Short Line" or Belen Cut-off which
was first opened as a continuous through route 1n1908. This provides
an alternate railroad from Ellinor, Kansas, through Amarillo, Texas, to
Belen and Dalies, New Mexico, a distance of 765 miles on the "cut-off,"
compared with 787 miles on the or1ginal main line via La Junta and Trinidad.
The latter, however, is still used by all of the Santa Fe's fastest
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passenger trains; but for more than 40 y.-ears,Santa Fe's transcontinental
freight trains have been routed over this lower grade line via Belen. It
will be described in subsequent pages.
In 1925 the Santa Fe extended a branch line westward from Dodge
City, Kansa~, for more than 200 miles, to Farley, New Mexico. It was
projected over the remaining distance of only 40 miles to Colmor, New.
Mexico, a station on the Santa Fe main line, 50 miles southwest of Raton.
This was intended to play the same role which the Cimmaron Cut-off did
for the Santa Fe Trail in Santa Fe Railway operation but this track was
never completed. While it woul9, avoid the Raton Mountains, it did not
circumvent the almost equally difficult Glorietta Range. The Transcon-
tinental Short Line did both and hence became the principal factor in the
development of the Santa Fe east of the Rio Grande River.
The line between Raton, New Mexico, and the engine and crew
terminal at Las Vegas, New Mexico, generally traverses open country
with mesas and mountains forming the background of a continuously
beautiful panaronia but presenting no serious barriers to the railway's
path. The Canadian River is followed from otero, NevrMexico, to French,
New Mexico, 26.3 miles. A branch of the Southern Pacific extending into
the coal fields of Northern New Mexico crosses both the Santa Fe Railway
an4 the Canadian River at the latter station. It is the last foreign
railroad* that will be seen until Daggett, California, is reached,'950
miles away. Wagon Mound, 65.1 miles from Raton, is one of the oldest
settlements along the line and derives its name from the resemblance of
a nearby butte to a covered wagon top. It will be recalled that this
point is the southern junction of the Cimmaron Cut-off of the old Santa
.~If the little Apache Railway, a "feeder" which connects with the Santa
Fe at Holbrook, Arizona, and has no other outlet, may be considered
as constituting no exception to this statement.
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Fe trail from Dodge City. Wagon Mound is 15.3 miles southwest of Colmor,
the proposed junction of the Santa Fe's railways once projected equivalent
of the Cimmaron Cut-off.
The most significant natural formation affecting t~ location
of the railway between Raton and Las Vegas is the 10-mile long Shoemaker
Canyon of the Mora River, 27 miles north of Las Vegas. This is the first
defile traversed by the railway on the transcontinental trip west. Leaving
.
Las Vegas the railway descends on a 1.6% grade to its crossing of the
Pecos River at Ribera, 29.1 miles distant. A notable feature of the line
is an unusually large and complete horseshoe curve, a short distance
east of this station. Leaving the Pecos River the train commences a 25-
mile climb from elevation 6,030 feet on 1.7% maximum westward grades.to
the summit of the Glorietta l~ountains at the station of that name at
elevation 7455. This is the second and last offshoot of the Rockies
encountered by the Santa Fe RailWay. The Glorietta Mountains separate
the valleys of the Pecos and Rio Grande Rivers and present difficult
operating conditions.
Throughout the ride of 54.5 miles from Las Vegas to Glorietta
the magnificent Sangre de Cristo Mountains are in continuous view.
Their forest covered slopes stretch on up to timberline which is well
below the highest peaks; snow covered throughout most of the year. The
westward descent from Glorietta is on a 3% grade. The track finds
lodgment in the narrow and tortuous Apache Canyon, remembered as a site
of military importance in the Mexican and theA:merican; C:tvilWars and
in Indian['fig~ting as adversarys in each of these'.;.conf~cts struggled
for the mastery of this strategic point on the route to Santa Fe.
The railway bridge which carries the track from one .wall of
the Apache Canyon to the other at its deepest and narrowest point is
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one of the principal points of scenic and historic interest on the entire
line of the Santa Fe. The small but picturesque junction of L~~, 9.7
miles from Glorietta, is the base of the 3% eastward pusher grade to the
summit and so is a terminal for helper engines as well as the junction of
the 18.1 mile branch to Santa Fe. This little tOVTn,nestled in the Sangre
de Cristo Mountains, 500 feet above Lamy, is too inaccessible from the
east to have been on the main line. The first train ran over the branch
into Santa Fe on February 19, 1880. This brought the romantic history
of the Santa Fe trail to a close after it had been used for nearly 59
years (since 1821.)
The railway fo1lo17s Galisteo Creek, flowing down from Santa
Fe, to descend on 1.42% grades from Canyoncito through Lamy on to the
Rio Grande River at Domingo. The Valley of this historic stream provides
a natural route for the railway on to Albuquerque, New Mexico's largest
city and on beyond it for 253 miles to El Paso. In the vicinity of
Albuquerque, the Sandia Mountains, on the east, are the most prominent
features of the scenery. Isleta, 12.6 miles below Albuque.rque and one of
the most typical and picturesque of the pueblos, :a.~ :7athe junction
established in 1880 between the original Atlantic & Pacific Railroad
and the Santa Fet s original line on down the Rio Grande Valley to El
Paso.
Santa Fe trains follow the valley of the San Jose River on the
120.5 mile climb up to the Continental Divide at Gonzales, NeY(Mexico.
The elevation at Isleta is 4,895 feet and at Gonzales 7,250 feet. The
ascent is 2,355 feet or approximately 20 feet to the mile. This would
* Appropriately named for the first and greatest Archbishop of the See
of Santa Fe; who is well known in literature as the lovable Padre of
Willa Cather's popular novel, "Death Comes for the Archbishop.1f
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require only a 0.4% grade if the track were on a continuous ascent, but
for reasons of economy the original line was constructed on 1.0% grades.
When the second track was added, it was laid on a 0.6% ruling grade west-
ward (32 feet to the mile) and is used by westward trains.
Construction of the second track invariably provided an
opportunity to improve the original ascending gradient wherever it ex-
deeded the later standard ruling grade. The first track with the heavier
grade was thereafter assigned to the current of traffic in the descending
direction. In building the second track on the Santa Fe, for 393 miles
west from the Rio Grande River Valley at Be1en* and Dalies** to Pineveta,
Airzona, beyond Ash Fork, it was invariably located north of the original
line on eastward ascents and south of it when the climb was westward.
This requires left hand assignment of current of traffic on the double
track lines between those stations.
The differences in gradient between the origina1~sing1e main
track, assigned to the current of traffic in the direction of the des-
cending grade, and the newer one providing a reduced ruling grade fre-
quent1y necessitate their being on non-parallel locations. This is re-
quired to provide the additional distance needed to overcome a given
change in elevation at a lower rate of grade. These non-parallel
locations of second track are liste~ in Table 2 on pages 49 and 50.
\~i1e all of western New Mexico and eastern Arizona traversed
by the Santa Fe is lugh rugged country and is interspersed with mountains
and mesas, the ranges are not continuous and the railway has a broad open
* Rio Grande River crossing of the Transcontinental Short Line and its
junction with the El Paso-Albuquerque line, 30 miles south of the
latter city •.
** Junction of Transcontinental Short Line with the main line, 14.0 miles
west of Isleta. Dalies is also 10..3miles west of Belen.
, , ,
,',
, , "
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Table II
NON-PARALLEL LOCATIONS OF SECOND TRACK
Chicago - Los Angeles
Grade
See Notes Reasons for Non-Parallel
iVision From M.P. To M.P. Dist. ill ill Track (See notes E and W)
;a -
11- Plaines 40.9 Pequot 57.2 16.3 0.8% 0.5% AT&SF uses GM&O tracks foreastward main.
,:'0+D
....-
1}foe Dean,Lake 370.3 Bosworth 373.8 3•.5 0.8% 0.5% w
Mo. Bosworth 375.3 BosWorth 378.1 2.8 0.8% 0.5% E
,Mo. Standish 381.1 Carrollton 385.$ 5.6 0.8% 0.5% E
Mo. W. B.Jct.388.7 Hardin 404.6 15.9 Paired track with Wabash-AT&SF owns eastward-
Wabash westward.
Yo. Congo 444.2 Sheffield 446.1 1.9 AT&SF owns and operatessingle track. When traffic
requires, AT&SF uses Mo Pac
1st and 2nd main tracks
from Sheffield to Congo.
Eastern Gardner 34.6 Edgerton 39.7 ,3.1 0.7% 0'.4% E
Eastern Wellsville 46.4 Le Loup 49.5 3.1 0.75% 0.45% E
Eastern Melvern 79.7 Ridgeton 87.6 7.9 0.6% 0.4% w
N. Mexico Wootton 650.8 Lynn 653.4 2.6 To carry lines throughseparate sing~e track Raton
Tunnels.
Albuq. Rio Puerco 33.9 Suwanee 46.'6 12.7 1.0% 0.6% .w
Albuq. Baca 11.5.9 Thoreau 125.2 9.3 1.0% 0.6% 'W
Albuq. Gonzales 129.3 Ciniza 142'.8 13.5 1'.'0%0.6% E
Albuq. Winslow 288.6 Winslow 290.8 2.2 1.0% 0.6% w
Albuq. Moqui ' 295.1, Dennison 297.4 2.3 1.4% 0.6% E
Ubuq. Maine 362.6 Maine 364.1 1.5 1.8% 1.42% E
Albuq. Maine 365.5 Maine. 366.5 1.0 1.85% 1.42% E
Albuq. Supai 382.1 Welch' 391.7 9.6 2.6% 1.8% E
.~'
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Table II
NON-PARALLELLOCATIONSOF SECONDTRACK
Chicago - Los Angeles (Cont.)
Grade
See Notes Reasons for Non-Parallel
.vision From M.P. To M.P. Dist. ill ill Track (See notes E and W)
buq. Pinevita 410.5 Crookton 418.3 7.8 2.8% 1.42% Reduce westbound grade.
Westbound passes under east-
bound at Pinevita for right
hand running to Victorville.
.fbUq• Pan 425.1 Seligman 426.8 1.7 1.75% 1.42% E
~A.riz. Chino 432.7 w. Chino 435.9 3.2 1.42% 1.0% E
• II
ij
Fields 457.5 Nelson 460.2 2.7 1.8% 1.42% E. tiZ'
Louise 514.1 Griffith 526.8 12.7 1.8% 1.42% E~iz.
W •
,~iZ. Needles 579.1 w. Needles 580.1 1.0 Eliminate central angle of
i
curvature on eastbound track.
\
rriZ. Siberia' 677.3 Klondike 683.0 5.7 2.30% 1.42% W
~.Ange1es Victo~ 39.~3 Thorn 40.8 1.5 Elevate westward track over
eastward track for left
hand running.
.Angeles Summit 57.3 CaJon 63.2 5.9 3.0% 2.2% E
1\
f.
1(1) Gradeon original track assigned to current of traffic in descendingdirection.
~(2) Grade on second track assigned to current of traffic in ascending direction.
~
r Where no grades are shovm, neither of the tracks are on rnli'ng;/ grades and non-i parallel location is dueto other factors stated.
- Reduce westward grade.
-Reduce eastward grade.
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route before it from Isleta on west across the state to the next engine
terminal at Gallup and then to the succeeding one at Winslow. The
Rio Puerco is crossed at the station of that name, 11 miles west of the
junction of Dalies. The Zuni Mountains parallel the railway on the
south.
A succession of Indian pueblos follows in the irrigated valley
of the San Jose. The "Sky City" of Acoma, which is the oldest continuously
inhabited_:settlement within the Uni ted States and antedates its history,
is 18 miles south of the railway station of Laguna.
Mt. Tqylor, 11,389 feet, in the San Mateo Mountains north of
McCartys is the highest peak in the state and a landmark of the trip.
The Continental Divide on the Santa Fe at Gonzales is 27.0 miles east of
Gallup and as previously stated is at elevation 7,250 feet. It is not,
as might be expected, a mountain pass but is in relatively open cO\Ultry
with the mountains evident only in the distance.
The westward descent from the Continental Divide lies in the
valley of the Rio Puerco of the West which is the same name as the stream
crossed at the station of that designation west of DaLies. The railway
follows the Rio Puerco for 124.3 miles where it flows into the Little
Colorado at Holbrook, Arizona. The Little Colorado River is crossed
east of the town of Winslow where it turns north to flow across the
Painted Desert to its confluence with the main Colorado at the eastern
entrance to the Grand Canyon.
Winslow at an elevation of 4,855 feet is at the eastern base
of the great Arizona plateau. The summit of the railway crossing of
this immense height of land is at Riordan, 65.0 miles to the west where
the elevation is 7,310 feet. This ascent of 2,455 feet entails a
westward gradient of 1.42% or 75 feet to the mile.
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The most conspicuous point of interest to tourists across this
part of the route is Cal'\YonDiabalo, 17 miles west of Winslow, a deeply
eroded gorge in the Kaibab limestone. The railway crosses it on a double
track steel arch 540 feet long which carries the rails 225 feet above the
Canyon floor. This is the third structure over this defile and was
completed in 1947.
The little city of Flagstaff with a population of 7,500 in
1940 is the largest community located on the Santa Fe main line across
Arizona. Riordan, Arizona, at mile post 350.8 (from Albuquerque) is
7,310 feet above sea level. The Santa Fe crosses the Colorado River at
Topock, Arizona, near Needles, California, at mile post 565.9 and
elevation 572 feet. A descent of 6,738 feet is thus accomplished in
215 miles. Were this all on a continuous grade, an ascent of only 0.6%
would raise the train from Topock to Riordan in that distance.
The difference in elevation between two points divided by
the distance between them indicates the "natural" or minimum gradient
between them. If a river has cut a valley which can be continuously
followed Qy the railroad track, it is possible to have the actual grade
closely approach the natural one. However, when nature does not
accommodate the railway locating engineer in this respect, he must follow
the general topography which seldom is regular. In practice it will be
found that a railway cannot secure a ruling grade that is less than
twice the natural grade in rough country without incurring extraordinarily
heavy construction costs. It is therefore a tribute to the skill of
those who built and rebuilt the Santa Fe to find 1.42% ruling grades
and a 1.8% maximum grade across the Arizona divide.
Nature did not accommodate the easy and economical procurement
of satisfactory phySbal characteristics for the Santa Fe's crossing of
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the Arizona Plateau and unlike the Raton Mountains it covered too great
an area to be short-circuited qy a new line.
The topography across northwestern Airzona does not permit
an even grade but introduces a jagged profile which subdivides the
descent between Riordan and Topock into three distinct steps. The
route has been described in the westwardly direction of travel, since
that facilitates the historical and geographical aspects of the
narrative but the principal problem of operation over the Arizona Divide
is the long eastward climb from Topock to Riordan. Therefore, attention
will be shifted to the west end of this important section of the line
in order to begin the description from there and proceed to the summit
in the eastwardly direction.
The ruling grade ascending through this long climb is 1.42%
except for the ascent on the third step between Ash Fork and Supai
where the grade increases to 1.8%.
The summit of each eastward step on this giant railway
"staircase" is marked by a short sharp descending grade. The westward
trains, conversely, must toil up these minor summits, usually with the
assistance of helper engines, until the advent of the Diesel.
The first step is a long continuous climb from Topock to
Louise. The descent from Louise for 10.9 miles to a point 1.7 miles
west of Walpai entails a drop in elevation of 235 feet. A minor summit
is crossed at Antares, 6.2 miles away and a 6 mile descent follows to
Hackberry. The second major step begins there and the grade continues
unbroken to its summit at Yampai - elevation 5630 and mile post 451.9.
Here descending grades take the line down to elevation 5197
at Audley, mile post 439.8 (distance 12.1 - drop in elevation 433 feet.)
Short climbs are required over two summits at Chino (elevation 5395
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mile post 432.7) and Crookton (elevation 5741 milepost 418.2). A long
descent follows from the latter station to Pineveta before starting the
major climb through Ash Fork to the top of the third step at Supai only
3 miles from Williams, the gateway to the Grand Canyon but 189 feet
below it on a 1.1~2% grade.
From 'Williams to the summit at Riordan is only 27 miles in
distance and 553 feet in elevation but the profile is of a saw tooth
type and grades are 1.h2% ascending and descending in both directions.
The ascending steps are shown in Table 3, page 55.
Yfuere the original single track line was built on a grade in
either direction that exceeded the present 1.42% ruling grade across
western Arizona, the construction of a second track afforded an
opportuni ty to hold the gradient on the new construction to this maximum
ascent. Upon completion of the new track, the old one in the original
location was assigned to the current of traffic in the descending
direction. This general practice has led to the construction of the
second track entailing left hand operation between Belen, New Mexico,
and a point near Pineveta, ,Arizona, (10.1 miles west of Ash Fork) a
distance of 400.8 miles and on the 27.3 mile ascent from San Bernardino
up over the Cajon Pass and also for 14.8 miles down the east slope as
far as Thorn, a total distance of 42.1 miles. These two sections of
left hand operation total'442.9 miles while the length of line between
Thorn and Pineveta operated in the customary manner of the current of
traffic being on the right hand track is 370.7 miles.
The climb up the Arizona divide is a trip which is both a
laboratory exercise in railway engineering and operation, and a lesson
in physical geography and geology. Above all, however, it is a
kaleidescopic panorama of untold mountain and desert beauty, finally
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ending in the parklike pine forests which crOlVOthe upper 1000 feet of
the plateau. The territory surrounding the Colorado River is barren
desert with less than 10" of rainfall per annwn. As the train toils
to higher levels the influence of increasing altitudes upon wind
currents gradually draws more and more moisture from the billowy clouds
which sail the blue sky overhead. This gradually increases the vegetation
seen along the route and the transition continues until the 6000 feet
level is attained above Ash Fork between the stations of Daze and
Corva, where the diminutive pinions give way to lofty pines.
\Vhile the line continues at or above t~~s level for 70 miles
from Daze, Arizona, to Angell, Arizona, the train passes through un-
broken stands of these magnificent trees. The summit at Riordan, 7310
feet is the second highest point reached by the Santa Fe; being exceeded
only Qy the Raton Pass Tunnels above 7,600 feet.
While the passenger is aware of the rapid ascent and descent
of the train, depending upon its location and direction, he gains this
from the sensations of the locomotive variously exerting its maximum
pulling power or resisting the accelerating force of gravity through
application of the brakes. The railway tracks generally are in wide
expanses of territory flanked by mountains and other immense geological
formations, but.usually these are miles away and most of the valleys
are long and wide. Therefore, when canyons are traversed these are
features of special interest to the traveler.
Leaving Topock on the long climb up to the Arizona Divide
the railroad runs through the ,broad expanses of the Sacramento Wash
continuously up to Franconia, 13.1 miles, touching the southern end of
the Black Mesa near Haviland. This wash, dry for many consecutive
years, was turned into a raging torrent in 1938 which destroyed the
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the line and lead to the reconstruction of much of this section of the
route with resultant improvement in the alignment and protection against
a repetition of this disaster in future years.
The first canyon traversed is one on either side of the little
city of Kingman. It is the first community passed since leaving Needles
that is more than a tiny settlement of railw~ maintenance employees.
The eastward track through Kingman Canyon is built to the standard 1.42%
grade. This necessitated a separate location on the east wall of the
Canyon generally far above that of the westward descending track on the
opposite side which uses the original right-of-way with 6.7 miles of
1.8% descending grade.
The Walpai Valley is crossed between Louise and Antares and
Hackberry. This marks the transition between the first and the second
steps of the ascent up the Plateau. This second step of continuous
ascent passes through a five mile long granite gorge between Hackberry
and Valentine and there runs headlong into the Grand Wash Cliffs. The
narrow Crozier Canyon, formed by the Truxton Wash, has cut a path for
the railway but its tracks are generally on opposite sides of this 6
mile long defile. Crozier Canyon ends at the station of Truxton where
the railway enters the 10 mile wide Cherokee Valley and crosses it to
Peach Springs. There the valley narrows to canyon-like proportions
through Nelson and on up to the summit an Yampai, 14 miles distant. A
tunnel 414 feet long was built to carry the second track on the gradient
of 1.42%.
Yampai at mile post 451.9 and elevation 5630 is the top of
the second step up to the summit of the Arizona Plateau. It is 23.3
miles west of the division point of Seligman which is at elevation 5284.
Pinevita at milepost 409.2 and elevation 5147 and Ash Fork at mile post
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400.5 and elevation 5172 feet are the bases of the third major step.
The distance between Pinevita and Yampai is 40.3 miles and the difference
in elevation is 483 feet. The intervening descent is not continuous
but is broken by two minor summits, at Chino and Crookton.
The railway lies in the Aubrey Vcil.leyfrom Yampai to Seligman,
23.1 miles. This great open expanse of land is bounded on the east by
the Aubrey Cliffs Which extend for many miles across the plateau region
on both sides of the Grand Canyon. These cliffs are the western edge
of the great sheet of Kaibab limestone that caps the Arizona Plateau.
The minor summit at Chino at elevation 5395 lies on the heighth of land
between the Aubrey Valley and Chino Wash. The railway division point of
Seligman is situated at the confluence of these two natural openings.
The crossing of the heighth of land between Mt. Floyd on the
north and Picacho Butte on the south requires a climb of 457 feet in
10.9 miles to Crookton at elevation 5741. The ascending grade is on the
1.42% standard in both directions but the original 7.1 miles westward
ascent of 587 feet from Pineveta at elevation 5147 on the east slope to
this sununit,was at the difficult rate of 2.8%. This roadway is now
used for eastward trains descending while the second track assigned to
westward movement required a length of 9.5 miles to hold the grade to
the lesser standard rate of climb (1.42%). The westward track follows
a route that diverges from the eastward one and incorporates a great
horse shoe curve at an advantageously high elevation which affords a
remarkable vista of the great expanse of land spread out to the east
and south. The non-parallel location extends all of the way from Crookton
:to.l Pineveta. Near the eastern end of the separated lines, the westward
track crosses over the eastward one to return from a right hand to a left
hand location on the double track right-of-way. This continues on east
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to Belen, NewMexico.
The third major step lifts the railway on a 1.8% grade up
1818 feet from Ash Fork to Supai. The original route used is nowthe
westward or descending track which extends through Johnson CaQYon. One
of the Santa Fe's two tunnels in Airzona is located here. It is 397
feet long and is on a 2.10% grade. Johnson Canyon is one of the
important 5i tes of scenic interest on the trip. The eastward track,
however, must develop additional distance to flatten the grade so is
located north of the Canyon. From Supai it is but a short descent of
189 feet within a distance of 3.4 miles to Williams, the well known
junction point for the line to the Grand Canyon. The town of Williams
is located on the north slope of Bill Williams Mountain, a landmark of
the vicinity. FromWilliams to the summit at Riordan is but a continua-
tion of 1.42% grade up through the increasingly thick masses of lava
covering the floor of wide parks or open'spaces of pine forests.
The reader's attention is nowturned back to the Santa Fe's
division point at Needles, California, on the Colorado River which is
one of the best knownrailroad towns in the United States. Its fame
is enhanced by being in the midst of one of the most arid districts of
the country and also one of the hottest. The railroad at Needles is
at an approximate elevation of 475 feet. Barstow is the next division
point 165.7 miles to the west and is situated at an elevation of 2101
feet. The route between Barstow and Needles is devoid of population
except those few who service the railroad or work in small desert mines.
The route westward from Needles ascends a low mountain crossing
at GoffS, 30.9 miles distant and at elevation 2584 feet on the familiar
1.42% grade which is again encountered on the 16.8 mile climb from Cadiz
to Ash Hill. Eastward trains ascend to Goffs on a 1%grade. Eastward
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ruling grades between Barstow and Needles do not exceed 1%.
Barsotw is in the heart of the Mojave Desert. The bed of the
Mojave River lies alongside of the Santa Fe tracks between Daggett, 11
miles east of Barstow and Victorville, 36.4 miles west. Daggett is a
notable desert station because it is the junction of Union Pacific's
uLos Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad" which uses Santa Fe trackage westward
for 101 miles through Barstow, across the Cajon Pass to San Bernardino
and thence to the western junction with Union Pacific at Riverside.
Barstow is the junction of the Santa Fe's routes to southern
and to northern California. Both must cross high mountain ranges which
separate the desert country of eastern California from the productive
and densely populated area in the western part of the state. The Santa
Fe's principal route goes on to Los Angeles, crossing the San Bernardino
Range at Cajon Pass; elevation 3823 feet.
Following the Mojave River west from Barstow to Victorville,
40.7 miles, elevation 2718 feet, the ascending grade is 0.6% to Victor-
ville where helpers are attached to assist freight trains with full
tonnage rating for the remaining 15 miles up to the summit on a 1.6%
grade. The eastward ascent from San Bernardino at 1073 feet to the
summit is on a 2.2% grade. As in the case of other second track con-
struction in mountainous territory, the later one, incorporated the
lesser grade and so is used in the ascending direction. The track on
the original location has 3% grades and so is now assigned to westward
descending movements.
At San Bernardino the Santa Fe divides into two routes into
Los Angeles. The shorter line, 59.8 miles in length, passes through
Azusa and Pasadena. Most of the passenger trains are sent over the
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Pasadena line because of the advantage of its shorter distance and the
traffic of that important Los Angeles suburb. It has maximum ascending
eastward grades of 2.2% between Los Angeles and Pasadena and 1.6% east
of the latter station. Maximum westward grades are 1.5%. The route via
Fullerton is 72.2 miles long but has 1% maximum grades so is used by
through freight trains.
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DESCRIPrIONOFTRANSCONTlNEm!ALLINES
B. Barstow to San Francisco Bay
Just as the main line to Los Angeles must cross the mountain wall
which separates the desert from the intensively developed and thickly
populated lands extending from the foot of these ranges downto the sea-
coast, so the line which runs from the important junction of Barstow to
San Francisco B~ must surmount a mountain range that obstructs its path
to the north.
Barstow is situated at an elevation of 2105 ft. The San Francisco
line extends 72 miles westward to Mojave across the deserts of that name
which here include the dry beds of prehistoric lakes. These are immense
surfaces, fiat as a billiard table, which provided natural sites for great
air training and experimental bases, particularly around Muroc" 20 miles east
of Mojave. The mine which nowproduces the principal borax supplies of the
United States is located at Boron, 38 miles west of Barstow. It is owned
by the Pacific Coast Borax Companywhich developed the original source of
this mineral in Death Valley that for so manyyears was well publicised by
the familiar tt20 Mule Team"trade mark; emblematic of the means through which
borax once began its long trip to market.
The Tehachapi Range separates the Mojave Desert of southern California
from the great valley running longitudinally through the center of the state
Which takes the nane of the rivers which occupy it; viz. the San Joaquin in
the south and the Sacramento in the north. These valleys are naturally arid
but the high Sierra NevadaMountains form their eastern boundary and store
the moisture from the winter snowfalls. This provides water to irrigate this
vast area; one of the most productive agricultural districts in the United
States. It produces the largest volume of fruits and vegetables of any single
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region of this country and muchof it movesby rail to distant consuming
centers.
It will be recalled that the introductory chapter on the history of
the Santa Fe stated that the line from Needles through to Mojave had been
built originally by the Southern Pacific. This ronte, in turn, 'Wasan exten-
sion of the latter's railroad from San Francisco Bay downthrough the San
Joaquin Valley. At the southern or desert base of the pass over the
Tehachapi mountains, the Southern Pacific's line divided at the junction
called Mojave; one route turning southwest to enter Los Angeles, 102 miles
away, and the other going 240 miles east to meet the Santa Fe at Needles.
In a memorable trade, the Santa Fe exchanged its mileage between Nogales,
Arizona, and Guymas,Mexico, to the Southern Pacific, along with a cash
consideration, for this now extremely important main line from Needles to
Barstow and Mojave.
The Southern Pacific was entirely without competition in northern
California until an independently and locally ownedand operated railway
called the San Francisco and San Joaquin Valley Railway, was completed in
1897 from Richmondto Bakersfield, in the south end of the San Joaquin Vall~y.
The Sahta Fe purchased this in December1898 and on y~ 1, 1900, secured
trackage rights over the Southern Pacific between Bakersfield and Mojave.
This pennitted Santa Fe trains to run on to San Francisco Bay. Previously
it had only been able to participate in the traffic of northern California
through interchange of freight cars with the Southern Pacific at Mojave.
The line between Mojave and Bakersfield is one of the most interest-
ing mountain lines in the United States. While it is of Southern Pacific
ownership, since the Santa Fe runs its trains over this line, its operating
characteristics are as important to a study of the Santa Fe's transcontinental
services as though it owned-the lines itself. The line from Barstow to
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Bakersfield, 141 miles, is-operated as one engine district. It lies in
the Mojave desert between Barstow and Mojave, 72 miles, and there has
ruling grades of 0.7% in each direction. The ascent from Mojave to
Tehachapi is just 18.3 miles but requires a climb of 1288 ft. on a 2.2% .
helper grade. The line is in open country with the relatively smooth slope
of the mountain providing a natural pathway for easy construction of a. double
track road that is free of excessive curvature, either in radius or total
central angle. However, the 35.4 mile descent from the summit of Tehachapi
Pass at elevation 402, ft. to the base beyond Bena at elevation 2839 ft.
is located on precipitous mountain sides which necessitated the construction
of a numberof tunnels to provide a foothold for the line. The famous
Tehachapi Loopwas built on this part of the route in order 'to deve~op the
additional distance necessary to hold the grade to the 2.2% maximum. From
Bena the 1.5% eastbound and 1.3% westbound ,grade continues 13 miles to Kern
Jet. but on a double track line free of sharp curvature.
FromBakersfield at elevation 538 ft. water level grades and very light
curvature characterize the entire line downthe San Joaquin Valley. Estuaries
bring the salt water of San Francisco Bay inland to the fabulously fertile
delta of the Sacramento River. The Santa Fe crosses this delta on a series
of fills and trestles carrying a line which 1s advantageously located to
secure the 'routing of muchof the produce which is grOlVn in it. The mountains
of the Coast Range extend to the edge of San Pablo and Suisun Bays and allow
room for but one railroad system along the shore. The Southern Pacific
preempted this more advantageous location. The builders of the San Francisco
and San Joaquin Valley Line were therefore forced to find an interior route
through the coast range which necessitated the construction of the single
long tunnel found on the Santa Fe System, the 5596 ft. bore at Glen Frazier.
A long steel viaduct at -tts eastern outlet is also used to carry the line
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across the valley at Muir where the oil refineries at Martinez on Suisun
Bay and the Southern Pacific Bridge over the Straights of Carquinez can
be seen in the distance.
The section between Maltby and Herpoco (named for the nearby plant
of Hercules Power Company)introduces a 325 ft. summitwith grades of 1%.
The Santa Fe parallels the main line of the Southern Pacific over the
last .30miles of the Valley Division into Oakland, but occupies an interior
location which is inaccessible to most of the industries in that areao
However, the Santa Fe owns the extensive tide lands between Richmondand
Oaklandwhich can ultimately correct this traific disadvantage and place
it on a parity with its traditional rival, the Southern Pacific, in this
important area.
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DESCRIPTION-OF TRANSCONTINENrAL LINES
C. Ellinor and Newton, Kansas, to Dalies, NewMexico
Via Transcontinental Short Line
or Southern District
Wichita's stragetic location on the Arkansas River assured its
commercial importance and growth of population. It was a natural focal
point to which railway mileage was built and became the second railway
center of the state; Kansas City, Mo.-Kan. being first. Wichita's
economic importance is reinforced by the natural wealth of the rich areas
surrounding it where grain, live stock and natural gas and petroleum are
produced in abundance. The processing of these has madeWichita an
important manufacturing center and recently its activities in this
respect have been broadened by diversified manufacturing, particularly
of aircraft, unrelated to these basic Kansas commodities.
The original Santa Fe main line across Kansas first touched the
Arkansas river at Hutchinson and so passed north of Wichita but a Z7 -mile
branch south from Newtonbrought the Santa Fe into that city in the same
year: 1872. This entrance into Wichita sowed the first seeds of the
subsequent development of two long extensions of the Santa Fe, both through
Oklahomaand Texas; one heading south to the Gulf and the other southwest
across the Panhandle and on to a connection in the far away Rio Grande
Valley with the main line to California.
Wichita was the Santa Fe's southern terminus for seven years but
in 1879 its lines were extended down the east bank of the Arkansas River
valley to Mulvane (15.6 miles) and Arkansas City (41 miles). Another
branch was built from Mulvane across the Arkansas River at Belle Plaine
and on to Wellington (16 miles) • Mulvanebecame an important junction
and Arkansas Oity and WeH:1ngtonare of particular importance because the
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former is the Santa Fe gateway to i tS-Gul.fJ Colorado and Santa Fe
Railway*to OklahomaCity J Fort Worth, Houston and Galveston, while the
latter is the point from which the Transcontinental Short Line was
developed westwardly first via the Panhandle and Santa Fe Railway
across the Texas Panhandle to Amarillo, thence to Clovis and finally on
to Belen and Dalies on the main line to California. The last segment of
the new route was opened in 19C6 ~
The "Transcontinental Short Line," or "Southern District" of the
western lines as it is usually termed includes all this mileage used by
Santa Fe freight or passenger trains running from Ellinor or Wichita,
Kansas, via Amarillo to Belen. and Dalies. The mileage between Ellinor
or Newtonand Wellington is part of the Middle Division which in turn is
a componentof the Eastern Lines, under the jurisdiction of a General
Manager at Topeka.
Whenthe Southern District is referred to in this report, it
relates to the main line of the Panhandle Division from Wellington to
Waynoka10606 miles; Plains Division, 309.2 miles fromWaynokathrough
Amarillo to Clovis; and the Pecos Division which extends over the remain-
ing 239.8 miles to Belen, N. Mex. This totals 655.6 route miles under the
jurisdiction of the Southern District of the Western Lines. The headquarters
of the General Managerof the Western Lines and the Assistant General Manager
in direct charge of its Southern District are both located in Amarillo.
The mileages run by Transcontinental Freight and Passenger Trains
via the "Southern District" from the eastern junctions at Ell1nor and
Wichita to the western one at Dalies are shownon the next page (subject
to modifications explained ~n the chapter on transcontinental distances.)
~{G.C.&.S.F. ownership begins at Purcell, Oklahoma, 33 miles south
of Oklahoma City and extends south-te Ft. Worth, Houston and
Galveston.
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ROUTEFORFREIGHTTRAINS
Ellinor - \'1ellington
Wellington - Belen
Belen - Dalies
Ellinor to Dalies
ROUTEVIAPASSENGERLINE
Ellinor - Newton
Newton - Wichita
Wichita - Wellington
El1inor to Wellington
Wellington - Belen
Belen - Dalies
Total:
99.9*miles
76,.8
,9.7* miles
*27.2
34.1*
121.0*
6".6
H10.3-
786.9 miles
At the outset all freight and passenger trains going south along
the routes of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe to Arkansas City, Fort Worth
and Galveston and west to the Taxas Panhandle, and on to what is now the
Transcontinental Short Line, branched off the main line at Newton and
came down to Wichita. The mass of the Santa Fe mileage in eastern Kansas
permitted a detour to be developed to allow freight trains to pass around
W'ichita and avoid the delay of running through this congested railway
center. The freight trains left the main line at Florence, Kansas, and
came downto Eldorado, 31.1 miles, from Florence. In 1924, this main
line junction was movedeast to the station of Ellinor, Kansas; 13.3 miles
east of Emporia, through construction of mileage required to supplement
* - On Middle Division of Eastern Lines.
** - On Albuquerque Division of Coast Linese
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existing trackage and provide a continuous line to Eldorado. The original
detour around Wichita continued from Eldorado on through Augusta, 1l.3
miles, to Mulvane, 21.2 miles. Mulvanewas mentioned in a previous
paragraph as the point where lines from Wichita, Wellington and Arkansas
City convergeo The passenger line from Newtonvia Wichita and the freight
route from Ellinor, via Eldorado, meet at Mulvane.
Freight trains operating between the main line of the Santa Fe and
its two Texas subsidiaries, the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe to south Texas
ans the Panhandle and Santa Fe" which forms part of the Transcontinental
Short Line to the west" use the same route for 60.2 miles from E1linor
through Eldorado to Augusta, Kansas. The latter station is 21 miles due
east of Wichi ta on the St. Louis San Franci sco Railway but the Santa Fe
has no direct line between those two points. Augusta is the junction of
the Santa Fe's lines to Arkansas City and to Mulvane; the former being on
the main line to south Texas and the latter on the route to Amarillo"
Belen and Los Angeles.
FromAugusta the route of the Transcontinental freight trains
continues southwest for 21.2 miles to Mulvanewhere it crosses and connects
with the line coming south from Wichita to Arkansas City which is used by
Santa Fe passenger trains to south Texas or to Los Angeles via Amarillo
running through Newtonas the main line jW1ction. The trains between
Chicago and Kansas City and OklahomaCity, Houston and Galveston join
(northward) or leave (southward) the route used by the two daily
transcontinental trains, in each direction" running via the Southern
District at this station of Mulvane. FromMulvane it is but 18., miles
further in a southwesternly direction to Wellington which is the connection
with the Panhandle Division where the Southern District begins. This line
between Mulvane and Wellington-i.s the first mileage traversed since leaVing
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Ellinor that is used by both the freight and the passenger trains running
between California and Kansas City.
It will be recalled that the primary purpose of the construction
of this a1ternata route, originally knownas the Transcontinental Short
Line, and nowgenerally referred to as the Southern District, was to
serve as the Santa Fe Railway's equivalent of the Cimarron Cutoff of the
Santa Fe trail, built to avoid the Raton Mountains. This railw~ route
did even more: it obviated the crossing of the Glorietta Mountains and
provides an 0.6% ruling grade in both directions except for 20 miles of
1% grade ascending westward out of the Cimarron river valley beyond
Waynokato Curtis and 40 miles of 1.2% grade eastward from the Rio Grande
River to the crossing of the ManzanoMountains at Mountainair. This is
the last range seen on an eastward journey and the first range met on a
westward one, but the westward ascent of its east slope is made on the
standard 0.6% grade.
The line of the Southern District or Transcontinental Short Line
across Kansas, Oklahomaand Texas is devoid of outstanding physical features,
a fact which may lead to somemonotony of scenery but greatly facilitates
railway construction, operation and maintenance~ Those in charge of running
railways 11111 willil1:g1y exchange plains for mountains even though the latter
have greater attraction for tourists. The territo~ traversed is gener~
flat except where erosion has produced some areas that appear rough and
broken but only in relation to the remarkably level country that stretches
out elsewhere to the horizon, parti cularly in the Texas Panhandle where
the train runs for miles across lands that appear to be as smooth as a
billiard table.
Rivers are the principal points of geographical interest along this
section of the trip. The Arkansas is crossed between Mulvane and
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Belle Plaine. A tributary, Salt Creek, is spanned at Alva, Okla., and
the Cimarron, west of Waynoka. The new timber bridge under construction
there is mentioned in the chapter on that subject. The Canadian River
Bridge is at the Texas town of that name, 91.9 miles east of Amarillo.
Tworivers, the Pecos and the Rio Grande, which are closely associated
wi. th the west are crossed in eastern and central NewMexico, respectively,
near the stations of Fort Sumner and Belen. The latter marks the division
point between the Southern District of the Western Lines and the Coast Lines.
Between Pampa"Texas, and Amarillo, 54 miles, the line passes through
one of the greatest oil and gas fields of the world as well as one of its
most prodigiously productive areas for growing wheat. Both of these
aggregate millions of acres in extent. They determine the economic life
of the area and the economic development of Amarillo and its vicinity is
characterized by evidences of the industries related to storing and milling
grain and processing natural gas and petroleum. The otherwise clear skies
in this country are blackened in the distance by great plumes of smoke,
miles in length, representing the unburned waste of carbon black plants.
The lOOth meridian which was referred to in the description of the
line across Kansas as being the geographical location of "where the west
begins" appropriately forms the boundary line between the Texas Panhandle
and Oklahoma. However, the familiar arid aspect of the appearance of the
country which one associates with the west, is not observed until after
the train passes into NewMenco. Fields of grain continue a short distance
west of Clovis but beyond there the land can be used only for grazing unless
'Water is brought onto it through irrigation as it is in the valley of the
Pecos River at Fort Sumner.
The 240 mile run across NewMexico from Clovis to the Rio Grande
Valley is subdivided into two crew districts with Vaughnbeing the midpoint
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and a terminal. The Santa Fe~crosses over the Southern Pacific's Golden
state Route there. This is the last time another Class I railroad will
be Been until the Union Pacific comes on to Santa Fe trackage at Daggett,
Calif., 832 miles away.
The line is generally rising all the waywest; broken only by
descents into the several river valleys crossed. As previously stated,
however, the coun~ accommodatedrailway construction so ruling grades
are held to 0.6% in both directions, with the two exceptions noted. There
is a long climb from Ft. Sumnerat M. P. 716.8 elevation 4062 ft. up t9
the pass through the ManzanoMountain at Mountainair, N. Mex.; elevation
6491 ft., M.P. 85,.7, representing an ascent or 2429 feet in 138.9 miles.
The line then descends 1697 feet in 40.8 miles to reach the banks of the
Rio Grandewhich is crossed a mile east of the station at Belen. The
route on the west side of the Monzanomountains follows the tortuous
caI\Y0nof AboCreek. The term canyon, however, should be qualified to
state that while it is narrow and several hundred feet deep in places,
it is by no means a spectacular defile. Whenthe traveler looks north
up the picturesque Rio GrandeValley, the Sandia Mountain on the east side
of the river and opposite Albuquerque, 30 miles away, is the most
conspicuous object in view.
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DESCRIPTION OF TRANSCONTINENTAL LINES
D., Kansas City to Chicago
':l'heoriginal Santa Fe freight and passenger terminals in Kansas
City, Mo., were located on the west side of the city.. Whenthe Santa
Fe decided in 1886 and '87 to extend its line east to Chicago, the
bottom lands between the meandering Missouri River and the' bluffs on
which Kansas Oity is located had already been preempted by other rail-
roads., Santa Fe, therefore, procured trackage rights over its affil-
iated. Kansas 01ty Belt Railwq~ a predecessor of the present Kansas City
Terminal Railway Company,which provided a very direct eastern outlet
across Kansas City, south ot its business district.. These trackage
rights were used for 1.4 miles from a junction with the Santa Fe's lines
in Kansas City, to the site of the present Union Station and thence for
4.7 miles to Sheffield, an important junction point td th routes ot
several railw~s diverging to the north, east md south.. ~e route
between Kansas 01ty Union Station and Sheffield contains 0.95% eastward
and 0•.8% westward grades... The former required helper engines to be used
on tonnage trains hauled by steam locomotives.
From Sheffield to Congo, 2.2 miles, the Santa Fe is a single track
line that lies immediately south of the group of railway tracks of other
ownership which it parallels. The Santa Fe's track climbs the side of
* - The Kansas City Belt Railway was incorporated in 1882 to build a line
from connections Yd.th the AT&SF and Kansas City, Ft. Scott and Memphis
Railw~ (nowpart of the Frisco) near the Union Stock Yards in Kansas
City, Kansas, for 7 miles due east to Big Blue Junction on the opposite
boundary ot the city to junctions with lines diverging to the east trom
there. In 1886-87 the Santa Fe owned .50% or the cppital stock or this
cODpanyand the Kansas Oity, Ft. Scott and Memphis and the Kansas 01ty
Union Stock Yard Company held the balance ot it. 1.11eK81Sas City Belt
Railway was subsequently'made the basis ot the present Kansas City
Terminal RaUway which is jointly ownedby sll of the line haul carriers
entering Kansas City'~
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the bluf't to gain elevation to cross over these other lines on a bridge
lilich provides a fine view ot the Rock Creek Junction" the eastern end
of the Kansas City Terminal Railway.
The junction known as Congolies at the base of tpe descent f'rom
this bridge. There connections are established between Santa Fe and
Missouri Pacific. The latter f s trains run over the Santa Fe for 7.7
miles east to Eaton as a short link in the Missouri Pacific t s river
route via Booneville to Jefferson City and St. Louis; used principal.ly
by freight trains as a low grade line in preference to the more direct
passenger route through Jefferson City and via Sedalia. The Santa Fe
also uses Missouri Pacific trackage for one mile between Congo and the
connection wi. th the Kansas Oity Terminal Railway at Rock Creek Junction.
'!his permits freight trains to avoid the Santa Fe fS own "high line" with
its 0.8% eastward and 0.6% westward grades and also avoids detentions that
might be caused awaiting opposing movements to clear this single track
l1ne •.
The Santa Fe clings to the south bank of the Missouri River from
Congo to Sibley, 17.5 miles and passes two notable industries immediately
east of Congo; the refinery of the Standard Oil Companyof' Indiana at
Sugar Creek and the Missouri Portland CementConpany at Courtney.
The Wabash Railroad follows the north shore of' the Missouri River,
east from North Kansas City and parallels the Santa Fe for 29.5 miles
from C1 Junotion, fthich is 8.5 miles east of Sibley, and 1.3 miles west
of' CaDden, Missouri, to lIB Junction which, in tum, is 2.3 miles west of
Carrollton, Missouri.. Between CAJunction and Hardin" Missouri, 12.8
miles, the Santa Fe double track is used by the Wabash.. The latter' 8
main track between those commonpoints is on a circuitous alignment so
is used by both roads onJ.y as a long siding for meeting and passing trains~
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Bet_en Hardin, Missouri and WBJunction, 16.7' miles, the Wabashand
Santa Fe operate paired double track lines. The Santa Fe track is,
assigned to the westward current of, traffic and the Wabashprovides
the eastward track.
The Santa Fe's route across Missouri leaves the river valley
east ot Carrollton and traverses rolling country which introduces
considerable rise and fall and necessitates the utilization of 0.8%
ruling grades across the "First District" between Marceline, the
division headquarters, and Shopton, Iowa, near Fort Madison. This is the
only deviation from the 0.6% ruling grades which otherwise is the standard
east and l1l9stbetween Winslow, Ariz. and Chicago) via the "Southern
Districtft through Amarillo (with 1.25% helper grades eastward between
Belen and Mountainair and 1% westward froll Waynokato Curtis).
No oi ties are located on the Santa Fe line across Missouri. The
Des Moines River has cut a,wide and deep va1ley in the land to form the
northeastern tip ot the state, 200 miles trom Kansas. City. The important
division terminal. of Shopton, Iowa, near Fort Madison, is 15 miles further
east on the shores of the Mississippi river.
'.IheIllinois Division vilioh extends trom Shopton, Iowa, through
Ft. Madison and across the river to east Ft. Madison and thence tor 2,31
miles to' Chicago is built to O.$ ruling grades in both directions except
for a 1% grade ascending the eight mile Edelstein Hill westward out of the
Illinois River bottoms at Chillicothe, Ill. Chillicothe is the headquarters
ot the Illinois Division and an important yard and engine terminal is
located here. The line crosses the D.1inois river on a long double track
viaduct east of the station.
As the train moves east the frequency ot stations seen along the
line increases together with the population ot the countryside. Railwq
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crossings both at grade and with separated grades, become increasingly
nu~.rous.o
The Santa Fe and :the GM&O(Alton) operate a paired double track,
*!in&-:' for 16.2 miles between Pequot and Plaines; the latter station
being 3.5 miles west of Joliet. The latter, in turn, is 38 miles west
of Chicago and is the junction with the important Elgin, Joliet and
Eastern Railway, the "outer belt line," Ythichmarks this station as
the beginning or the Chicago Terminal Distrift.
The Santa Fe follows the Chicago Drainage Canal and the Illinois-
Michigan canals into Chicago, crossing over them on swing bridges to
follow the north bank of these waterways between Lemont (Chicago 25.1
miles) and Nerska (Chicago 7.2 miles) •. At McCook, 1,3 miles west of
Chicago, two important outer belt lines, the :rndi~anaHarbor B"elt md
the Baltimore and Chio Chicago Terminal are crossed which make this one
of the Santa Fe's most important interchange points within the Chicago
Terminal District.
Corwith Yard is the Chicago terminal of Santa Fe ts freight train
operations. Curiously enough, Corwith Yard is located at right angles
to the Santa Fe main line, rather than parallel to it. This fact is
traceable to its purchase from the Brand Trunk Western at the time the
Santa Fe first entered Chicago in 1.888 am bought the former t s properties
......
iilich were not required after the Grand Trunk began to use the Chicago &
Western Indiana Railroad to provide passenger terminal faoilities .. ' The
Grand Trunk tracks acquired by the Santa Fe included not o~ the Corwi.th
Yard but all of the lines now oomprising the Ill1nois Northern, except the
latter"s tracks east of Western Avenue, Chioago.. The Santa Fe leased to
* - Santa Fe track lies to the north of the one of Alton ownership so the
former is used in the westward and the latter in the eastward direction.
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the Illinois Northern.**-all of those tracks lIhich had been acquired from
the Grand ~ that l8\Ynorth ot the AT&SF's ownline. The Illinois
Northern Ra:Uway crosses the Santa Fe at the east end of Corwith Yard.
The 6 miles of line between Corwith and Dearborn Station, Chicago,
is one continuous succession of railroad crossings BJX1 junctions. The
first one reached, l.S miles east of Corwith, is the intersection with the
Pennsylvania's Panhandle Route" Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad
and the Chicago River and Indiana (NewYork Central affiliate), all double
track lines, making this a six track crossing. Unfortunately, it is not
protected by an interlocking plant and so requires a safety stope
Track connections are madehere wi.th the Chicago Produce Terminal,
jointly ownedby the Santa Fe and the Illinois Central" which is located
immediately east of this crossing.- Its broad expanse of team tracks are
designed to facilitate inspection and unloading of perishable products
arrivi.nli for sale or delivery in Chicago over all. railroads.
At the Ytest end of this Produce Terminal, the D.linois Central's
western lines come in trom a northwestwanUy direction to connect with the
Santa Fe and the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio (Alton Route) g)rgetl with it from
the ::outhwest to cross the south branch of the Chicago River on a common
double track bascule bridge" 1.5 miles east of the Panhandle crossing.
Over the mile and a halt of distance between this bridge and 22nd
Street" Chicago, where the Santa Fe's ownership ot track ends, the Gulf,
Mobile and Ohio (llton Route), the Illinois Central and the Santa Fe have
parallel double track lines :in that order of location from the north.
** - D.li.nois Northern Railway is now ownedand operated by the
International Harvester Corporation.- However, recent notices in the
press refer to the possibility of negotiations being in progress for
its sale to the Santa Fe and the Burlington •.
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At 22nd street, the Alton swings north to join the Pennsylvania, enter-
ing Chicago from the ~east.. The Pennsylvania intersects the Santa Fe at
22nd St. and both of these railroads cross the main line of the Chicago &
Western Indiana' Railroad mich while paralleling the Pennsylvania south
of 22nd street, makes a 60° curve to the east at that point to head
towards Dearborn station. ihe 8m ta Fe"connection and the Illinois
Central. - Western Lines - crossing is included in the maze of frogs,
swltches and tracks that makes 22nd Street the busiest railway grade
crossing and junction in "the Uni1iedSiiates.
The last 1.3 miles into Dearborn Station u"tilizes trackage rights
over the owner of that depot, the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad.
Santa Fe occupies its property as a tenant between 22nd Street and Polk
street, the terminus of the line. The Santa Fe's large Chicago coach
yard lies in the triangle between the Chicago & Western Indiana and the
Pennsylvania Railroad at 22nd Street. In addition to this facility,
team tracks, a Diesel locomotive shop and miscellaneous passenger car ser-
,;vd.cing buildings and a new car and locomotive washer are amongthe
important Santa Fe adjuncts to its Chicago Terminal operations mich are
seen at this point.
xxxxxxx
This description of the Santa Fe Transcontinental Lines has
necessarily been brief and is largely confined to the physical and
geographic features of the railroad that are necessary to provide a
background for the subsequent chapters. No attempt has been made to
mention details of trackage and faciJ.ities along the line in this seotion.-
To do so in systematic order and with completeness, would be a thesis in
.itself.. For the same reason, little attention could be given to cities
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and towns and traffic sources along the route. This interesting subject
is fully and entertainingly covered by Santa Fe advertising publications,
notab~ its travel brochure "Along the 'Way."
xxxxxxx
Grade characteristics of the transcontinental route from
Chicago to Los Angeles via the Southern District are swmnarized in
Table IV.
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Chanter IV.
TRANSCONTINENTAL DISTANCES
The through freight and the fastest passenger trains do
not use the same route throughout the run between Los Angeles and
Chicago. The lines which are used in connnon and the others used
separately are shown belows
Chicago - Los Angeles Transcontinental Trains
Routes Used By
Limits of Run All Trains
Via
(Eastward (E)
Through Principal
Freight Passenger Trains
Via Via
and Westward (W) mileages are shown in
figures below each route.)
Chicago, Ill. to
Ellinor, Kans.
Ft.Madison, Ia.
Kansas City
Olathe, Kan.
(See Note A)
W - 574.81 Mi.
E - 575.22 11i
Ft.Madison, Ia.
Kansas City
Olathe, Kan.
(See Note A)
W - 574.81 Mi.
E .- 575.22 Mi.
W & E - 789.37 Mi.
Hutchinson, Kan.
Dodge City, Kan.
La Junta, Colo.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Isleta, N .M.
Eldorado, Kan.
Augusta, Kan.
Wellington, Kan.
Waynoka, Okla.
Amarillo, Tex.
Belen, N. M.
(See Note B)
W - 165.VOi Mi.
E - 764.60 Mi.
Ellinor, Kans. to
Dalies, N.M.
Dalies, N.No to
San Bernardino,
Calif.
Winslov~,Ariz.
Barstow, Calif.
W - 800.57 Mi.
E - 802.73 Mi.
San Bernardino,
Calif. to
Los Angeles,
Calif.
Colton
Fullerton
W &E - 71.35 Mi.
Pasadena
W & E - 59.54
Notes A. and B. The present principal direct lines between Holliday, Kan.
(13.1 miles west of Kansas City) and Emporia, Kansas, and between Ellinor,
Kansas (1301 miles west of Emporia) and Mulvane, Kansas, are via cutoffs
built to reduce the mileage and grades on the original routes respectively
through Topeka, the capital of the State and its third largest center of
population and through Wichita, the second center of population in Kansas.
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Notes A. and B. (continued)
(A) All passenger trains operate via Topeka except the
Transcontinental and Texas streamliners and the Fast Mail Express Trains
7 and 8 which use the "ottawa Cutoff."
Use of the nottawa Cutoff"reduces the distance between
Kansas City and Emporia by 15.0 miles and lowers the ruling grade in both
directions from 1% to 0.4%.
Comparison of route between Hollid~, Kan.*
and "N R Towerlt ~H$o Emporia
Passenger route
Via Topeka
112.8 miles
* 13.1 west of
Kansas City
Freight Route (also used by Transcontinental
and Texas Streamliners and Fast Mail Express
Trains 7 and 8, via ottawa Cutoff, through Olathe)
97.8 miles
** 1.1 mile east of Emporia
(B) No through passenger trains are run over the freight line
between Ellinor and Augusta and Mulvane. All passenger trains between
Chicago, Kansas City, OklahomaCity and Texas and the two (out of seven)
transcontinental trains, the "Scout" and the "Grand Canyon" (#1-2 and #23-24"
respectively) which run via Amarillo and Belen, go from Ellinor to Newton and
then via Wichita to Mulvane" the junction of the lines to Ft. Worth and
Galveston and to Amarillo and Belen. West Junction, 1.5 miles west of
Mulvane on the route to Amarillo, is the connection with the freight cutoff
from Ellinor.
Comparison of route between Ellinor /~ Kansas
and West Junction, Mu1vantt:Kansas
Passenger route
via Wichita
102.5 miles
Freight Route, Via Bazar, Eldorado and
Augusta
The freight line is 21.0 miles shorter westbound and 21.5
miles shorter eastbound (on account of using l'Iu1vaneDistrict on eastbound
movements), and provides more favorable ruling grades than on the route
through Wichita and Newton.
* 13.3 miles west of Emporia
** 15.6 miles south of Wichita
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On those sections of the line mere all transcontinental trains
use the same route, there is a continuous double track. oi~ Where there are
separate routes, single track prevails on each except over ottawa Cutoff
in eastern Kansas Which has two tracks throughout its entire length of
97 miles.
It has been explained that the construction of a second track
frequently offers opportunities to obtain an improved profile and align-
ment and to make minor reductions in distance. In some cases the old
line and/or grade have been entirely abandoned in the double tracking.
In other instances, sections of the original single track line which are
laid on grades in excess of the "ruling grade" used as standard for the
current and future development of the railroad, were continued in
service but assigned to the current of traffic in the descending direction.
When a grade reduction is made which necessitates lengthening the line of
the new track, in relation to an existing one that will be continued in
use for trains in the descending direction of movement, a non-parallel
location of the new second track is required in order to obtain the
additional length needed to lessen its rate of ascent. Each of the
non-parallel locations of the Santa Fe's two track lines have been
listed in table 2 on pages le-;b.'Iheseproduce a slight difference in
directional mileages over all divisions where they occur.
* - Except to the extent that the gauntlet bridge over the Missouri
River at Sibley, Mo., and the 2.2 miles of single track between
Congo and Sheffield, 5 miles east of Kansas City, constitute a
partial exception. However, in the latter instance, the Santa Fe
runs any train mich might be delayed by an opposing movement
over the parallel double track line of the Missouri Pacific
over which it has trackage rights for that purpose.
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Since the non-parallel location of two tracks usually result
from reductions in grades, they occur more frequently in the mountainous
areas than on the double track routes across other less difficult terrain
east of Colorado and NewMexico.
Paired double track lines, i.e. created by operating adjacent
single track lines" usuall:>rof separate ownership, as a two track railroad
for the trains of both companies also provide non-parallel location of
the tracks through all or part of the route. On its transcontinentaJ.
routes, Santa Fe operates a paired double track wi. th the Wabashbetween
Camdenand Carrollton, Mo. (29.5 miles), and with the Alton Route of the
Gulf, Mobile.&Ohio Railroad for 16.2 miles between Pequot and Plaines,
Ill. (3.5 miles west of Joliet). The use of the Missouri Pacific for
2.2 miles between Congoand Sheffield Whichhas been previously mentioned
consti tutes trackage rights for the second track rather than a paired
track arrangement because it is not a reciprocal one; i.e. Missouri
Pacific does not have similar use of the Santa Fe.
It follows that the distance between Los Angeles and Chicago
varies soroomat not only between the several lines but is also affected
by the direction of movement. The mileage between Los Angeles and Chicago
cannot be accurately stated by a single figure but requires tables of
distances to be used. Tables V and VI which follow together show total
mileages via the several principal combinations of routes and also
separate: these into divisional components.
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TABIE V-
DISTANCES
Chicago - Los Angeles
Via various combinations of routes used by
through frei ghtand passenger trains
Route
Ig~l~
ottawa Cutof.f'..LaJunta-Pasadena
ottaws.Cutot£-LaJunta-FUllerton
Topeka-LaJunta-Pasadena
Topeka-Newt on-Wichit a-Belen
Fullerton
Topeka-NeWton~ichita-Be1en
Pasadena.
ottawa Cutofr-Eldorado-Belen
Fullerton
Distance
via
Eastward , Westward
Track-
on Two Track Lines
••2226.86 I 2224.29
:
2f38.67 • 2236.10•
I
2241.86 • 2239.29•
2250.ho • 2247.87.
•.
~" .~_. .'" ...22.38.59 2236.06
I
:
2213.90 • 2211.87•
t
Used by
(Note ~)
68-17-18-19-20-21-22
117
#8-4
#23
FrEd. ght trains
(Note 3)
Note 11 There are other possible combinations of the several routes than those
sho'WJlherein but these are ami tted since they are not used by established
through freight or passenger services.
Note 2: Train Numbers1-23-4
7-8
17-18
19-20
21-22
2.3-24
Train Nanes
"The Scouin
"California Limited"
"Fast Mail Express"
"Super Chief"
"Chief"
"El Capitan"
"Grand Canyon"
Note 30 Mileages sh01l1l use Dearborn Station, Chicago, and Los Angeles Union
Passenger Station as terminals in computing distances. Freight trains,
however, operate in and out of Hobart Yard, Los Angeles J 6.6 miles east of
the passenger terminal and to and :from Corwith Yard, $.9 mi. west of
Dearborn Station, Chicago. This shortens the freight train distance
12.$ miles below that reported. Theadjusted transcontinental freight
mileage betwen Hobart Yard, Los Angeles and Corwith Yard" Chicago, is 2201.l$O
mi. eastbound while westbound it is 2199.37.
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TABLE !!
TABLE OF DISTANCES
Chica~ - Los Angeles
Subdi.vid.ed to sholf mileage:
1. Over each component division
2. Via separate routes between EllinorJ Kans. and Belen, N.Mex.
and between San Bernardino and Los Angeles.
3. Via eastward and westward tracks over two track lines
4. In year 1948 compared with 193" indicating reduction due to
line changes.
The transcontinental mileages are subdi vided in the
supplementary table which £ollo'W'S in order to report the distances between
the di.vision points over each of the major components of the several routes
and also to record these data for both the years 193, and 1948 in order
to showthe reduction, if' any, which followed recent line and grade
changes.
DISTANCE VIA
Westbound Eastbound ADDITIONAL MAIN TRACK
Division Between ~ Trac~ Track k'! 1i!ili- ..
Illinois Chicago 1935 231.98 231.99 .64 .64
Ft.Madison 1948 231.84 231.86 ~61 .58
Missouri FteKadisoD 193, 218.82 218.96 14.77
Kansas City 1948 218.28 218.43 19~11 1.,.97
Eastern Kansas City 193, ll5.62 115.84 16.34 9.16
Emporia 1948 ll5.S9 u,.83 17.12 9.91
Uiddle Emporia 1935 9.10 9.10 9.1S
El1inor 1948 9.10 9.10 9.15
Total Chicago 193, 575.52. 575.89 40.90 9.80
Ellinor 1948 574.81 575.22 45.99 15.46------ . ---------------------- - --
(Continued on Page 87)
(* Via Mulvane Diat.
( Normally used for
( E.B. Movements)
,---- ._---- ----------
Middle Ellinor 193, 63.12 63.12
Newton 1948 63.11 63.11
E-t Western Newton 1935 152.18 152.180
H Dodge City 1948 152.16 152.16~
E-I
UJ
H Colorado Dodge City 1935 202.28 202.26I=l
~
La Junta 1948 202.91 202.91
~ New Maxi.co La Junta 1935 357.97 357.978
~ Isleta 1948 357.06 357.06
r-'i
~ Albuquerque Isleta 1935 14.72 14.72Hpo
Dalies 1948 14.13 J.4.~
Total Ellinor 1935 790.27 790.27
Dalles 1948 789.37 789.37
8
0
H 1935 98.62~ Jdiddle Ellinor 98.05 *8en Wellington 1948 98.% 98.01 *H
A
~P.I
Panhandle 1935 105.52 105.52~1 Wellington
Ei Wqnoka 1948 105.51 105.516en
~ Plains W~oka 1935 3ll.03 311.03
H Clovis 1948 310.53 310.53:>
Pecos Clovis 1935 240.49 240Jt9
Belen 1948 240.23 240.23
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Division Between. Year-
DISTANCE VIA
Westbound Eastbound
Track Track
ADDITIONAL MAIN TRACK
3rd 4th
Albuquerque Bllen 1935 10.29 10.29
Dalies 1948 10.31 10.26
Total Ellinor 1935 76,.95 765.38
Dalles 1948 76,.14 764.60
.--- . --- _ va -......----- ---~
Albuquerque Dalies 19.35 402.,1 406.05
Seligman 1948 402.88 404.1.5 See Note
Arizona Seligman 19.3.5.311.2.5 31,.96
Barstow 1948 .31'1.33 316.19
Loa Angeles Barstow 193.5 80.68 82.59
San Bernardino 1948 80.36 82.39
Total Dalies J93.5 800.,,0 804.60
San Bernardino 1948 800.S7 802.73
---...-. .. ._------- --
IA Los Angeles San Bernardino 1935 59.84 59.84
2nd Dist. Loa Angeles 1948 .59.54 .59.54
...---.......----_. -------.--.---------- ....-..
VIA Los Angeles San Bernardino 19.35 70.33
3rd Dist. Loa Angeles 1948 71.35
--------------------~----------- ......_----_ .._-_....-
Via Northern District and Pasadena (Transcontinental Passenger Route)
Total Chicago
Los Angeles
19351948
2230.60 42.58
2226.86 47.67 9.8015.46
Via Southern District and Fullerton (Transcontinental Freight Route)
Total Chicago
Los Angeles
1935 2212.30
1948 2211.87
2216.20
2213.90 41.9247.46
Note: The Coast Line mileages for 1934 and 1948 are not comparable because
1934 reporting was on basis ot 1st and 2nd :MainTracks,
while 1948 is on basis of Eastward and Westward Main Tracks.
b'-t-@cw, Reference I
Uaintained and Qperated Mileage Record
Dec. 31, 1934
Dec • .31,1948
See Exhibit 4 for details of location of 2nd tr2ck on
transcontinental Lines.
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Chapter V
TRACK STRUCTURE
The purpose of track is to provide a structure that will both
sustain the weight and guide the direction of movement of the flanged
wheels of locomotives and cars. The same fundamental engineering
principles enter into the design and specifications of the track structure
as those which govern the similar characteristics of bridges and buildings.
Track is an assemblage of parallel lines of comparatively short
lengths of rail, now usually 39 r ,which are formed into a continuous
structural member by rail joints tightly held by 4 or 6 bolts to the ends
of tvroadjoining rail sections (unlessjoined by welding; a practice of
growing importance and great future promise). The rail is attached to
wooden (or occasionally metal or concrete) ties, usually by spikes (but in
some instances, by bolts or miscellaneous patented clips, clamps or other
devices). The two parallel lines of rail are spaced to provide the standard
gage of 4tBi" between the inside face, or gage, of the rail head. A tie
plate is interposed between the rail and tie to increase the bearing service
of the latter and improve the holding power of spikes and the precision of
the gage. Rail anchors are also applied to prevent the rail from slipping
or "creepingll longitudinally under the reaction of passing trains, and lock
washers are generallY used to hold nuts and bolts tight.
The heaviest modern locomotives carrying their maximum capacity
of coal and water, weigh up to 500 tons, although most of even the larger
locomotives now in service weigh between 250 and 350 tons. Such weights,
moving at maximum speeds, ranging from 50 to over 100 miles per hour, are
equivalent to from three to nearly five tons per linear foot of over-all
wheel base of engine and tender and are carried on from 6 to as many as
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12 or 14 axles under the locomotive and 4, 6 or 7 supporting the tender,
and lead to maximumlocomotive driving axle loads of 75,000 pounds, although
these are exceptional and such weights usually are held to 65,000 pounds.
The trailing load ranges from 1,000 pounds per linear foot for empty freight
cars to one ton per linear foot for Pullman cars and two or more tons per
linear foot for heavily loaded cars of coal and ore. These axle weights of
locomotives and cars are transmi.tted to the track by two supporting wheels.
There is a narrow line or band of rolling contact between the bearing surfaces
of wheels and rail. This has an area of but a small fraction of a square
inch and so produce extremely high \llli t pressures in the head of' the rail.
The basis of safety and economyof track maintenance is a track
structure which is rigid and immobile wi. thin very small limits of flexibility,
,
yet Unlike bridges and bUildings, the foundations of track cannot be driven
deep into the ground downto solid rock or be carried on piling. Ins tead.,•
the weight of passing trains, except on bridges or other special structures,
must be transmitted into a subgrade, vtlich is usually only compactedearth
that is unable to bear more than nominal surface pressures per square inch
wi thout danger of subsidence or internal disturbances which would jeopardize
the integrity of the track. Thevery high wheel pressure per square inch set
up at the point of contact with the rail must be reduced to a very low pressure
per square inch at the point at which these forces pass into the earthen face
of the subgrade. The track structure does this.
Rail serves as a girder to distribute wheel loads throughout its
entire length and on into the adjoining rails in order that these weights will
be carried on manyties rather than by the one or two immediately adjacent to.,
or under, each wheel. The heavier the rail and the greater its girder strength
(stiffness) the greater the length and the evenness of the distribution of the
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load. The stiffness of rail joints is also a very important factor in the
transmission of such forces beyond a rail end and into an adjoining rail
even though the latter may not be sustaining a direct weight. A weak joint,
irrespective of the girder strength of the rail, will concentrate forces at
the rail end and cause excessive rail wear and batter, on which the effect
of the inevitable jar fromwheels passing over the rail ends adds a cumulative
destructive ta<rtiotJ,greatly shortening rail life and adding to maintenance
costs.
Theweight carried by the rail is transmitted into the ties. It
is obvious that the greater the size, strength and numberof ties per rail
panel the more evently wheel pressures will be distributed throughout the
length of each tie. Tendencies of ties to bend and thereby concentrate
loads will be correspondingly reduced or avoided altogether. A. tie' plate of
adequate dimensions and strength will increase the area of the bearing surface
on the tie beyond that of the base of the rail itself, and by broadening the
contact will proportionately reduce the magnitude of pressures and also
permit moreeven distribution of the live loads passing through the tie and
on into the ground. Spiking a rail through a tie plate affords a fastening
superior to that possible without it and thereby improves riding qualities
and econo~ of maintenance. Likewise, use of a tie plate permits more
accurate gaging and alignment of the rail.
If the ties rest in dirt or on thin layers of poor ballast,
pressures per stluare inch will be transmitted directly into the ground and
these will inevitably be of greater magnitudeper square inch than the earth
surface of the subgrade can absorb unmoved. To reduce these pressures so that
even under the heaviest trains, the live loads passing into the subgrade will
not be in excess of a fe,,,ounds per square inch, a layer of from 6 to 18 or
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more inches of somehard, impervious material, such as gravel, slag or,
best of all" crushed rock is placed under the track as ballast. A track
structure built up of heavy rail of sections weighing either ll5# or 132#
per yard, spiked through heavy tie plates to first quail ty ties seven inches
by nine inches in cross section and eight and one half or nine feet in length,
and which are embeddedin 12 inches or more of crushed stone ballast, will
diffuse 80,000 pound axle loads over a broad supporting area.
Theweight of a ,oo-ton locomotive, approximately li.5 ft. long,
whenrunning over a track built to the foregoing standards, will have its
million pounds evenly distributed over the area of the base of the ballast
section; i.e. approximately 120 feet long by 12 feet wide. This contains
207,360 sq. in. mich will dilute the 1,000,000 lbs. live load to .5 Ibs.per
sq. in. of bearing surface of the ballast on the earth subgrade and this will
be well below the permanent pressures produced by the dead weight of the
ballast, ties and rail.
The weight of rail section which prevails on any line of railw~
is the most important element determining the physical standards of the
track structure. The usual maximum rail weight sections are 11.5# and 132#
per yard although someheavier types are used on the Pennsylvania and the
Lehigh Valley. The increasing use of Diesel locomotives is actually
reducing the necessity for the heaviest sections of rail. The NewHavenand
Boston & ~!aineRailway sometime ago discontinued the installation of 131#
rail in favor of 112# - liS# section and someother railroads are doing
likewise.
The 2.50,000main track miles of Americanrailways contain 45,000
track miles laid with rail weighing between llO# and ll9# per yard and an
equal aggregate length weighing more than that.-
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Table VII
This table lists the mileage of Santa Fe main tracks laid
with varying weightsrc£ rail as of December 31, 1939, 1943 and 1948,
for comparative purposes.
Pounds Miles of Main Track Laid with Rail of
Weight Various Sectional Weights
Per Yard as of December 31st
1939 1943 1948
130 - 132 ---n b32 25E"
112 - 115 1495 2052 2346
110 3647 3245 1776
90 54,3 4947 4395
8.5 1647 1578 1481
Under 85 2468 208, 1996
TarAL 14781 14539 14509
Rail weighing
llO# per yard
or more 5213 5929 6637
Rail weighing
90# per yard
or less 9568 8610 7872
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The record of initial use by the Santa Fe of rail of various
sectional weights per yard follows in summar.yform:
.-
Section
75#
85#
110#
130#
ll2#
115#
131#
132#
Remarks
Earliest available records of rail sections laid on the Santa Fe
show192 feet of 75# rail placed in service through Kansas City
in 1889.
The first 85/1 rail was rolled for the Santa Fe in 1903 and placed
in service the following year.
The first 90# rail was rolled for the Santa Fe in 1909 and placed
in service the following year. Used as main line standard
until 1925.
Rail section adopted by AREA(AmericanRailway Engineering
Association) in 1915. First Santa Fe 110# rail was rolled in
1924 and laid in 1925 in the westward track from Supai to Ash Fork,
Arizona.
Rail section adopted by AREAin March 1920. 1500 feet placed in
service in 1924 it Chapelle, N. M. In 1928, 130# section was
adopted for all renewals on mountain grades. .
Rail adopted by AREAin 1934. Extensive use' was madeof this
section starting in 1934 to replace the 110# section.
Adopted by Santa Fe for certain main tracks in 1947.
Rail section adopted in 1933. Small mileages were placed in
service in 1934 and succeeding years on mountain grades but not
used extensively in main line service until 1940. After that
most of each year1s rail purchases were of this sectional weight.
AREAsection adopted by Santa Fe in 1947.
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Tables VIII, IX and X" which appear on the following pages"
summarizeannual tie insertions and rail renewals since 1935 and give
the total of these. The "FonnAReportl' of the I. C. C. indicates that
59,622,893 cross ties (virtually all treated timber) were laid under
Santa Fe tracks as of Dec. 31, 1948, not including bridge ties and•.
switch ties.
The 1935 - 48 tie insertions, totaling 25,946,334, are equal
to 43•.5% of the ties now in Santa Fe tracks. The average renewals
between 1935 and 1948 were 1,817,595 ties per annum. That represents 3.35%
of the system total which is equivalent to replacement on a 3D-year life
cycle. This is well within the normal life e;q>ectancyof ties used in
Santa Fe territory; much ,of which is an area of scanty or below average
rainfall. The Santa Fe is benefitting from having been one of the first
railways to makeit a standard practice to use treated timber exclusively.
Newrail is laid only on prim~ main lines. ~le necessities of secondary
lines, branch lines and yard tracks and sidings are provided by rail taken
out of primar,ymain lines and replaced by newsteel. Since the transcontinental
main lines between Chicago and California terminals represent 5,000 track
miles" it is apparent that there is little or no rail in these principal
routes that has not been laid newwi.thin the period of the improvementprogram
being considered in this report. Its satisfactory rail condition permitted
the Santa Fe to makethe moderate reductions in renewals reported in the year
1948. The superior standards of Santa Fe track construction and maintenance
const! tute a fine physical reserve that could be translated into a reserve
of earning power in the unhappyevent that a prolonged business recession
might overtake this country as somefear is a near future possibility.
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TABLE' X'
SlSTEM TIE 'INSERTIONS AND RAIL'RENEWALS SINCE 1935
(Excluding materials used in construction of
aiditional main and other tracks)
Miles of Rail Renewals
Wgt. Per Yard of Rail Sec.
112#-ll2ll- 130# - 132# Total
10>* III193,
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
Tie
Insertions
2 072 936
2 296 409
2 429 3.34
1 641 873
1 947 802
1 775 43S
429it*
4l0H*
127
327
231
-
6
15
16
94
451
443
142
343
325
Standards Adopted
8'6" tie adopted for use
on.principal lines
9' tie adopted (See Note A)
-
131# AREA rail adopted for
main line service
1948 1 707 Q94
TarAt, 25 946 334
19h1
1942
194.3
1944
194,
1946
1947
1 940 177
1 984 907
1 S12 672
1 476 269
'1 921 865
1 540 131
1 699 430
186
97
83
81
99
l,l
J.S7
80
2 453
66
147
330
417
452
406
414
306
2 669
2S2
2h4
413
498
551
447
S71 ll511-1.32# AREArail adopted
for main line service in place
of 112# and 131/1386
5 177
* In addition .5 miles of 110# rail - 1 mile of 90/1 rail** In addition 22 miles of 90# rail was laid.
H* In addition 27 miles of 90# rail was laid.
Note AI 9' tie adopted in 19.39for high speed and heavy traffic main Jines on
tangents and curves and on curves of one degree or over on other main lines.
When 9' standard went into effect these ties were readily available. Due to
tie shortages during the war many 8' 6" softwood ties were inserted in lines
on which 9' ties are the authorized. standard. Oak and gum (hardwood) ties
of 9t length, which are used on curves only, have generally been available in
the desired quantities.
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While frogs and switches and track fastenings are also a part
of the discussion of track conditions, it must sU£fice here to state
that all of these details on Santa Fe lines conform to the high standards
found in the basic specifications of its ties, rail and ballast. Due
candor, however, requires mention of the fact that the gravel ballast
used on the Missouri and the Illinois Divisions does not appear to be a
satisfacto~ material for present high speed track and might advantageously
be replaced by stone as part of the development program of near future years.
Sidings will be discussed in a later chapter given over to
consideration of them from the standpoint of adequacy of length and spacing
to permit flexibility and frequency of train movementover single and double
track divisions. In this chapter, however, it may well be noted that while
sidings are properly built to standards inferior to those of high speed
main tracks, Santa Fe sidings are well constructed and maintained within the
limits of the restricted speeds at mich trains necessarily move through
irX-l,f-
them. The same observations apply to yard tracks, industrial side tracks
and related facilities.
The 1935 - 1948 improvementprogram has produced exceptionally fine
track on the Santa Fe. Its transcontinental main tracks are built and
maintained to standards of structural excellence and detail of line* and
surface** to permit high locomotive and train speeds except where restrictions
* "Line" of the track is established by the accuracy of the gage of the rail in
relation to the theoretica1~ correct position of the center line on tangents
and curves.
** "Surface" of the track is determined by the accuracy of the elevation of
the top of the rail in relation to its theoretical position in the vertical
plane, with due allowance for superelevation of outer rail on curves. If there
are track irregularities in the horizontal plane, it is "out of line"; if the
irregulari ties are in the vertical plane it is "out of surface."
{HPA- Sidings on nevrcTc installations constitute partial exceptions to this
statement as outlined in the chapters on those subjects.
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are imposed which represent the limitations of curves and grades and
other physical conditions unrelated to standards of track construction
and maintenance.
Present maxlmmn authorized speeds for passenger trains are as
follovrs:
Chicago - Ne1vton,Kansas 90 N~H
Newton, Kans. - Los Angeles, via La Junta 100 11PH
Newton, Kans. - Wellington 85 MPH
Wellington - Amarillo - Dalies 80 MPH
Prevalence of gravel ballast and also the train control system
installed on Illinois Division betv;een Pequot and Fort Madison for 90 MPH
maximum speeds, together impose this 10 MPH lower limit than on lines
west of Ne....rton (via La Junta). Since streamliners do not run from Newton
via Amarillo to Dalies, schedules do not require higher authorized
limits than 80 MPH on Southern District.
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Chapter VI
BRIDGES
Bridges car~ railroad tracks over depressions in the land
surface ~ere support cannot be provided by earthen fills, either because
of the extreme differences in elevation or because water courses, highways,
railways or other obstacles prevent. Frequent openings must be provided
through the base of the earthen embankments which support railway tracks
in order to provide minor requirements of drainage and other purposes that
do not necessitate the construction of a bridge. These passageways \vhich
provide for the flow of water and other necessities, yet do not break the
continuity of the fill supporting the track, are called culverts. These
can be provided by a pipe of metal or concrete or an open ended box of
rectangular cross section constructed of wood, steel or stone. The
dimensions of the culvert are determined by the run off that follows
maximum rainfall. Their capacity may be augmented by placing several in
parallel positions.
The structural distinction between a bridge and a culvert is
found in the fact that the track rests on the bridge and the latter supports
both its own weight and that of the track and the passing trains. A culvert
doesnot sustain these loads ; it merely provides an opening in the embankment.
The earth pressures resultant from the fill which covers the culvert and the
track on top of the fill and the train running over the track, pass around
the culvert rather than through its walls. A culvert therefore requires
only sufficient structural strength to sustain the overburden until it
solidifies and the forces of the surmounting dead and ~ive loads can then
pass through the fill and into the supporting ground without disturbing the
material of which it is composed. It might be noted in passing that an
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open pipe or box.used to conduct water under a track that is laid in a cut
instead of on the top of the fill is a drain and not a culvert even though
the samepipe or box under an earthen fill would be designated by the latter
tem.
A bridge is a composite structure erected to hold in equilibrium
the forces produced by the various dead and live loads which it must support.
The term, however, not only includes the superstructure which crosses the
depression bridged, but also the substructure which supports the span or
spans of the bridge. The substructure in turn consists of masonry or
concrete piers or abutments or may be steel towers or piling of timber or
steel or concrete. The superstructure can be formed of "I" beams or "T"
rails supported at the ends directly on mBSonryor be long spans provided by
girders, trusses, arches or cantilevers. Spans may also be hung from the
cables of a suspension bridge.
Deckbridges are those in which the floor of the bridge rests
on the top of the superstructure as in the simple "P' beamor fiT"rail form
of bridge. Through-girder bridges have somepart of the (girder) supers tructure
above the floor level but this is of insufficient heighth to permit the use of
overhead bracing. Throughtruss bridges are those in which the greater part of
the superstructure is sufficientJ.y high above the floor level to provide the
clearances necessary to permit overhead bracing to be used betv~en the
trusses to obtain lateral stability and rigidity.
Bridges include a variety of engineering materials and designs
used in the spans and their supports, viz.
MATERIALS
A. Steel
BoMasonry
(Stone and
concrete)
C. Timber
TYPEOFSPAN
1. "I" beamor "T" rail
2. Plate girder
3. Truss
40 Cantilever
5. Arch
6. Suspension
1. Arch
\ 2. Concrete Slab
1. Stringers
(Woodenbeams laid
longitudinally)
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TYPE OF SUPPORTS
1. Columns
2. Piling
3. Towers
1. Piers
2. Abutments
3. Concrete Piling
1. Pile Bents
2. Framed Bents
Manybridges are multiple structures embracing various types
of spans, using different materials of construction. Trestles are bridges
mich consist of a series of short spans of steel concrete or timber
construction, supported on columns, piling or bents.
While most bridges are fixed in position, movable bridges are
of commonoccurrence to provide for the passageway of boats on navigable
channels for Vohichthe main span does not provide adequate clearance.
Movablebridges are of various types, such as swing bridges, lift bridges
and bascule bridgeso
In the construction of bridges, there are two basic elements
of cost; i.e. the superstructure and the substructure. The cost of spans
increases rapidly with their length. Similarly the cost of pier and
abutments increases with their number. If the spans are very short, and
hence relatively inexpensive to fabricate and erect, there will be a
corresponding increase in the number of piers and abutments. On the other
hand, if there are relatively few piers and abutments, the length of the
spans will be increased with substantial additions to the cost of the
superstructure. Practice has indicated that it is a reliable rule of thumb
Usual limits of
Length of Span
Up to 6'
6' to 2,"
25' to 125'
125' to 600'
300' to 1650'
600' to 1800'
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of bridge construction that the lowest total cost will be obtained when the
separate expenditures on the superstructure and on the substructure are .
about equal.
The type of the bridge to be used is determined by the relevant
engineering, economic and operating factors. Span lengths will generally
determine the type of construction of steel bridges, viz.
Type of Construction
"T" Rail
"I" Beams
Plate Girders
Trusses
Steel Arch
Cantilever with suspended truss span
on longer bridges.
*Longest truss span in the world is 732' in length included in the Ohio
River Bridge at Metropolis, Illinois, near Paducah, Kentucky, owned by the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Illinois Central and Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis railroads.
Suspension bridges provide maximum length spans but no structures
of this type have the rigidity required for the heavy locomotives and trains
used on the railw~s of North America. Subaquous tunnels are invariably used
where suspension bridges would have othervdse been necessary for railroad service.
The longest bridge ever built was the $49,000,000 Key West extension
constructed in 1905-1912 by the late Henry M. Flagler for his Florida East
Coast Railway. The route covered about 110 miles of virtually open sea but
the comparatively shallow water (10-20' with 26' maximum) made the project
possible. This viaduct was badly damaged by a hurricane in 1935 and was
subsequently sold to the State of Florida for highway use. The 103-mile
Lucin Cut-off of the Southern Pacific, opened in 1903, includes a causeway
across Great Salt Lake which has 31 miles of railway through or over the
shallow water; 19 miles of line on rock fills and 12 miles on timber
trestles. The foregoing achievements were spectacular and difficult
engineering feats but the greatest honors in bridge building
are rightfully awarded to those who have designed and erected the
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structures Whichcross bodies of deep, fast flowing rivers or tides on
unusually long and high spans that must be supported on massive foundations
sunk far below the water level. Estuaries, bays and rivers of great width
and depth provide the heroic tasks to test the bridge builders art and skill
and mettleo This observation is confirmed by the great bridges over the
several arms of San Francisco Bay, the Hell Gate between the East River and
Long Island Sound and across the lower Mississippi and the st. Lav~ence
Rivers.
The 4.4 miles HueyP. LongBridge over the Mississippi River at
NewOrleans, used by the Southern Pacific, Missouri Pacific and Texas &
Pacific Railways, is the longest steel railway structure in the world. Most
of its length is represented by the land approaches but there are eight river
spans, totaling 3,,524 feet in length. The main channel span is a. cantilever
790 ft. long.
The San Francisco Bay Bridge" 4.3 miles long, betvreen San Francisco
and Oakland includes twin suspension spans 2300 ft. in length * so it cannot
be used by standard railway trains but it is crossed by interurban electric
cars. The busses of the Santa Fe Railway are amongthe manymotor carriers
mich use it. The Oakland, or eastern part of this causeway, has a cantilever
span 1400 ft. in length.
The Canadian National Railways owns two monumentalstructures
over the st. LawrenceRiver, one" the Victoria Jubilee Bridge at Montreal
is comprised of 25 truss spans aggregating 10,284 ft. in length, ~ile the
* -- Main span of the Golden Gate (highway) Bridge, of the suspension
type, at San Francisco is 4200 ft; the longest in the world. The
second longest span, also a highway viaduct of that type, is the
GeorgeWashington Bridge at NewYork, Whichis 3500 ft. between
its supporting towers.
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3,238 ft. bridge at Quebechas an 1800 ft. cantilever charmel span, the
longest in the world, exceeding even that of Scotland's world famous
Firth of Forth Bridge by 50 ft.
The nine-mile long NewYork Connecting Railroad, joining the
Pennsylvania in Long Island City with the NewYork, NewHaven and Hartford
Railroad in the Bronx, includes three continuous miles of four-track bridges
and viaducts, culminating in the Hell Gate Bridge. Its main span, 1017 feet
in length, is supported by the second longest steel arch that has yet been
incorporated into a railwa,y bridge. First rank is held in far-aw~ Australia,
where al6,O ft. arch carries a 4-track railway and 6-1ane highway across
Sydney Harbor. Its great span is within 2 feet of the record-holding length
of the Bayonne-5taten Island arch but this carries vehicular traffic only.
The greatest railway bridge in the west is the Southern Pacific
Company'sdouble track structure over Suisun Bay, a tributary of the San
Francisco Bay, at the Straits of Carquinez, which was completed in 1930 at a
cost of $12,000,000. It is rated for E-60 loading. Its aggregate length of
5,603 '611 extends almost wholly over water and is obtained by seven pin
connected through truss spans, each of approximately 530 feet in length,
one 336 ft lift span and 2 deck truss spans; one near the south end being
266'6" long and the other at the north end being ,06'6" in length. A viaduct
560 ft long at the south end and 220 ft at the north end is included in the
bridge. It is worthy of note that this bridge was designed and built by
Mr. Carroll R. Harding, then Consulting Engineer of the Southern Pacific
Company,and nowPresident of The Pullman Company.
Before the days of railroads, bridges carried only the small
loads represented by horse drawnvehicles and pedestrians. Moreover, roads
could be built up and downsteep grades and pass around sharp turns to reach
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the site where a bridge could most easily and cheaply span the river.
Carpenters and masonsbuilt the structure of such strength 'and dimensions
as experience indicated necess~ but they lacked the scientific knowledge
of the stresses Whichit would sustain. This usua~ resulted either in
excessive quantities of materials being used or the reverse. The former
entailed unnecessary additional cost; the latter sometimes led to collapse
and possible disaster.
Railroads introduced a completely new set of problems in bridge
design and bridge building. Theweight of locomotives far exceeded any
highwayvehicle both in total amountand in concentration of weight carried
by each axle. The latter was increased in effect by the IIhammerblow" or
"dynaniic augment" of counterbalanced driving meels. The speed of trains
also causes "impact" mich creates stresses and strains in excess of those
caused by static or slow moving loads of equal dead weight. Railways
required bridges to be built muchstronger than ever before. MoreoverJ
approaches to railway bridges could not contain the sharp grades and curves
used in reaching highway spans. In order to keep the profile and aligrunent
of the former within the standards used elseWhere on the line, whole valleys
might have to be bridged rather than just the stream at the bottom•
.The first locomotive built 120 years ago weighed less than ten
tons. By 1850 locomotive weights(including the tender) had advanced to
25 tons and in the next decade this doubled. Santa Fe #1 of the familiar
American, or 4-4-0 type, was acquired second hand from the Ohio and Mississippi
Railroad (nowB&O)in 1869. Data on its weight is not available but it was
probably less.'.than 50 tons. Hundred ton locomotives first appeared in the
1890.s and ones of 200 tons total weight were built soon after the turn of
the century. An additional 100 tons of weight was added by the growth of
each subsequent 10 year period, ultimately producing the 500 ton articulated
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steam giants which are now operated on a few railroads ~;..Increasing spe~d
and dynamic augment, as well as an increase in weight, added greatly to
the bridge loading capacity needed to carry modern motive power until
Diesels suddenly eased these requirements.
Bridges can now be built to such strength and carrying capacity
for double as well as for single track, as may be required to avoid restrict-
ing the speed of trains below that permitted on adjacent sections of track.
This is particularly true if the structure is of the "ballast deck" rather
than the "open deck" type, i.e. the bridge is constructed with a solid floor
system '.\bichcarries a standard depth of ballast. The track is then laid
in ballast just as it is on ordinary roadway. In the case of an "open deck
bridge" the ties rest directly on the top of stringers or girders and the
inter-tie spaces are open. The ballast deck type of bridge is heavier and
more expensive to construct but permits better maintenance of track to perfect
line and surface and the diffusion of the live load of passing trains cushions
the impact of them. All of these factors together generally permit faster and
smoother operation of trains over ballast deck bridges than across ones with
open decks.
Ballast deck bridges are among the distinguishing characteristics
of superior staooards of railway development , although on the very longest
spans, the ballast t,ypeof deck construction may not be used in order to
avoid the heavy additional dead load per linear foot Which it entails.
Likewise, in the case of long bridges, the dead weight of the span is so
much greater than the live load of the train that while a ballast deck is
always advantageous, the benefits of it are reduced due to the lower impact
\\hich follows from the greater proportional length of the structure and the
lesser live stresses in relation to the ones produced by the dead loads•
.ril'he t~rpes of rrodern steam freiGht and passcmeer 1ocomoti vcs in C'Of:I:nonuse
today weieh between 300-400 tons; jnc1udinG the tender. Diesel J.oco~otivc
rreichts vary beti':ccn 115' nnd 165 tons pE~r cab dc~}endinG upon t.~.Tc and
horscpoYlcr but are usuall:..- ccnpriscd of ti"fO or Dore cabs.
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The system of rating the carrying capacity of bridges was
developed by a civil engineer namesTheodore Cooper and is based on the axle
loads of steam locomotives. Its basic postulate is that two maximumsize
locomotives are coupled together for double-header operation and are hauling
a train of freight cars representing a live load of a stated amountper
linear foot that varies somewhatwith the weight of the locomotive aY..le
loads. A bridge having Cooperls E-65 rating indicctes that it can safely
support a train hauled by double-header steam locomotives with 65,000 lb.
axle loads. This limit is exceeded by only a few of the heaviest engines
in America.
Probably the largest and heaviest type of steam locomotive that
has ever been built is the 4-8-8-4 articulated class built for the Union
Pacific by AmericanLocomotiveCompanyin 1941. The engine alone weighs
712,000 pounds. Its weight is distributed over eight driving axles; a
four wheel lead or pilot truck and a four wheel trailer truck; a total of
twelve axles. The axle loads carried by the drivers are 68,100 pounds;
while the axle loads on the front truck are 50,000 lbs. and on the trailing
truck 63,000 lbs. The tender, men loaded with coal and water to two-thirds
capacity, weighs 348,000, producing 50,000 lb. loads on its seven axles.
The engine wheel base is 85 feet in 1eneth ~ich represents a concentration
of 9,000 lbs. of load per track foot. The total weight of the locomotive
(assuming the tender is two-thirds loaded) is 1,120,000 lbs. or 560 tons.
The short wheel base of the tender produces a concentration of 9,500 lbs.
per track foot.
In contract to this the single unit of a General Motors 2,000
horsepower Diesel electric passenger locomotive weighs only 315,000 lbso
The load on the two driving axles in the six wheel trucks at either end of
the cab is 53,000 lbs. and the load carried by the idler axle supporting the
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middle pair of meels is 51,000 lbs. The cab being approximately 70 feet
in length reduces the weight to 4,875 lbs. per track foot. The 1500 horse-
power type F-3 freight locomotive weighs 115 tons fully loaded, is 50 feet
long, and is carried by four axles. This has an axle load of 57,500 Ibs.
and its weight is 4,600 Ibs. per track foot.
TheUnion Pacific L.-8-8-4 locomotive cited as an example of the
largest class of steam power is 117 feet long. It produces approximately
6,000 horsepower and hence is the equivalent of a four unit Diesel which
wouldbe 200 feet long. This increased length of the Diesel does entail
somedisadvantages but these are not related to the effects on track
because that relative factor diffuses the comparative load as indicated.
Moreover, there is the even greater advantage of the elimination of dynamic
augmentwhere the torque of an electric motor turns the driving \\heels.
These physical details of maximumsize of steam and Diesel locomotives are
recounted in order to indicate the weight carrying capacity for which
bridges must be built.
In addition to the weight of the locomotive and cars which a
bridge must carry there is the dynamic augmentwhich creates a hammerblow
that makes the effective weight of counter balanced driving wheels in
certain angular positions of t.l-J.eirrotating movementmuchgreater than the
actual load itself. There is also impact to be considered, for it is proven
in mechanics that a load wheninstantaneously applied to a structure produces
a stress exactly double that caused by the same load at rest. In the ordinary
structure the maximumload cannot be applied instantaneously, although in
bridges the length of time required for the locomotive and train to reach
positions on the bridge which prmducemaximum bending momemtnor shear is
very small. Sudden application alone is never sufficiont to double the
live stresses as computedfor quiescent loads but many engineers urea
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coefficient equal to unity for short spans. This assumes that the effect
of vibration, centrifugal force and friction and other uncertainties is
balanced by the difference between the stress due to instantaneous
application and that due to the very rapid but not instantaneous application
caused by a fast railroad train. For longer spans the coefficient of impact
is generally reduced. The two following formulas represent two different
methods of computing impacts
I = S 300
. L += 300
I = S S
S+=D
In these formulas
I = Impact
L.= Length in feet of distance mlich must be loaded to
produce maximumlive stress in member
S = That maximumlive stress
D = The dead stress
The live load on bridges produced by even the most heavily loaded
freight cars is considerably below that caused by steam locomotives but may
be higher than that caused by Diesels. Cars of 70-ton load carrying capacity
are the maximumones in normal use. Coal carrying hoppers of this size are
at least 40 feet in length. Whenloaded to full axle carrying limit the
dead weight of the car together with the load weight of the contents is
permitted to go as high as 210,000 lbs. This represents 52,500 pounds on
each of the four axles and as the car is 40 feet in length, is equivalent
to a lineal weight of 5,250 Ibs. per foot.
The heaviest concentration of weight per lineal foot of track is
produced by the specially designed 75-ton capacity cars used to haul iron
ore from the Minnesota and Wisconsin and Michigan ranges to the ore ports
on Lake Superior and LakeMichigan. These cars are approximately 20 feet
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long and accordingly produce loads of 10,000 lbs. per track foot. Six
of these ore cars would approximate the length of the Union Pacific
4-8-8-4 locomotive referred to previously but would weigh 1,260,000 lbs.
comparedto its weight of 1,120,000 lbs., an excess of 140,000 lbs. or
70 tons. However, 75-ton ore cars are special types of equipment which
are confined to use on limited mileage of lines specially equipped to
handle them and are mentioned in this report only to inform the reader
of mat type of equipment produces the maximumrequirements for structural
strength in tr~ck and bridges. Present axle loads of from 50,000 to
70,000 lbs. and track loads of from 5,000 to 10,000 Ibs. per lineal foot
represent 120 years of development of locomotives and cars and in the
track and bridges necessary to carry them.
Axle loa~s and total loads per lineal foot produced by freight
cars and locomotives far exceed those of passenger equipment, even the
heaviest. old style Pullman cars, so the latter presents no problem to the
bridge builder that has not been fully satisfied whenstructures are adapted
to the necessities of motive power and freight traffic. Very few passenger
cars aggregate 200,000 lb. total weight, including load, and any total
passenger car weights above 160,000 lbs. and manylesser ones, too, are
carried on two six-wheel trucks. These represent maximwnaxle loads of
33,000 lbs. The 80 ft. length of passenger cars reduces the linear
equivalent of weight to 2,500 lbs. per track' foot. Modernlight 'Weightand
semi-light weight passenger train cars use L.-wheeltrucks. These give even
lesser loading per track foot throughout the length of the car but their
4-wheel trucks increase axle loads to 40,000 Ibs.; but this is still a
moderate figure in relation to those of locomotives and freight cars.
'!'he short wheel bases of passenger car trucks, compared to those
of steam locomotives, and the superior type of frame and spring construction
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gives better riding qualities to passenger equipment,particularly those
urn ts recently designed for high speedmovement. This characteristic
greatly reduces the destructive action of passenger trains on tracks and
bridges.
Fewof the structures erected in this country more than 40
years ago can nowsustain high speed operation of modernsteammotive
powerexcept monolithic arches of stone and concrete. These seldomhave
load or speed limits, irrespective of their date ot original construction
and moreoverthey seemto be as resistant to the ravages ot time as the
Pyramids ot Egypt. Unfortunately there are all too ferr structures ot
this character on the Americanrailroad but where they exist in the
proper locations they are great legacies from the past to the present
generation ot railll'q men. TheCarrollton Viaduct of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad near its original station of Mt. el.aI'.~ ....as built in 1829 and is "
the world's oldest continuously used railroad bridge. That samecompany's
ThomasViaduct over the Patapsco River at Relay, lld., is another famous
old stone bridge. TheErie's Starucca Viaduct across. the WestBrandhof
the SusquehannaRiver near Susquehanna,Pennsylvania, is probably the
best known bridge of this type in the country. ThePennsylvania Railroad
is carried over the SusquehannaRiver near Harrisburg and over the Schuykill
at Philadelphia and the Raritan at NewBrunswick,HewJersey, on great
multiple track stone arch viaducts built early in the present century.
Soonattar that concrete succeededgram te as the moreeconomicalmaterial.
to use in such 8~ructures. TheLackawannatook the initial leadership
in buil~g great bridges of this type before WorldWarI. The largest
concrete structure in the world" other than dams, is the 'Well known
TunkhannockViaduct over the creek of the samenamenear Nicholson"
Pennsylvania" nortlnrest of Scranton. TheLackawannacrosses the
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DelawareRiver at Martins Creek, NewJersey, on another great concrete
bridge.
Old railroad bridges usually restrict speed particularly with
the heavier classes or steampower. This is just as objectionable on a
high speed line as l:lmitations imposedby sharp curves and steep grades.
Often bridges remain the last gap of single track in .an otherwise double
tracked line, formingbottle n~~ks'Whichfurther handicap capacity for
movementor trains. Prior to the dqs whenpowerswitches could be
remotely controlled, gauntlet tracks were used where lateral. clearances
permitted to avoid the expenseof interlockers to throw the switches at
either ends of double track lines whichwere single tracked through tunnels
and over bridges.
A gauntJ.et is .used to compressthe two tracks of a double track
line into the approximategroundarea occupied by a single track, in order
to run through a tunnel or over a bridge or pass someother restricting
condition, which'Wouldrequire expensive enlargement, to accommodatetwo
parallel main tracks built to standard spacing of track centers which
is nOW'14 feet on the Santa Fe. Instead of installing switches to pass
from double to single track and return a gauntlet uses frogs alone to
enclose the center lines of the two tracks within each and their individual.
rails are spiked to the sameties. This obviates the use of switches at
either end of the gauntlet. Automaticsignals are required to protect
opposing trains against collisions.
Gauntlet tracks antedate the remote control powerthrown switch
which is of comparativelyrecent development;i.e. the last 20 years. Prior
to that time it wasnecessary to locate an interlocking plant in close
proximity to any switches operated from a central point whichwere used to
divert trains movingfaster than at restricted speeds. While trains can make
,I
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facing point movementsover hand thrown switches at high speed so long as
the switch is in normalposition, it is necessary to reduce speed to
moderate limits, i.e. 10, 1, or 20 miles per hour, to moveover hand thrown
switches whenthese are open or reversed. This is necessary tor safety
since hand thrownswitches are held in position by a latch and not qy
mechanicalor electrical locks. Moreover,these require assignment of
switch tenders, if diverting movementsare to be made Without stopping
trains to permit their crewsto open and close the switches.
.." "'.~The introduction of a single track section of line
occasioned the various technical restrictions whichsafety of train operation
under the Standard Codeof Rules requires trains to observe whenpassing
from double to single track. Developmentof the track circuit for automatic
signal systemsprovided the meansof avoiding the switches at the end of
the short stretches of double track through tunnels and over bridges and
other similar obstructions to a second track by permitting the gauntlet
arrangementof rails, provided clearance permitted. The gauntlet saved the
expenseof interlockers and operators or switchmenand observanceot rules
relating to single .track operation. However,it entailed the extra cost .of
a double set of rails where onewouldbe sufficient except for these other
engineering and operating factors. ThereforeI with the deve10pnentof the
remote control switch, whichis in reality an unattended or remotely
controlled interlocking plant, the recent practice has been to avoid
construction of gauntlets and run the double track into a single track line
over bridges and through tunnels of restricted lateral dimensions. lIovement
over the single track section is then directed by signal indication only,
usually from the nearest interlocking plant J although an automatic inter-
locker at both ends of the double track can be installed whichwill clear
the switches and signals for the approachingtrain if there are no interfering
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movementsand the track ahead is unoccupied.
The Santa Fe' s Transcontinental Lines, until recently had
three important gauntlet bridges; viz. (1) over the Missouri River at
Sibley, Mo., (2) across CanyonDiablo, Ariz., and (3)over the Colorado
River at Topock, Ariz. Newdouble track bridges have replaced the gauntlet.
structures over CanyonDiablo and the Colorado River but the one over the
Missouri River remains.
Single track bridges in otherwise complete~ double tracked lines
are restrictions similiar to gauntlets. Only two such handicaps remain on
the Santa Fe and both are on the 3rd District of the Los Angeles Division.
One is over the Santa AnaRiver between San Bernardino and Colton and the
other crosses the San Gabriel River at the station of Rivera, five miles
east of Hobart Yard, Los Angeles. eTc minimizes but cannot eliminate the
occasional train detentions which such conditions introduce in double
track operation.
Maximumsize ears and allowance for excessive dimensions of open
loads on fiat cars and gondolas establish the clearances which should be
provided in bridges except the deck type which have allot the structural
membersbelow the track. "Half through" girders and "through" truss bridges
introduce clearance problems and these are increased when any part or the
structure must carry tracks on curved alignment, especially if sharp radii
are required on approach spans. The standard 14-foot spacing of double
tracks is used on Santa Fe bridges. Generous bridge clearances contribute
to facili ty and safety ot operation everywhere and prove especially useful
whenever unusually high and wide open loads must be movedover them.
So muchattention is given to bridges of monumentalpro-
portions and appearance that it may be overlooked that there are
relatively few of these in the world. However, each railroad in
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proportion to its mileage and the nature ot the territory traversed, has
many structures of lesser length but which in the aggregate represent
an appreciable componentof railway mileage and investment. Themost
important factor to consider about railwq bridges is that they shall
alwaysbe so adequate structurally, for the service required ot them and
that they shall. not restrict speed, load, or clearance of the sustained
normalmovementot aD. ot the services operated aver the route of which
they are a componentpart. Obviously"main line neeessities are much
more exacting than those of branch lines and bridges must be economically
adjusted to the traffic and operating requirements ot the tracks which
it carries.
TheSanta Fe is fortunate in respect to bridge requirements.
'Whilethere are thousands ot openings under the track, from small culverts
up to bridges ot imposinglength, nevertheless, it is at first surprising
to realize there are but tour structures of notable size on the Santa Fe.
(1) llississippi River Bridge at Fort Madison, Iowa. (2) Missouri River
Bridge at Sibley, !lo. (3) The steel arch over CanyonDiablo west of
Winslow,Ariz. (4) ColoradoRiver Bridge at Topock,Ariz. near Needles,
Calif. Onl.y the last twowere constructed since 1935 so will be discussed
in this report.
There are, of course, hundreds of bridges of moderate andminor
size over the streams 'Whichdrain the vast area served by the Santa Fe.
Noneot these structures" hOlfever,have any special engineering or operating
significance beyond the general observation that those on high speed
main lines have been brought up to standards that interpose no restriction
on the train loads or train speeds. This, however"represents a major
achievementbecause even on other large systems, many bridges are usually
weakpoints in the line which are constant impedimentsto the movementot
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maxfmumcapac!ty motive powerat maximumspeeds.
The Santa Fe systemcrosses 67,221 equivalent single track bridge
spans of aU. types of structure andmaterials ot construction, i.e. steel,
concrete and timber stringer bridges. The latter are morafamiliarly known
as trestles. Onesingle bridge span carrying three tracks, for example,
represents three equivalent single track spans. Abridge comprisedof five
double track spans 'Wouldproduce 10 equivalent single track spans; etc.
H;enceevery double track bridge is the equivalent, in that table, of two
single track bridges multiplied by the total numberof spans in the bridge.
It should be noted that a bridge tor a double (or multiple) track line
may use a commonspan to support the two or mare-tracks or these may be
carried by parallel single track bridges. The stringers between each pair
of bents of a timber trestle represents a span for purposes ot that
computation.
These 67,221 bridge spans carry 1,142,573 lineal feet, or
216.4 miles ot track. This is equivalent to morethan 1% of the Santa Fe's
total track ownership.
These data are shownin the basic stntctural and territorial
classifications in Table II on page 118.
The aggregate numberot cu1verts is include~
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Since 1935~28 major bridge renewals (all madeto CoopersE 65
and E 72 rating) have replaced nearly every structure that restricted
maximum speed and load on the main transcontinental lines betweenChicago
and California. Only eight bridges remainwhich introduce such handicaps.
Three each are on the Illinois and the Los Angeles Divisions and there is
one each on the lIissouri and the Plains Divisions. other than OTerthese
eight bridges, Santa Fe main line trains can run over every bridge on
the transcontinental line at the maximum speeds authorized on the
adjacent sections of track. Thebridge renewals and the bridge restrictions
reterred to herein are shownin Table 12, respectively.
The twomost important bridge replacements madeby the Santa Fe
in its recent improvementprogramdeserving further consideration are those
ot Bridge 3l3-A at C~on Diablo, Arizona, and ot Bridge A-567 over the
ColoradoRiver at Topock,AriZona.
TheSanta Fe main line trom Belen to Barstowcrosses the Colorado
Hiver at Topock,Arizona, 12 miles east ot Needles. Here the line is but
480 teet above sea level having descended'Westwardin three steps trom the
summitot the Arizona divide at 7310teet within a distance ot 11ttle more
than 200miles. Theline climbs westwardtrom Needles up the SacramentoWash
to Goffs at 2584 teet. Located at the base of long eastbound and westbound
ascents, the old gauntlet bridge over the Colorado at Topockformeda bottle
neck in the movementof war traffic. It had been built in 1890 as a 990
foot through truss cantilever span 'Witha 120 toot viaduct approach on
the east end. Because the bridge soon becane too light for the loads of
locomotives which :Mr. E. P. Ripley1s improvementprogramprovided, it 'Was
strengthened in 1901 and again in 1910 a pier was constructed in the center
of the cantilever to provide additional reinforcing. It had been origi.n~
built as a single track structure but its clearances permitted a gauntlet
I I
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track to be laid in 1923 in conjunction 'With the program for double tracld..~
the coast lines. Iiladequate physical capacity for modern trains necessitated
speeds over this structure be limited to 1, MPHfor passenger and freight
trains.
Construction of a newbridge was begun in September 1942. This
new structure was placed in service on March 7, 194,. It is located upstream from
the old structure and consists of three 3,0 foot double track deck truss
spans across the main channel, one 50 ft. wide nange I-beam span and one
. girder
100 ;ft. double track deck/span on the east approach and three 100 ft. double
track deck girder spans on the west approach. The abutments and the 7
piers are supported on reinforced concrete cylinders carried dolm to solid
rock, a maximumdepth of 123 feet below water level. The newbridge, of
course, has no speed restrictions. A small line change was made on the
east approach in conjunction with the Topock bridge renewals and a rather
extensive one along the west bank of the river which lifted the track above
record nood stage. '!'his was particularly important since the Santa Fe
suffered $1,$00,000 damages in this vicinity from the 1939 noods.
In order to prevent a repetition of this interruption to service, protection
and line changes were made that cost $1,600,000. Five curves were reduced
to longer radii and four curves eliminated which together cut out 3270 41'
of central angle in each track.
Twenty-seven miles west of Winslow, Arizona, the Santa Fe main
lines cross CanyonDiablo (Spanish: Devil Canyon) a 225 foot gorge which
has been cut into the massive Kaibab limestone bY'the age-long erosive
action of sand and water. The old bridge across the canyon was a steel
trestle built in 1881 and renewed in 1920. A gauntlet track was placed
across the newbridge during the double tracking of the adjacent mileage
-in 1923. The CanyonDiablo viaduct carried a permanent slow order of 10 MPH~
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The newbridge at CanyonDiablo, located a few yards north of the old one,
is a S44 ft. double track structure madeup of two 120 f't. deck truss
spans and one .300 ft. arch span. It carries no speed restriction for
even the heaviest steam powerand was completedin 1947.
A\third important bridge, No. 348-A - Plains Division, is now
under construction. It is being built in conjunction with a major line
change along the west bank of the shallow CimarronRiver crossed beyond
Waynoka,Oklahoma. It seemsparadoxical to find the Santa Fe using
materials other than steel" stone or concrete in main line bridges but
this one is a creosoted pile bridge carrying the single track on its
ballast deck. Themanagementstates that this structure will have a life
of at least 60 years; be rated for E 6, loading and imposeno speed
restrictions on trains; yet can be constructed for $300,000 less than a
steel structure of like capacity.
All or the 28 bridges listed in Table 1.3 have fixed spans.
Noneare moveablebridges. Probably the next important bridge replacements
which may be made on the Santa Fe will be the substitution of newlWt
spans for the present swingbridges which the line uses in crossing the
ChicagoDrainage Canal first betweenNerska and McCookand again between
WillowSprings and Lemont.
Bridge conditiona on the Santa Fe have been brought up to such
a high standard that no 'Workot this special character remains to be done
at this time. Future bridge construction on the Santa Fe will therefore
probably be limited to structures required for future line revisions and
relocations and double tracking. Observation of Santa Fe and Union
Pacific trains 'Waitingto cross the single track bridge over the Santa .
Ana Hiver bet"en San Bernardino and eo1ton suggests that this is a bottle
neck in an otherwise double track line which requires relief through a
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second single track bridge. This is a stream which. has a water course ot
moderate proportions and could be built at moderate eJrPense.
The readers attention is invited to the column of expenditures
for bridges, trestles and culverts included in the table of capital
Additions and Betterments to Railway property appearing as Table 1. Page 4-1
The bridGes listed in Table XII suggest the probable replace ...
ments of the next decade except of the 1.:issouri River Bridge at Sible~r,
Eissouri, and the rJississippi River Bridge at Fort r:adison, 10i':0.. The
speed restrictions :imposed upon those t1'!O arc not due to the st:r-ucttU' 31
limitations of the bridges bu.t to other unrelated factors.
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30
stream Crossed
T
Chicago Drainage Canal1~.(-~ 2
Bri4ge
Existing Speed Restrictions on Bridges on TranscGntinental Routes
whieh ~s~, lim1ts belOW' those aUowed by adjacent road eonditiona
Ilaximum Speed
Tracks Passenger Freight
D.1inois 9-0
Division
D.1inois 2la.-B Chicago Drainage Canal ~HH~ 2 40 30
Illinois 231-A 30 *
YissourJ. 425-1 Missouri River Gauntlet
Plains 453-.1 Canadian River 1 35
Los Angeles A-35 Mojave .River near Victorville 1
W. B. Span onlY'
35 35
Los Arlgeles C-1 , Lytle Creek at San Bernardino 1 20 20
Loa Angeles A-lh4 Los Angeles R:tver at Los Angeles 2 20 20
ji
* Bridge rating E 70. Restriction due to S'IIing span and curves on approaches. All
movable bridges, except of the Utt span type, interpose speed restrictions due to
impossiblli t7 of providing rail locks at end of swing spans adequate to protect
maximum speeds across these uncoppected points.
** Not due to restrictions in physical capacity ot bridge 'Which has an E-65 rating
but is required, by 8° 4sti curves on west approach and 7° 1.4' curves and 0.55 %
grades on/east approach and also to gauntlet tracks~'
7~~~ Movable bridge of swing type; i.e. turns in horizontal plane.
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MAJeE.BRIDGERENEWALSMADEONAT&SFBETWEEN
CHICAGOANDLOOANGELES(VIA SOUTHERNDISTRICT) SINCE 19.35
River or Length No. Length
Obstruction of of ot Year
D!v. Dist. Bridge No. Crossed Bridge Spans Spans Type of Span Tracks Built~
Chgo Term. 4A Western Ave 191 .3 37' Wide Flange I Beam, 6 1940
2 32 II " " II 21 16 II n II n 1
Ill. 1 .36A Illinois River 200 1 200 Tbru truss on rightskew 2' 1935
Ill. 1 l21A. Crow Creek 200 4 So Wide nange I Beam 2 1946
Mo. 1 298B Stream 48 1 48 Wide fiange I Beam 2 1946
10. 2 .378B Big Creek 320 1 30 Wide Flange I Beam 2 1946
5 50 n n n: n 2
1 40 It It n n 2
Plains 2 498B Street 64 2 32 Wide Flange I Beam 3 1941
Pecos 1 66.31 Street 24 1 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 1943
Pecos 1 66SA Drainage 24 1 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 1943
Pecos 1 6701 Drainage 48 2 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 194.3
Pecos 1 67lA. Drainage 46 2 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 1943
Pecos 1 6761 Drainage 48 2: 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 1943
Pecos 1 678A Drainage 24 1 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 194.3
Pecos 1 7llB Street 12S 1 29 Thru Girder Span 1 1943-
1 S3 n II II 1
1 43 n " " 1
Pecos 1 7601 Drainage 24 1 24 Wide Flange I Beam 1 1943
Pecos 1 7761 Drainage 72 2 36 Wide Flange I Beam. 1 1943
Alburq. 2 A 195 Rio Puerco 371~5 2 100 Deck Girder 2 1947
1 94 It .. 2
1 77.5 II n 2
Uburq • .3 1313 Canon Diablo 540 2 120 Deck Truss 2 19u7
1 300. Two-hinged Arch 2
TABLEXIII (Page 2)
llAJCR BRIDGE RENHl.ALSMADE ON AT&SF BETWEEN CHICAGOAND
LOS ANGEUS (VIA SOUTHERN DISTRICT)SINCE1935 (Cont)
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I
I River or Length
I * Obstruction of Year
• . .~~~,~~v;..:.......:;Di;:;.;s;,.;t;,.=.--:B:;;r;.;;;;i;.;;d;a;;...;;N,;.;;o..=..c_ro ;.,;;s_s..e_d ,;;;;,;Bri--.,;;a;;;,e---:;;~;;;;;;;.....;;;s.;:;;;;;.;;.;;.._=.au~';;';;;;;'....;,;."ii;~ Tr;;,;;.;a_c..;;,;k,;.,s_ B..;;;u;;,;;;il;;.t;;...
Colorado River 1500
Santa Ana River 650
Highway 66 60
1939
1942
1947
1945
19h4
1 19b1
1
1 1939
1
2
2
2
2:
2
2
2
1
1
28 Wide nanga I Beam
45 It It n ..
200 Tbru Truss
90 Thru Girder
70 Deck Girder
100
291 Wide Flange I Beam
III Deck Girder
80" "
142 Continuous Tbru Girder 1*** 1940
260 Continuous Thru Girder 2M* 19U
130 Thru girder
50 Wide Flange I Beam
100 DeckGirder
350 Deck Truss
60 Deck Girder
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
1
1
1
1
4
:3
1
300CanonPadre
Huntington Avenue
Arcadia 130
RosEmeadAvenue -:¥
Chapman Jl6
Arroyo Seco
Parlaray,Pasadena l42
Arroyo Seco 260
Los Angeles 290
River
A.318
'. .Angeles :3 A31
,
.. :-~z. 1 A567
i
...•• Ill'iZ . 1 FS68
Le Angeles 2 Bl2h
... l.Angeles 2 DAl27
I
J.Angele8 2 cAl34
~geles 2 Al39
.Angeles 2 A-140
19471
1
1
49.S Wide Flange I Beam
50.5 nit" "
SO It II " n
2
2
3
San Gabriel River 3503 ~ c152L.Angeles
I
_feAngeles:3 BlSl Rio Hondo 250 5 50 Wide Flange I Bean 1 1946
1* Santa Fe bridges are designated by the number of the mile post immediately to the ea:st
.1 of north of the structure'. The first bridge west or south of the mile post index is
I
designated by the letter "A" following the number of the mile post, a second bridge, i£
" any, is designated "B" the third "C" etc. A double letter combination such as "CAU
} indicates that a bridge was erected between Bridges C. and A. atter these were constructed.
,** 'A.t\.doubletrack line mq be carried on a double track bridge, or on two parallel singleI track bridges, etc. However, all of the new double and multiple track bridges tabulated
I here carry the double (or multiple) tracks on the commonspans which is the more modern
I practice.
I
:*H Bridge spans are normally supported only at both ends., If a single span is supportedI at more, than two points, it becomes a continuous span. A continuous girder, therefore,
is one-miich wbile a single uni t structurally, has three or more points of support.
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Chapter ~
TUNNElS-
The chapter on physical characteristics ot railroads outlined
the problEmof providing a roadwq adapted to the efficient utilization
of the mechanical forces producedby the locomotive which are converted
first into service and then into revenues through the hauling capacities
of the cars attached to it. While the greater proportion or railwcv
track rests on earthen subgrade in open country, railways must cross
rivers and valleys on viaducts and bridges and occasionally dig tunnels
under hills and mountains and even under rivers, too.
Such structures and facilities are spectacular from the
standpoint or the passenger and the general public .but add to the cost
and difficulties of railway construction and operation andmaintenance.
They are, of course, essential wherever required but on the other hand
railw~s are fortunate to the extent that their use can be minimized
without sacri:£icing desireable physical characteristics.
Tunnels represent the only branch 0:£engineering in which the
achievements of the rcd.lwaysof the Unitad States do not bring first
rank to this country. There are 39 rail1f~ tunnels in the world which
are more than 3 miles in length, geographically distributed as follows:
"
"..
It
"
27 tunnels (mostly in the Alps of Switzerland,
Italy, France and Austria).
4
3
2
2
1-
Europe
England
Uni.tad States
Canada
Japan
New Zealand
Total. 39 tunnels
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Ten of the foregoing 39'tunnels exceed 6 miles in length.
Number Tunnel
These are listed below:
Date o:f Qpenini
Oct. 16, 1922
June 1, 1906
April 22, 1934
Jan. I, 1882
JuJ.y 15, 1913
Sept. 17, 1871
Jan. 12, 1929
Sept. 20, 1884
1930
1 Simplon No. II
2 Simplon No. I
.3 Apennine
4 st.Gotthard
$ Lotschberg
6 Mont Cenis7 Cascade
8 Arlberg
10 Shimizu
Length
Miles Yd~•.
12 $59
12 537n 892
9 $62
9 140
8 868
7 1.3976 9396 75
Railway
Swiss Federal & Italian State
Swiss Federal & Italian State
Italian State .
SWiss Federal
Bern-Lotschberg-Simplon
Italian State
Great .Northern
Austrian State
Japanese Government
There are fi ve rail'W'q tunnels in North America which are more
than .3 miles in length; viz.
Rank Among
World's
Longest
Turmels Tunnel.
Length
Date o:f Qpenini Miles Yds.
7
918
22
37
Cascade
Moffat
Connaught
Hoosac
:MountRoyal
Jan. 12, 1929
Feb. 27, 1928
Dec. 6, 1916
Feb. 9, 187$
oct. 21, 1918
7
6
S
4
3
1397
37.3
39
1320
268
Railway
Great Northern
Denver & Salt Lake
Canadian Pacific
Boston & llaine
Canadian National
The foregoing data is abstracted :from the 1947 edition ot
"The Railway Handbook" (Railway Publishing Co., Ltd., London) which has
the following significant commentsto make on North American rail"ay
tunnels.
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"In relation to its size, and the great extent of its railway
system, the North American continent is not prolific in railway tunnels.
This results from the relatively undeveloped state of large parts of the
countries in the era of railway construction, making it easier and cheaper
in most cases to avoid hills that proved obstacles than to turmel them~
Nevertheless, today there are 1,,39 railwq tunnels in the U. S. A. alone,
totalling about 320 miles and ranging in length from the 30 ft. Bee Rock
Tunnel (on the Cumberland Division of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad)
to the great Cascade Tunnel (on the Great Northern Ra1.1way)which is
some 7-3/4 miles long, and is the sixth longest in the world and the
longest in the Western Hemisphere.
"More than 400 of these U. S. A. tunnels exceed 1,000 ft. in
length, but only forty are electrified. The Southern Pacific Railroad
is responsible for the maintenance of the greatest number of 1,000 ft.
and over tunnels, namaly,O, of a tota11ength of about 23 miles. The
follolfing are next in order:-
~ai1!& Number
Battimore & Ohio Railroad 37
Permsy1vania RaiJroad 30
Louisville & Nashville Railroad 2,
Norfolk & Western Railway 21
!~~al.LeJ;1gth
81,324 ft.
97,246 "
48,512 "
43,801 "
"Four other systEmS in North America have large aggregates
o£ such tunnels, but with materially fewer individual units, namely,
the Great Northern Railway, 78,286 ft.J the Canadian Pacific Riilway,
,2,494 tt.; the NewYork Central System, 49,359 ft.; and the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway, 48,242 ft.
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"There are 32 North Americanworking ra11~ tunnels more
than a mile in length, 28 in the U. S. A. and 4 in Canada. Two others
are given in the list which were abandonedin 1940. Whatis believed
to be the world's longest tramwaytunnel is the Twin Peaks Tunnel,
Municipal Rail...~, San Francisco, lIhich carries two tracks well over two
miles (the precise distance is not lmown to us) under the hill at the
head of Market Street. It has a station in the midtUereached by a lilt,
which was the largest in the world at the time of its construction.
"The f'irst railway tunnel in the Western Hemisphereappears
to bave been that through Staple Bend, 4 miles east of' Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, whichwas bull t in 1833 for the Al.leghenyPortage Railroad.
It is 901 ft. long and has red sandstone portals) the arc~s are nOlI'
partly 'bricked-in. A tunnel in NewYorkCity was built in 1837 for the
NewYork& HarlemRailroad at 91st Street and Park Avenue.
"TheHoosacTunnel, on the Boston & MaineRailroad betweenTroy
and Springfield, under HoosacMountain, Massachusetts, took 25 years to
build, but there 'Wereseveral suspensions of work. It was begun in 1851
by the State of Massachusetts, which formed the Troy & Greenfield Railroad.
The art of' tunnel construction in Americawas then in its infancy, and many
accidents occurred. Workwas begun from each end, and dri1ling at first
was by hand. Deepite improvementsin technique J based on the experience
of the MontCanis Tunnel, the State project continued to progress but
slowly, am in 1869 a private Montreal contractor 'Wasgiven the job.
The headings met on Nov. 27, 1873, and the raillflV through the tunnel was
completed for traffic on Reb. 9, 1875. It was opened on OCt. 13, 1875, for
Boston-Troypassenger trains, and tor all business on July 1, 1876. With
its length of exactly 4-3/4 miles, it rEmainedfor more than forty years
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the longest American tunnel. Ventilating difficulties were never solved
untU electric traction was inaugurated in }lay, 1911.
"The first North American tunnel to exceed 'the BoosaB in
length was the Connaught Tunnel, 5 miles .39 yd. long, on the Canadian
Pacific Railway in British Columbia, under Mount MacDonald) upon which
work was begun in 191.3. It was opened on December 6, 1916; avoided the
nazardous Rogers Pass; reduced the transcontinental mileage by 4-1/2 miles;
eliminated much curvature; and reduced the smmnit elevation 5S2 ft. The
next longest tunnel in Canada (and the only other one in that country to
exceed .3 or even 2 miles in length) is the Mount Royal Tunnel at Montreal,
.3 miles 2.$8 yd. long. This was formerly the property of the old Canadian
Northern Railway and gave access to the terminal Tunnel Station ot that
company. Its importance has been enhanced enormously as the station has
been made the basis ot the new through Central Station of' the Canadian
National Railways (opened on July lS, 1943) and linked with the Victoria
Bridge ~ a new approach line.
"What is now the second longest railway tunnel in the Western
Hemisphere is the 14o:rfat Tunnel under James Peak in Colorado, on the
Denver & sat t Lake Railway. Snow condi tiona greatly hampered operations
through the Rollins Pass every winter J and David Moffat promoted a tunnel
to overcome the ditfieulty and also to make a better graded railway more
suited to heavy traffic. The nighest point in the tunnel is 9,257 tt.
above sea level. The city of Denver, the principal potential beneficiary,
secured powers to raise funds by a guaranteed bond issue, and built the
property tor lease to the railwSl". The Moffat Tunnel was opened on
February 27J 1928, and shortened the rail distance between Denver and Salt
Lake City via the route of the Denver & Rio Grande Western by 17.3 miles.
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"During the same period the Great Northern Rallway was
engaged on driving an even longer tunnel through the Cascade Range in
replacement at a lower level of its earlier Cascade TUIUlel(opened in
1893 and electriried in 19(9). This was built as part of the trans-
continental railway that was the ideal of James J. PJ.ll, which reached
Puget Sound in 1893; the golden spike was driven on Jan. 7, 1893. The
original Cascade Tunnel was 13,873 ft. (2 miles 1,104 yd.) long and
reached an elevation of 3,.383 ft. The approach lines had many miles of
1 in 45 gradient. The new tunnel was begun on November27, 1925, the
headings met on MEV1, 1928, and it was opened on Jan. 12, 1929; it is
also electrified. On the same date the old alignment was abandoned.
This tunnel, which is 41,1,2 ft. (7 miles 1,397 yd.) long, was built as
part of a betterment program "Whichinvolved crossing the mountains at a
summit elevation of 2,881 ft. or 502 ft. lower than the old line.
Furthermore, the new line avoids entirely the avalanche zone through which
the Great Northern Railway has been compelled to construct and maintain
lengthy snow sheds.
"The first subaqueous tunnel in America was the Sarnia or
St. Clair Tunnel of the Grand Trunk Railway (now part of the Canadian
National Railways) and linking Sarnia in Ontario, Canada, with Port Huron
in Michigan, U.S.S., in replacement of a ferry. Construction was begun
on January 1, 1889; the two ends were linked on August 24, 1890; the first
train passed through on April 9, 1891; and the tunnel was opened on
Sept. 19, 1891. It runs under the River St. Clair, which here forms the
boundary between the two countries, and is a single-line tube 21 ft. in
diameter, driven by shield from each end through blue clay, lined with
cast-iron segments, and faced inside nth masonry. The actual tunnel is
6,026 'ft. (1 mile 249 yd.) long, and the total length including approaches
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is 11,668 ft. After nearly seventeen years of stean operation, electric
traction liaS introduced on May171 1908.
The longest and most famousunder-river tunnels in the
U. S. A. (excluding urban rapid-transit lines) are those serving the
Pennsylvania Station in NewYorkCity. This station was established on
Manhattan Island as a through station (despite the frequent Americanuse
for it of the word "terminal") approached by the Pennsylvania Railroad
itself from New Jersey by twin single-track ~ubular tunnels under the
Hudson(or North) River J and by the associated LongIsland Railroad by
four similar and only slightly shorter single-track tubular tunnels laid
in two pairs under the East River. The entire length of line between the
Bergen Hill (Hoboken,New Jersey) and the Long Island portals is 5.3 miles,
all of which is below the surface, but di.f'ferences in interpretation
as to 'Whatprecisely is tunnel and what covered way in Manhattan itself'
have resulted in various tunnel lengths being quoted. It appears that the
net tunnel length of the HudsonRiver tunnel is 13,685 ft. and the gross
covered length 15,600 ft. (2 miles 1,680 yd.) Similarly, the East River
tunnel is 12,995 ft. net and 14,172 ft. (2 miles 1,204 yd.) gross. The
franchise for the 'Workwas secured on OCtober9, 1902, and construction
work on the tunnels was begun on June 10, 1903. TheHudsonRiver tunnels
were joined on October 9, 1906, and the East River tunnels on March18,
1908. The station was begun on )lay 1, 1904, and the twmels and station
opened for public traffic on November27, 1910."
xxxxxxx
The Santa Fe has jUst one mile long tunnel, the 5596 ft. bore
which takes the San Joaquin Valley Division through the Coast Range
at Glen Frazier, 23 miles east of Oaklandto reach the shores of
San Francisco Bay.
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There are no tunnels on the Santa Fe except in New Mexico, Arizona
and California and only a few in those states, as shovm in Table lh.
Table XIV
Till'JNELSON SAnTA FE RAILWAY LINES
No. of
Tracks Direction of Movement
Tunnel Through through single track tunnel .'
State Division Location Tunnel on double track line Length Grade %
Transcontinental Main Lines
NeVIMexico New Mexico ".RatonNo. 1 1 East 2041 .;.1.90
New Mexico New Mexico Raton No.2 1 West 2789 f 0.52
Arizona Arizona Johnson Canyon 1 West 397 - 2.10
Arizona Arizona Nelson Canyon 2 414 I: 1.22 East
California Los Angeles Cajon No. 1 1 East 379 1£ 2.2
California Los Angeles Cajon No. 2 1 East 468 f 2.2
California Valley Muir #1 1 1230 f 1.0 West
California Valley Muir #2 1 300 .f. 1.0 West
California Valley Glen Frazier 1 5596 .f. 0.80 West
I- 0.20 East
Ce1ifornia Valley Richmond 2 860 I- 0.20 Westf 0.20 East
Total 9644 ft.
Branch Lines
Arizona Albuquerque Sycamore (A) 1 568 I- 1.20 East
Arizona Albuquerque Harcuvar (B) 1 241 .;.1.25 East
(A) Clarkdale Branch Total 809On
(B) On Parker Branch Grand Total lo,h.53 ft.
Ten single track tunnels \Tlth an aggregate of 9,179 feet and two
double track tunnels totalling 1,274 feet in length are a relatively small total
for the 13,100 mile Santa Fe, especially in view of the mountainous terrain
which much of its mileage crosses.
There are, however, 16 short tunnels, totalling 6,993 feet in
aggregate length on.the north slope of the Tehachapi Mountain which are embraced
within the 67 miles of Southern Pacific trackage used by the Santa Fe between
Mojave and Kern Junction, Bakersfield, California.
No tunnels were included in the Santa Fe improvement and development
program which is the subject of this thesis. It might therefore appear in-
consistent to include a chapter of such length on this topic but it has been
discussed in detail to inform the reader why this surprising fact is true.
Unless a major relocation of the Santa Fe's route over Cajon Pass and
the Arizona Divide may be made some day, there will be no important future
additions or revisions to this short list of Santa Fe tunnels.
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Chapter VIII
SECOND 1'RACK
It was pointed out in Chapter II that Wellington Is classic
I"Economic Theory of Railway Location" divided grades and curves into two
groups; (1) those grades, and occasionally curve~are of primary significance,
or effect,which establish the maximum weight or length, that a locomotive
can haul. Such grades,which are not necessarily the maximum ones,are
called ruling grades. (2) Grades or curves which do not limit train load
have a secondary effect on cost and influence it through adding to the
expense of operation of each train but do not determine the number run.
Grades which are less than ruling grades increase costs by the additional
rise and fall which results from them, measured in feet of elevation
through which the train must be raised and lowered. Curves interpose
additional resistances that are equivalent to grades.
It is significant that the work done in raising a ton of train
weight one foot in elevation is equal to that required to move it through
many (i.e. up to 667') feet of horizontal distance. A heavily loaded
freight car interposes frictional resistance of three pounds.per ton
of its gross weight to movement on a level tangent track. It follows
then that moving a ton of train weight through a distance of one
mile (5,280 x 3 Ibx.) requires 15,840 foot pounds of word to be done.
\Jhen a ton of train weight is lifted one foot in elevation (irrespective
of rate of grade) 2,000-foot Ibs. of work is performed. Dividing
15,840-foot Ibs. of work (representing the work of hauling a ton of freight
one mile on level taneent track) by 2,OOO-foot Ibs. (representing
the work done in raising a ton of train weight one foot along a frade of
any rate) establishes the fact that lifting a ton of train weight 7.98
feet in elevation requires as much work to be done as in hauling
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it one mile on leve1 tangent track. Stated in other terms, raising a ton
ot train weight one foot represents the work done in moving it 667 teet
on 1evel tangent track (i.e. 2000 ft. Ibs. -:-3 ft. lbs.). A continues one
percent grade raises a ton of train 'Weight52.8 feet in one mile. The ~ork
done is 52.8 x 2,000 of 10,,600 .toot Ibs. This represents the equivalent
of 6.7 miles of haulage on level tangent tracks.
Since the frictional resistance of movementmust be added to the
work done in overcoming changes in elevation, the total work requirement
to movea train up a mile of 1%grade is therefore 10,,600 foot Ibs. plus
15,840 per lb. or a total. of 121,440 foot Ibs. A ton of train weight could
be moved40,480 feet (121,440 -: 3) or 7.7 miles by the expenditure of the
same force on straight level track. This operating relationship indicatea
the magnitude of costs which arise out of grades.
Hauling freight trains up grades gives them "velocity height"
or "potential energy" that can be utilized on the descending grade to
produce velocity Whichcan be used to relieve the engine in pulling the
train up a succeeding ascending gradeJ after the familiar principle of the
roller coaster. However, unless the descending grades are of moderate
length and rate (note this is a prime factor on ascent and descent alike)
and are free of speed restricting curves, it will be necessary to dissipate
the kinetic energy, or velocity height, of the train through application of
the brakes. The importance of keeping ruling grades and total rise and fall
(measured in feet) to minimum. proportions consistent with the physical
terrain crossed is obviously a matter of' prime importance.
The basic grade characteristics of the Santa Fe have been
discussed at length in Chapter III and are summarizedin Table rl.
Reference to the present ruling grades in Table IV in
Chapter III will facilitate the reading of the remainder of this chapter.
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These were established by 'Workperformed during the Ri.pley administration
(1896-1919) through the construction of the Belen Cutoff', or Transcontinental
Short Line, and the addition of the second track on all mileage between
Dalles and San Bernardino where the original line 'Waslaid on an ascending
grade that exceeded the new standards. These 'Were0.60% over the 1,,600 miles
between Chicago and Winslow, Arizona (wi.th the noted exception of 0.8%
on Missouri Division.)
Ruling grades west of Winslowwere established as 1.42% east
and west across Arizona with the 1.8% helper ascent for 22.9 miles from
Ash Fork to Supai. The ruling grades across southern California are 1%
in both directions 'With helper grades as outlined in subsequent paragraphs.
Nothing short of complet~construction of the 613 miles of
very e:xpensive rai:Iroad between Winslow and Needles, which of course is a
fantastic suggestion even to contemplate, can modify the present grade
characteristics of that line due to the extremely high elevations which
must be sU1'l1lountedand which extend continuously for long distances.
These are definitely fixed and unchangeable. This will long, possibly
permanently, remain one of the two most difficult operations in America,
measured from volume of tonnage to be raised and aggregate elevation to
be overcome. The other instance of like proportions is the eastward climb
of Southern Pacific's "OVerland Route" over the Sierras from Roseville,
California, to Norden and subsequent descent downto Sparks, Nevada.
It is 'Worthyof special note that it is this tremendous
concentration of' rise and fall between Needles and Winslow, rather than the
rate of grade itself', which makes the Santa Fe crossing of the Arizona
plateau such an extremely difficult operation, measured in terms of the
locomotive forces which must be eJrpendedon each ton of train weight.
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The physical characteristics of the main line across southern
California, at a superficial glance, appears to be an equally, if not
more difficult, line by reason of the 2.2% eastward and 1.6% westward
grade over Cajon Pass and the 1.42% westward ascents from Needles to
Barstow. Actually this is a muchmore satisfactory set of operating
conditions than the crossing of ~e Arizona divide. Eastward freight
trains surmount only 17•.3 miles of grades in excess of 1%crossing
southern California. This distance, of course, represents the 2.2%
helper grade from San Bernardino to Summit.
The westward grades from Needles to Barstow are actually
1.42% but their concentration permits them to be operated as helper grades
from Needles to Goffs, 31.1 miles, anq.Cadiz to Ash Hill, 38.6 miles.
The westward ascent of Cajon Mountain entails only 19.2 miles of 1.6%
t<
grade from Victorville to Summi.t. A helper is attached at the former
station. The grade is virtually a continuously descending one from
Summitto Los Angeles •.
The second track construction accomplished on the Santa Fe
since 1920 has not effected any improvement in ruling grades, for reasons
stated. It has however, eliminated a considerable amount of rise and fall
which is not only objectionable for the physical reasons indicated but also
pitches and sags in the profile which causes the slack in freight cars
alternately to run in and out in a manner that is objectionable to train
crews and can cause damage to lading and occasionally breaks couplers and.
draw-bars. If' this occurs, it always entails a delay to train movement
while the damagedcar is set out on the nearest siding and occasionally
such an occurrence results in an accident. It is the pitches and sags
in the profile which causa the conditions which labor union lobbyists
try to capitalize for train limit and excess crew laws. The best way to
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correct slack action in freight trains is to improve profiles. .... ~his
cannot be done by legislation - but requires engineering and management
to plan and capitalize to pay for the cost of the 'Work.
******
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As traffic increases over ~ line, certain betterments that
increase capacity will provide operating economies in excess of interest
on the investment which the improvementwill require. Double tracking' a
single track railroad (pr providing its present equivalent, cTe) should
begin 'Whentrain density reaches a point at which more than 10%of the
total train hours on any engine district represent delays to inferior
trains on sidings waiting to be met or passed by superior trains.
L-. F. Loree" in "Railroad Freight Transportation," (written
in 1922 before cTcwas known) concludes that while a single track may
handle 60 trains daily, whenever density exceeds 40 trains per day"
double tracldng should begin on those sections ot track where any
considerable numberof trains regularly meet and pass each day. The
second track should be built to protect appr0aches to terminals, long
maximumgrades and other natural points of congestion and portions of the
line where the time table creates manymeeting and passing points. A
double track line" with sufficient passing sidings and properly signalled"
has at least four times the capacity ot a single track railroad. Double
track routes are gradually expanded into three or four track systems after
daily movementexceeds 75 trains. As in the case of initial double tracking,
e:xperience indicates points of congestion where the third and fourth tracks
are most needed; usually a~proaching principal terminals but there is very-
little multiple track mileage, 1.e. 3rd and 4th track, on western lines.
In 1925, a method of dispatching trains on single track lines
was devised which increases their capacity about 80 per cent comparedwith
the maximumtrain movementotherwise possible. Centralized Traffic Control"
or eTe as it is more commonlyknown, provides an efficient and nexible method
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of directing train movenent over an engine district or superintendent's
division entirely by signal indications controlled from a central machine
in the dispatcher's office. On lines equipped in this manner, trains
enter and leave sidings by signal indications rather than by time table
and train orders. The movementof the switches is usually J although not
invariably J actuated by electric power, ranotely controlled !rom the same
machine as that which operates the signals. Since the investment required
to equip a line with eTc is from but 10 to 2, per cent ot the cost ot double
tracking and it produces immediate important operating economies and service
improvements even on single track lines which are not overcrowded with
trains, its use is becomingmore widespread each year. Whenever train
movEmentsaverage 1per hour J or 24 per day, it is advisable to install
cTc with power thrown switches. TheWabashand Rock Island have made
economically advantageous install.ationsot modified cTc (i.e. with hand
thrown spring switches in lieu of power switches) on lines with a train
density of only 12 per day. cTc is reviewed in considerable detail in the
subsequent chapter on Signals and Interlockers.
The Santa Fe emerged from reorganization on Jan. 1, 1896.
EdwardP. Ripley, one of America's outstanding railw~ menwas called from
the Burlington (like his great successor, F. G. Gurley) to becomethe first
President or the new companyand served until 1920. He found the Santa Fe
an inadequately developed and poorly mtdntained railroad but quickly laid
broad and strong foundations for its present greatness by the comprehensive
and courageous programs of betterments 'Whichfollowed year after year
throughout his administration. Chief amongthese was the extensive progress
made in double tracld.ng the main line and the equivalent work of providing
the Transcontinental Short Line by new construction from Amarillo to Belen
and Dal.ies, N. M.
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WhenRipley became President the Santa Fe had only 16 miles of
double track. Whenhe retired at the end of 1919, it had 1,129 miles
of second track, 29 miles of third track and 7 miles of fourth track.
The increases in mileage of second track and multiple track
between 1920 and 1948 are summarized in Table XVbelmn
Table XV
CHANGES IN ADDITIONAL MAIN'TRACK MILEAGE
As of
End of MILES OFYear 2nd track .3rdtrack 4th track TotaJ.. • F
1920 1129 29 7 1165
1925 1596 .39 6 16U
1930 1824 46 110 1880
19.35 1828 46 10 1884
1940 18S1 46 10 1907
194~ 18,% 44 10 1910
1948 1945 49 1, 2009
Reference is also made to Table XVI.:.Aon Page l!~4for location
of second track on transcont~nental lines.
It should be noted that all Santa Fe second track has been
buil t to 11~1 minimum track centers on taneents except the first construction
of this character on the north (or east) slope of Haton Pass where 131 6"
spacing was used. Clearances between tracks must be increased on curves
to allow for the overhang of equipment. The necessary increase in spacing
is detennined by the maximum length of passenger cars and locomotives and the
degree of the curve. Proper adjustment for these conditions have been
added by the Santa Fe to procure adequate clearances between trains
passing on curves.
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The pro gress made in double tracking the Santa Fe may
be summarized as follows to outline the route miles equipped with second
track at the end of' the Ripley administration.
There was continuous 'double track for 6U3 miles from
Chicago to Mission, Kansas, 7 miles west of Newton. The line between
Mission, Kansas and Dalies, N. M. contained five short stretches of'
second track totalling 30.6 miles and in addition had been double
tracked over Raton Pass from Trinidad, Colo., to RatOD, N. M., 23.7
miles. The Belen Cutoff from Amarillo to Dalies, 354 miles" had provided
the equivalent of' a second track by this a1ternate route for more than
700 miles between Florence, Kansas, or Newton and Dalies but only ten miles
of second track had actually been built on it between Eldorado and Augusta,
Kan. From Dalies on west for 800 miles to San Bernardino, beyond which
alternative routes provided two tracks for the railway into Los Angeles,
seven stretches of double track were in service between the following
stations:
Rio Puerco, N. lI. to Suwanee, N. M.
Miles of
Double Track Line15
McCarthy's N. M. to Horace, N. M. 10
Baca, N. M. to Perea, N. M. 29
Winslow, Ariz. to Yampai, Ariz. 166
Topock" Ariz. to Bagdad, Cal. 103
Daggett, Cal. to Hicks, Cal. 21
Summitt, Cal. to San Bernardino, Cal. 28
TaI'AL 372 miles
The foregoing data may be recapitulated by pointing out
that the 2225 mile route from Chicago to Los Angeles via the Northern
District through La Junta and over the Raton Pass included 1068 miles
of double track. The route via the Southern District had 10 miles and
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there was only about 60 miles of double track on all of the other system
lines.
w. B. Storey served as President from 1920 until June 1,
1933.
The construction of double track proceeded rapidly during
the prosperous decade of the t 20s l'lhich fell wi thin the Storey administration
(1920-1933). Seven hundred miles of second track was constructed
principally on the transcontinental lines to raise the system's total
to 1826 miles.
In 1920 there was 43,5miles of single track and 372 miles
of double track line in the 802 route miles between Dalies, N. M. and
San Bernardino, Calit. By the end of 1929 the single track section had
been reduced to short gap of 23.4 miles between Joseph City and D. T.
Junction; Carrizo, Ariz. Except for this short distance" the Santa Fe
was equipped with double track or two alternate lines over the entire
222$ miles of distance between Chicago and Los Angeles.
Intense activity between 1926 and 1929 in the bonanza oil
and wheat country centering around Amarillo had increased train density
on the Transcontinental Short Line within that section of the Plains
Division to such an extent that 76 miles of double track had been provided
between Panpa and Canyon, Texas. The continuous double track westward
£rom Chicago, lIhich in 1920 ended at Mission, Kansas, 7 miles west of
Newton, had been extended 2t miles further to Hutchinson. A number or
scattered minor double tracking projects were also authorized to avoid
delays where train congestion occurred such a~e 5 miles of 2nd track
provided for this purpose on the east slope of the Glorietta Mountains
between Fox and Rowe. No important additional second track mileage was
added to the Santa Fe between 1930 and 19.3,5.
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The second track operated by the Santa Fe on December 31, 1948,
is suminarized below:
Wholly owned - main line
branch line
Total
Owned jointly
Used under trackage rights
Grand Total
TABLE.XVI-A
1726.81 miles
0.99 II
1727.80 miles
5.87 miles
210.59 miles*
1944.26 miles
The location of main line wholly owned 2nd track reported
above is as follows:
1.
2.
3.4.5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
.11.
12.
13.14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
Chicago to Plaines, Illinois
Pequot to Carrollton, Illinois
Hardin, Mo. to Kansas City .
Kansas City to Hutchinson, Kansas
At Kinsley, Kansas
Wright to Sears, Kansas
Casa to La Junta, Colorado
Trinidad, Colorado to Raton, New Mexico
Fox to Glorieta, New Mexico
Hahn to Albuquerque, NfiwMexico
At ottawa Jet. (S.K. Main) Kansas
El Dorado to Augusta, Kansas
Winfield to Newkirk, Kansas
Ponca City to \Vhite Eagle, Oklahoma
Cicero to Wellington, Kansas
At Waynoka, Oklahoma
Pampa to Canyon, Texas
Farwell to Melrose, New Mexico
Joffre to Vaughn, New Mexico
Belen, New Mexico to Barstow, California
At Bakersfield, California
At Calwa, California
Barstow to San Bernardino, California
San Bernardino to Riverside, California
Fullerton to Mission Tower, Los Angeles, California
At Los Angeles, 2nd District, Ave 33
At Orange, California
At Galveston, Texas
Miles38.54
330.56
39.57
218.12
1.8h
13.01
4.57
23.79
4.98
5.ll
1.11
15.26
26.hl
6.76
5.48
4.40
74.93
35.2114.93
73l.1v.J.
3.02
3.23
83.12
9.3923.08 iHf-
0.734.49
3.73
Total 1,726.81
The 2nd track built by the Santa Fe between 1935-1948, totals
102.3 miles and is listed in Table XVI-B on the next page.
* Includes paired tack as follows:
Plaines - Pequot, Illinois with GM&O
Carrollton - Camden, Missouri with Wabash
Bragdon - South Denver, Colorado with OORGW
Total
i~cluding 2.2 miles of cTc equipped single track
between D.T. Jet. and Bandini.
15.67 miles
15.10 u
104.99 It
135.76 miles
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TABIE"XVI-B
SECOND TRACK CONSTRUCTION1935 - 1948
Placed
Length In Service Remarla!
Tenco, Tex., Farwell, H. M. -
Clovis, N. M.
Clovis, H.M. - Melrose, N. :M.
Joffre, N. M. - Vaughn, N. :M.
Through Belen
Belen, N.M. - Dalies, N. M.
D.T .Jet. Carrizo, Ariz. -
Joseph City, Ariz.
Colton, Calif.-Highgrove, Calif.
Fullerton, Calif. - D.T .Jot. *
(Rivera, Calif.)
Bandini * - Hobart, Callt.
Total
23J~ 1940
1.3.2 1943
3.3
102.3Miles
Connects the important junction
of Texico wi.th the yard and
engine terminal at Clovis, N.Y.
Continues second track from
Farwell on west trom terminal
at Clovis
Entrance to crew terminal at
Vaughn.
Through congested yard
district
On Helper grade and also
completes 2nd track on main
stem of Coast Lines
Close single track gap in
two track system between
Dalies and San Bernardino
To relieve oongestion on
single traok line also used by
UnionPacific .
(To provide second track, except
(over the r1ve~*"between
(Los Angeles and Fullerton.
(trsed by both the trains to
(San Diego and those
(to San Bernardino via 3rd
(district, (i.e. "freight
(line.")
* 2.2 miles trom D. T. Junction, Near Rivera, California, to Bandini was
not double-tracked in order to avoid construction of a bridge to carry
the addLtional line OVfJr the San Gabriel River. However, the movement
over this single track gap is directed by cTc~
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These additions brought the total second track up to 194, miles as of the
end of 1948. TheSanta Fe also operated 49-miles of 3rd track and 1,miles
of 4th track but most or-this was built prior to 1930md this multiple
track mileage, i.e. morethan 2 tracks, is located (lar.gely within the
KansasCity Terminal District except for 12 miles of 3rd track which
provides addi tional capacity betweenthe important EmporiaJunction of the
ottawa Cutoff and the old main line via Topeka, east of the passenger
station in Emporiaand Ellinor, Kansas, where the Transcontinental Short
Line going to Dalies, N. Mex.leaves the main line which extends on west
to that samejunction via DodgeOity and La Junta.
A. second track is built to provide additional line capacity,
when the deia.,ysof single track operation are unduly burdensomein terms
of time and cost. A completedouble track gives at least four times as
muchline capacity as single track. Doubletracking usual]y proceeds
gradually and progressively and the transition from a completely single
tracked line to a completely double track line covers a long period of
years. The capacity of a single track" with adequate assignment of
telegraph operators to deliver train orders at intermediate stations and
sidings spaced five mUes apart is 2S to 40 trains per day. Automatic
block signals provide a great additional factor of safety in single track
train dispatching but have minor effect upon line capacity which is largely
determinedby the number of operators and sidings. On the other hand, £ran
100 to 150 trains a day can be movedover a double track line, unless its
capacity is handicappedby physical or terminal characteristics or the
trains operate at different rates of speeds which frequently delay
following movements.
There is a wide spread between the train density which congests
an ordinary single track line and the capacity which a double track provides.
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As previously stated in this chapter, cTc permits the capacity of a single
track to be increased at least 80% bey~nd the maximum train density that is
possible _vithout it and train detention on sidings greatly decreases fo11ow-
ing installation of this improved method of train dispatching by signal .
installation only. The cost of cTc ranges from 10% to 2,% of that incurred
in building a second track yet, in most cases, will give all of the additional
train movement capacity which would otherwise require a double track line
to provide.
The outstanding importance of cTc makes it a separate topic in
itself within the general chapter on "Signals and Interlocking" vlhichwill
follow. The subject is mentioned here in order to explain why the Ripley
administration built 1100 miles of double track and the Storey administration
700 miles while the exceptionally dynamic present regime has added only 100
miles of double track to the Santa Fe total. The answer lies in the s~~gle
track mileage which has been equipped with cTc. This same improvoment on.
the double track between Holliday and Olathe, 12., miles, has obviated the
probable continuation of the tp~rd track west of the former point which ;marks
the junction of the old main line via Topeka with the Ottawa cut-off and is
within 6 miles of Argentine Yard, Kansas City. cTc is likely to obviate any
considerable further construction of 2nd track on the Santa Fe until the
future growth of Texas and California raises main line densities above ,0
trains per day on the single track lines.
Unless present public expe~ for the future grov~h of these two
great Santa Fe states prove unfounded, it is ,.reasonable t.o.' be!l.ie\ret~that all
of the Transcontinental Short Line and also the long extension from Arkansas
City, Kansas, into central and south Texas and from Riverside to
Fullerton, California will be double tracked by 1960. Meanvmile,
cTc will suffice for requirem ents of the immediate future,
~~th consequent savings in capital and maintenance charges and
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property taxes. cTc is usua~ associated wi. th single track operation but
it greatly improvesdouble track operation also, so as a second track is
built in cTc territory, the effectiveness of both is increased. It is
therefore especiallY soundpolicy to install cTc on single track lines
which it is hopedwill. soon have a train density requiring the construction
of a secondtrack.
The description of physical characteristics of Santa Fe lines
which preceded this chapter referred to the several sections or non-parallel
locations of secondtrack made to reduce ruling gradients whenthis improve-
mentwas made. Non-parall.e1locations also result from paired track
operation of adjoining single track lines ot diverse ownershipwhich are
pooled for joint use as double tracks. These non-parallel sections ot
seoondtrack are listed in Table 2 on Pages 49-50. It will be observed
that the two longest non-parallel locations ot double track are the ones of
the latter classification, i.e. betweenPlaines and Pequot, Ill., with the
Gulf, Mobileand Ohio, and betweenCamdenand Hardin, Mo.'Withthe Wabash.
'Whilenot on its transcontinental lines, it should nevertheless
be pointed out that the longest section of paired double track operated by
the Santa Fe is that with the Denverand Rio GrandeWesternbetweenSouth
Denverand ;~Bf':igdon, near Pueblo, Colo., a distance of 105 miles. This
takes secondrank in length amongthe various sections of paired double
track in the country; first place being held by the Southern Paciflc -
WesternPacific arranganent between!lazon, near Wells, Nev. andVleso~east
of Winnemucca,Nev., a distance of 173 miles.
I I
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The preceding pages in this report have outlined the progress
and location of second track on the Santa Fe. A total of 1,727.8 miles
of second track is wholly owned by the System. All but 42.5 miles or
2.5%, are incorporated into the transcontinental main lines. It m~
also be of interest to record consecutively the location and length of
sections of double track on the latter. These follow in Table XVI-G
and include paired double track and double track owned by terminal
companies at Chicago, Kansas City, Wichita and Los Angeles and also 34.2
miles of second track included in the Southern Pacific trackage used in
the crossing of the Tehachapi l10untains between Mojave and Kern Junction,
Bakersfield, California.
TABLE XVI-C
SECOND TRACK ON TRANSCONTINENTAL LINES
A. Chicago-Los Angeles via "Ottawa Cut-Off, fI
Northern District-Newton-LaJunta-Pasadena.
Chicago-Hutchinson Junction, Kansas
Kinsley, Kans as
Wright-Dodge City-Sears, Kansas
Casa-LaJunta, Colorado
Trinidad, Colorado-Raton, New 11exico
Fox-Glott1eta,New Mexico
Hahn-Albuquerque-Abajo, New Mexico
Dalies-New Mexico-San Bernardino, California
Los Angeles
Total Second Track (Me~~~red on Eastward Track)
Total Distance Measured on Westward Track
Single Track
Proportion of Single Track Mileage -
670.3 miles
1.8
13.14.6
.23.8
5.05.1
802.7I.L
1,527.8 miles
2,224.3,
696•.5 (*)
31.2%
(*)CTC equipped between Kins1~ and Dodge City, 33.7 miles of which
26.3 miles is single track and 1.4 miles double track.
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B. E11inor via E1dorado-Mi1vane to Dalies via Amarillo.
Eldorado-Augusta, Kansas
Cicero-Wellington, Kansas
Waynoka, Oklahoma
Pampa-Amaril1o-Canyon, Texas
Texico-Clovis-Melrose, New Mexico
Joffre-Vaughn, New Mexico
Belen-Dalies
Total Second Track (Measured on Eastward Track)
Total Distance Measured on Westward Track
Total Single Track 11ileage on Route
Proportion of Single Track Mileage
(*) Fully equipped with CTC.
C. Between Barstow and Oakland, California.
On S. P. Trackage
Mojave-Tehachapi-Bena-Kern Jct.
Bakersfield
Calwa
Total
Single Track
Total Distance
Proportion of Single Track Mileage
(~~)Single track on S. P. between Bena and Tehachapi,
33.2 miles equipped with CTC.
15.3 miles
5.5
4.4
14.9
35.2
14.9
11.L.
161.6 miles
165.1
603.5 (*)
19.0%
34.2 miles (*)
3.0
3.2
40.4 miles
413.4
453.8 miles
91.1%
D. Newton to Mulvane (via route used by passenger trains).
Total Distance
Double Track at Wichita
Single Track
Proportion of Single Track Mileage
(*)Fully equipped with CTC.
42.8 miles
4.1
38.1 miles (*)
91.5%
E. San Bernardino to Los Angeles over "Third District"
of Los Angeles Division via Fullerton.
San Bernardino-Riverside Jct.
Fullerton-Los Angeles (except 2.2 miles of S.T. between
D. T. Jet. and Bandini)
Total
Total Distance
Single Track
Proportion of Single Track Mileage
(*) Fully equipped with CTC.
9.4 miles
23.4
32.8 miles
12.2
39.4 miles (*)
54.6%
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F. Holliday to Emporia via Topeka - 114.2 Miles
(all single track). Not equipped with CTC.
Recapitulation
Proportion of Single & Double Track on Various Routes
Between Chicago & Los Angeles.
Total Distance Single Track Double Track
Route via Eastward Track Miles J.... Miles J....
nottawa Cut-Off"-LaJunta-Pasadena 2,224.3 696~5(: 31.2 1,521.8 68.8
Top eka-LaJunt a-Pasadena 2,241.9 801.3 36.0 1,434.6 64.0
E11inor-Augusta-Amaril1o-Fullerton 2,213.9 603.5 21.2 1,610.4 12.8
Topeka-Newton-Wichita-Amari11o- Ii
Pasadena 2,238.6 631.4 28.4 1,601.2 71.6 I
:11
,I
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CHAPrER'IX
REVISIONOFGRAD~~ C~
An introduction to this subject necessitates reference to
the outline of physical characteristics of railways included in Chapter II.
It pointed out the factors which necessitate the use of curves in railway
construction and the handicaps which they imposeupon railway operation.
Any deviation ot the train from a straight line introduces elements of
friction which require work to be done to overcomethem. Moreover,the
centrifugal force producedby trains rounding curves not on1¥can cause
minor discomfort and annoyanceto passengers on fast trains and occasional
damageto contents or freight cars but these sameconditions increase wear
and tear on equipnent and track and cause derailments if permissable speeds
are exceeded.
The objections to curves are minimizedif they are held to such
standards of minimumradius, expressed in de~ees of circular measure, as
will be safe for the samespeeds on the curve, as are authorized on the
adjacent tangent track. A train can safely run around a 6° curve at 40 MPH
if the outer rail is superelevated S". Since a 40 )(PH speed restriction
represented no handicap to train operation at the time railroads were
obuilt, 6 curves were comno~ used except where ones of longer radius could
be introduced Without adding appreciably to construction costs. As railway
construction and operating standards advancedin the last two decades of
the Nineteenth Century, and lines were double tracked or otherwise improved,
othe 3 curve, i.e. 1910' radius, was considered to be a desirable standard.
A curve of this radius permitted 65 mile operation with 6" of superelevation.
Since 70 miles per hour was the general maximumajthorized speed on even
the principal rai:troads until 10 or 1, ye~s ago, a 3° curve was not then
I
, I I
, I
,I
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considered a handicap to railway operation. The superiority of the longer
radius was recognized, but there was no urgent necessity to revise railway
alignments to obtain easier curvature until streamliners were built
which could maintain sustained runs of 70 to 100 MPH. The continuing
improvementin rail and track structures, as well as competitive
transportation conditiona, then spurred the railroads tto incorporating
these rates of speed into passenger train schedules.
WV2The formulae for measuringKinetic Energy is ; whereW2G
equals the weight of the train; V, its velocity; and G, the rate of
acceleration impressed by the force of gravity or 32.2 feet per second.
It is clearly apparent that g1;eat energy losses occur whentrains must
slow downaround speed restricting curves and then reaccelerate after they
have been traversed.
Since the Kinetic Energy at a train moving100 MPH is f'our times
that which it possesses at 50 !!PH (i.e. 100 squared equals 4 times ,0 squared,
for 10,000 = 4 x 2500), a speed reduction from 100 MPHto round a SO »PH curve
entails a dissipation of 7,% of the Kinetic Energy of' the train. Similarly
to reduce speed from 70 MPH to 50 MPH meansa dissipation of nearly half of
the Kinetic energy" i.e. as 702 is to 502 (or 4900 is to 2500). Accordingly,
reduction of speed restricting curvature in high speed territory is not
only essential to the sustained operation at maximum velocities, and hence
fulfillment of minimum schedules, but becomesan important factor in the
conservation of forces which are produced at heavy cost to movelong trains
at high speeds. The effective utilization of Diesel power requires that
its capacity for high speed operation shall be continuously maintained over
the longest possible distances 'Withminimuminterruptions by speed restrict-
ing curvature and other avoidable handicaps.
\ I
,1
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The Santa Fe like most railroads was originally built to 60
standards ot curvature except where easier ones were conveniently and
economical.J.yobtainable or sharper ones were introduced to reduce
construction costs. The program of second tracldng and line revision
accomplished during the Ripley and Storey administrations (1896-19331)
was done when 30 curves (on which 65 MPHvelocity is safe and comfortable
with S" or 6tt superelevation) were considered the best standard necessary
for this radius did not handicap the conventional passenger train speeds
of those periods.
The introduction of the Diesel locomotive on the Santa Fe in
1935 and t 36 promptly proved that curves of this radii were unsuitable for
the operating speeds which the Santa Fe 'Wouldneed to use immediately and.
these could be e~ected to inorease progressively over future years.
Accordingly, when Santa Fe t s continuing program of improvements 'Ware
resumed during the Bledsoe administration, the 3° standard for curves was
o ,
raised to 1 30 or 4300- radius. Trains can run around these at 90 UPH.
This was established as the objective to which the curvature
on Santa Fe main lines lIOuld be revised as rapicD.y as economic condi tiona
parmitted but always giving due recognition to the fact that in certain
mountain areas construction costs might indefinitely postpone any major
improvenents of this nature. However, since improved aligmnent is
intended to permit high speed operation it is not necessary to reduce
curvature on steep grades to longer radii than ma:I be necessary to conform
to the rate at 'Whichthe fastest trains can ascend them or may represent
the J.imi t of safe braking speed on the downgrade. The crossing of Raton,
Glorietta and Cajon Passes fell wit?in the latter classification; but
elsewhere on the Santa Fe, including the lines on 1.42% grades over the
Arizona Divide and in California, the speed potentialities of Dieselized
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trains indicate the pressing desirability of curve reductions wherever the
o tradii are in excess ot 1 30.
Whenalignment is to be improvedit is not the practice to s~art
at one end of the railroad and proceed in geographical progression to
lengthen the radii or the curves one by one, or to makethe necessary
revisions whichwill both do that and eliminate somecurvature altogether.
It is the better and hence the accepted practice, to study the physical
characteristics or the line and ascertain those curves which will permit
the maximumbenefits to be gained in rElJlovingspeed restricting alignment
within the budget available for that purpose. Children are taught as a
rule of conduct to t aelde the hardest jobs first and leave the easier" ones
until the last but in the improvementof alignment of railroad tracks, it
i's considered goodpractice to reverse this order and do the simpl~st ..t.~sks
first and leave the most difficult andmoreeJepensiverevisions until the
last. By spreading a given sumor moneyin this wayover a larger number
of easier pro'jects, morebenefits can be obtained in schedule improvements
than wouldbe possible if' the expenditures were concentrated in a muchfewer
numberot moredifficult places. Likewise, where long and otherwise
continuous stretches of high speed track are broken only by a short section
of speed restricting curvature it is muchbetter to eliminate it than to do
equivalent work in other locations where a muchlesser additional extent of
continuous high speed track can be obtained through the resultant improvement.
Line revision entails work train and other construction service,
lIhich interferes with high speed operation. It is often desirable to limit
the numberot such projects on one division or subdivision in order that
the train movementover it w1ll not be unduly handioapped. Rather than have
a number of such improvementsunder way at one time within a limited section
or the road, it is better pltaotice to diffuse these improvementsand the related
I I
. I
"
,I
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expenditures over the entire length of the line. For this reason, im-
provements in alignment are evident through all of the Santa Fe' s prL~arJT
main line mileage and have not been concentrated ivithin limited portions of it.
Important proEiTess has been made in eliminating curvature on the
Santa Fe which restricts continuous maximum speed operation of trains. Not-
withstanding the extent of the work already done, a considerable mileage of
speed restricting curvature remains that should be corrected in future years.
This statement is made with full recognition of the fact that the Santa Fe
is in an unusually favored position in respect to standards of alignment
in relation to railroads in generql and its competitors in particular.
If the Santa Fe continues to press this feature of its improve-
ment program vigorously for another decade, fevI if any curves will remain
on it that will restrict the maximum speed of trains otherwise possible
on that section of track. Due recognition, however, must be taken of the
fact that terminal zones and ascents and descents of mountain grades
(i.e. in excess of 1.50%) impose speed restrictions which make it un-
necessary to reduce curvature below the rates equivalent to the maxima
at which trains can run on tangent track in those places.
When the revision of alignment was beb~n in 1935-36 to adopt the
Santa Fe for Diesel locomotive operation, ,1030' was first designated as
the new standard of curvature. It permits 90 M.P.H. operating speeds
and continued to set the pattern for line revisions until 1941. Messrs.
Engel and Gurley then decided that curved alignment on high speed
tracks should not exceed 10 if practicable of attainment. That radius
was designated as the objective of future line revisions and curves
of lesser degree are used if possible of attainment ydthout uneconomic
increases to construction cost.
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Five inches of superelevation Ynll permit trains to run
100 ~~H on 1° curves but this heighth of the outer rail is unsatisfactory
for the slower moving freight trains which bear heavily against the
inside, or low rail. To meet the conflicting requirements of stream-
liners and heavy freight trains 0°50'; 0040' and 0030' curves are
being used whenever possible. These vnll allow 100 MPH operating
speeds and higher with 3", 2!" and 2" of superelevation respectively
which minimizes rail wear of freight trains. However, a 30' curve
has a radius of 11,459 ft. or more than 2 miles. The 0040'curve
has a radius of 8,594 and the 00,0' curve, 6,876 ft. Obviously,
these curves are not susceptible of general use except over favorable
terrain.
In no field of railw~ engineering or operation has the
leadership of the Santa Fe been more conspicuously evidenced than in
the elimination of speed restricting curvature. Such projects require
the higher deb~ee of courageous imagination because their principal
benefits cannot be immediately gained but must await the cumulative
effect of the complete progi'amwhich will inevitably require a long
period of time to accomplish. Individual line changes frequently
appear unimportant or of minor advantage in relation to their cost but
when the final objectives of sustained high speed operations are achieved,
outstanding operating and competitive advantages are gained which multiply
the benefits of the component projects.
line
Santa Fe/changes have advisedly been made where maximum
benefits are obtainable immediately. While much of this improvement
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of alignment has been done along the mountain divisions of the west,~
nevertheless even here these construction projects have seldom required
unusual quantities of grading measured in cubic yards of cuts and fills.
Generally, the line changes made have been short relocations to reduce
both the sharpness of curvature and the total angular deviation of the main
track from a straight line.
lihile the aggregate length of relocated lines have been very
considerable and the total quantities of excavation and fill have been
large, individual line relocations have generally been short. Probably
the longest line changes have been ones or approximately 5 miles aggregate
length at Cardy Hill in Missouri, through Querino Canyon between Cheto and
Houck, Ariz. (10 miles west of' Lupton on the NewMexico boundary) the
relocation 'West of the new bridge constructed over the Colorado River at
Topock, Ariz. in 1942, and the several relocations of similar length made
along the treacherous Sacramento Wash from Topock east through Powell and.
Franconia towards Haviland. The distance from Topock to Haviland is 19.7
miles and in this zone the larger part of the present line represents new
locations in respect to both profile and alignment which reduced the
curvature and raised the track level substantially above lmmm aood
wat er levels.
Table 17 appearing on page 167 summarizes essential factors
pertaining to alignment. It is to be regretted that time did not permit
refinEment of this data to show the number of curves and aggregate length
o
wi thin 1 intervals of increase in radius up to the maximum. An adequate
understanding of the alignment characteristics of any railroad can only
be determined by ascertaining both the mnnber of curves and the aggregate
length of those which lie in the higher ranges of sharpness and consequently
have greatest speed restricting effects. While the curvature of the
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componentdivisions of the route are shownin two classifications of
000o - 8 and 8 and over, it must be pointed out that the aggregate
length of the higher ranges of curvatures in the 00 - 80 grouping are
usually comparatively short and this designation of the 80 maximum does
o
not imply any considerable number,or aggregate length, of 8 curvesJ
or those of anything like that rate.
Themiles of curved track per mile of line indicates the
percent of the main line mileage on curved alignment. For example, on the
AlbuquerqueDivision, 17% of the mileage is on curved alignment. The
maximumproportion of curvature is found on the Los Angeles Division with
2.3°and the minimum,as might be e~ected, is on the PanhandleDivision
which has only 8% of the mileage on the curved track. Consequently92%
of the line is on tangent track.
As has been mentionedin the chapter on physical characteristics
of line, angular measure in degrees are used to indicate both radius,
hence the relative sharpness of the curve, and its deviation froma
straight line. The latter represents the central angle through which the
line is turned by the curve. Line changeswhich reduce curvature can have
either or both of these effects; to wit. It can reduce the radius, or
o
sharpness, ot the curve as wouldbe the case whena 3 curve is eased to a
o 01 curve and no change in the central results. A.3 curve might be of such
length that it wouldproduce an angular deviation, or central angle of 30°,
in the movementof the train. The reduction or the degree of the curve from
o 03 to 1 might only have the effect of increasing the radius from 1910 feet
to 5730 feet and still leave the central angle at 30°.
This wouldplace the curve on a newlocation inside of the former
one, i.e. 'Withthe newline passing between the old line and the theoretical
center of both the old and the newcurves but the central angle subtended
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by these two curves of different radii would be the same, i.e. 300 in
each case.
The primary purpose of improved alignment, i.e. reduction or
easing of curves is to reduce their sharpness, i.e. lengthen the radius.
However, redu?tion in central angle is also highly desirable where it
can be obtained and thus usually permits some shortening of the total
length of the line; anoth~r factor of improvement, although it does
not always follow. Improved alignment occasionally requires ~ome
moderate lengthening of line and grade reductions may have this effect
too. Table VI on Page 87 indicates the reduction in distances via
component divisions and routes which have resulted from line changes
between 1935 - 1938, totalled in Table XVII.
lVhere a series of curves foll~r one another in rapid or
continuous succession, it is usually possible, and always desirable, to
relocate the line in order to reduce the total amount of angular de-
~iation as w~ll as to ease the radius of curvature. This contraction of
..t~e to~al central angle of c~vature will probably be obtained by the
'. . --:a1~'f,",\ -<."
comp1ete1elimination of some curves as well as by the reduction of the
angular deviation produced by others.'
("Table XVIII summarizes those salient engineering features of
the Santa Fe's work in reducing and eliminating curvature which are
readily susceptible of statistical presentation in tabular form. It
is a matter of regret that that there was insufficient time to
prepare this data in more detailed form. tThi1e no feature of this'
report required more time to prepare than table XVIII, nevertheless it
has recognized inadequacies. Unfortupately the more elaborate presentation-that
both the reader and the author would desire to summarize this subject would have
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required an additiona! allotment of time that simply was not available
without neglecting the other equaJ.lyimportant parts of this thesis.
Such factors, moreover, restricted this compilation to the
Transcontinental route via the Southern District betweenEmporiaand
Dalies and over the third district betweenSan Bernardino and Los Angeles.
A great deal of work on line changeswas done on the Northern District of
the WesternLines via La Junta and Albuquerque"muchmore so in fact that
on the corresponding route via Amarillo which traversed much more favorable
country for rail"WC\Yconstruction and contained muchthe lesser mileage ot
line on speed restricting curves. However"since the Santa Fe's
Transcontinental freight traffic movesvia the Southern District andmany
of its most important recent improvementshave bem.madeon the Southern
District and moreoverbeBauseit is likely over future years to absorb more
and more of Santa Fe's Transcontinental passenger services, this table
considers only the Transcontinental Route via the Southern District.
The aggregate mnnberof curve eliminations and reductions and
the central ~gle which these represent are an impressiva total and were
the similar improvenents on the Northern District included, it 'Wouldadd
materially to this cumulative result.
The 1'IOrk of improvementot aligmnent is one aspect of the
Santa Fe progress which it might deservedly regard with pride and
satisfaction but this will not dull its realization of all that remains
to be done in the future in order to achieve the maximum potentials of its
great route; particularly via the Southern District, for sustained maximum
speed operation from start to stop between the principal stations along
that line.
In this discussion of curves and in the general remarks about
themwhich were included in Chapter II, occasional reference has been made
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to super elevation which is the excess height given the outer rail over
the inner one of a curve in order to produce an orrseting force from
gravity to equalize the centrifugal forces of the train moving aro'UDda
curve at high speed.
If a 3° curve is required and the curve of this degree and
radius were to be joined directly to the tangent track, the railwq
engineer would be confronted with the connicting necessities of having
the track at the point where the curve meets the tangent super elevated S"
or 6" on one side o£ this point and level at the other. Obviously this
is impossible. In the early days of railroad construction and operation
a compromisewas sought by having the ascent ot the outer rail, trom the
point at which it is level with the inner one up to the point of maximum
super elevation, begin as far downthe tangent track as was necessary to
divide the transition in super elevation in the outer rail half over the
tangent track and half over the curve~
HoweverI this was distinctly unsatisfactory because the super
elevation on the tangent track caused a bad lurch as the force of gravity
unopposed by any centrifugal force threw the cars inwardly. This condition
was reversed when the curve was reached and the centrifugal force
momentarily exceeded the force of gravity on the inadequately super elevated
section. This produced a double jolt; first in one direction inwardly and
then outwardly in entering a curve. The effect 'Wasrepeated in reverse
order upon leaving the curve. The problEm 'WaS soon solved by introducing
a spiral (also called a trans1 tion curve) between the end of the tangent
track and curve.
A spiral, ot course" is a curve having a variable radius which
Btarts at infinity, i.e., is a straight line, and decreases progressively in
relation to its length until finally it narrows to a point and the radius
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becomeszero. Spirals may have any desired geometrical relationship
between the decrease in the radius as the length of the spiral increases.
The spiral 1& most conunonuse is the cubic spiral. It is so designated.
because its radius decreases inversely wi.th the cube ot the length of the
spiral. All main track curves should be spiralled and the length of the
spiral must be adjusted to the maximlmlspeed ot train operation.
Thepurpose of the spiral is to increase the super elevation of
the outer rail at an even rate of ascent from zero at the point of tangency
to the maximum.required by the operating speed desired around the curve.
Since the spiral is a curve of varying radii, the super elevation along
it 'Will be equivalent to that which is required by a simple curve of the
actual radius at any point. At the end of the spiral, its radius will
have contracted to that of the simple curve which continues on from there
as the required super elevation will have been attained. The length of a
spiral is determinedby the numberof inches of super elevation which it must
attain and the maximumspeed at which the train will run and 60 ascend to
this super elevation.
It is found in practice that a train will be jolted by a spiral
if its length is so short in relation to the speed of the train moving
around it that the outer wheels are super elevated faster than 1ft or li"
per second of movElllent.If a spiral is lon~ than necessary to meet the
requirements of maximumspeed operation, it has no adverse effect uponthe
riding quality of the track for trains at that or lesser speeds; in fact,
it is further improved. However,if spirals are shorter than desirable
tor the authorized speed they will cause trains to lurch and jolt.
Spirals are moreexpensiva to install andmaintain than
simple curves 80 it is in the interests of econo~ to keep the former to
Whateverminimumlengths are needed. Atrainrunning 100UPHtraverses
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147 feet per 'second; 88 teet per .toot per second is equivalent to 60 MPH,
etc. It follows that if a curve is being spiralled for 100 !!PH speeds and
requires S" of superelevation that it must be ,88 tt. in length (S" d1vided
by 1i" x 147 ft.) If 1i"of increased super elevation is permissible per
second of train travel a 488 ft. spirallrould be sufficient (S" divided by
It' x 147) but the longer spiral will produce the smoothertrain movement.
The rate of increment in the degree of curvature developing along
the length of the spiral must be such that it will have been reduced from a
radius of inf'inity at its beginning, or PTS(point of tangent to spiral) to
that of the curve at the PSC(point of spiral to curve). Spirals must be
located at both ends of the curve. It the curve which extends beyondthe
spiral is not a simple one;' that is to say, does not have a constant radius
but is a compoundcurve, i.o. formed, or compounded,of two or morecurves
of different radii~ but which do not changethe direction of angular deviation
(and thereby becomea reverse curve), a spiral is the best meansof effecting
the transi tion from one curve to the other.
High speeds necessitate longer spirals as well as easier curves.
It follows that l1hereveralignment has been revised, spirals or the required
length were incorporated as an important feature or the plans tor the new
work. However,where existing curves were not revised, for any one of
manyreasons, the Santa Fe has nevertheless lengthened spirals on all of
these where this 'Wasnecessary to maketransition curves consistent; with the
operating speeds authorized aroundthe curves which they connect to adjacent
tangents.
o t
Curves1 30 and less, of course",were built into railroad
aligment where economicallypracticable long before the days of 100MPH
streamliners. However,whenmaximumopsrating speeds were lower, these
curves did not require either the length of spiral or the super elevation
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necessary for present requirements. It has accordingly been necessary to
increase super elevation and spiral lengths on many existing curves of this
rate in order to adapt them to present maximumspeeds. Likewise, curves of
radii sharper than 1030' , while interposing restrictions to present maximwn
operations, never the1ass can be traversed at higher speeds ;with: lengthened
spirals and increased super elevation than would otherwise have been possible
and so these improvemalts have been made to obtain the most effective
utilization ot the line~
The revision of spirals and super elevations is not a feature ot
an improvement program which attracts public notice but when carried out on
the very extensive scale involved in the betterment ot the Santa Fe main
lines, it represents an important and expensive task. For that reason,
this feature of the correction ot SantaFe alignment has bem given such
detailed explanation in the chapter on "curves."
Maximwn train speeds are achieved by the accumulative etfect
of improvEmentin the physical characteristics of lines and the engineering
standards of construotion and maintenance of tracks, bridges and signals.
All or these factors play their part in determining the rates at which trains
can run. Just as a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, so anyone ot
these can nullify the benefits obtained by developnent of the other components
of the railwl\Y plant.
The standards of Santa Fe main line track, bridges and signals
are being developed to permit the full utilization of the maximtnn speed
potentialities of its fastest locomotives. Where speed restrictions occur
they are almost invariably due to physical characteristics of the line, i.e.
the grades and the curves; rather than to limitations ot track, bridges or
signals~
; I
.1
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The Santa Fe's Diesel powered stre~nlined passenger trains can run
100 mph. Those on the three daily transcontinental runs 3re routed over the
"Northern District" tr.rough La Junta. The maximtnn authorized speed over
the main lines of the Illinois, Missouri, Eastern and Middle Divisions
between Chicago and Nev~on, Kansas, is 90 mph. All component main line
districts of the divisions between Nev~on and Los Angeles via the Northern
District allow 100 mph operating speeds for streamlined trains. The route
from Newton to Wellington and thence via the Southern District, which is
not traversed by these services, is restricted to 80 mph maximum authorized
speeds, except 85 mph is authorized on the Middle Division between
Wellington and Wichita and Ne\vton.
These maxima, however, are not continuous but are interrupted by
numerous speed restrictions where grades, curves and other operating handicaps
interpose them. The working time table of each division and the standard
signs along the roadway designate the lengths of track over which speed must
be restricted below the established divisional maximum. The extent of the
detailed restrictions imposed on continuous operation at the maXimum speed
authorized on each division are tabulated in Exhibit DI. J'.Tostof these
limitations: outside of terminal zones, are required by curvature. The
.-1aggregate number encountered on the 2,200 mile transcontinental runs still
appears high but nevertheless do not prevent the punctual operation of
39-3/4 hour streamliners between these distant terminals.
Speed restrictions can 'be most effectively presented by a
chart which plots the authorized speed as the ordinate against distance
along the line as the abscissae. This vdll show the extent of the
route which can be traversed at maximum speed and indicates
the location and length of all that are imposed b~ external
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conditions and the extent to which speed must be reduced in each case.
A chart of this nature for the Santa Fe main line would be a very
interesting study in i tsalf but unfortunately time does not parmit
preparing one.
It could be made muchmore informative if'the similar speed
data for representative past years should also be plotted on it. This would
shoW'the increased speeds and reduced numbers and aggregate length of speed
restricting conditions which have followed the Santa Fet s very extensive
program of improvement of its alignment. It would also indicate what
remains to be done to correct remaining conditions which interfere wi.th
continuous maximum speed operation.
The work already accanplished, when renected against that which
remains to be done only indicates what a gigantic task is involved in
adapting any railroad, particularly one traversing mountainous country, to
the requirements of high speed operation. It would thereby prove the
foresight, courage and ability displayed by the Santa Fe in undertaking
a progran of such gigantic scope and dimension. What has already been done
in reducing and eliminating curvature is the best proof which can be offered
of the probability that the speed restricting curves which remain in Santa Fe
high speed tracks will be revised to the desired standards at a progressively
rapid rate. Onemay expect that in another decade, few if any speed restrict-
ing curves will remain in Santa Fe main tracks except where these lie in
terminal zones and cross the most rugged mountainous terrain~
At the present time the principal work of this character nowin
progress is being done on the twelve miles of line between Holliday (13 miles
west o£ Kansas City) and Olathe where the line follows the tortuous valley ot
Mill Creek, for 121miles to climb, 260 feet from the banks of the KawRiver
to the plains which comprise the higher ground lying to the south and nst"
II
I
"I
,I
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Curvature in the 1-mile Canyono£ the MoraRiver between ShoEmaker,
Valmora and Watrous, N. Mex., nowimposes 45 MPHspeed restrictions there.
This is one o£ the most serious handicaps to speed that remain except on
lines located on heavy mountain grades. This would suggest that this might
be the 8cene or a major line revision except £or the probability that the
ultimate re-routing of streamliners over the Southern District probably will
lead the Santa Fe to withhold important f'uture capital expenditures on the
alternative route via the Raton Pass.
Santa Fe leadership has beEn shownas forcef~ and effectively
in the line changes which it has made since 1935 in order to permit increased
operating speeds by its newlocomotives, steam as well as Diesel, as in its
foresight in being amongthe first to utilize Diesel motive power. In factJ
the two go hand in hand.
The Santa Fe has achieved great progress in both respects;
but muchremains to be done before the program for each em be considered
as ful.ti11e~
Railroad tracks not only have curves located in the horizontal
plane but also those in the vertical plane. Vertical curves are used to
avoid bringing the profiles to an abrupt interseotion at grade changes.
1lhis is done by smoothing out the change of direction of movementin the
vertical plane by introducing a curved profUe.
This serves as a transi tiOD curve just as a spiral does for a
curve in the h?rizontal plane.
Faster speeds necessitate lengthened vertical curves as well
as spirals and so work of this nature also has been necessary at many
hundreds of points where grades change.
Likewise, lIhere curves in the horizontal plane are of 40 to 60
of sharpness or greater , it is customary to protect the gage side of the rail,
! '
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which will have inside position" i.e. be the law rail around the curve, with
a nange oiler located a short distance in advance of the entrance to the
curve. This flange oiler will be mechanically actuated by the wheels of
passing trains and. squirt a few drops of heavy oU on their fianges. This
will reduce the .friction of slowmoVingfreight trains which bear heavily
against the low rail and wear out the low rai1 rapi<D.yunder heavy traffic
unless flange oilers are provided. These materially prolong the length of
life of rail in this position on sharp curves and therefore are properq
considered in connection with the program adopted by the Santa Fe to
minimize the adverse effects of curvature upon operation.
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ThfPROVEMENTIN ALIGNMENT- TRANSCONTINENTALROUTE Table XVII
CHICAGO- LCS A~GELES
VIA FREIGHTLINE THROUGHELDORADOAND BELEN
1935 - 1947
PRESENT
TarAL :NUMBER }fill!. CURVE NUMBER OF CURVES
OF CURVES(ic-) OUTSIDEOF REDUCED ELIMINATED(i*) REDUCTIONOF
DIVISION EB WE TERMINAIS EB WB EB YlB CE:NTRALANGLE (**)
Illinois 158 158 60 00 30 30 2 2 140:'46
MissOl.lri 199 199 10° 00 58 58 13 13 471°00
Eastern 91 91 4° 00 11 II 2 2
Y.iddle 91 91 5° .30 15 15 0 0
.3°00 25° 22
,
Panhandle 35 35 8 ST Z ST
5750 31
t I:
Plains 130 1,30 4° 00 25 ST 18 ST
I
40 00
"I
Pecos 113 113 8 ST 0 ST - ,I
Albuquerque ,405 422 10° 00 8) 90 30 30 4740 53'
Arizona 288 278 8° 00 59 57 18 18 3970 5.3'
10° 00 14 86° 17
,
Los Angeles 186 195 14 .} 3
2045°
,
Total 1696 1712 281 245 88 68 42 ( iHt*)
Add Curves
Revised or eliminated
on single track lines
Total
~
281
20-88
(*) Curves Eastbound are total of those on eastward track of double track linos
plus all curves on single track lines. Curves westward are counted similarly.
(**) In order to avoid duplication in count of curves reduced or eliminated, data
for single track lines is shown in column for eastward track only.
When both curves of parallel double tracks were reduced or elimina.ted, this is
reported in column for each direction but reduction in cent.ral angle is for the
line without ~ duplicate count for second track.
( iH-~) Equal to 5-2/3 complete circles.
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Chapter X~
SIDINGS
The capacity of railroad lines is a complex subject. It cannot
be stated vd. th precision in number of trains or cars per hour or per day
and there are no mathematical. equations to combine and weight the component
factors which establish line capacity. Physical characteristics of grades
and curves and the tractive effort and horsepower of maximum size
locomotives are important determinants of the speeds at which trains can
run and the loads which can be hauled. The available number of locomotives
bears an obvious relation to line capacity and so do the engineering
standards of track and bridge construction and maintenance, and the
adequacy of signals and sidings and other important auxiliaries.
The dense population of England and of Europe and the short
distances between cities led to the original construction of many of
their railroads "as double track lines. In contrast, the population in
the United states was sparse and the distances great, so most of the
original construction, even of the railways s erving the principal eastern
c1ties started as single track lines. Train movanent practices, i.o.
train dispatching, therefore developed aro1.U1dthe conditions and
necessities of single track operation in this country while, abroad,
the methods of train operation grew out of double track operations.
Only one-seventh of the total railw~ mileage of the Unitad States has
a second main track and this national proportion coincides with that of
the Senta Fe.
If all trains ran at unifonn speed on double track and did not
stop between terminals there would be no need for sidings or block signals
and the lines would have immense capacity for car movement. However, such
:l!
,I
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ideal conditions cannot exist and both of these facilities must be
provided to meet actual conditions. Double track routes used largely
or exclusively for the movementof through freight trains can accommodate
from 2,000 to 5,000 cars per day in each direction. Whenheavy passenger
traffic is superimposed upon heavy freight traffic, i.e. in excess of
2,000 cars per dC\Vin each direction, three and four track lines maybe
required to avoid a frequent succession of passing sidings and delays to
the trains that would have to use them.*
* The reader whomaybe particularly interested in the general subj ect
of line capacity of the American railroads and of foreign ones, too,
is referred to an article on this subj ect entitled the "Railway Pattern
of the United- States" by EdwardL. Ullman, Assistant Professor of
regional planning of Harvard Universi ty appearing on pages 242 - 2,6
in the April 1949 issue of "Geographical ReView,« published by'
American Geographical Society of NewYork. A supplementary item on
page 324 and 325 of the same issue Should also be noted. Page 243
is authority for the following interesting statement:
"The principal long stretches of four-track lines are the
Pennsylvania Railroad from Pittsburgh to NewYork and the
NewYork Central from Cleveland to Albany. Three-track lines add
somemileage, mostly in the same area but extending out slightly
farther. The westernmost extension of triple track is Aurora, ill.,
the southernmost Washington, D. C., and even these points are not
connected continuously with the other three- and four-track lines.
Small in extent though the multiple-track sections are, they are
almost unique, few other regions have any three- and four-track
sections except a few short lines (one of the longer stretches is
a 72-mile segment from London to Kettering, England; another
about 40 miles, from Brussels to Antwerp). Their presence in the
United States refiects the concentration of enormous streams of
tratfic produced by- the 'World's most highly developed continental
region enjoying free trade. In other words, this is the railroad
facility corresponding to American mass production for a large
homemarket. Specifically, the three- and four-track sections are
related also to topography, as will be explained later.
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liThe inclusion of two-track lines adds tracks particularly
in the Northeast but also brings in two transcontinental lines~ the
Union Pacific and the Santa Fe, and main lines to the south - the
Atlantic Coast Line, the Southern and the Illinois Central, and
the coal-carrying roads of the Pocahontas region. Note the Blmost
complete absence in Texas, probably explained by a combination of
(1) movementthrough pipe lines of the principal oonmodity, oil;
(2) the level terrain, which permits manyalternative routes; and
(3) the relatively recent developnent of the area at a time when
competing transportation and improved methods of operating single-
track lines were available.
"In contrast with tbree- and four-track lines, the United
States has a much smaller percentage of double track than most
European countries. In France about hal£ the lines are two track or
more in comparison with about one-seventh in the United States.
In northwestern Europe double track is the rule. In the United
States it is still the exception in most areas, for the following
reasons:
1. Many sections are less intensively developed than
northwestern Europe.
2. The number of trains is smaller on many important
railroads because of the relatively lighter passenger traffic and
the muchgreater capacity of freight trains.
3. Hore alternative routes are available in most sections,
mainly because of competition between privately ownedroads, in
contrast with. state or regional monopolies in Europe.
2. Because ot the preponderance of single track, operating
methods have been adjusted to this condition, and single-track
capacity has been increased, spectacularly so in recent years as a
result of the improvementof signaling.
"Between the single-track railroads of the United States
differences are great, though quantitative measures of these
dif'ferences are difficult to obtain. Type of ballast, roadbed, or
weight of rail might be used, but the government does not report
such figures, and it ....ould be impracticable to obtain them from the
individual roads. Onepossibility remains - signaling data.
On this basis single-track roads can be divided into three categories,
from highest to lowest capacity: lines wi.th centralized traffic
control (eTc), lines with automatic si gnals, and lines without
automatic signals.1t
.1
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Length of sidings is determined by the maximumlength of
trains which in turn is a function of motive power capacity and
physical characteristics of the line. The spacing, or frequency, of
siding location is indicated by experience to establish the :Il:umb'er.:"
which is necessary on the one hand to minimize delay to train movement
'.:that~.oce'llI'Sif sidings are too far apart and to avoid unnecessary
investment and maintenance costs "Thenmore of them are provided than are
required.
The number of meets which occur between any number of
opposing trains are primarily determined by the aggregate number of
train hours required for the movementof the traffic. If it might be
possi ble to control the dispatching of trains in one direction so that
the day's movementfollowed each other as a "fleet" operating more as a
number of sections running on one schedule than as an equal number of
individual schedules or extra trains and when this movementcleared,
trains used the track in the opposite direction, the greatest possible
capaci ty of a single track line could be obtained and likewise a minimum
number of sidings would be required~ However, schedules are not arranged
primarilJr to meet the preferences of the Engineering and Operating
Departments of railroads but for the accommodationof the public.
Trains usua~ run at established intervals in each direction throughout
the 24 hours based upon the frequency justified by available traffic.
The schedules are necessarily related to convenient departure times from
initial terminals and arrival times at destinations. These general
observations apply to the freight as lyell as to the passenger service.
In practice it is generally found that on single track
lines the number of trains rumline; in each direction are fairljr uniform
over the different periods of the day. On the multiple track lines
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approaching large cities there is an unbalance of movementinto these
centers in the morning and away from them in the afternoon and evening
but traffic of this pattern is operated on double or multiple track liJ?es
so does not materially alter the discussion of single track siding
necessities.
American railroad operating practices developed around
freight train engine districts service that were approximately 100
miles long. ModernDiesel freight and passenger locomotives can easily
run 500 miles 'Without stopping for fuel or water for train heating
boilers and can make two transcontinental runs totalling 4, ,00 miles
before being taken into a shop for inspection and servicing. However,
beyond that which can be done during stops at stations or in yards
the railroads are still being operated in accordance lrith manyof the
practices that were established to meet the conditions of a half
century and more ago when a 100 mile run represented the maximumphysical
endurance of the crew and the engine alike. For that reason, freight
yards and engine terminals follow in succession along railway lines at
intervals of every 75 to 150 miles; with the actual location depending
on whatever point within that r~ge of distances was a logical place for
the purpose from the various considerations of geography, population,
traffic or train operation.
The dual basis of pay applied to compute the wages of road
transportation employes uses a piece rate (miles) or a time rate (hours);
whichever produces the maxinnnncompensation for the employe. OnehlUldred
miles was originally considered as the piece r ate equivalent of ale-hour
working day. This represents a speed basis of 10 m.p.h. for equating
service miles into service time for computing pay. tiTheAdamsonAct,"
passed by Congress in 1916, under duress of the threat of a nationwide
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railroad strike, made eight hours the basic pay period for a day's 'Work
and correspondingly raised the mileage equivalent of an hour's 'WOrkfrom
10 to 12!- service miles.
Total train hours achieved by running trains faster will do
just as muchto eliminate the number of meets as will follow an equal
reduction in the numberof train hours resulting from a reduced volume of
business or the consolidation of trains into a lesser number through
raising the tormage rating either by increasing the size of motive power
or reducing the grades or both. Somerailroad menseem to believe that
running trains faster will create more frequent meeting points enroute.
Those who hold this erroneous view overlook the fact that the number of
meeting points between opposing trains on single track are determined by
the aggregate number of train hours required to move the traffic over any
division and not by the speed at 'Whichtrains run.
If a streamliner runs over a 100 mile sub-di.vision in
approximately one hour, fewer opposing trains nil have to take the siding
than if its running t.ime should be lengthened. Increasing the maximum.
and average speeds reduces the number of train hours and it follows that
the number of meeting points, with opposing trains on single track, will
be reduced in approximately dire~ _proportion thereto. Differentials in
the rates of speed between individual trains have no effect on the
number of meeting points because of that particular variation itself,
except through its effect upon train hours of main track occupancy.
HOliever, differential rates of speed are the primary factor in requiring
trains to take the siding to be passed by follo"f;i.ng faster trains moving in
the same direction. In th:t.s instance, the number of passing points will
be increased as the speed differentials widen proportionately between the
faster and the slov(er trains. It is, however, the relative speeds and not
II
I
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the absolute, or maximum,speeds which determine the number of passing
points for a given volume and pattern of train movement. There will be
the same numberof passing points for a stated number of 45 m.p.h.
freight trains and 90 m.p.h. passenger trains with given departure times
from the initial terminal as for like number of 25 m.p.h. freight trains
and 50 m.p.h. passenger trains.
The two factors of prime import in a consideration of sidings
are their length and their spacing. The first is resolved by the very
simple factor of what size trains must be accommodatedand it is desirable
to have the actual length of sidings a little longer than the theoretical
requirements. Where this condition obtains, trains can move into sidings
faster than is possible if it has minimumlength to accommodatea full
tonnage train. This has the advantage of permitting trains to clear the
main line more expeditiously and therefore adds a material factor of
safety as well as of line and siding capacity. Furthermore, this extra
length can often be utilized to permit two short trains to occupy the same
siding or one long freight train and a passenger train or work train and
light engine or two to do so simultaneously. Extra siding capacity also
provides for the growth in the size of trains as large motive power is
added from tilne to time and this additional length obviates the necessity
of extending sidings at that time. However.. it is obvious that as trains
grow to the full length of sidings .. the advantages of the excess size
originally procured gradually disappears.
The spacing of sidings is a subj ect about which there are
wide opportunities for difference of opinion between railw~ men. For
anyone particular schedule or pattern of train movement, a plan of
siding locations could be designed that would accommodatethe service
with a minimumnumber of sidings and possibly these might also be located
.1
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at points vmere they could be constructed most economically and
conveniently. However, the patterns of train movementchange from time
to time. EJq?erience shoTisthat where there is any considera.ble number of
train movementsper day, i.e. from eight to twelve or more in each direction
which produces a total of from 16 to 24, or an average of from one every
hour and 30 minutes to one every hour throughout the day, it has been
advisable in the past to space full train length sidings about five miles
apart. If these sidings are nearly a mile long as they should be for
modern operating conditions there will be 15 sidings on a lOO-mile division
wi th an aggregate length of 15 miles and there will be sixteen 5i mila
stretches of track between the initial and final terminal and these 15
intermediate sidings. (Actually the aggregate numberof these 15 cases
of one mile of line being paralleled by a siding of that length and the
16 x 5i miles of line vdthout sidings alongside, or 84 miles, produces a
grand total of 99 miles.)
Ondivisions where traffic density necessitates siding spacing
less than five miles apart, obviously the additional sidings represent an
inefficient method of obtaining track capacity and eTc or double track should
be provided. One of several considerations to be noted in studying these
alternatives is to recognize that double tracking proceeds gradually by
reconstructing adjoining sidings to main track standards and by building
the main track connection between them. This process mayproceed slowly
over a period of years. If cTc is installed, it may likewise be done on a
limited basis over a small part of a division but usually it is extended
at one time over the entire single track portions of the engine district
between crew terminals.
As frequency of' train movementdecreases from the numbers of
16 to 24 trains per day or more requiring five mile siding spacing as indicated
I
II
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downto minimumservice, the necessity of sidings obviously decreases
to the point on these lightest traffic branch lines where no meets or
passes regularly occur because a single engine @ad crew provides all of
the service, possibly only on alternate days. Sidings might be abandoned
altogether on such lines except for the contingency of occasional movements
of an extra train in the crop moving season from an agricultural branch,
etc~ How'ever, such necessities arise and a line will seldom be found that
does not have one siding at least every 15 miles of sufficient length to
accommodate whatever length train can be hauled by the maximumtype of
power pennitted over its track and bridges~
Between these two extremes of five mile minimmn siding spacing
and 15-mile maximum, the various gradations of traffic density and other
operating factors such as speed and cTc installations will determine the
number of siding locations. It is worthy of special note, however"t hat the
effect of high speed operation with eTc has su,ddenly reversed the practice
on some lines to provide minimtun siding spacing on a mileage basis and
instead to establish sidings on a speed or time interval basis between
these points. Recent cTe installa tiona on some lines' are using siding
spacing that averages between 7 and 10 and even 15 miles apart. The
increased speed of freight and passenger trains operation obtainable with
Diesel power and the present control of train movementby cTc permits
10 - 15 mile siding spacing without incurring consequential delays to trains
if movementaverages less than one train per hour throughout the day.
For reasons lVhidhwill be outlined later and which were due to
political factors outside of the control of railwav' management, 70 cars
became the established maximum length of freight trains run by the Santa Fe
over the "Coast Lines" between the Rio Grande River terminals at
and
Albuquerque! BUan and the western base of the California mountains crossed
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to reach its Pacific Coast terminals. This restriction was swept aside
in 1942 by the necessities of meeting the transportation requirements
of World War II but these prior restrictions had frozen siding lengths,
to a 70-car train operating maximum. Motive power had also been adjusted
to this artificial car limit on operations.
This handicap was removed, in 1942, coincidentally with the
arri val of the 5400 h.p. freight Diesel locomotive which hauled trains
much in excess of the length of the sidings on the Albuquerque~ Arizona
and Los Angeles Divisions. Whenthese new units of motive power ,rere
delivered in 1942 and '43, every transcontinental railroad was being
offered all of the traffic which it could carz-.r. The neviSanta Fe freight
Diesels necessarily had to haul full tonnage but whenever they departed with a
train of that length" there was hardly a siding on the division that would
accommodateit and it also exceeded the length of the longest tracks in
the yards at either end of the run. The war also required running the
maximumnumber of passenger trains for which the Santa Fe could provide
equipment~ The extra-fare streamliners, the "Super Chiefrt operating twice
a week in each direction and the dailJ'\ "Chief" were comprised of lightweight
streamlined equipment. Cars of this type were not available to provide
extra sections for these trains but all other transcontinen~al passenger
schedules were run in two or more sections end there were many extra
passenger trains each dcy; principally the so-called "main trains" for troop
movements'.
The problem of train dispatching to weave the manypassenger
trains through the fleets of freight trains moving in the same direction
on the double track lines between San Bernardino and Belen was the more
difficult because the lines were not equipped with facilities to direct
trains to enter and leave sidings by signal indication. Instead, it was
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necessary to rely on timetables, train orders and messages to perform
this function. Main line train movementwas badly complicated and became
oongested during the conversion from stearn to Diesel pOlTeron the "Coast
Lines" by the unavoidably necessary operation of freight trains of greater
length than the sidings l'TOuldacconnnodate. Twoexpedients were open in this
dilemma and both were unsatisfactory. The freight trains could keep out of
the sidings but in tta t case the passenger trains must follow along behind
them at reduced speed, accumulating delay. Whena freight train entered a
siding too short to hold it~ the locomotive moved do\T.nthrough it and
reentered the main track, pulling downenough to permit the rear end of the
freight train to be in on the siding clear of the main track. This
permitted the following passenger train to proceed downto the head block
signal at the departure end of the siding which would be in the stop position"
since the main track beyond it was fouled by the excess length of the freight
train. After the passenger train had come to a full stop" the freight
train would then back up on the siding far enough to permit its locomoti va
to clear the main track. Its rear end would trail back on the main track
beyond the entering end of the siding. This ldnd of a movementwhich is
colloqually known in railroad terms as "sawing by" on a siding requires
that the back up movementbe made under nag protection in order to avoid
collision with a following traine After that awkwardmovementhad been
completed the passenger train could then proceed and the freight train would
then follow it.
The delays which this type of operation produced can be readily
appreciated so lengthening sidings in the Diesel operated territo~ west of
Belen, N. M., was given a high priority in the war budget introduced by
:Mr. Gurley at that memorablemeeting of its Board of Directors held in
November1942 to which reference was made in the opening chapter of this
\
,I:
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thesis. This type of work, however, is not spectacular so it did not
attract public attention but it was all important to the Santa Fe improve-
ment program. The previous spacing of sidings had been adequate but v.ery
faw were long enough~
East of Belen there had been no laws restricting train length
except a short time before the war one was passed in Oklahomabut fortunately
too late to have interfered with original siding length. The war introduced
no newmotive power en these lines which increased train length beyond the
prevailing capacity of its sidings~ Additional train movementcapacity
was, of course, needed on the long single track lines of the component
divisions, the Pecos, Plains, Panhandle and Middle through to Newtonand
Ellinor where a double track line extended to Chicago, but it was provided
by eTc. Sidings were lengthened and increased in ntUnber, however, but for
reasons other than to accommodatemaximumtrain length which the existing
I
ones would do.
In all of the new cTc terri tory" continuously from Belen to
Ellinor, sidings were built or revised to standards that extended far beyond
any previous practice of providing, at the most" train length ones with an
additional 25% or 50% of trackage to permit so-called "non stop meets."
It became the newpractice to build or extend these sidings in cTc territory
to two to three miles in length. In add!tion, these so called sidings
were built" not to the usual secondary standards of such tracks, but
generally to the same ones as the main track alongside. Finally to speed
trains through them as will bepointed out again in the chapter on signaling,
the block signal circuits were carried continuously through all sidings and
subdivided into intermediate blocks with wayside signals. In all other cTc
installations except these new ones on the Santa Fe, sidings have never been
equipped with block 51gnal protection through their length. Trains enter
I
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sidings under signal indication but, except on the newSanta Fe
installations, these convey no information of track conditions beyond the
clearance point. Trains are normally required to operate under full control
prepared to stop wi.thin half the range of vision in case the track is found
to be occupied.
It will be pointed out in the chapter on signals and cTc,
that Santa Fe trains moving in either direction on a siding in this new cTc
territory have complete block signal protection. As if this triple improve-
ment in Santa Fe's cTc practices of providing (1) exceptionally long
sidings and (2) two way block signal protection through them and (3)
construction and maintenance to main track standards was insufficient, a
fourth novel and original feature was introduced. Twoparallel sidings on
either side of the main track were usually built to these standards and
proportions so that while a train in the opposite direction was being met,
an inferior train in the sane direction could be passed; or two trains in
the same direction could be met or passed. It will be seen from these factors
that the recent Santa Fe cTc installations embrace something more than the
utilization of sidings under signal indications. The sidings on the single
track main lines of the Pecos, Panhandle, Plains and Middle Division may,
in reality, be considered more in the nature of short stretches of second
and third track~
The increase in the length of Santa Fe sidings both on the
double track lines west of Belen and in the cTc territory and the construction
of new sidings where these had been placed has been one of the major
componentsof the Santa Fe improvementprogram. Since work of this nature was
performed at a large numberof points, the principal individual projects have
been necessarily compressed into statistical form in table 18 •
I I
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The sununaryof siding extensions made from Clovis, N. M.,
through Belen to Los Angeles are tabulated on its nine pages. While
other siding extensions were madebetween Clovis and Kansas Oity, and
between BarstoW'and Mojave and one siding, at Atherton, Mo., vras
lengthened on the ChicagO-KansasCity line, details of this work are
omitted from the statistical summaryof siding extensions. It is
regrettable that work of such immenseimportance and large aggregate cost
is so inadequately reflected in these simple and inconspicuous data.
Nothing short of a guided trip over the line, such as I was privileged to
ma.teein September 1948, and again in January 1949, is adequate to give
a proper impression of the extent and aggregate magnitude of this work.
There are tyro distinct patterns of siding location found on
double track lines. The conventional one is to provide separate sidings
for trains in each direction and place them outside of the tw) high speed
main tracks. Another pattern utilized by the Union Pacific, Southern
Pacific and Illinois Central during the period of their reconstruction
en d double tracking under the regime of the late E. H. Harriman, in the
first decade of the present century, placed a single siding in the center
between the triO main tracks, with connections permitting its use in both
directions.
The advantages of the latter are that it reduces the total
length of trackage required for equal siding spacing but whenever
the connection between the center siding and the main track is located on
a tangent, vlhich is the prevailing condition, one of the main tracks must
be movedover to one side. This introduces a "dog leg" in the track with
curvature in alternating directions that is undesirable even though it
cannot be classified as obj actionable. The usa of t he central siding also
entails the possibility that two full-length trains in opposite directions
\ .
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may find it necessary to use it at the sarne time. In this event delays .
will result to one of the two trains with consequent possible detentions
to the train which will pass it. While the experience of the lines using
the central sidings for double track lines is entirely satisfactory,
nevertheless it appears that the plan of outside spacing of 5i dines"
which the Santa Fe follows as standard practice, is the prElterable one to
use.
, The frequenc,y of siding spacing on double track lines over
which any considerable n~~ber of passenger trains run will average close
to five miles apart. However, if passenger movementis infrequent
sidings spaced at greater distances will be found entirely adequate~
The mOVeII1ent of trains in and out of sidings is greatly
accelerated if it can be directed by signal indication instead of leaving
the important determination of 1whereand when trains shall take sidings
to time tables and train orders and messages. Likewise, power thrown
switches at entering ends of sidings and spring switches at leaving ends,
minimize the delays which occur wherever trains take sidings.
Sidings give single and double track rail,ray lines flexibility
and capacity for train movement. Signals and connnunication facilities are
likewise of great importance in these respects, too. Discussion of these
related topics are necessarily reserved for another chapter which is closelj~
related to the SUbject outlined in this one.
I I'
I
INCREASES ~UillE IN SIDING CAPACITY 1935 - 1948
Pecos Division
Clovis to Belen
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Table XVIII
1.
1935 1948 Increase Single track
in 441 in SOl in 501 in 501 except as
Station I1P Cars Cars Cars Cars noted.- !
Gallaher 662.6 112 99 127 28 2 Tracks
Grier 667.4 130 114 110 -4 "St. Vrain 672.9 130 114 110 -4 It
11elrose 680.8 130 114 109 -5 It
Cantara 687.6 130 114 216 102Krider 693.4 130 114 220 106
Tolar 699.0 138 121 161 40
Taiban 702.8 69 59 260 201
La Lande 710.1 110 97 201 104
Ft. Sunmer 716.8 130 114 112 -2
Agudo 723.6 110 97 231 134
Ricardo 729.3 110 97 216 119
Evano1a 736.6 110 97 216 119
Yeso 743.9 130 114 216 102
Largo 749.6 130 114 216 102
Buchanan 756.1 127 112 216 104
Cardenas 761.4 110 97 217 120
Duoro 769.0 110 97 237 130
Joffre 775.0 110 97 125 28 2 Tracks
Iden * 782.3 130 114 II
Tejon 792.0 110 97 214 117
Carnero 798.8 110 97 181 84
Encino 803.8 130 114 120 6
Negra 808.7 110 97 239 142
Padernal 815.5 130 114 229 115
Dunmoor 819.5 130 114 116 2
Culebra 824.1 90 79 191 ll2
Lucy 828.8 110 97 213 116
Silio 835.6 120 ll4 159 45
Willard 842.1 110 97 128 31
Broncho 848.6 130 114 246 132
!1ountainair 855.7 ~35 207 336 129
Abo 863.0 130 114 270 156
Scholle 868.9 130 114 301 187
Sais 875.9 130 114 166 52
Becker 881.6 130 114 186 72
Bodega 886.6 130 114 186 72
11adrone 892.3 130 114 187 73
* Absorbed in
double track.
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INCREASES MADE IN SIDING CAPACrry TABLE XVTII
1935 - 1948 3.
Albuquerque Division - 2nd Dist.
Gallup -Winslow
WESTBOUND EASTBOUND
1935 1948 Increase 193, 1948 Increase
in 44' in 501 ~01 in 501 in 441 in 501 in 501 in $01
Station MP Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars
Defiance 166.9 80 70 114 44 80 70 104 34
Manuelito 174.2 78 69 - 69 80 70 84 14Lupton 180.4 89 79 79 a 80 70 104 34
lllantown 187.3 87 78 - 78 80 70 0 - 70
Houck 191.2 80 70 ll4 44 100 88 100 12
Cheto 199.7 92 81 88 7 80 70 44 - 26
,Chambers 20,.7 83 73 85 12 80 70 74 4
NavajO 213.0 80 70 114 44 80 70 116 46
Pinta 219.2 84 15 75 0 80 70 130 60
Bibo 225.9. 92 81 - - 81 82
Adamana 232.3 89 79 114 35 106 93 115 22
Carrizo 238.3 92 82 82 0 81 71 -71
D.T.Junction 239.8 93 82 - 82
Arntz . 245.5 92 81 81 0 92 81 83 2
Holbrook 253.0 185 163 114 - 49 185 163 116 47..Penzance 258.6 165 145 152 7 103 91 91
Joseph City 263.5 80 70 72 2 84 74 7h 0
Hibbard 274.8 80 70 JJ.4 44 92 81 104 25
Hobson 279.9 92 81 - 81
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INCREASES MADE IN SIDING CAPACITY 1935 - 1948 TABLE XVIII
6.
Arizona Division - 2nd District
Needles - Barstow
WESTBOUND EASTBOUND
1935 1948 Increase 1935 1948 Increase
in 44' in 50' in SOt in 50' in 44' in 50' in 50' in 50'
Station ~ Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars
Hartoum 67 58 -58
Java 585.6 101 88 107 19 100 88 107 19
Ibis 592.4 97 85 107 22
Bannock 597.0 .66 58 107 49 78 .68 107 39
Homer 601.5 104 91 0"" 6,. I
Goffs 609.1 82 72 107" 35 100 88 107 19
Pinta 78 68 -68
Fenner 618.7 70 61 111 50 78 68 107 39
Essex 626.2 71 64 64 0 101 88 107 19
Arimo 630.2 78 68 0
Danby 634.7 101 88 107 19 103 90 114 24
Siam 641.8 78 68 72 4
Cadiz 6L~8.1 78 68 107 19 78 68 107 39
Bolo 655.0 18 68 71 3
Saltus 658.4 51 51
Amboy 661.5 79 69 107 38 78 68 107 39
Bagdad 669.3 92 80 107 27 111 100 100 0
Trojan 673.4 95 83 ~83
Siber-ia 676.7 89 78 107 29 89 78 107 29
Klondike 682.0 78 68 72 16
Ash Hill 686.7 103 90 107 17 78 68 107 39
Ludlow 693.4 78 68 117 49 88 77 101 24
Argos 698.5 77 67 71 4 79 72 72 0
Pisgah 706.6 102 89 107 18 101 88 107 19
Hector 712.8 79 69 73 4 79 69 73 4
Troy 719.5 78 68 72 4 78 68 72 4
Newberry 725.6 101 88 107 19 101 88 107 19
Minneola 731.7 78 68 107 19 78 68 72 4
Gale 735.3 71 62 67 .5
Daggett 737.6 101 88 107 19 84 73 104 31
Nebo 741.6 74 68 68 0 77 67 71 4
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INCREASES MADE IN SIDING CAPACITY 1935 - 1948 TABLE XVIII
Los Angeles Division - 1st District 7~
Barstow - San Bernardino
WESTBOln'lD EASTBOUND
1935" 1948 Increase 1935 1948 Increase
in 44' in 50' in 50' in 50' in 44' in 50' in 50' in 50'
Station M& Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars
Lenwood 6.2 80 70 92 22 80 70 104 34
Hodge n.8 73 64 120 56 82 72 106 34
Helendale 21.1 70 61 98 37 80 80 108 28
Bryman 26.1 70 61 98 37
Oro Grande 31.5 70 61 90 29 89 78 108 30
Leon 35.2 79 69 -69
Victorville 36.7 80 70 100 30 80 70 98 28
Thorn 41.1 82 72 105 33
Hesperia 45.1 70 61 99 38 80 70 106 36
Lugo 50.3 66 58 98 40
Summit 55.9 70 61 122 61 76 66 126 60
Dell 58.5 26 22 -22
Gish 59.6 68 59 71 12
Alray 59.7 86 75 118 43
Cajon 62.4 72 63 95 42 80 70 70 0
Keenbrook 66.3 80 70 115 45
Devore 71.0 80 70 126 56 80 70 128 58
Ono 76.0 80 70 96 26 80 70 106 36
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INCREAS~ MADE IN SIDING CAPACITY 1935 - 1948 TABLE XVIII8.
Los Angeles Division - 2nd District
San Bernardino-Los Angeles
Single Track
1935 1948 Increase
in 44' in 50' in SOl in 50'
Station M.P. Cars Cars Cars .Cars-
Rialto 84.9 60 52 123 71
Fontana 88.8 63 55 94 39Kaiser 91.4 27 23 105 82
Etiwanda 93.7 29 25 54 29Cucamonga 97.7 88 77 50 -27Upland 100.9 55 47 47 0Claremont 104.8 66 56 56 0
Pomona 106.7 71 64 64 0
La Verne 107.9 48 40 40 0
San Dimas 110.2 49 42 42 0
O1endora 114.4 69 59 59 0Azusa 116.9 43 37 - -37Kincaid 118.0 46 41 41 0Butler 120.2 60 'a 50 0Monrovia 122.4 79 72 72 0
Arcadia 124.~ . 30 26 11 -1,
Santa Anita 125.8 45 39 39 0Chapman 127.3 71 62 62 .0
Lamanda Park 128.0 31 25 25 0
Wilton 129.1 23 20 -20Pasadena 131.7 41 34 34 0Usado 132..2 22 19 -19South Pasadena 133.7 5 4 - 4Olga 134.2 40 34 34 0Highland Park 135.9 26 20 20 0Water Street 138.7 71 62 71 9Mission Tower 146.1
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INCREASES MADE IN SIDING CAPACITY -1935 - 1948 TABLE XVIII
9~Los Angeles Division - 3rd District
San Bernardino - IlosAngele s
Double Track
WESTBOUND EASTBOUND
1935 1948 Increase 1935 1948 Increase
in 44' in 50' in 50' in 50' in 4h' in 5'0' in 50' in 50'
Station M.P. Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars Cars
Collton 2.9 49 49 112 112
Highgrove 6.7 74 65 114 49
Riverside 9.8 59 51 -51 42 42
Single Track
Pachappa 30 26 -26
Casa BlaJ1Ca 14.0 52 45 99 44
Arlington 16.4 71 62 62 a
May "19.7 71 62 94 32
Porp~yry 22.8 Yard 100 100
Corona 24.1 90 79 167 88
Prado Dam 29.2 70 61 94 33
Gyp stun 32.3 71 62 95 33
Esperanza 36.4 28 24 129 105
Yorba 40.8 37 32 -32
Atwood 40.7 74 65 179 114
Placentia 43.0 76 69 69 0
Double Track
Fullerton 47.4 81 71 94 23 74 74
Basta 50.1 38 31 31 0
Buena Park 51.8 60 52 74 22
La Mirada 53.6 70 61 --61 96 96
Santa Fe Springs 58.0 90 79 86 7
Los Nietos 59.2 30 26 -26
Single Track
Rivera 61.2 71 62 95 33
Bandini 63.7 60 52 -52
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CHAPl'ER XI
YARDS AND TERMINALS
As a letter to any address maybe dropped into the most
convenient mail box and the postal service will carry it to destination
and there makedelivery, so the freight houses and indistrual side
tracks of the railway systems are receiving points for shipments in
every direction. Continuing the analogy of the letter and the movement
of freightJ the former passes successively through a post office rulere it
is sorted and re-sorted, then is placed in a. pouch for movementin rail'\'/ay
mail service and after possibly a numberof repetitions of such handling,
will reach the post office at the point of address Wherea final sorting
by carrier routes will be madeand delivery effected. This brief resume
of the vfOrldngsof the postal system is a familiar story to all and it
maybe helpful to understand that a railroad yard is a "post office"
for freight cars.
Freight is loaded into cars placed at industries, freight
houses and on team tracks • At the close of the business day, shifting
engines performing work comparable tot hat of a collector of mail, move
the cars to a yard, the "railroad's post office." There they are sorted
Qy forwarding routes or destinations, as with letters, but onto tracks
instead of into the pigeon-holes of a cabinet, and are madeup into
trains, whereas mail goes into a pouch. At destination, or at an
intermediate classification point, further sorting will be necessary and
finally a shifting engine 'Will deliver the car to the consignee.
Instead of letters and packages, railways handle heavy cars,
in good repair and bad, with lading often broken and generally breakable.
The work continues through darkness of night, endures severest weather and
must, at all times, be perfonned with safety, economyand dispatch.
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Admittedly this is exacting work, requiring a high degree of cooperatio?
between those who plan and direct and those who perform i t~
A freight yard is an assemblage of tracks for classifying cars
and making up trains. It often includes special faoili ties for auxiliary
operations such as storage and transfer of grain, coal, ore, or bther
commodities and the accommodationof boats for the trans-shipment of rail-
and-water tra:rfic. The fundamental work of the yard is the classification
of cars and the assembly of trains. The second~ functions are the
collection and placement of loaded and empty cars at industry and freight
house tracks. Yards are also required to relavr through freight trains
at the points where crews are changed and possibly locomotives, too, if
steam power is operated.
The tracks in a freight yard must serve three primary functions:
1. Receive inbound trains, or switching runs from local
industries or transfer runs from other railroads.
2. Sort or classify the cars.
3. Makeup trains for outbound movementof the cars or
delivery of the cars by sWitching and transfer runs.
Trains run through a relay yard without classification of cars
so functions #2 and #3 are omitted and its physical requirements are
limited to an adequate number of train length tracks to accommodatearriving
. trains that will stop only for the minimumtime requirements of inspection
and change of crews and power if the latter is necessary, and then move on
to the next terminal.
The term "yard" is applied at once to a single set of a few
short connected trains used for sorting or storing cars at minor points up
to the largest freight terminals in the country~ &lmehave 10,000 - 12,000
cars standing capacity. The operation of a large classification yard 'Will
be briefly described.
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Inbound trains pull into a receiving track vmere locomotive
and caboose are cut off. Car inspectors take charge of the train and
under the protection of a blue flag (*) or light, inspect all cars,
making minor repairs and adjustments and carding defective equipment with
"SHOP"t::ags. Meanwhile, yard clerks prepare lists showing the proper
classification of each car in the train for use of yard trainmen in
classifying cars.
Distribution of the cars is accomplished by one of two
methods, viz.:
1. F1B.t swi. tching
2. Gravity, or humpclassification.
Flat switching is the usual method of classifying cars but
the term is not knownoutside of railway circles so the practice to which
it relates should be described. As an engine rapidly pushes a draft
of up to 15 or 20 cars forward, a brakeman uncouples the forward car and
signals for a stop or reduction in speed. The uncoupled car coasts
onto a boQytrack as the locomotive reverses direction of movementand
pulls the remaining cars back far enough to allow it sufficient run to
"kick" the next car onto a classification track. This method is slow md
can damagecars and lading and wear out motive power rapidly. However, it
is adapted to use at any point without special arrangements in yard design
and, is the most economical method for use at points classifying less than
Note: (*) A blue nag by day and a blue light by night, displayed at
one or both ends of an engine, car or train, indicates that workmen
are under or about it; when thus protected it must not be coupled or
moved. Workmenwill display the blue signals and the sameworkmen
are alone authorized to remove them. other cars must not be placed
on the same track so as to intercept the view of the blue signals,
'Wi thout first notifying the workmen. Book of Rules - Rule No. 2>
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1,000 cars per day.
The principles of gravity classification are utilized in the
sorting of cars over an artifically constructed summit, or "hUmp"save in
the exceptional cases where the natural slope of the classification tracks
obviatesthe use of a tlhump." The humpis located at the throat between
the receiving and classification sections of the terminal. As each car
passes over the summit of the hump, it is uncoupled by a "car cutter" and
in moving downthe inclined plane, gains sufficient momentumto be carried
onto the proper. classification track. Switches maybe throvm manually by
a switchtender or be power operated and controlled from a convenient central
point. In the past, the car was mannedby a car rider (brakeman) to
control the speed by use of hand brakes to prevent damaging collisions
'With equipment standing ahead on the classification track but modern practice
mechanizes this.operation by car retarders.
The purpose of the car retarder is to place in the track the
brake:ing force needed to control movementof cars passing off the humpand
downinto the classification yard, thereby obviating the necessity of
assigning a brakeman to ride the cars. The car retarder includes a set of
brake shoes laid in a long straight movable frame placed along each side
of and parallel with each of the two rails of the track. These pairs of
brake shoes can be simultaneously movedby electric or pneumatic devices toward
each rail to clamp the sides of passing car wheels thus retarding their
movement. Retarders are manipulated from central towers by operators who
control the car retarders and the power thrown switches which direct the
descending cars onto the proper tracks, as designated by the train classifi-
cation lists that set forth the proper disposition of each car.
Whenseveral adjacent (i.d. a cut of) cars are to be placed on
the same track, their disposition is accomplished in one operation. Special
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tracks are set aside to receive, respectively, cars shopped on account of
defects, cars to be held aWaiting disposition instructions, cars of stock
to be unloaded for feed, water and rest in accordance with Federal
regulations and cars to be re-iced as per request of shippers. Defective
equipment, especial:q that containing perishable freight, is repaired
innnediately to prevent delay thereto or lading will be transferred if
necessary.
Cars are advanced only a few miles at the most in moving
through terminals yet expenses for work of this nature, especially on
eastern lines, vdll be found to represent from one-half of the total of
the road movementcosts to a sumequal to them. It is not unusual for
the cost of a car movementthrough a single ~rard to equal the expense of
several hundred miles of road transportation. This will explain the special
efforts which railway managementhave continually exerted to improve this
condition. The operation of car retarder equipped humpyards at points
having sufficient volumeof traffic to justify the extensive facilities
and costly investment required will permit the most expeditious and
economical handling of cars.
Car retarders permit almost continuous classification of cars
and greatly increase humpyard capacities over that obtainable with the
use of brakemen as car riders. The saving in labor costs run to a substantial
percentage of total yard expense and as the riding of cars off humpshas been
the most dangerous single feature of railwC\Venployment, substitution of
mechanical methods for humanlabor in this operation is an important factor
in reducing casualties to employes.
Prior to about 1920, it was the responsibility of each terminal
merely to classify trains for movementto the terminal at the end of the
engine runs operated from it and at this point the cars would be resorted
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for movementbeyond. The schemeof classification at each terminal was
relatively simple but all cars were handled again and again at the end
of each successive engine district and the aggregate of terminal work
and costs and delays was extremely high. "Prior classification" is the
very carefully studied and arranged classification of cars at specified
terminals, usually the one at or nearest the point of origin or receipt
of the shipment. This permits movementof cars either in solid trains
that need not be switched at intermediate yards or in "blocks" of cars
which, while each not aggregating full train length, can be assembled
with other "blocks" to give standard train loadings to intermediate
terminals. There these "blocks" can be directly redistributed to outbound
trains and the reclassification of individual cars is completely avoided.
The development of methods of prior classifications has brought about very
large proportional reductions in the aggregalie voltUIleof yard switching.
This has contributed materia~ to economyin railwqy operation, to
improvement in the dispatch and reliability of railway freight schedules,
to the reduc.tion of damagewhich is so often caused by rough handling in
yard shifting and to prevention of accidents to ernployes~
Where space permits, tracks of maximumtrain length are located
beyond the classification yard and are connected by the requisite ladders
for .che purpose of making up and dispatching trains without interfering with
classification. Such yards are variously designated by the terms "Advance,It
"Departure," or "Make-up.ft
Vlliensufficient cars of one or more classifications are assembled
or the leaving time of an arranged service freight train approaches J the
blocks of cars of the various classifications which vdll comprise it are
assembled, inspected and the air brakes tested. Meanwhile, the road power
and crero;will have been assigned and at the proper time, the locomotive and
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caboose will be attached and the train dispatched.
Sufficient information about the car consist of each freight
train is telegraphed to the, yard in advance which will receive it to
enable the Yardmaster there to make advance arrangements for its prompt
handling. This work may entail variously the classification of blocks
of cars to be set out, the assembly of blocks of cars to be movedout on
it or the train may be relayed intact. other information will be sent on
in advance of the arrival of a freight train that relate to feeding ~d
resting of live stock, icing of cars of perishable freight and other
special attentions required for particular cars. The yard at the end of
any freight run, must also lmowthe time the membersof the train crew
reported for duty in order to p:I~eventviolation of the "hours of service"
law. .This statute prohibits a railroad from keeping train service employes
on.duty, for more than sixteen consecutive hours save in emergencies.
Severe penalties are namedfor infractions of this Congressional enactment.
A yard mC3\Vbe required to provide relief crews to bring in trains which"
on account of delays, are unable to reach the terminal wi thin the .
prescribed l6-hour time l1mit'.
Important cities and junctipns invariably require large freight
yards. others must be provided to relay through freight trains over in-
dividual crew districts whic~ usually correspond to the main line sub-
divisions of a Superintendent's Division and so range from slightly under
100 miles up ,to 150 miles normal maximum. Occasionally crew districts are
longer. Such instances have usually resulted from the shorter freight
crew districts having been combined at the request of the management, with
the consent of the transportation brotherhoods. The freight crew subdivisions
between Chicago and California via the Southern District are tabulated on the
next page to show the approximate mileage of these representative ones.
TERMINAL
Chicago
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DISTANCE FROM TERMINAL ON
EAST .tEST
Chillicothe, Ill.
Shopton, Ia.
Mar celine, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Emporia, Kan.
Wellington, Kan..
Waynoka, Okla.
Canadian, Tex.
Amarillo, Tex.
ClOVis, N. M.
Vaughn, N. M.
Belen, N. M.
Gallup, N. M.
lV'iIls10w, Ariz.
Seligman, Ariz.
Needles, Calif.
Barstow, Calif.
San Bernardino, Calif.
Los Angeles
Bakersfield, Calif.
Calwa (Fresno) Calif'.
Riverbank, Calif.
Richmond, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.
,.,
130.1
112.7
103.8
114.2
113.2
106.2
107.6
103.7
130.8
109.0
143.6 *
127.2
143.6 *
16,.8 *
82.8 *
59.7
110.0
100.4
94.4
103.8
113.2
106.2
10\1.6
97.9
103.7
130.8
109.0
143.2 *
127.2
148.6 *
167.6 *
80.8 *
59.7
110.0
100.1",
Note: * Difference in eastward and westward mileages between conunon
terminals results from measurements being taken over eastward or
westward tracks Which are not of exactly the same length.
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Someof the intermediate terminals; viz. Chillicothe, Shopt?n,
Marceline, Waynoka,Canadian, Vaughn, Gallup, Winslow', Seligman, Needles,
perform no classification of cars other than those which originate or
terminate in the vicinity.
Similarly while important numbers of cars are switched at Wellington,
Amarillo, Clovis and Needles and these cars are added to and taken off
transcontinental trains in blocks, nevertheless the transcontinental cars
pass through these points in unbroken units. Accordingly from the standpoint
of transcontinental movementthe yards at these points may be regarded more
as serving the functions of relaying rather than classifying trains.
A yard used to relay trains serves just the purpose which its
name indicates. An arriving train is held there for the minimumlength of
time required to service and inspect the cars. Cars found in bad order,
if any, are cut out; a block of cars to be set out at that point are at
the head end or the rear end of the train and a switch engine removes them.
Another yard locomotive will add a block representing tt.fill-outft up to the
limit of the rated tonnage for outward movement. Meanwhile, the road locomotive
is being inspected and serviced as is the usual case with Diesels, or is
changed if required in the case of a steam engine. Cabooses being assigned
to individual crews are changed at these points.
The principal characteristic required of a freight yard used
for relaying trains is to have its tracks of ample length to accommodate
the maximumlength train that can be hauled over the division without having
to set over any part of the train on an adjoining track. The latter work
takes additional time and the movementblocks other yard operation while it
is being done. Moreover, the delay and interference is doubled because
the same procedure has to be reversed when the train moves out. All
freight yards should have a sufficient number of maximumlength tracks so that
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they can conveniently and currently handle all trains arriving in both
directions and never be forced to hold trains on the main track or sidinBs
short of the yard awaiting yard tracks to be cleared to accommodatethem.
Trains can be relayed through yards in as little as ten or fifteen minutes
if a sufficient number of car inspectors are available to distribute this
work so that every car can be inspected on both sides within that time.
Cabooses can be changed and engines serviced, too, within that time limit
provided all of the work is systematically organized md carefully
supervised. However, it will be found in practice that from thirty minutes
to an hour is usually lost by each train stopping at a relay point,
particularly whenblocks. of cars must be cut out and added to trains and
allowance is made for minor repairs that frequently must be madeto cars.
Those which require it must be cut out to be sent to the shops and this
adds detention, particularly it located in the middle of a lone train.
If trains could always be dispatched as soon as they are
ready to moveit 'Wouldprobably be suf'ficient to have the number of tracks
in a relay yard equivalent to the requirements needed to hold whatever number
of trains can be expected to follow one another within three hours of maximum
movementin both directions. Relay yards usually serve trains moving both
ways and frequently their respective period of peak operations coincide.
However, from time to time engines are not available to move trains when
they are ready and accidents or other conditions ahead require that trains
be held in terminals. For tr..at reason relay yards should have more actual
track capacity than that theoretic~ necessary. This provides a
"margin of safety" to prevent yard congestion and holding inbound trains
out of the yard.
A yard should always be able to accommodate12 hours maximum
movanent in both directions without danger of congestion and be able to receive
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the trains on train length tracks. This, it will be observed, is equivalent
to 24 hours capacity in one direction only and provides that amount of
reserve tr?ckag~ in the event of an accident, wash out, etc. on either side
of the yard which would block movementthere. It will be observed that
an emergencywhich will prevent the dispatching of trains over one part of
the line 'will probably delay the arrival of inbound trains from it.
Therefore, the yard tracks normally used by the delayed trains can be
assigned temporarily to trains arriving from the opposite direction that
must be held in the terminal until traffic begins to move out again.
Well equipped yards will have all tracks used for making up
outbound trains provided with compressed air lines throughout their entire
length in order that air brakes can be tested without attaching locomotives
to the cars to pumpup the air pressure in the train lines. Santa Fe yards
meet this testo Nothing is more wasteful than to make locomotives and their
crews stand idle in freight yards while the engine ~erforD1sthe work of a
compressed air pump.
The circumstances which held Santa Fe trains to 7D-car operating
lengths on the Albuquerque, Arizona and Los Angeles Divisions and confined
their sidings to such limits were naturally integrated into the length of
yard tracks, too. The onrush of war traffic with its increasing number and
length of trains found the yards at manyplaces, but more particularlY from
Belen on west, inadequate in all respects of length and numbers of tracks
to provide for the growing size and frequencies of trains and to meet the
needs of makin~ a greater number of classifications at each point~
The location of great camps and training bases and depots for the various
branches of the.armed services throughou~ the west and the construction of
war industries at isolated points produced transportation requirements at
local stations which had never before existed. This introduced the
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necessity of performing a considerable amount of yard service at stations
vnlere such functions were required for the first time. Additional trackage
as well as switch engines had to be provided for this work, too. It followed
that Santa Fe yards required enlargement, particularly from Belen west~
Prompt and adequate attention was given to this work and the results are
summarized in table XIX, on the next page.
Like the data on siding extensions, it cannot adequately
represent the workwhich it tabulates by increased car capacities and track
numbers and lengths in the yards listed therein.
The most important difficult piece of wartime yard expansion ..was
done at Barstow. The magnitude of that construction was much greater than
indicated bY the increase in yard capacity al6ne. The location of the tom,
on the south, t.he rail\'1~" station and the Mojave River on the north and the
junction between the lines to Los Angeles and to San Francisco at the west end
of the yard, required that the additional length be provided at the east,
and the additional 7ddth on the south. Extraordinarily heavy excavation was
required to tear downencroaching hillsides to provide room for the railroad
tracks.
Yards make t he best places for trains to meet and pass. ,:~'.Both
schedules and dispatchers endeavor to direct train movanent so that this ,till
occur in as great a number of instances as practicable. However, to avoid
detention or congestion in yards, it is advisable, where the construction
costs can be justified by the saving in delay to trains, to provide running
tracks for freight trains several miles in both directions outside of
freight J~ds. This facilitates inbound freight trains clearing the main
track ahead of follO'nng passenger trains. Similarly outbound trains do not
have to be held in the yard avraiting departure of passenger trains from the
station but can proceed down to the end of these running tracks to the
CAR (ST~lIDING) CAPACITY OF FREIGHT 7ARDS
IND OF LONGEST TRACK
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TABLE XIX
Chicago - Los Angeles (Via Southern District) and
Including Newton and Sand Creek on Northern District
CAR STANDING CCNPLETION
CAPACITY PRESENI' NUMBER LONGEST DJ\TE OF
PREVIOUS OF TRACKS TRACK RECENT
YARD (Note A) PRESENT (Note B) '(50 FT •CARS ) DJPROVEMENTS
Corwith 2745 63
Chillicothe 2375 234
Shopton 1870 151
Marceline 965 100
Argentine -'A- 6050 9088 100 127 1949
Emporia 4750 440
Wellington 1680 152
Waynoka 2310 184
Canadian 785 128
Amarillo 1965 99
Clovis l420 2140 22 120 1944
Vaughn 765 1240 7 136 1944
Belen 1755 2689 28 179 1944
Gallup~ 1005 1685 14 131 1945
Winslow 1021 2460 J4 125 1945
Seligma.'1 825 1040 10 118 1945
Needles 1210 1910 19 198 1945
Barstow 1735 2590 30 11.5 1945
San Bernardino 3220 3400 29 90 1945
Hobart 1885 2775 36 104 1945
Los Angeles 2185 104
San Diego,
375 4922nd St. Yard
Bakersfield 1570 108
Calwa 1710 76
Riverbank 990 106
Richmond 1300 104
Newton 585 87
Sand Creek 100, 104
* Includes "Elevator Yard" at Turner.
.Note A - Previous cap acity is sholm only for yards to
which important additions have been made since 1935.
Note B -- Present number ~-~paeks of receiving, classification
ap,.ddispatching tracks of yards at which important
~~provements have been made in recent years.
Reference
AT&SF Track Charts No.1, 2, 8, 9 and
"Car Capacity of Terminal Freight Yards," 1944.
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considerable advantage of both the movementof the freight traln and the
switching in the yard. Santa Fe's yard improvements included this desirable
feature, of additional freight running tracks in and out of the yards on
the east end of Barstow for 2.6 miles and also on either side of the yard
at Needles.
Reference to freight yards in arty study of transportation
presumably calls for more detailed reference to the work performed in them
than to the engineering and physical factors. The basic principle of yard
operation necessary both for economyof operation and dispatch of movement
requires the assembly of cars into blocks that can be run between points
of origin and destination with resultant classification of each car at
a minimumnumber of places. In order to accomplish this, blocks of cars
are assembled in accordance with a pre-arranged plan of classification
which is c1oseJ¥ coordinated to road train movementand to the work of
the yards through which these cars vdll pass in the movementtowards
distribution. These blocks are assembled at or close to point of origin
or initial junction and are moved in unbroken units, if possible, to the
final terminals 'Wherethe cars are resw:i.tched for deliver.r to industries"
freight stations, connecting lines or for outward movementover the line
of the irnvard road haul carrier if it extends on rurther~
Cars are madeup into blocks usually at the yard where they
are first assanbled for road movementnfter loading by the shipper or being
in
received from a delivering connection.:: ..': Hobart Yard, Los Angeles,
San Bernardino, Richmond, Bakersfield and San Diego are all principal
yards at 'Whicheastward freight from California is initially blocked for
movementon through to destination. The blocks for Kansas City and Chicago
are the principal onos and these classifications may frequently contain so
many cars that they represent full train movementsin themselves~ Separate
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blocks are made for perishable produce moving under refrigeration on
minimumschedules of 13% hours from Bakersfield or San Bernardino to
Chicago and for ordinary or dead freight which doesnot require equal
expedition and attention en route. Blocks are also made for principal
intermediate junctions and terminals along the route. The eastern
terminals classify the westward cars in similar marmer and the empties are
also separateljr grouped for movement to the point l'f1?-erethey are being sent
for reloading or return to or towards the owner.
Eastward cars for Santa Fe destinations and junctions beyond Belen
are normally blocked at Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Bakersfield
in order to pass through Barstow 'Without being switched there. Howeverl
during periods of peak movementBarstow must classify eastw::.rd cars when
necessary in order to relieve the yards to the west of part of this work.
Wartime traffic exceeded the capacity of other Santa Fe California
terminalo, even after enlargement, to clas~ify traffic routing through them
so Barstow was used increasingly to mwceprior classifications for freight
moving both westvrard into and east'\vard from San Bernardino, Hobart,
Bakersfield, Fresno and Richmond. In this way Barstow took over acme of the
work normally done at those points and thereby avoided coneestion. By
providing continuous assistance to all other California terminals, Barstow
became the most important classification yard on the Santa Fe Coast Lines.
This fact is significant in considering the relative importance of the yard
improvements.
Freieht yards of the railwa:>'S of the United States include a few
fine and well designed facilities but most are legacies of the past 'which have
been outgrown by modern motive power and methods of moving traffic. The
extensions and revisions of them lvhieh h~ve been made from time to time have
usually been temporary expedients that have added additional track capacity
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but a. good many operating difficulties along with them. Railroad freight
yards are consuming increasing proporti.ons of transportation and
maintenance expense - so their improvement and modernization is becoming
a factor that is receiving increased attention from railroad management.
The problem of yard operations has been more acute in the east
than in the west. In fact, it .vas never a serious problan on western
railroads until confronted with the conditions of the last war. Until
about ten years ago there was only one humpyard west of the Mississippi
River; Lancaster Yard" on the Texas & Pacific at Fort Worth. It was
built in 1928 and was equipped with car retarders; the first installation
in the west. Taylor Yard of the Southern Pacific at Los Angeles has
utilized gravity in classification but it could hardlJr be termed a humpyard
in the sense in ~{hich that term is generally applied. Humpyards 'With car
retarders were installed a few years before the Vlar by the Burlington
at its Galesburg" Ill. and Lincoln, Nebr. yard and by the 'Chicago &
Northwestern at Provisoo The Santa Fe has just completed the transfonnation
of its ]gneSltArgentine yard at Kansas City, Kansas, into a car retarder
equipped humpyard to permit concentration of a large proportion of the
systems freight classification in this one place. Ca.rs" loaded or empty,
that are en route between any two points that require movementthrough
Argentine, and this will represent a substantial part of the system total,
vdll be blocked at the initial terminal for road movementto Argentine.
That yard in turn wi 11 classify all inbound cars for further movementto
every principal terminal on the system without subsequent rehandling.
This" of course, will be in addition to performing all the classificat.ion
required for delivery of cars to industries and connections in ~ansas C1ty.
Movementwill be expedited and systan total yard and terminal expense reduced
by this great new yard". The resulting economies will represent a substantial
return on the $9,000,000 investment just made in the Argentine Yard improvements~
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It maybe of interest, in passing, to note other recent
installations of car retarders on western lines. The Union Pacific built
a car retarder equipped humpyard at Pocatello, Idaho, in 1947 end one at
North Platte, Nebraska, in 1948. The Denver and Rio Grande Western is
providing one at its Roper Yard, Salt Lake City, Utah; the Rock Island has
one under construction at Armourdale, Kansas City, Kansas, and the
Southern Pacific is equipping its Taylor Yard, Los Angeles ,nth this
device.
The most important single improvement in freight terminals ever
madeby the Santa Fe is the recent conversion of its tfQrmer:.. 6,000 car
capacity fiat sm tching freight classification yard at Argentine, Kansas,
into a car retarder equipped humpyard with 9,000 car capacity; including
the storage tracks at the huge grain elevator located there. Follavdng a
practice t~~t is being increasinBlY used to effect economies in the great
expense entailed in building car retarder" yards and also to obtain the
volume of car movementover the humpnecessary for their efficient operation,
both eastward and westward cars will be classified, movingwestwardly over a
single hump.
An immenseclassification yard, containing 56 tracks, and having
2300 cars aggregate standing capacity is being provided. The tracks on the
north side of the classification yard will be used for eastward classifications
and those on the south side for westward cars. Eastward and westward
departure yards with "7 or 8 train length tracks each will extend westward
beyond the classification yard. The north group of tracks will be used to
make up the eastward trains.
Existing trackage will be utilized for the eastward and vtestward
receiving yards~ The westward receiving yard '\vill lie immediately ~o the
east of the new classification yard so westward cars will moveprogressively
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in the westward direction from the receiving yard over the humpand into
the classification yard and on to the departure yard. The eastward
~
receiving yard, however, is located alongside of but at an angle to
the classification yard. This mil necessitate trains first being
pulled eastward on past the humpand downtracks from l'lhich the cars can
later be shoved back over the humpin the westward direction of movement
necessary for classification. Yard running tracks are carried under the
humpin order to permit flexible and expeditious movementof road power
between the engine terminal and inbound and outbound trains.
The cars passing through it will comprise a high proportion
of the Santa Fe total movementwhich will be classified and blocked
there according to plans which will greatly reduce the amount of
classification necessary at other points.
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Chapter'XII
SIGNALS
A train is usually in charge of a crew of five men, unless more
are required by the excess crew laws in effect in somestates. An engineer
and fireman are assigned to each locomotive, although the Diesel is rapidly
making the latter term archaic. The train crew includes a conductor and
two trainmen. One of the latter rides in a forward car on passenger trains
and on the locomotive of freight trains in order to be available to couple
and uncouple the lo~omotives and cars, open and close hand swi.tches, and
pass hand signals. The second trainman serves as the fiagman and rides in
the last car, which on freight trains is the caboose.
While the conductor is technically in charge of the train and its
entire crew, the engineer is in actual control of the locomotive and hence
of train movement. This makeshis work of paramount importance to the safe,
efficient and punctual operation of the train. Many trains run at high
speed over the same track, in the opposing as well as in the same direction.
It is therefore necessary that each memberof the crew of every train shall
be thoroughly conversant with and strictly conform to the standard practices
which are embodiedin ,the "Bookof Rules" governing the Transportation
Department, observe the schedules and special instructions in the time tables
and obey all train orders and hand and fixed signals. These taken together
determine the right of any train to enter or leave the main track at stations,
yards and sidings~to proceed on it, and also establish maximumpermissible
running speeds at various places and under different circumstances.
The methods and facilities required for the safe and expeditious
movementof trains over the railroad are described in this chapter in order
to provide a background against Whichthe recent development of Santa Fe
signal installations maybe recorded. This general subject centers in
train dispatching. Train movementsare variously directed by time table,
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train orders and signal indications or any two or three of these. Train
dispatching requires the continuous use of communicationfacilities,
except where eTe concentrates exclusive authority over train movements
in signal indications directed from a single control station, but even in
this case the telephone and telegraph are essential for auxiliary purposes
continuously and in emergencies occasionally. The function of signals and
interlockers in modernrailway operation can best be understood through
an outline of the historic conditions out of which these devices were
developed to facilitate and protect train movement.
The original railroad consisted merely of a single track with a
few sidings and it had no signals or communicationfacilities because
railroads antedated both. At the outset trains operated at very slow
speeds and it was the usual practice for each one to proceed until it met
another in the opposing direction. Oneof the trains then backed up to
the nearest passing siding. It is of record that this frequently led to
disputes between the crews, each claiming that the other should take the
siding. Railroad legend states that fights were a commonmeans of settling
disagreements on this important point and the conductors possessing the
greatest skill With their fists were able to get their trains over the
road more rapidly than their less pugnacious associates.
In order to overCOlnethe disadvantages of this always uncertain
and at times dangerous method of operation, it was necessary to develop a
flexible technique which would, on the other hand" insure absolute safety
of operation, if the rules were observed and, on the other, permit trains
to be operated with a minimum of total delays and have somefiexibili ty
in respect to numberof train movementsper day. This was done through
gradual development of ingenious rules and related time table practices
which had as their fundarnental purpose definite assurance that no two opposing
trains could ever have authority to occupy the same track at the sarne time.
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The principles of train operation Whichwill be described herein
were developed before signals were devised to prevent collisions or to
direct movement. Signal systems were later superimposed upon the basic
methods of train dispatching summarizedin following paragraphs, but the
reader must visualize the early conditions Whenthese present aids to
safe and efficient operation were not available, and in fact, not even
the telegraph was used. The fundamental principles and practices still
apply but have been enlarged, protected and amplified by modernsignal
and communicationfacilities.
The time table was the foundation of train operation. All train
movementswere represented by time table schedules. These showedthe
sidings at which opposing trains would meet or following ones wouldpass
and run ahead of slower movementsin the same direction. Trains were
given superiority by class, i.e. first class (passenger trains) second
class, (through fre~ght trains,) third class, (local freight trains), etc.
Trains of the first class were superior to those of the second, and so on.
A train of an inferior class was required to take the siding at the
designated meeting or passing point and wait until the superior train
came, irrespective of whether the latter was on time or late. On the
other hand, if the inferior train was late , it entered whatever siding
short of the schedules meeting or passing point might be necessary to
permit it to clear the main track before the superior train, movingin
either the same or the opposite direction, was due, as shownby the time table.
Superiority by direction, e.g., makingnorthbound trains superior
to southbound ones of the sameclass, or eastward ones to westward, was
universally used on railroads throughout the United States except on the
NewEngland roads, which required a "positive meet" between trains of the
same class. There being no directional superiority, a train of the same
class that was on time waited at the time table meeting point for the late
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train running in the opposite direction. The time table would indicate
the direction of the trains which would take the siding for opposing
schedules of the saIileclass but this did not authorize the train moving
in the direction allowed to hold the main track to proceed to the next
siding, or on beyond that, if the other train was late.
No train had the right of main track occupancy at any station
shown on the time table until the time designated therefor. This right
was further subject to all overdue 'superior trains having arrived or departed.
In order to provide for the contingency of additional trains being
required to move the day's business, two or more might use the same schedule'
as sections of it by displ~ng the proper classification signals, i.e.,
green flags by day and in addition, green lights by night, in the place
designated therefor on the front of the locomotive. These classification
signals, carried by all sections except the last, indicated to inferior
trains that a folloVf,i.ngsection was using the same schedule. The inferior
train could not consider that a meet or pass with a superior train had been
fulfilled until a train without signals had been identified (unless, of
course, the inferior train possessed train order authority to proceed without
waiting for the following section(s». Trains identify one another met or
passed on the line but it is equally important for each one to know of overdue
trains that have not yet arrived at or left from the initial station or
junction of any line. A book known as a "Train Registertt is provided at
such places for crews of trains to record the latter's arrival or departure.
~soThis wil]lshow whether trains carried signals for following sections. While
I
extra trains have not yet been mentioned in this discussion, they also are
reported in the Train Register.
So long as trains moved in strict conformance with the time table,
the possibility of accident was eliminated. However, late trains introduced
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the contingency of collision, both of the "head end" and the "rear end"
type. The former occurs men two opposing trains strike and the latter
happens whenthe engine of a following train crashes into the rear end of
the preceding one. "Headontl collisions are the more spectacular and when
they occur they usually take the more disastrous toll of life and property
but prevention of these was the more readily possible than of the rear end
type, until automatic signals were developed which are equally effective
in preventing both. The crew of any train knowsof all opposing regular,
i.e., scheduled trains, which are superior to it, and the inferior one's
right to hold the main track automatically terminates Whenthe other one
is due. However, in the absence of a block signal system, there is no
definite w~ of continuously informing a following train of one immediately
ahead movingin the samedirection. Every train which stopped or movedat
such reduced speed that it might be overtaken by a following train. (except
in specifically excepted locations such as nYard Limits1l) was required to
protect itself against rear-end collisions by a flagman using hand signals,
fusees and torpedoes in the mannerprescribed by the Bookof Rules.
An inferior train must take the siding and await the superior
train in the sameor opposite direction whenit is due. Since the superior
train is not required to wait at the meeting point, (in the absence of the
positive meet between trains of the same class) the inferior train can expect
it to be on the main track Wheneverthe former's schedule permits. Therefore,
if the inferior train should be unable, from any cause, to get off the main
track at the scheduled meeting point or a siding short of it, at the time
required by the prescribed clearance of a superior train, the former is
obliged to protect i tsel! • If the superior train is running in the opposing
direction the head brakemanor fireman, if necessary, must go forward with
hand signals to stop the oncomingtrain.
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When opposing trains occupy the same section of the main track
at the same time, the superior train will not know it but the inferior
one will. It is therefore the latter's responsibility to avoid collision
through flag protection. However, a flagman need not be sent ahead of a
delayed train standing on a single track line unless the time table, or
train orders held (and the subject of train orders will be mentioned
later) indicate that at that time an opposing train has the right to move
over the occupied part of the main track. Even when a train is delayed on
a single track line, flag protection is not necessa~ ahead of it so long
as the train has a right to proceed under its schedule orders.
Most head end collisions occur because the inferior train over-
looks, or otherwise disregards, the meeting point established in accordance
with the time table, and related operating practices. It proceeds in dis-
regard of the fact that the time table or other right to occupy the main
track does not begin until an opposing train has been met. The opposing
superior train, with the right of track occupancy, up to the established,
but over-run, meeting point, obviously (in the absence of block signals)
has no information of this disastrous mistake made by the inferior train
and a collision between the two moving in opposite directions will result.
It is apparent that so long as a train can run over any section
of the main track without the protection of flagmen it can stand on the
same line without a flagman to protect its head end. Therefore flag.
protection of the head end of a train is required only when its right to
main track occupancy ends. This occurs men an opposing superior train
becomes due at the next siding or station in advance as established by its
time table or train orders relating thereto. Rules for the operations of
trains together with the time tables will, if properly observed, always
prevent opposing trains occupying the same track simultaneously.
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On M~ 24,1844, 'Samuel F. B. Morse sent his historic message,
"What hath God wrought" over the wires of his "magnetic telegraph" that
Baltimore & Ohio
had been strung on unbarked poles erected along thel right of way from
its Pratt Street Station in Baltimore to Washington and thence continued
into the Supreme Court Chamber in the National Capitol. The telegraph
proved an immediate commercial success and the construction of telegraph
lines proceeded rapidly between the principal cities of the United States.
These utilized railway rights of way for the pole lines so it was inevitable
that this i~ortant new means of instantaneous communication should soon
become incorporated into railway operation, particularly f~r the direction
of train movement.
The use of the train order originated in 1851 When Charles Minot,
General Superintendent of the (New York &) Erie Railroad, issued instructions
by telegraph from the station that is now Harriman, New York, to the operator
at the nearby town of Goshen ,to hold a train there for further orders while he
thereupon wired immediate authorization to an inferior train to proceed to
Goshen, regardless of the schedule of the opposing superior train. The art
of train dispatching developed out of th~t simple beginning and soon train
dispatchers, usually located in the offices of the Division Superintendent,
were directing train movement on railroads through train orders which, issued
pursuant to standard rules and procedures, modified schedules and rights of
train in order to minimize the affect of delayed trains upon the movement of
others. This method of train operation also permitted running extra trains,
which had no time table schedule. Their status was indicated by classification
signals; vilite fiags by day, and by night, mite lights, in addition, displayed
on the front of the engine. Extra trains were inferior to all regular trains,
i.e., scheduled ones, irrespective of the latter's numerical class and had to
clear the main track for all of them unless otherwise directed by train order.
Since extra trains could only know of other extra trains by train order, meeting
and passing points between them had to be arranged in that manner at the time
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,they were authorized to run.
Train dispatching, which was first made possible through tele-
graphic communication, was greatly improved When the telephone came into
general use on the railroads. Now a train dispatcher controls, by tele-
phoned orders or directions, a district or division of a railroad which
may include hundreds of miles of line, if the traffic is light, or only
)0 to 50 miles if train density is extre:rnelyheavy as it is over the busiest
zones of the eastern carriers. He is in continuous communication with every
signal tower and local station along the line from mich train orders are
issued by the agent or operator or signals and switches are controlled by
towermen. These outposts along the line report the arrival, departure and
passing of trains and directions relating to any movements thereof not
prOVided by the time table may be made by the dispatcher through them. Now,
GTe can obviate all of these intennediaries and bring the complete control of
signals and switches used in train movement into the office of the dispatcher.
The introduction of train dispatching led to installing telegraph
operators at stations along the line to receive train orders for delivery
to trains at such times of the day as an agent or operator was on duty.
The Book of Rules prescribes a standard method for the transmission
and handling of train orders to insure their complete accuracy and uniformity
and certainty of delivery. Train order signals are displ~ed at offices
having orders for trains. Before automatic block signals were in general use,
form ")1" orders were extensively used to restrict the rights of trains.
These required written receipts from the engineman and conductor of the train
to which addressed and so necessitated stopping the train to effect delivery.
The presently universal use of the form "19" order permits delivery without
stopping the train, except of course when the instructions which it conveys
restrict the right to proceed from the station at which received.
The use of these train order signals soon led to the introduction
of the time interval method of spacing trains to prevent rear end collisions.
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It became a fixed rule that each operator was to hold the signal at his
office in the "stop" position for a stated number of minutes, usually 10
or 15, after a train had passed before permitting a following one to
proceed. The time interval method added a factor of safety, but obviously
would afford little protection against a rear end collision if the train
ahead was delayed so as to be overtaken when not properly protected by its
flagman. Also, of course, the time interval system of spacing trains
afforded absolutely no protection against head-on collisions. Experience
disclosed the inadequacy of the time interval system, and this, together
with the delays which the method. interposed, led to efforts to correct it
by substituting the space interval (i.e. "blocklt) method on lines carrying
a number of trains and hence having train order offices at close intervals
of probably f1ve miles as a minimum, to ten as a maxi1Ill.1m.
The manual block system considered that the track between each
two train order offices, or block stations as they now became knovm, was
one block. Only one train might be in a block at any time, and the tele-
graph operators at either end of it, by keeping proper written block records
and communicating between themselves by telegraph, permitted a train to
enter a block only when the block was entirely clear. Sidings were located
adjacent to block stations in order that operators could report trains clear
of the main track. They would then permit another train to use the main
track through the block. With the later development of the telephone, one
was usually located in a booth at either or both ends of sidings. Train
crews could report when their trains had cleared the main track and likewise
could ask for permission to reenter the block when the train to be met or
passed had gone by.
The manual block system was equally applicable to single and to
double track and constituted only an additional element of protection to
the observance of time schedules and the directions conveyed by train orders,
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which were supplemented and reinforced by the signals but not superseded
br them. Trains continued to have their time table schedules which they
fulfilled and all deviations from scheduled movements were made by train
orders delivered as in the past, but the block s,ystemprovided a much more
effective method of preventing collisions on busy lines and also expedited
train movement by the greater precision of control it assured the dispatcher.
To give increased track capacity, modifications were soon introduced
to permit freight trains to follow other freight trains through a block, but
in no case would any train ever be allowed to enter a block occupied by an
opposing train. In order to afford special protection for passenger trains,
they were never permitted to enter any but a clear block and no following
train might ever be allowed to enter a block occupied by a passenger train.
As traffic density increased and greater train movement capacity was needed
either in the operation of s:ingle or of double track lines, further increases
in track capacity were sought by decreasing the length of the blocks. However,
each block of a manual block system required operators for 24 hours a day if
maintained at standard length continuously. Operators could be dispensed with
at non-rush periods of the day by closing a block station between stated hours,
in which event its signals were fixed at proceed and the block length was
increased to the aggregate of the blocks on either side.
When the volume of traffic on important lines reached a point at
which it became necessa~ to establish the block stations at average intervals
of five miles or less the cost of block operators became burdensome, particularly
When the number of block stations began to exceed the number of w~side freight
and passenger stations, for in the beginning most agents also served as the
block operators. At the same time this disadvantage was being felt, some of
the human fallibility in the manual block system itself became increasingly
apparent. While the manual block or space interval method was a great
improvement over the time interval method of protection of following trains
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(and the latter was not applicable to the protection of opposing trains on
single track), collisions due to man failure were not uncommon, on routes
so protected. This followed both disregard of signals and the practical
necessity of permitting freight trains to follow other freight trains through
occupied blocks under so-called "distinctive permissive" (i.e., caution)
signals. These could be accepted only by a "train, other than a passenger
train" and indicated that it was proceeding into a block occupied by a
"train other than a passenger train." There was a growing necessity both
for reasons of safety, economy and expedition of movement to have signals
actuated by the trains themselves rather than by operators at wayside points.
This led to the utilization of automatic block signals controlled entirely by
electric circuits carried in the tracks, which, in turn, were actuated by
trains moving over the line.
In the automatic block signal system, any given length of track
might become a block. The signal protecting it was located at the entering
end, considered from the standpoint of the direction of traffic. In the
simplest form of such an installation, an electric battery is located at the
forward or leaving end of the block; the positive pole is connected to one
rail and the negative one to the other. All rail joints are bonded to insure
an uninterrupted flow of current except at either end of the block where
insulated joints are used to prevent the passage of current from one block
into another. When the block is not occupied by a train and there are no
broken rails or open switches or other conditions interrupting the passage
of the electric current, it flows constantly down through the rail to the
other end of the block where the signal guarding its entering is located.
There the electricity passes through a relay, which in turn actuates the
device controlling the position of the signal. When the track ahead is clear
and a train passes the signal and enters the block which it protec~s the
wheels and axles short circuit the current ~ich no longer energizes the rel~.
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The signal relay is then de-energized, causing the signal to indicate STOP.
The signals just described are of the very simple two-position
automatic type indicating stop, the block is occupied or there is a broken
rail or open switch ahead, or proceed. In present practice, signals convey
not only information relating to the block ~ediately ahead but also to the
condition of succeeding blocks and indications respecting diverging movements
to be made through tarnouts and cross-overs at interlockers with required
speed restrictions. These various signal aspects are controlled through
interconnected electric circllits which can only be satisfactorily explained
in detail by reference to wiring diagrrorls,which is beyond the scope of this
study. Signals may be entirely automatic in their actuation or their pro-
tective features may be of that nature yet still be subject to the control
of the towerman, in order that he may hold, advance or divert trains in
accordance with the directions of the train dispatcher or on his own
initiative if this authority has been delegated to him.
At interlockers the switches and signals are so interconnected that
their operation must be made in pre-determined order and are so interlocked
with signals that conflicting train movements cannot be made; hence the
significance of their name. These usually serve as train order offices and
block stations and are in continuous communication with the dispatchers at
division headquarters, thereby permitting the manipulation of trains to be
brought entirely under the control of the dispatchers.
On lines equipped with two or more main tracks and automatic block
and interlocking signals, train orders are seldom used except when it is
necess~ to run trains against the current of traffic on a track on which
the automatic block signals protect trains running only in the opposite
direction. Double track lines normally are not signalled both ways, but
only in the direction of the established current of traffic. Single tracks
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may be equipped with automatic signals and in this event are of course
signalled in both directions. Automatic signal systems for one way traffic
on double track lines are not so complex as those for two way movement on
single track lines so the former preceded the latter which are usually of
the "Absolute Permissive Block" type, commonly referred to as "APB."
"Absolute", i.e. "stop and stay," signals protect the entire extent of single
main track between sidings against opposing movements but establish the
ordinary type of protection afforded by the three indication block signal
(i.e., stop, approach, proceed) for following movements which are facilitated
by intermediate signals at standard spacing.
Block signal protection on single track lines, Whether of the
manual or of the automatic type did not permit the operation of trains by
signal indication, without the use of the time table or train orders, unless
the protective features of "controlled manual block" or of "the lock and
block system" were .superimposed on those respective facilities. The
"controlled manual block" system was designed before the days of automatic
block signal protection to permit trains to run by signal indication only.
This device and its related practices were principally used on the Pennsylvania
many years ago. It was never extensively utilized and is mentioned more
because it represents a significant step in the history of signal development
than because it was'very widely used. In a controlled manual block system,
the manua1J.y operated signals protecting either end of a block were inter-
locked by an electric locking device which prevented the manually operated
signal at one end of the block being cleared except by the coordinated action
of the operator at the opposite end who thereby locked the signal governing
the opposing movement there in the stop position.
Controlled manual block was primarily utilized in the days of the
manual block 5.1stem to permit two directional operation of trains on double
track or on the middle track of three track lines. When automatic signals
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supplanted the manual block system on double track lines, the middle track
of three track lines at first usually remained under controlled manual
block. This was an unsatisfactory hybrid arrangement which was eventually
corrected by the development of the so-called tllock and block" or "traffic
direction block" system for movementof trains by signal indication, only,
over tracks automatically signalled in both directions. tiThelock and
block system" established the traffic direction of the automatic signals
for the track equipped for this type of movementthrough the coordinated
action of the block operators at adjoining interlocking towers. The
operator at one end of the block must electrically lock all signals in the
stop position for opposing trains before the towermanat the other end can
clear the signals for the train movemento be made.
Installation of the "lock and block" system of two directional
signiUling for train movementby signal indication only was limi ted to a
relatively few installations on very busy two and three track lines
approaching terminals Wherethere was he~ alternating directions of
traffic at different hours of the day. The "lock and block" system, like
the controlled manual block system Whichpreceded it, dependedupon operators
at adjacent interlocking stations to manipulate electric locks which
established the direction of movement,under the telephoned or telegraphed
instructions of the dispatcher at division headquarters.
eTe nowachieves fully the objective of train movementby signal
indication only which was obtained over limited sections of trackl.'irst'by
controlled manual block and later by the "lock and block". system for auto-
matic block terri tory. CTCpermits all swltches and signals over an extended
distance, nowas muchas 100 miles or more to be handled directly by the
dispatcher himself from a sil'rgle control panel. 8witches and signals are so
interlocked that the dispatcher cannot clear signals to permit opposing
trains to occupy a block between two main track turn-outs at the same time,
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or mishandle switches or commit other errors. The disp~tcher has an
illuminated diagram before him of all tracks, switches, and signals.
Indicators show the position of signals and switches, and lights report
whether tracks are occupied or clear. By the manipulation of small levers
and control buttons, he is able to place switches and signals in the position
required to hold or to advance trains or move them on and off of sidings.
Trains can be run, however, only if tracks are clear of opposing ones and
the movements which the dispatcher arranges can be made with safety. An
interesting auxiliary to this equipment is a train dispatchertsregister
which records automatically the time each train pass'es designated IIreporting
points;" that is, turn-outs to passing sidings, junctions, etc.
The principal advantages of these eTe installations are that they
dispense entirely with wayside block and interlocker operators and also
permit the dispatcher to select the siding at which trains will take sidings
to meet, or be 'passed by, other trains at the latest possible moment before
such movements occur. Very little time is required to place eTe smtches
and signals in proper position to advance a train on the main track or to
move it to and from sidings but many minutes of time are consumed to accom-
plish the same results through train orders or instructions issued to block
or interlocking stations. The latter leads to inevitable delays in train
movements which eTe eliminates; along with the costs of many operators who
are no longer needed.
eTe invariably enables the dispatcher to advance the inferior
train to the most distant siding which it can reach without delay to the
superior train. Many of the "meetsll and 'passes" of,trains established in
eTe territory are so closely timed, yet all with complete safety, that the
train which takes the siding is never stopped. While it cleared the main
track in time to avoid any detention to the superior train, by the time
the former has run through the siding, the latter has gone by. The train
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on the siding continues moving; the outlet switches and signals are promptly
cleared and a ttnon-stop meet" (or pass) has been made.
The foregoing represents only a brief summar,yof the practices re-
lating to the operation of trains which are set forth ~n detail in the Book
of Rules for conducting transportation on modern railroads. Safety of
employees, the public, and of property of great value, depends upon a
complete understanding and unquestioning obedience of these rules by those
who execute them. Fai thful perfonnance, not once or twice but upon every
occasion is essential in the most minute detail. For this reason discipline
is inflexible and the penalties for violation of rules must be severe.
Thousands of trains run daily in the United states and serious accidents
seldom occur. This is eloquent testimony to the personal efficiency of
the managementand employees of American railroads •
. While th~ fundamental principles of train movementembracing
the art of train dispatching are deeply grounded in experience and prac-
tices of the past, actual train movement,particularly on heavy density
lines, whether of single, double or multiple track, is being governed
more and more by signal indications, only, and less and less by time table
and train orders.
In railway practice, the term "signal" has manymeanings. There
are fixed signals, hand signals, whistle signals, communicatingsignals
and devices such as torpedoes, fusees, switch targets, signs at mile posts,
tunnels, bridges, crossings, points of speed restrictions, etc., used to
convey information affecting the movementof trains and engines. However,
in this chapter on "signals" that word will be used solely to refer to
signals of fixed location which are used to indicate whether a track is
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clear or occupied and whether a train is required to stop or is authorized
to proceed, either at the maximum permissible rate or under the restrictions
indicated. Signals are of two types: (1) those which govern movement
through an interlocking plant and (2) those which govern movement through
the consecutive blocks of a block system. The same signal may do both.
The'definition of,an interlocking is an "arrangement of signals
and signal appliances so interconnected that their movement must proceed
each other in proper sequence • • • •• It may be operated manually or
automatically." Switches and crossings and drawbridges as well .as signals
are controlled by interlocking stations. Trains can make diverting movements
through interlocked facing point turnouts 'at higher speeds than would be
possible over hand thrown switches. Diverting movement through all switches,
whether interlocked or not, must be made at restricted speeds, although it
'.
is now permissible to run 40-45 m.p.h. through interiocked #20 turnouts
and crossovers, with their long switch points, small frog angles and com-
paratively easy radius of curvature between the heel of the switch and the
point of the frog. The curvature through the turnout cannot be super-
elevated because of the necessity of bringing the gauge lines of the rails
together at a crossing in a frog. Crossovers* to parallel tracks or con-
vergence of parallel tracks introduce reversed curves.
*Note: A turnout is the technically correct term for the device popularlyknown as a switch. The number of a turnout is established by the number of
the frog which is the ratio between the distance from the point to the heel
of the frog and the spread between the gage lines there. Trigonometrically
expressed, the number is half the cotangent of half the frog angle or
N = 1/2 cot. 1/2 F. The shortest turnout commonly used in main track prac-
tice is a No. 10. No. 20 is the longest. The intermediate numbers of 12,14, 15 and 16 are standard practice for various roads under predetermined
conditions. A crossover is comprised of two turnouts in adjacent parallel
tracks so arranged with connecting rails as to permit trains to pass from
one track to another. Turnouts which are so located in relation to the
direction of movement of a train that it can be diverted from the normal
route if the switch is "reversed" are called a facing point turnout or
switch. In this case, the train passes over the switch point before reach-
ing the frog. If the train movement is in the -opposite direction in
relation to the switch, it is said to be a trailing point movement.
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The speed of the train through a diverging route must be restricted
to that which is safe for operation around a curve of that radius without
superelevation. The curve used in the diverging route may have a long radius
or a relatively short one. The longer the radius, the greater the distance
between the switch point and the frog, i.e. the "lead" of the switch; hence
**the smaller the angle at the frog.
Railway signal systems first developed around interlocking plants.
Since vi~ual signals of fixed location are of paramount importance to train
operation, brief reference to their historical background may be appropriate.
The semaphore method of hand signalling was developed by armies and navies
before the time of the Napoleonic wars. Railway signals of the semaphore
arm type were first used in England and were connected with switches in
such a manner as to show the latter's position. The use of semaphores was
soon extended by bringing their control into conveniently accessible cabins
or stations. Both switches and signals were operated from those points to
direct train movement.
Before 1860 interlocking plants were being installed on the
British railways on a considerable scale to control the manipulaticn of
switches and signals at junctions and crossings and to direct the operation
of trains through and beyond them. Interlocking towers were located at all
of these points, and at many intermediate ones where crossovers were needed
on multiple track routes, so the principal British routes became lined with
these cabins. The concurrent development of manually controlled switches
and signals and the interconnection of the control stations by the tele-
graph formed the basis for the natural evolution of the system by which
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trains were moved from tower to tower under manual block signal indications
on th~ double and multiple track lines of Great Britain. This could be '
done without the overriding supervision of a train dispatcher to arrange
meeting points with opposing trains through train orders sent by a tele-
graph operator, who in this country was usually also a station agent or
otherwise the operator of the signals and switches controlled from an inter-
locking tower. Train dispatching is a peculiarly American development de-
signed to meet the economic necessities of the light traffic single track
lines of this country, in contrast to the double track lines abroad.
The manual block signal system which is the practical application
of the space interval system between train movemeniBwas first established
on a large scale in the United states on the main line of the NewYork
Central & HudsonRiver Railroad between NewYork and Buffalo in 1882. This
was then a double track line and the block system merely spaced following
trains. The first manual block sys tern on single track on the North American
continent was installed on the Canadian Pacific Railw~ in 1885, while its
transcontinental line was still under construction. Manual block signals
were installed solely in the interest of safety to prevent collisions and
did not authorize any movementnot provided by time table and train orders.
In England, however, the manual block system signal provided the means to
move tr ains •
The development of the electric track circuit provided the founda-
tion of the automatic block signal SJTstems. The first successful installation
was made in 1879 on the Fitchburg Railroad, nowpart of the Boston &Maine.
There was a gradual development of automatic block signals in the 180' s. At
the outset, these'were used only to prevent rear end collisions on double
track lines where there was a one-waymovementof traffic on each track.
The commercial application of electricity was then in its infancJT and
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reliable small motors were not yet available to actuate the signals so
clockwork and compressed air provided the power to do so. The first success-
ful installation of automatic block signals on any considerable length of
single track was made by the Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific
Railroad (now Southern Railway System) in 1891, and the second was completed
by the Chicago & Alton Railroad in 1899 _ It was in the first decade of the
present century that the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific, under the
direction of E. H. Harriman, installed the first automatic block signal pro-
tection on important aggregate lengths of single and double track mileage.
The desirability of non-stop operation of trains over junctions,
railway grade crossings, drawbridges and through crossovers created the
original necessity for interlockers which controlled movement within their
fixed limits but at first the interlockers did not enter into line operation
of trains beyond the trackage directly included within the scope of the
plant. It was, however, a logical developm~nt to substitute the operators
a~ interlockers for station agents, wherever available, for transmission of
train orders and as the manual block system developed, interlocking stations
naturally became block stations, too.
The first mechanical interlockers were confined to the limits
within which a strong man could move the switches and locks manually by
.levers connected to them by pipe leadouts. The maximum range was around
600-700 feet on either side of the tower. Separate levers were necess~
for the facing point locks and for each switch point and movable point frog
where the latter devices were used in slip-switch installations. The in-
evitably slow speed of manipulation of these levers and the length of the
mechanical interlocking machine needed to accommodate any considerable
-number of switches and signals required the services of several men at the
larger plants. It may be of interest to mention that the largest
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electro-mechanical interlocker (i.e., signals controlled electrically but
switches and other track functions operated manually) in the United states
is the one at state Line, Illinois, near Hanunond, Indiana, owned and
operated by the Chicago & Hestern Indiana Railroad. Most of the large
manually controlled plants were replaced long ago by newer ones using power
operated switches.
The range of trackage coyered by a single interlocker was greatly
extended and the operation accelerated when it became possible to operate
switches first by pneumatic and later by electric motors and control these,
as well as the signals, electrically. This permitted a natural integration
of inter~ockers into the automatic signal system which protected all of the
tracks within its limits. Interlocking and block indications could then be
given by the same signal.
When the electric all-relay type of interlocking was perfected
as an improved substitute for the mechanical interlocking previously used
in power as well as manually operated plants coincidentally with the low
voltage remote controlled power throvm switch it became possible to provide
in effect (1) a small interlocker at every switch, (2) establish a "lock
and block" system of traffic directional control of signals between all
sidings, and (3) consolidate at one point all of the controls for both
switches and signals over a long extent of line. When fully perfected
this became centralized traffic control, or CTC. The original installation
was one of about 40 miles made in 1925 on the "Ohio Central Line" of the
New York Central System between Toledo and Berwick, Ohio, and was reported
as follows in "The .Railway Age" of October 2, 1926:
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"The arrangement of switches and signals to provide
for the convenient movement of trains on single track
without the use of written orders is to be established
by the New York Central on a line about 40 miles long,
putting the movement of trains on the whole of this
section as completely in the hands of the man in the
cabin as is the case in a large passenger terminal.
Single-track arrangements of this kind and the terminal
arrangements at such places as the Grand Central, New
York City, are alike, in that the man who controls the
levers is constantly giving proceed signals for trains
where both the train and the signal are entirely out of
his sight.
"This section extends from Stanley, Ohio, on the
Ohio Central Lines, about five miles from Toledo, south-
ward to Berwick, Ohio. It is on the line from Toledo
to Bucyrus and Thurston. A statement printed in the
New York Central Lines Magazine for September, page 11,
says ~hat in this territory the man in control will
operate 30 switches--the equivalent of 30 small inter-
locking plants, and interspersed with these are 31
automatic block signals with 31 block signals interspersed."
The length and completeness and complexity of CTe installations has greatly
increased over the subsequent years. Now there are more than 10,000 miles
of GTC equipped lines in the United States.
On both single and double track, eTe permits the inferior train
to be advanced to the most distant siding it can reach without delay to
superior trains. The automatic block signals which are an integral part
of the system afford absolute protection against the hazard of collision
and obviate the time losses of long clearances othenvise required.
Time tables are used on CTC equipped lines only to indicate the
train service to be provided and the running time to be observed. Signals
alone establish the right of any train to occupy and move on the main track
or direct it to enter sidings or yards. Watches and time tables and train
orders are not necessary for train dispatching on CTC equipped lines.
The operator of a CTC machine must have complete control over the
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entire railroad within his jurisdiction. No locomotive or train may enter
~ eTe equipped line except upon the specific authority of the operator.
Each power thrown switch and its protective signals is actually a small
remote controlled interlocking plant and it would add excessively to the
cost of an installation to use this type of switch and signal control
mechanisms at the turnouts to industrial sidings and auxiliary tracks.
However, an accident can be as readily caused by a switch engine entering
the main track from an industry track without appropriate authority, as
though it were to proceed to move off of a siding without a signal to do
so. It is essential to give the eTe operator absolute control over trains
entering or leaving the main track at every point. In order to avoid the
expense of providing power controlled switches and signals when these are
not used by road trains (i.e. at industry tracks, etc.) electric locks are
hand
provided that prevent main track/switch connections of industrial tracks,
etc., being reversed to allow engines and cars to leave or enter the main
track until the eTe operator autil0rizes the movement by unlocking the
proper switch. This in turn can be done only when the protective circuits
indicate that the line control on the eTe machine is clear of any train
movements that would make it unsafe to do so. Telephones located adjacent
to the switches provide the means of communication between train crews and
eTe operators relating to the use of electrically locked switches.
eTe is usually associated with single track operation but it is
equally applicable to double track or multiple track for it permits com-
plete flexibility of train movement by signal indication in both directions
on each track. When this is done and sets of crossovers are installed at
intervals of 5 to 10 miles for facing point movement in either direction on
both tracks, to facilitate the meeting and passing trains, the line will
have maximum capacity for expeditious movement of trains. Sidings are
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integrated into double track eTe installations but these are used as little
as possible because the primary purpose of two-way operation on two tracks
is to keep trains moving continually and hence off of sidings.
CTe will increase the capacity of single track at least 80% over
that which is possible without it and give a double track line virtually
the same capacity as a 3-track route having the two outside tracks auto-
matically signalled in the current of traffic and the middle track signalled
both ways with traffic directional locking of the "lock and block" type be-
tween interlocking stations. It should, however, be pointed out that the
80% estimated increase added to single track capacity by eTC does not give
the line so equipped 80% of the capacity of a double track. A double track,
with automatic block signals in the direction of current of traffic only,
has "at least 400% of the capacity of a single track. A eTe installation on
single track has 180% of the capacity of a line not so equipped. Therefore,
the installation of CTC on single track gives that line no more than 45%
of the capacity of a double track without eTC but this is sufficient to
substitute eTe for double track in most cases.
eTe is not yet extensively used on long stretches of double track,
althqugh there are some notable exceptions to this statement (but small in
proportion to the total installations), such as the Rock Island's eTe
equipped two track main line across Illinois. The Santa Fe has installed
eTe on its busy double track main line between Holliday and Olathe, Kansas,
12.5 miles where train density is the heaviest on the system and capacity
is handicapped by a continuous 0.6% westward ruling grade out of the Kaw
River Valley. Sharp curvature has been an additional handicap there in the
past but this is now being reduced so that it will no longer restrict speed
in this section where it is important to provide maximum capacity.
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There are, of course, short stretches of double track, usually protecting
terminal approaches, on some of the Santa Fe's CTe equipped routes which,
are predominantly single track lines but even the new installations later
tabulated in this chapter were not extended over much, if any, of the
double track mileage of the routes ecp.ipped.
The completion of the Wellington-Waynoke installation will bring
the Santa Fe total up to 862.3 road miles and 909.8 track miles of CTC.
This indicates 57.5 miles of double track lines included in the routes so
equipped. The one between Holliday and Olathe, Kansas, is 12.5 miles in
length. The remaining 45 miles of CTC equipped two-track lines are in
scattered locations on predominantly single track installations, the longest being
7.4 miles between Dodge City and Wright, Kansas.
Outside of CTe territo~ the following double track lines are
'equipped through traffic directional locking of two-way signalBngon each
track to permit two-Way operation of trains on each track by signal
indication only:
Division
Illinois
illinois
11issouri
New l1exico
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Limits of Operation
Willow Springs (17.4 mi. w. of Chicago)-Joliet
Pequot, III.-East Fort Madison, Ill. except for
14.1 miles between GI Tower through Galesburg
to Appleton *
Gauntlet over Missouri River Bridge at Sibley ~H}
Wootton, Colo.- Lynn, N. 11ex. (through Raton
tunnels)
San Bernardino-Rana (three tracks)
Rana-Bridge B5 over Santa Ana River between
Colton and Highgrove
Hission Tower-Broadway, Los Angeles
Total
:Miles
20.0 mi.
159.7
1.0
1.0
2.1
3.8
0.7
IB'8:j mi.
Note: * Equipped with Union Switch & Signal CO.IS continuous induction auto-
matic speed control with three speeds and three indication cab signal. Way-
side signals omitted except at inter+ockers •
.,~Automatically interlocked signal protection against opposing movements.,
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While listing the sections of Santa Fe track, outside of CTe
territory, which can be used by trains running in both directions under
signal indication only without time table or train order authority, it
may be well to mention that there is one single track section of this
classification - betweem Sheffield (Kansas City) and Congo, Missouri,
2.2 miles. The track layout and operation there is described in Section D
of Chapter III.
The problem of passing faster trains around slower ones on double
track lines must be 'considered from the standpoint of prevailing conditions
rather than the ideal ones which are provided by equipping each track with
two-way automatic signals and through centralized traffic control or
traffic direction locking run trains in both w~s on each by signal indi-
cation only without the use of train orders.
The normal pattern of operation of double track lines is to
assign one track to the.current of traffic in one direction and the other
one for the opposite movement. Automatic signals on double track lines
protect trains moving with the current of traffic only. Trains moving
against the current of traffic have no automatic block signal protection
and so can proceed only under the authority of train orders as though
operating on a single track under like conditions. This restricts such
movements to emergencies. However, trains operating with the current of
traffic on double track lines equipped with automatic block signals do
not require train orders, either to leave the initial terminal or move
en route, including the necessity of entering a siding to clear the main
track for a following train or trains, or to return to the main track
after the latter have passed. Therefore, whenever a slower train must be
passed by a faster one following on the main line the former must take
the siding for the latter.
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The slower trains to be passed are usually freight trains, both
through and local. On all Santa Fe main line train districts which include
all important double track mileage, every freight train runs as an extra
train, i.e., it has no time table schedule. It is the passenger trains
which require the freight trains to take the siding. Passenger trains run
on time table schedules. This enables a freight train to determine the
siding at which it must clear the main line for each passenger train that
will pass it. If the passenger train is late, the dispatcher must avoid
delay to the freight train through a message informing it of details of
this fact.
Same eastern railroads have equipped certain double track lines
with distinctive "take siding" indicators, or signals, controlled from sta-
tions and interlockers along the line under the direction of the dispatcher.~}
Freight trains are permitted to run over these routes without regard to the
schedules of following trains until directed to take the next siding in
this manner. Such facilities are uncommon but every interlocker located
along a line of railroad to protect.crossings and junctions and perform
other functions can in effect give a "take siding" or "proceed" indicaticn
tr~ough the information it can relay from the dispatcher to the train by a
signal or a message. The interlocker should also control the facing point
turnouts to sidings; if need be through remote controlled switches. The
trailing point turnouts at the leaving end of sidings can be ecp.ipped with
spring switches to permit trains to enter the main track without stopping
te throw hand switches•
Interlockers, while provided for other purposes, greatly facili-
tate train movement (in the absence of GTe) not only through the avoidance
of delay to trains entering sidings by operating the switches leading to
-~-Inaccordance 'withRules Nos. 280,296 and 508, Santa Fe uses a "take siding
sienn to instruct tr3ins to enter certain sidings. To secure an additional
measure of control at these or other points, it also makes limited use of aftleavesiding si8na1u. Si~~nalsfor both purposes are lim~ted to use on auto-matically signaled double ~rack lines in non-cTc territory and are under thecontrol of an operntor at an interlocker or train order office.
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them, but of even greater importance is their control of the movement of
the inferior train at that point through the coordinated action of the dis-
patcher and the tower operator. Train order offices also provide points of
communication with inferior trains permitting the dispatcher to inform them
of later superior trains, and, if desirable, specify the places at which
they shall take the siding.
Approximately one third of the mileage between Chicago and Los
Angeles over any of the cambination of routes over which Santa Fe trains
run are single track lines. Wherever these exist an alternate main line
provides a second track because its transcontinental train density is much
too heavy to be carried on one. However, even though another is available
on a different location, the single track lines impose their individual
operating problems and requirements and these influence the facilities and
details of train operation reviewed in this chapter.
All of the first and second main tracks included in the component
routes of the Santa Fe's transcontinental lines between Chicago and Los
Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco are completely equipped with auto-
matic block signals. These also have been installed between La Junta and
Pueblo and Denver, between 11u1vane and Winfield, Kansas, and on south to
Houston and Galveston; between ottawa Junction, Kansas, and Tulsa; and
between Fort Worth and Dallas. The line between Temple, Texas, and Texico,
New ~exico, is partially equipped.
Significant data on the extent of the Santa Fe t s present signal
system and recent extensions and improvements of it are summarized in the
tables which will follow. The one listing the CTe installations includes
the mileage between Waynoka and Wellington which is still under construction.
As a matter of con~arative interest, similar data for the fifteen railroads
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having the largest aggregate mileages of CTe in service as shown on Table XXIII.
It shows that the CTe equipped mileage of Santa Fe's neighbor and competitor,.
the Union Pacific, now gives it first rank in this important respect. That
position has been achieved by its rapid extension of this type of signalling
over all single track sections of its system extending from Los Angeles
through Salt Lake City and thence northwest from Ogden to the Columbia
River. The Santa Fe, however, now has continuous eTC or double track from
(
Chicago via the Southern District to Los Angeles and this gives it all of
the'line capacity which it presently needs.
Since the principal purpose of cTc is to(~control the movement of
trains in and out of sidings and between them, these tracks should be care-
fully studied from the standpoint of proper loc ation, Bpacing and length
before an installation of this nature is made. It will invariably be'found
necessary to lengthen a considerable number, if not all, of those retained
for use, pa~ticu1arly if it is desired to take advantage of the frequent
opportunities which cTc provides for 50 called "non-stop meets" or passes.
Train den~ities justifying cTc will usually have necessitated
sidings at minimum intervals, i.e., five miles apart, for operation under
time tables and train orders, with or ydthout automatic signal protection.
Unless train movements averaee at least one per hour or 24 per day, equally
close spacing of sidings will not be required to move the sarne number of
trains expeditiously vii th cTc as without it. ,Therefore cTc has frequently
permitted a reduction in the number of sidings on a division, but this
general observation does not apply to the recent Santa Fe installations,
which have been ,designed to permit peak movements of from 40 to 70
trains per day.
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TABLE XX
INSTALLATIONS OF AUTOMATIC SIGNALS
December 31, 1948
Miles of Road
Single Double
Tr ack Tr JaCk Total
Miles of Track
Single Double
Track Track Total
No. of Block Sections
Single Double
Track Track Total
3124 1877 5001 3124 3660 6784 2602 2646 5248
Santa Fe's manual block signalled mileage was small; i.e., 9 miles
of single track and 40 track miles-of third and fourth track on multiple
track lines where the first and second track is equipped with automatic
signals.
The foregoing data includes the automatic block signalling e.m-
braced in cTc and continuous induction speed control installations as follows:
Centralized Traffic Control
Continuous induction speed control
with cab signals
Total
Miles
of Road
754.0*
l75.4-r,*
929.4
Miles
of Track
798.8
355.0
1153.8
*See Table XXII for details of cTc installations. cTc mileages reported
in this table exclude Wellington-W2ynoka project, with 108.3 miles of
road and 111.0 miles of track. This was under construction but not in
service on January 1, 1949.
~~-FromEast Fort Madison, Illinois, to Plaines, Illinois.
TABLE XXI
AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNAL INSTALLATIrnS
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A. T. & S. F.
ALL DIVISIONS
1935 - 1948
DIVISION
LOCATION
FROM TO
MILES-S.T. ~ YEAR
1939
1948
1948
1945
1947
1945
1945
1947
1945-47
1948
1944
1944
1944-45
1944
19h4
1943-4-5-6
19431940
1945
1944
1946
1941
1939
1944
1945
1945
1943
1943
1943
1943-44
1939
1940
1944-45
1945
1946-7-8
1.1
10.323.5
11.6
'"21.2-l~
87 .8~~~(-
36.2*
5.8~H}
. 9h.2~Hf-
~..., -
Cal.
7.5
2.5
Dalies, N. M.D.T.Jct.Carrizo,Ariz.
Needles, Calif;..~HH}
Malott, Cal.
Houston, Tex.
Pampa, Tex.
Texico, N. M.
Clovis, N. M.
Melrose, N. M.
Joffee, N. M.
Vaughn, N. M.
Negra, N. M.
Belen, N. M.
Sheffield, Mo.
San Bernardino,
Pasadena, Cal.
Olga
Mission Tower,
Los Angeles
High Grove
Fullerton
Orange
D. T. Jct.
Bandini
Hobart
San Diego
Mission Tower
So. Denver, Colo.103.9~~-
Purcell, Okla. 22.0
Sweetwater, Tex. 112.1
N • Wichita, Kan. 24.o-ht.{f-
Mulvane, Kan. 14.7-hY}
Bazar, Kan. 10.7-lH}
Eldor ado Kan. 36.T;H:-
East Jet: Mulvane 15. 01Hf-
Cicero, Kan. 11.O-lH:-
BelenJoseph City
Topock
Brownwood
Bragdon
Clovis
Melrose
Joffee
Vaughn
Negra
Colton
Arcadia
Pasadena
Broadway
Waynoka, Okla.
Canyon
Texico
Richmond
Algoa,. Tex.
Congo, Mo.
Colton
Riverside
Atwood
Fullerton
D. T. Jct.
Bandini
Fullerton
Redondo Jct.
Ne'Vrton
S.Jct.Yiichita
Ellinor
Bazar
Augusta
Mulvane
Paul's Valley
Arizona
Albuquerque
Los Angeles
Colorado
Valley
Gulf
Pecos
Middle
Plains
Northern
Southern
Missouri
960.5Total.,:-Incorporated into cTc installation •
.,H} Installed on paired traCk; hence while listed under single track since AT&SF
owns only one track and D&RGV{ has the other, these signals protect trains
running 'Viith current of traffic only:and are not the conventional APB type ~used on all other single track installations regorted herein.~~**On new bridge and related Iine change. -lE:-)Hf-Equlpped with traffic direction lockine.
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TABLE XXIII
CENTRALIZED TRAFFIC CONTROL
On the Principal Users of This Facility
Ranked in Order of Track lv~ileagein Service
at end of 1948
Track Miles
Track :Miles Installed
In Service During
Jan. 1, 1948 1948 Total
1. u. P. 673.4 320.5 993.9
2. A. T. & S. F. 693.6 124.9 818 .5-)~
3. !t. P. 692.h 76.2 768.6
4. c. B. & Q. :719.~' 25.5 744.9c: c. R. I. & P. 648.8 64.0 712.8",Ie
6. c. & O. (Incl. P.M. ) 491.7 135.3 627.0
7. L. & N. 533.l 76.0 609.1
8. D. & R. G. VI. 483.6 12.7 496.3
9. N. & w. 449.3 4h.6 493.9
10. C. M. St. P. & P. 469.3 h69.3
11. S. P. (Pacific System) 364.4 50.4 414.4
12. P. R. R. 412.0 412.0
13. S. A. L. 354.9 36.h 391.3
14. B. & M. 254.5 27.1 281.6
15. N. Y. C. & St. L. 210.3 68.5 278.8
Notes:
A - Data with respect to track miles in service January 1,
1948 is taken from Table No. 8, ~. C. C. Tabulation of
Signal Statistics.
B - Data with respect to track miles placed in service
during 1948 is taken from Railway Age;Annual Statistical
Number, January 8, 1949. .
-3(- Subsequently increased to 909.8 miles when entire
installation on Pan Handle Division between Wellington
and Waynoka was placed in service.
•
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The preceding table, No. XXII, which summarizes the Santa Fe's
862 miles of cTc shows the number of sidings included in each installation.
The total of 152 is equivalent to one for each 5.7 miles of cTc equipped.
line. However, the actual spacing between them is reduced by the~length
of the siding itself and Santa Fe sidings in cTc territory average much in
excess of one mile long. There are ~7.5 miles of double track included in
cTc line mileage and reduced siding spacing is properly allowable there.
Average siding spacing is increased whenever two parallel sidings are
located on either side of the single or double track main line. After
adjusting for these factors, it is reasonable to state that the distance
between the ends of sidings on single track in cTc territory averages
around four miles.
Long sidings puilt and equipped in the manner that will be des-
cribed in a following paragraph .and integrated into cTc permit maximum
capacity for moving trains on single track over high speed lines of
favorable physical"characteristics. The probable capacity of such a route
is close to 100 Diese1-povrered trains per da~r before congestion and delay
will appear but double tracking would undoubtedly begin by connecting the
principally used sim.ngs vnlen average daily train movement approaches
72, or three trains per hour,' and would be completed by the time it had
erown to 96, or four trains per hour; two in each direction within that
period.
The Santa Fe endeavored to carry the development of single track
cTc installation to its maximum potentialities for providing line capacity,
short of actual construction of double-track, by (1) building sidings of
extraordinary length; i.e. from l! to 3 miles and (2) by building many of
these sidings, virtually to main track standards; (3) carrying the
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installation of automatic block signals in both directions entirely through
these tracks and providing intennediate block signals, to eive continuous
block protection in both directions trxough their entire length. In
addition to all of these unique features, at some points within?eTe
territory, not j~st one long siding was built at the conventional intervals
but two were installed; one on either side of the track. This in effect
provides short stretches of three track railroad at these points.
The unusually large cTc office in the headquarters of the Plains
Division at Amarillo, Texas, is notable because it includes three eTe
machines, one for each district. One of the three is not in a fixed
location but is on"rollers in order that it can be moved for consolidated
operation by one man handling two districts, or seperately when traffic is
so heaVJr as to necessitate individual operators for both the First and the
Second Districts east of Amarillo and for the Third District which is west
of that city.
Another unusual feature of the newer Santa Fe installations is
that the pens on the automatic train record chart in the control pane11not
only indicate the time trains pass the siding sm.tches, which are "OS",
or recording, points but they also designate by distinctive marks, the time
when the signals governing movement over those sections of track are cleared.
This is of assistance in obviating, or settling differences, of opinion
which occasionally arise when trains lose time and their crews insist that
the delay was caused by the signals not being cleared sufficiently in
advance to permit running under a continuous succession of proceed signals.
In the days of manual block signals, the latter displayed two
indications. Those of the home signal protecting the entrance to a block
were either stop or proceed. In order to warn an oncoming train when the
next signal ahead was in the stop position, a distant signal, distinctively
indicated by its fish tail horizontal blade by day and its yellow light
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by night was located sufficiently in advance of'<the home signal to relay
that fact to an engi.neer.
The first automatic signals also provided only two indications; stop
and proceed. By day these were displayed by the semaphore blad€l'being in
the horizontal and the vertical position, respectively. At night a light
was projected through the red or green lense of the spectacle forming the
rear portion of the s~laphore blade to convey the same instructions as the
equivalent day indication. Automatic signals,like the ones in manual block
territory, required distant signals to relay advance information of stop
indications to engineers of approaching trains. The distant signal, in some
instances, was located apart from a block signal and in other placeS was
attached to the mast of the block signal in the rear, as a second aspect of
it. In any case, it had to provide braking distance sufficient to pennit
the train to stop before overrunning the home signal. The upper blade of
the two arm, or two aspect, semaphore gave the indication relating to the
block immediately ahead and therefore was the home signal. The lower
blade served as the distant signal providing an advance indication of the
next home signal. ~;':In":thecourse of the development of the automatic block
for that purpose and providing an equivalent yellow light for it by nighto
The earlier observations relating to the basic principles of
protecting trains against collision pointed out that this was first done
by providing a time interval between following trains. Later space intervals
were imposed by block signal systems. Manual block was used first, and
automatic block signal systems followed. The track length between signals
obviously has a considerable bearing on line capacity as well as safety.
As the length of blocks is shortened, trains can follow one another at
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closer intervals. This increases line capacity. However, as the blocks
are shortened, more sign~ls are required so the expense of their in-
stallation and operation is increased accordingly.
Table XX on Page 239 indicated that automatic block lengths
average 1.2 mil~s on single track and 1.38 miles on double track lines. The
proper length of blocks is determined by the various considerations of
line movement capacity and safety of braking distance. Minimum block
lengths are established by the braking distances necessary to enable trains
running at the maximum permissable speed at that point to be stopped
within the limits of the block between the signal giving the distant, or
approach, indication and the home block signal protecting an occupied block.
VVhere physical characteristics of grades and curves or other
operating factors restrict speeds, this can be safely given effect in blocks
of reduced length. In terminals it is also desirable to have the blocks
very short in order to permit trains to follow one another closely. Since
speeds are low this'ent~il~ no risk.o.n heavy grades ascen~ing or descending
where high speeds are impossible or prohibited, line capacity is increased
by giving effect to this operating condition in reduced signal spacing.
Conversely, on high speed main lines signal spacing must be lengthened
either by extending the blocks or providing an additional block indication
to protect the rear end of trains.
Just as the operation of high speed trains introduces problems of
prOViding the power necessary to attain these increased maximum velocities,
so braking systems had to be improved.to overcame them in minimum time and
distance for service as well as for emergency stops. While efficiency
and effectiveness of braking systems has advanced along with the other
features of equipment design, nevertheless the present maximum speed trains
cannot be stopped within the same space li~mits of safe braking distance
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that were formerly adequate for the lower. operating speeds of past decades.
Signal systems that were originally built when passenger and freight trains
were run at materially slower speeds must have the signal spacing revised-
when speed is increased in order to provide an adequate braking distance
between any signal that'"will display a "caution" or approach, indication
and the' one which will give the stop indication. Where the distance
between an approach (i.e. ~caution) and a home signal is insufficient to
permit a train to come to a stop at the latter from the maximum authorized
speed, the necessary protection can be given without lengthening the block,
by providing a third distinctive indication in advance of the occupied
block. It will warn a train one full block in advance of an approach
signal that it is displayed in that aspect. This permits the warning o'f a
stop signal ahead to be given not one but two full blocks in advance. A
signal system designed to do this is called a "three block system" because
three block signals protect a train against a following one by (1) stop,
(2) approach or caution, (3) advance indications, before the latter can
receive a clear signal to proceed at maximum authorized speed. The
conventional two block signal system omits the advance indication. The
three block signal system will provide adequate spacing to permit even
the fastest train to stop, under the most difficult conditions, before
reaching a block signal in that position.
In the familiar two block signal system a train is protected by
two full blocks between a stop indication behind a train and the nearest
proceed signal which can be displayed to a following train. This may be
summarized as follows:
Indication of Block Signal
as Stated in Rule No. Condition of Block
Clear - Rule No. 281 Clear
Stop - Rules Nos. 291 or 292 Block Occupied
Approach - Rule No. 285
Clear - Rule No. 281
Block clear, second
block occupied.
Clear
Directions
Conveyed to Trains
Proceed
Stop, (also dPp and
proceed under Rule ,09.)
Reduce speed and be prepared
to stop at next signal.
Proceed
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Unless blocks are longer than the 6,OOO-foot average, greater
stopping distance is generally required for 90 - 100 M.P.H. trains than can
be provided by a single approach signal.
The three block signal system carried the advance indication
of a stop signal back through a second block in the rear which will afford
an approach indication notifying the engineer that two blocks ahead are
clear but the third is occupied. This is a command to reduce speed prepared
to pass the next signal at medium speed, i.e., 40 M.P.H. for passenger
trains; 30 M.P.H. for freight trains. The three block signal system 1vill
insure that trains running 100 M.P.H. or faster can come to a full stop
before reaching the stop signal protecting an occupied block. The advance
signal enables speed to be reduced from 90 - 100 M.P.H. to 40 M.P.H.
within the limits of the first block and so permits the train to pass the
approach, or caution, signal at the latter reduced rate. This assures
an easy stop safely within the limits of the block ahead. The indications are:-
<I< •
Indication of Block Signal
as stated in Rule No. Condition of Block
Directions
Conveyed to Trains
Stop (291 or 292)
Clear
Block occupied
Clear
Stop (also stop and
proceed under Rule 509)
Approach (285) Block occupied,
second block occupie~Reduce speed and be
prepared to stop at
next sienal.
Advance (282) Two blocks ahead
clear, third block
occupied.
Reduce speed in order
to pass next signal
at medium speed.
Clear (281) Three or more blocks Proceed
ahead clear.
A three block signal system requires four distinctive signal
indications as outlined in the preceding paragraph. Three indications are
as many as can be provided by one single semaphore blade in its basic
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positions, horizontal, diagonal and vertical and their equivalent meanings
of stop, approach or caution, and proceed. On semaphore type signals the
equivalent night indications shovm by the colored lens in the spectacle of
the blade are red, yellow and green. When a fourth or fifth indication
is required, a second aspect is supplied by using another semaphore blade
or its color light equivalent below the primary one to shoVT the approach
(caution) indication is displayed by the next block signal in advance.
This is done by repeating the yellow light or diagonal semaphore blade
on the approach signal as a part of the advance signal to it and having
(the second or lcwfer aspect also show y~llow. The semaphore equivalent of
a yellow light is a signal blade in the diagonal position. Thus the advance
signal is displayed by two semaphore blades in the diagonal position or by
two yellow lights or by a combination of them; i.e. diagonal b~ade above
and yellow light below.
It is significant to observe that one yellow light or semaphore
/
blade in the diagonal position indicates that the block ahead is clear bpt
the one beyond is occupied. An engineman receiving that signal must be
prepared to stop at the next signal. ~vo identical signals of that
indication, displayed one above the other; i.e., two semaphore blades in
the'diagonal position or two similarly placed yellow lights, or one
diagonal blade above and a yellow light below, comprise the standard
indication of the advance signal, reporting the block ahead in the approach
or caution position. The advance signal is less restrictive than the
approach si gnal. It will be observed that two light or semaphore blades
are used for the former advance indication. If ~ither light or blade fails,
the indications appear to be more restrictive than conditions require. This
is a notable safety feature of this and other details of signal aspects
and instructions which automatically transfer failures or imperfectly dis-
played indicati.ons into more restrictive ones than would be shown if the
signal were properly operative.
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The advance indication (282) is frequently referred to as a
Itmedium speed" signal or unit. The ordinary two block system was sufficient
for most railway requirements until the era of high speed trains began 15
years ago. The inauguration of high speed passenger and freight service
necessitated the addition of these ffmeditunspeed" signals wherever braking
distance between adjoining block signals was found to be insufficient to
permit trains operating at maximum authorized speed to stop.
It was, of course, not necessary to equip all block signals even
in maximum speed territory with these medium speed units. In many cases
braking distances between siGnals were of sufficient length to afford full
protection vvithout an advance indication, particularly on ascending grades,
where gravity assists braking forces in stopping trains. On the other hand,
the medium speed units would be required in the opposite direction with its
descending grades. Where speed restrictions exist due to curves or other
limitations, this factor obviates the need for advance indications of
approach signals.
The number of signals equipped with "medium speed" aspects over
the component divisions of the transcontinental line, via Ellinor, Eldorado,
Mulvane, Wellington, Belen and the Third District of the Los Angeles
Division through Fullerton (this being in part the route of the through
freight rather than the high speed streamliners) between 1935-1948
was as follows:
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TABLE XXIV
MEDIUM SPEED UNITS ADDED
By Divisions
From Chicago to Los Angeles via Eldorado,
Belen and Fullerton, 1935 to 1948
Division Number of Signals
Illinois 9
Missouri 9
Eastern 42
Middle 39
Pecos 46
Plains 162
Alb.uquerque 198
Arizona 120
Los Angeles 138
Total 763
No data is available to show the number of blocks lengthened,
due to line changes or othe~~dse, except on A.T.e. territory
shown in Table XVII.
The foregoing table does not include a considerable length of
transcontinental high speed mileage so the ~stem total of medium speed
units installed would certainly exceed 1,000 and might approach 1,500.
It will be observed that only 9 were installed on the Illinois Division
and a like number of the Missouri Division. The Illinois Division is
equipped With the continuous induction three speed train control system
with three indication cab signals, and no wayside signals, except at
interlockers. It too has undergone changes to adapt its block length to
higher speeds, which are authorized at 90 M.P.H. between Newton, Kansas
City and Chicago.
This additional approach aspect has been added to many semaphore
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type block signals having the single blade required for the usual three
position indications. Since a color light signal is both more effective
and more economical to install and operate than a semaphore signal, this
second aspect is provided by a color light (yellow) which converts the
three block signal system into the four block type and so permits maximum
speed trains to be operated safely without physically respacing signals.
This also retains the benefits of the increased line capacity pelwitted by
the shorter distances between block signals.
References have variously been made to semaphore and to color
19ht signals. Until less than 20 years ago, it was necess~ to use
semaphore blades to convey signal indications by d~. Lights reflected
through the colored spectacles of the semaphore blades provided the night
indications but these did not have adequate visibility in daylight to be
dependable until the constant improvement of the electric lights used in
signals and the optical principals incorporated into them and the lenses
permitted the us~ ~f lights to give day as well as night indications.
Since this was' accomplished, all new signal installations on every road
have been of the color light type, except on the Pennsylvania. Many
years ago it sought to eliminate the use of the semaphore blade in
connection with signal improvements made during the course of its electri-
fication of _its suburban service between Philadelphia and Paoli, completed
in 1915, and developed the so-called position light type of signals for
use there. These provided the aspects of semaphore blades by rows of
brilliant amber tinged whi te lights. The success of this installation
lead the Pennsylvania to adopt the position light type of signal as its
system standard.
When color light signals were first introduced, seperate lights
were necessary for each color so three were necessary for display of the
seperate indications of each signal aspect. These were closely grouped
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together either in a vertical row or a triangular pattern within a circular
shield and so were termed the lIunittype" of color light signal. This
arrangement was not entirely satisfactory because of the number of lights
required. The modern searchlight type of color light signal was soon
developed to use a single light and obtain the di fferent colored signals
by projecting its beam through the selected lens of a small spectacle
containing red, yellow and green glasses, no more than two inches in diameter.
The one positioned in front of the light bulb is selected by the electrical
control circuits of the signal.
Semaphore signals were superseded by the unit-type colorlight
signals a little more than 20 years ago, but before ffianyof these were
installed, they were in turn succeeded by the searchlight type of color light
signal. It was adopted as standard on the Santa Fe about 1931 and
since that time has been used for all new work except at a few locations
where old unit-type color light signals were used.
The rela~ive proportions of track mileage equipped with the
several types of signals are as follows:
TABLE XXV
Track Percent of Present Mileage
Miles of wayside signals of all signals
Type of wayside signals:
Semaphore 3803 59 56
Color Light 2626 41 39
Total 6429 100 95
Wayside signals not used
except at interlockers:* 355 -2
Grand Total 6784 100 100
-i~ Installed on Illinois Divisions between Pequot, Illinois, and East Fort
Madison, Illinois.
Having the medium speed or advance indication given by two yellow
lights, one over the other, representing the equivalent of two semaphore
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blades in the diagonal position, embodies an important feature of safety.
The failure of one of those signals will automatically transform the in-
dication into the approach or caution signal registered by one yellow light
or a single blade in the diagonal position. This principal was used to
provide an additional measure of protection on single track, to give two
warnings of stop signals on two consecutive blocks in advance, not by an
advance signal (Rule 282) and then by an approach (caution signal) (Rule
285) but by two approach (caution) signals. The track circuits required
for this indication two blocks in advance of a stop signal were the same
as those required by the medium speed or advance indication (Rule 282)
but the ommission of the second arm provided a more restrictive, and also
a more economical installation. The installations made of this nature
are as follows:
TABLE XXVI
Additional Restrictive Indications Added to Permit
Increased Operating Speeds on Single Track, 1935 to 1948.
Year
1938
1939
1939
1941
1942
Territory
D. T. Junction - Joseph City, Arizona
Atwood - Fullerton, California
Fullerton - Redondo Junction, California
Clovis - Vaughn, New Mexico
Vaughn - Belen, New Mexico
Total
* Before second track built in 1939-1940.
Track Miles
23.0*
5.3
21.8
130.8
109.0
199.9
It will be observed that all of.the foregoing installations of
this character.were subsequently either double tracked or equipped 'nth cTc
and these additional restrictive indications on single track provided by
the repitition or Qverlap, of the approach (caution) signal (Rule 285)
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were changed to provide the advance indication in the standard manner through
a distinctive indication (Rule 282.) This expedient is mentioned, however,
as a matter of general interest in the narrative of the development of the
present signal system.
In the original Automatic Train Control installation, each auto-
matic train control block had been 4,000 feet in length, plus or minus 200
feet. In order to provide adequate stopping distance for higher ~peeds, the
entire system from Pequot to East Fort Madison was changed to provide ATC
blocks 6,000 feet lon&plus or minus 200 feet. This was done by removing
51 block locations, moving 76 block locations and converting 16 block
locations to cut-section locations. With few exceptions each location
controls both tracks to provide parallel blocks that are now uniformly
of 6,000 feet lengths (approximately). In general, there are approximately
twice the number of blocks on the two tracks that there are block locations
along the double track line. The locations of the interlockings were not
changed by this rearrangement of ATC block lengths. Consequently the
space between each two interlockers did not necessarily divide up evenly
into suitable block lengths and some "block locations" had to be converted
to "cut sections" in order to obtain track circuits which were not too
long to operate successfully.
It has been explained that the current for the track circuit
is supplied by a track battery at one end of the block. It must flow through
the rails to the opposite end in order to energize the relays there vrhich
actuate the signal mechanisms permitting a proceed indication to be displayed
there. The voltage must be low or the current will leak across between the
rails when rain or other conditions impair the insulation, normally provided
by the roadbed itself. The resultant sl~rt circuit of the ctrrrent in the
track will cause the signal to display a false restrictive indication.
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Long blocks require high voltage to drive the current from the track battery
to the signal, but high voltage increases the risk of short circuits which
cause signal failures. In order to keep track voltage low, as required
for successful operation of the signal system, yet cover unusual block
lengths, the latter is cut into several sections, hence the term "cut
section." Each is electrically complete but the two or more separate
circuits within a sinGle block are interconnected by relays in order that
a train in the block, or other conditions affecting the signal system, will
interrupt the flow of the current through all cut sections. This will
actuate the signal in the same manner as though a single track battery and
set of relays covered the entire block.
The work to which previous mention has been made that was required
to adapt the automatic train control system to 90 M.P.H. speeds may be
summarized as follows: TABLE XXVII
Blocks lengthened in automatic train control territo~
between Pequot, Illinois, and East Fort Madison, Illinois
1935 to 1948
Year Blocks Removed Blocks Relocated Blocks Converted
1941 23 34 1
1943 14 19 2
1944 5 6 1
1946 -2 17 12
Total 51 76 16
The improvements to the Santa Fe's signal system outlined in
this chapter will now permit any train to run safely at the maximum
authori zed speed and receive (a) warning indication( s) a sufficient
distance in advance of a fixed signal displaying stop to be able to obey
its corr~and even under the most difficult braking conditions; i.e., descending
maximum grades at maximum speed under bad weather conditions, i.e. in
drizzling rain or snow and ice, and a strong- tail vdnd. Together these
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'viII handicap making stops vdthin distances ordinarily possible on a ~
rail and ordinary wind conditions. The latter normally produces a retarding
effect upon the train at high speeds. Improvements in signal spacing and
signal facilities have been an essential feature of line changes so that
the ne~ tracks represent the highest standards of signal equipment and
arrangements as well as of construction.
The Standard Signal Indications of Santa Fe's Signal System
Number Two are shown as an Exhibit of this report. System No.1 is not
included as an exhibit since System No. Two adopts all of the"former's
indication, except two, representing the signals displayed by Rules #273
and 11274 and substi tutes improved aspects for their functions in the manner
which will be expla:ined.
Signal System No. I utilizes the same basic aspect of a diagonal
semaphore blade or its equivalent yellow light variously to provide:
1. the conventional approach or caution signal in automatic
block territory,
2. the sienal to proceed at restricted speed through a turnout
or crossover at an interloc~er.
3. authority to enter occupied interlocked or manual block
territory.
Automatic signals displaying the stop and proceed (in accordance
with Rule 509{}) indication in contrast to an absolute stop bear a number
plate to indicate this distinction. The nl~bers of automatic signals relate
to the numbers of tenths of a mile frrnn the base point of zero for measurements
along the line. Letter prefixes are sometimes given to distinguish between
the signals of different lines, while suffixes such as ttx" relate to signals
~Vfuen a train or engine is stopped by a ttstop and proceed" signal it may:
(a) On sipgle track, send flagman ahead immediately, w~ five minutes and
follow at restricted speed, except that when next governing signal in advance
can be seen displaying other than "stop" indication and track is clear, train
or engine may proceed at once at restricted speed. Flagman need precede train
or engine only to a point where next governing signal in advance can be seen
displaying other than IIstop" indication and track seen to be clear. (b) On
sinGle track, 'where facing point switch is located immediately be:tonclsignal
and switch is lined for turnout, train may, without stopping, pass such si~nal
at.restricted speed to enter turnout, provided main track is clear to foul1ng
p01nt. (c) On two or more tracks, proceed at once at restricted speed.
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on the second track built on non-parallel locations in respect to an
original main line continued in service. The nearest even numbered tenth
or. a mile is assigned to the signal for the eastward or northward direction
of traffic on single or double track lines. Westward or southward signals
take their number from the nearest odd numbered tenth of a mile from the
base point. Thus signals 4985 and 4986 would be located 498.5 miles
(plus or minus) from the base point of 0.00 for measurements along that
line. The opposite signal for the westward direction would bear the number
4986 or possibly 4984.
The only distinguishing mark to indicate Which of the three
very different instructions are being given by the yellow light or diagonal
semaphore blade used by signals displayed in accordance with Rules #273 and
#274 of Signal System No. One is provided by the number plate on those
automatic signals which display it in order to authorize trains to proceed
in accordance with Rule 509 when the stop signal is displayed.
The single yellcwv light or diagonal semaphore displayed by a
signal bearing a number plate in territory where Signal System No. One
is operative constitutes an "approach" or caution indication to a stop
signal. Without the number plate, it can apply either to a diverting move-
ment or constitute the authority necessary to permit a train to enter
occupied or othey~dse restricted manual block or interlocking territo~r.
The indications of signals displayed in conformance l~th Rules
#273 and #274 are not related with sufficient definiteness to the exact
movement with which each is associated to be entirely satisfactory for
present day requirements on the Santa Fe. Signal System No. Two, and the
engineering application of it, was therefore devised to give distinctively
different indications for the three seperate uses of this one single aspect
by Signal System No. One. The fundamental aspect, a single yellow light,
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remains the approach indication. It follows that the signal for Rule 274
(System One) and #285 (System Tvro) are identical but the number plate
loses its significance on an approach signal in System Two. Indication .
No. 285, approach, means the same whether the signal displaying it bears a
number plate or not. The nmnber plate has no operating significance in
relation to a signal indication under System No.2, except if displayed on
a stop signal, where its presence signifies the applicability of Rule 509;
stop and proceed.
The signal displayed at an inter locker to authorize movement over
a diverging route, that is clear, is shown by the one displayed under
Rule 283. It consists of a green light below a red light.
The important indication authorizing trains to proceed at re-
stricted speed into interlocked, or other territory which is occupied by 3G
anotherc train or may be affected by Some other potential hazard,
is given by the specific restricting indication, Rule 290, which displays
a yellow light under a red one.
The latter general aspect is also utilized as a signal for a
diverging route, at an interlocker, combined 'With an approach indication
for the signal beyond by causing the lower yellow light (Which is fixed in
the restriding indication) to flash when used for that other purpose. The
flashing yellow light below the red one modifies the more restrictive
indication conveyed by the same color light combination and permits a train
to proceed at medium speed, i.e., not exceeding 40 M.P.H. for passenger
trains or 30 M.P.H. for freight. The advance indication of Rule 282 is
used, under Signal System Two, for the approach to an interlocked high
speed turnout governed by the home signal indicating Diverging-Clear, in
accordance with Rule 283, and also the Diverging-Approach Signal (Rule 286)
just described with its flashing yellow light below a red one.
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Under Signal System No. 1 the same divertine movement wmld
have to be made under an approach restricting signal governing movement
thxough the interlocker. The same signal aspect would also constitute
authority to enter an occupied track or block, and except when the approach
indication has been carried back to a preceeding block through an overlap,
or "additional restrictive indication", an oncoming train would receive
no advance i~£orrnation of an approach restricting signal displayed at
interlocker for anyone of the several purposes for which it is used.
Signal System No. Two was developed to provide the additional
distinctive indications needed now but which were not required under the
operating conditions existing when Signal System No. One was devised.
Examination of current Santa Fe working time tables indicates that Signal
System Number One is still effective on all of its automa tically si gnalled
lines and at all interlockers except those indicated below where Signal
System No. ~vo is the designated standard:
Willow Springs, Illinois, interlocker.
Morris, Kansas, interlocker, at west end of Argentine Yard.
cTc installation between Newton and Mulvane, except on double
track line of AT&SF and Wichita Union Terminal through 'Wichita.
c~c installation between Ellinor and Eldorado.
Mulvane, Kansas, interlocker.
Dodge City through La Junta to C&S interlocked crossing north of
Trinidad, Colorado.
Raton, New Mexico, - Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Wellington-Waynoka-Clovis, except at interlockers at Wellington,
Harper, and Attica and on 2.8 miles of double track east of
Waynoka station.
Interlocker at West End of Clovis, New Mexico, Yard.
Winslow - Seligman.
Eastward track ascending Cajon Pass from a point near Highland
Junction, San Bernardino, to a point near Summit.
Bragdon (near Pueblo, Colorado) - South Denver.
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While it is apparent that Signal System No. One is used on the
much greater extent of automatically signalled mileage, nevertheless since
System Two is the present standard to which the development of the signal
indications at all interlockings and the related approach signals is being
directed, attention was therefore focused on it rather than on the one
in greater use, but which is being superseded. The rapidity of future
signal improvements on the Santa Fe may well be measured by the increments
in mileage operated under Signal System No. Two over successive future years.
It will be recalled that in the historical summary with which
this chapter opened it was pointed out that signals were first used to
govern movement through junctions and crossings and were controlled from
towers or cabins that eventually became interlocking plants. NOW signals
are more cownonly associated with automatic block signal systems than with
the other purposes for which they can be used. However, interlockers are
as vital to the successful operation of a modern railway as the automatic
block signals and poth are equally important components of its entire
signal system.
Interlockers have undergone constant improvement in design and
construction from the simple mechanical plants of previous generations with
their cumbersome detector bars and facing point locks to modern all-electric
and electro-pneumatic interlockers which include the latest electrical
and mechanical appliances.for controlling and actuating ~dtches and signals
and properly interlocking their manipulati.on to afford complete protection
against every conceivable contingency that might cause an accident.
A large number of interlockers are located along the component
lines of the Santa Fe System in order to control the movement of its trains
in and out of yards and terminals, at junctions, drawbridges, railroad
crossings, at the ends of double track, at places where crossovers are
i~
required,~or other ciroumstances dictate th~ir location. Most of these are
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ovmed and operated by the railroad itself but some are jointly mvned with
other companies, both affiliated terminals and foreign lines; the tracks
of which the Santa Fe uses or crosses. Some new interlocking plants have
been added in recent years while others have been rebuilt and modernized.
A tabular swmnary of present Santa Fe interlocking facilities follows in
Tables XXVIII and XXIX.
TABLE XXVIII
Summary of Interlockers used by Santa Fe.
Wholly mvned by AT&SF 101
CNmed jointly with other railroad and
terminal companies 119
No olvnership interest by Santa Fe --2
Total 225
Types of Interlockers maintained and/or operated by AT&SF
Automatic
Electric
Electro-Mechanical
Mechanical
20
96
]
..~4~
Electll?::-pneumatic .,~.l~~
Total l70-3r
.H.. '
n Includes 101 Wholly owned and 69 jointly ovmed interlockers.
TABLE XXIX
Summary of Improvem~nts made to Interlockers 1935-1948
No.
New
Rebuilt
Improved
Total
24
26
29
79 ",
The detailed list of individual interlockers improved follows:
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TABLE XXIX (Cont.)
IMPROVaJE~ITS OF INTERLOCKINGS
1935 to 1948
Year
1936
1936
1937
1937
1939
1940
1940
1940
1940
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1942
1942
1942
1942
Location
Canyon Diablo, Arizona
Topock, Arizona
Argonia, Kansas
Valley Center, Kansas
Missi on Tovrer',Los Angeles
Pequot, Illinois
C. A. Junction, (Camden) Mo.
H. U. Tower (Ottawa), Kansas
Mulvane, Kansas
Plaines, Illinois
Streator, Illinois
Monica, Illinois
Medill, Missouri
Henrietta, Missouri
Eton, Missouri
Congo, Missouri
Turner, Kansas
H. U. Tower (Ottawa), Kansas
Emporia Jct., Kansas
Harper, Kansas
Miss. River Bridge
Medill, Missouri
Atherton, Missouri
Florence, Kansas
Type of
Interlocking
Automatic*
Automatic~f-
(Not Stated)
Automatic
Electric
Mechanical
Electric
Electro-Mech.
Electric
Electric
Mechanical
Mechanical
Mechanical
Electric
Electro-Mech.
Mechanical
Electric
Electro-Mech.
Mechanical
Electric
Electric
.Mechanical
Electric
Electric
New, Rebuilt
Or Improved
New
New
NeVI
New
Rebuilt
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
New
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
New
New
~fo Removed folloWing subsequent"'constructio~ of new bridges at both places,
w~ich replaced gauntlet type structures with double track ones.
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TABLE XXIX (Cont.)
IMPROmlENTS OF INTERLOCKINGS
1935 to 1948
Type of New, Rebuilt
Year Location Interlocking Or Improved
1942 Belen, New Mexico Electric Rebuilt
\
1942 San Bernardino, California Electric Rebuilt
1943 Toluca, Illinois Mechanical Improved
1943 Shopton, Iowa Mechanical Improved
1
1943 Baring, Missouri Electro-Mech. Improved
1943 Edgerton, Kansas Mechanical Improved
1943 Texico, New Mexico Electric Rebuilt
1943 Clovis, New Mexico Electric New
1943 Fullerton, California Electric Rebuilt
1944 Lebo, Kansas Electric Rebuilt
1944 Vaughn, New Mexico Electric Rebuilt
1944 Dalies, New Mexico Electric Rebuilt
1944 Daggett, 'California Electric Rebuilt
1944 Barstow, West Yards, California Electric Rebuilt
1944 San Bernardino, W. Yards, Calif. Electric Rebuilt
1945 Joliet, Illinois Electric Improved
1945 Streator, Illinois Electric New
1945 Quenemo, Kansas Electric Rebuilt
1945 Ridgeton, Kansas Electric New
1945 Gladstone, Kansas Electric Nevf
1945 Jaques, Kansas Electric New
1945 Chelsea, Kansas Electric Nevl
1945 Salter, Kansas Electric Nsvr
1945 Rose Hill, Kansas Electric New
1945 East Junction, Kansas Electric New
TABLE XXIX (Cont.)
III'1PROVEMENTS OF INTERLOCKINGS
1935 to 1948
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Year-
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1947
1947
1947"
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
191+7
Location
Clovis, New Mexico, East End
Clovis, New Mexico, West End
Gallup, New Mexico
Needles, Calif., East Yards
Needles, Calif., West Yards
Barstow, Calif., West End
Colton, California
Edelstein, Illinois
w. B. Junction, Missouri
C. A. Junction, Missouri
Florence, Kansas
Waynoka, Oklahoma
Belen, New Mexico
Ash Fork, Arizona
Ancona, Illinois
Baring, Missouri
~ Holliday, Kansas
Morris, Kansas
Melvern, Kansas
Ellinor, Kansas
Eldorado, Kansas
Amarillo, Texas, East End
Winslow, Ariz., W. Frt. Jet.
.,t;Basta, California
Type of
Interlocking
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electro-Mech.
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
(Not Stated)
Electric
New, Rebuilt
Or Improved
Rebuilt
New
New
New
New
Rebuilt
New
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
Ilebuilt
Improved
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
New
Rebuilt
Improved
Improved
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
Improved
Rebuilt
Improved
New
Rebuilt
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TABLE XXIX (Cont.)
IMPROVEMENTS OF'INTERLOCKINGS
1935 to 1948
Type of New, Rebuilt
Year Location Interlocking Or Improved
1947 Fullerton, California Electric Improved
1947 Mission Tower, Los Angeles Electric Improved
1948 Ormonde, Illinois Electric Rebuilt
1948 Marceline, Missouri Electric Rebuilt
1948 Amarillo, Texas, West Yard Electric New
1948 San Bernardino, California Electric Improved.
The provision of interlockers to connect the yard and the main
tracks at the ends of freight terminals will greatly facilitate movement
',.,'
1..\' through these natural points of congestion and delay • The characteristically
. adequate foresight and planning of the Santa Fe is evident at t~ese places.
All of the principal yards, at which interlocked connections are:needed,
have been equipped in this manner. Additional flexibil~ty has been obtained
by continuing one or more running tracks for freight trains several miles
beyond the ends of certain yards and establishing the main track connections
at that point through remotely controlled svdtches and signals operated
from the interlocker at the adjacent end of the nearby yard. Examples
of this type of improvement are found in the eastward and westward freight
running tracks between the east end of Barstow Yard and Nebo, four miles
distant, and also at either end of the yard at Needles, as well as at
..:
other points. .
Vfuen commenting on the general subject of interlockers, it should
be pointed .outfthat that movement of transcontinental trains on any of the
". t"
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Sante Fe's routes are handicapped by a safety stop at but a single non-
interlocked railway grade crossing. That occurs where the Santa Fe crosses
the parallel double track lines of three railroads, which reading from east
to west are the Chicago River & Indiana, a sVli.tchingline of the New York
Central System, The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Termmnal Railroad Company,
and the Pan Handle Route of the Pennsylvania. This intersection lies
4.4 miles west of Dearborn Station, Chicago. One may well hope that the
I,
installation of an interlocker at this point has high priority on the list
of Santa Fe improvements for near future years. Possibly it only awaits
the cooperation of the three eastern lines to install protection at this
point now where it would obviate delay to Santa Fe passenger trains
moving in and out of Chicago and all of its-switching and transfer runs
between Corvdth Yard and points east of it.
High speed movement over Santa Fe tracks has necessitated the
progressive elimination of the potential hazards of hand thrown switches
at industry and ot~er auxiliary tracks. All which connect vdth cTc
equipped tracks are electrically locked and the use of electric locks
outside of cTc territory is growing. A list of the electric locks installed
during the period of the Santa Fe improvement program is included as
Table XXX.
TABLE XXX
ELECTRIC mVITCH LOCKS INSTALl~D
1935 to 1948
Year
1938
1942
1943
1943
1943
Location or Territory
Los Angeles, California, Mission Tower
Gardner, Kansas
Texico, New Mexico
Mountainair - Belen, New Mexico
Hobart ,-Fullerton, California
No. of
Locks
7
2
6
7
4
Year
19h4
1944
1945
1945
1945'
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1947
1947
1947
1948
1948
TABLE XXX (Cont.)
ELECTRIC S~~TCH LOCKS INSTALLED
1935 to 1948
Location or Territory
Vaughn - Mountainair, New Mexico
Melrose - Joffre, New Mexico
Chicago, Illinois
Romeo, Illinois
Pequot, Illinois
Gladstone, Kansas
Rose Hill, Kansas
Waynoka - Curtis, Oklahoma
Canadian, Texas
Vaughn - Mountainair, New Mexico
Melrose - Joffre, New Mexico
Riverside - Fullerton, California
Curtis, Oklahoma - Canadian, Texas
Canadian; Texas
Belen, New Mexico
Ash Fork, Arizona
Ash Hill, California
Riverside Junction, California
Bazar - Eldorado, Kansas
Canadian - Pampa, Texas
Pampa, Texas
McCook, Illinois
Canyon, Texas - Texico, New Mexico
Total
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No. of
Locks
9
10
1
1
2
4
2
8
2
2
15
42
54
1
4
3
2
1
8
11
1
2
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lihile spring switches may appear to be a more logical subject for
inclusion in the chapter on track structure or on sidings, these devices
are so closely integrated, functionally, into train dispatching and signal
systems that they may nevertheless be appropriately mentioned in this
section of the report.
These devices. have been of great importance in facilitating the
speedy movement of trains out of sidings. If the switch must be opened
and closed by hand, long trains will be delayed as the engineer necessarily
runs very slowly while the rear end of the train is pulling down past the
hand throvm turnout from the siding to the main track. It must be restored
to normal by the flagman who then has to overtake the caboose. If the
train pulls out too far or does not pullout far enough, delays ensue.
Spring switches avoid the necessity to open a s,~tch for the
train to leave a siding or to close it after the last car has passed on
to the main track. It follows that spring switches are of great service in
reducing delays to -trains on sidings and they facilitate movement of short freight
trains and passenger trains, as well as long freight trains, even though
to a lesser degree.
The first require~ent of a spring switch is that it must be very
strong and resilient and be under constant high pressure to return the
ffi~tch rail to its closed or normal position but yet not be so quickly
activating that the switch point is constantly closing against each passing
wheel as a long freight train goes through it. The varying combinations
of pressures needed both to keep the switch open under passing trains moving
out in the trailing point direction and to restore it to normal after the
movement has ceased is afforded by powerful springs actuating a piston
which has minute perforations to permit a viscous oil to pass through it.
This oil buffer in conjunction with the springs gives the required precision
of control of these functions.
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It is standard practice on the Santa Fe to provide dvrarf signals
to facilitate the movement of trains off sidings equipped with spring switches
and to locate switch point indicators to protect the movement over::spring
sydtches against the current of traffic on double track.
The spring switch installations on the Santa Fe, as reportetiotbLthe
Interstate Commerce Commission on its Signal Report Form 8, as of Januaryo
1, 1948 were as follows:
TABLE XXXI
LIST OF SPRTI.I G SWITCHES BY DIVISIONS
Division Nwnber
Illinois 9
Missouri . 16
Eastern 19
Middle 8
Oklahoma 34
Western 23
Colorado 88
.New Mexico 66
Pan Handle 32
Plains 24
Pecos 3
Slaton 18
Northern. 51
Southern 84
Gulf 13
Albuquerque 62
Arizona 53
Los Angeles 41
Valley .82
Total 686
Signals are obviously but a means of communication. Some of the
messages which signals give are automatically conveyed by trains ahead;
others are directions specifically given by operators in interlocking
towers, block stations and at the con'trolboards of cTc machines. Other
communications respecting train movements are conveyed by train orders
although modern railroad practice is using these to a continually decreasing
degree. wnen.the telegraph was the single means of fast communication beyond
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the range of the human voice, messages could only be conveyed between trains
and dispatchers and others controlling movement through the services of
telegraph operators at the stations where the latter were located. The
telephone broadened the range of communication and it was a natural
development that railroad signal and dispatching systems should include the
location of telephones at sidings and at most, if not all, of the
automatic block signals between them. These telephones enable the crews
of trains to communicate with neighboring stations and the dispatcher to
report breakdowns of equipment and other conditions affecting train move-
ment and to inquire respecting circumstances in holding trains on sidings
and elsewhere. This enables the dispatcher, operator and train crews to
take the proper steps to minimize the resulting delay. Information of.this
type not only assists the train which is delayed but prevents its detention
from spreading to other trains more than to the minimum extent avoidable
by resourceful train dispatching.
The telephone has added greatly to the develop~ent of modern
railroading. No other industrial activity is scattered over such a far
flung territory and in no other activity are so many people working
independently and 50 far removed from direct supervision. The work of
coordinating and directing all phases of railway operation are immeasurably
facilitated by the telephone. Every great railroad has its own telephone
and telegraph communication facilities which in the case of great railroads,
such-as the Santa Fe, embody the finest technical standards and developments
ava~lable for integration into them. The extent of the Santa Fe telephone
and telegraph lines may be briefly summarized as follows:
.r
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TABLE XXXII
Mileage of Santa Fe Telegraph and Telephone Lines
Miles of Miles of Miles ofPole Line Telegraph Wire Telephone Wire
Fully":-,,ownedand operated
Used by Santa Fe but owned by
other companies '
Total used by Santa Fe
Ovmed by Santa Fe but used by
other companies
Long-distance message or con-
versation telephone lines
14,063.12
359.57
14,422.69
31,942.65
31,942.65
70.34
53,371.68
53,371.68
16,775.62
These connect all stations and offices of the entire railroad by
its own telephone system which is coextensive with the t rack mileage and so
permits sidings and signals to be equipped with telephones that are in
constant use in the conduct of transportation and the direction of traffic.
The Santa Fe has been particularly progressive in this respect. Its
telephone system follows its railroad everywhere and like the commercial
telephone system, utilizes mechanized exchanges to the greatest possible
extent. There is one very important distinction between a railroad and
co@ffiercialtelephone system. The former has a much higher proportion of
its total calls in the long distance classification than the latter and
accordingly an unusual large number of long distance circuits are
necessary in proportion to the aggregate size of the communication system.
Modern communication engineering, how~ver, permits these to be obtained,
through methods which greatly reduce the wire mileage in relation to the
many message circuits which are ~vailable simultaneously for,the telegraph
and telephone lines. These are coordinated into a single system providing
maximum message capacity by voice and by teletype and by manually operated
telegraph instruments far beyond the numbers of thE'~)physicalcircuits
between the component points.
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Dependable two-way radio communication between moving trains
and wayside offices and dispatchers'~'offer vast possibility to expedite
train operation and reduce the pontingencies of accidents. It has equal
opportunity for improving yard and terminal services. The Santa Fe
began using two-way radio more than five years ago and has gained sub-
stantial experience with this new facility. However, it has not yet
been fully perfected to meet the requirements of railway service and re-
mains an incidental rather than a primary factor in the operation of trains
and of yards. For that reason it has not been specifically included in
the topics studied for the preparation of this report and only this brief
mention can be made of it here.
The annual report of the.Santa Fe for the year ended December
31, 1947, states on Page 19 under the heading IISignaling Requirements":
"On June 17, 1947, the Interstate Commerce Commission in its
Docket 29543 titled "Appliances, Methods and Systems Intended to Promote
-Safety of Railroad Operation, II issued an order requiring --
1. Installation of (a) automatic train control, (b) automatic
stop, or (c) cab signal syste.~~ on lines over which any
train is operated at a speed of 80 M.P •.H. or more;
2. Installation of automatic block or manual block systems on
lines over which any passenger train is operated at 60 M.P.H.
or Inore or any freight train is operated at 50 M.P.H. or more.
3. These installations to be made progressively over a period
of years with completion by December 31, 1952 •
.ItPro:nsions of this order affect operations on almost half of the
System mileage and on the basis of ,retaining present maximum speeds, it was
estimated that full comp~iance with the order would cost from $17,435,000
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to $41,200,000, depending upon whether automatic train stop systems or
automatic train control is used where maximum speeds are 80 M.P.H. or more.
Santa Fe has spent millions of dollars for signal protection and other
types of improvements which have a direct bearing on safety of train
operation. Programs of centralized traffic control, automatic block signal
systems, etc., are continuing as reflected by the preceding section of this
report. Due to the large amount of capital money required to carry out the
Comndssion's proposed progrIDn in its entirety, and the effect this would
have on providing money for other dem rable improvements, the Company worked
out a modified program which it believes would meet the purpose and spirit
of the Commission's order without seriously disturbing train operations and
other planned improvements and at the same time not adversely affecting the
saf'etyfactor. The modified program provides for;
In~tallation of 2,622.miles of automatic train stop system; equipping
219 passenger locomotives with train stop devices; installation of 173.1
miles of automatic block signals, and reduction of maximum authorized
, Ispeeds of secondary lines where that CRn be done without substantial
harm to efficiency of train operation. Estimated cost of the modified
program is approximately $4,000,000.
"Hearing on the Company's petition seeking relief from certain
provisions of the order was held in October 1947, and the Commission's
decision is awaited."
The Interstate Commerce Commission recently authorized the Santa
Fe to continue its present train speeds vdthout the signal equipment
required for operation in excess of 80 M.P.H. and deferred the requirement
of major new work of this character for a year, or until further orders.
However, it refused to authorize the continued operation of maximum speed
passenger trains within the state of California without one of the three
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specified systems of (1) automatic train control, i.e. speed control; (2)
automatic stop; or (3) cab signals between Barstow and Bakersfield and
Santa Ana and Sorrento on the San Di.ego line.where Santa Fe had requested
the right to run passenger trains at 85 M.P.H. without changes in the .
present signal system since automatic block protection is provided and in
addition cTc has been installed on the latter of these two routes.
T11e Santa Fe has agreed to install automatic train stops outside
of present automatic train control territory, i.e. Fort Madison, Iowa,
to Pequot, Illinois, wherever passenger trains now or in the future will
operate in excess of 80 M.P .H. bet'ween Chicago and Los Angeles and between
Nmvton, Kansas, and Houston, Texas. However, since freight locomotives
do not yet operate in excess of 60 M.P.H. these units vdll not have to be
equipped with automatic train stop devices until further orders of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. It remains to be seen whether the Santa
Fe ~dll later decide to equip the high speed mileage between Sorrento and
Santa Ana and between Barstow and Bakersfield and the locomotives hauling
passenger trains over those routes with train stop devices or reduce its
maximum passenger train speeds on those districts to 79 M.P.H.
'Ifiitmoriginal order of the Commission in Docket 29543 on Appliances,
Methods and Systems intended to Promote Safety of Railroad Operation, the
definition of medium speed is stated to be 30 M.P.H. and low speed 15
M.P.H. or less. The automatic train control installation on the Santa Fe's
locomotive
line between Fort Madison and Pequot, Illinois, has the/governomset for
a medium speed of 40 M.P.H. for passenger trains and 30 M.P.H. for freight
trains and for a lmv speed of 20 M.P'.H. for all trains. The Interstate
Commerce Commission has authorized the Santa Fe to use its ovm definitions
of low and medium speed rather than the ones which this federal bo~ has
otherwise prescribed in Docket 29543.
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Supplementary data will follow on subsequent pages to amplify
certain of the tables included in this chapter. The indulgence of the
reader is requested for the omission of these statistics in the tables
of which they should be a part when they were typed.
The data which has been presented by no means encompasses all of
the signal improvements made on the Santa Fe within the past fifteen
years, particularly those many betterments made coincidentally with line
changes and the conversion of semaphore to color light signals. The Signal
Department of the Santa Fe has very considerately prepared a summary for
inclusion in this report. It will follow as an epitome of the development
and extension of,the Signal System of the Santa Fe.
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TABLE XX - Page 239
Road Track
Line #l--Total operated miles less trackage rights
Line #2--Total operated miles less trackage rights
and branch lines used exclusively for
freight service
Line #3--Total operated miles less trackage rights
and lines either used exclusivel~lfor freight
service or over which only 1 engine operates
Lines equipped with automatic signals
Ratio of mileage equipped with automatic
blocks to Line #3 above
12,739 14,508
8,963 10,674
8,506 10,217
5,001 6,784
59.0% 66.8%
180 locomotives and 3 motor cars are equipped for operation over
the continuous induction autonlaticspeed control main tracks between Fort
Madison, Iowa, and Pequot, Illinois.
TABLE XXIII - Page 242
Total of cTc Installations in Service in the United States
January 1, 1949, Compared with that of AT&SF
Miles
of
Road
Miles No. of No. of No.ofSignals
of Passing Switches Controlled
Track 3.d:i.ngs Controlle:lSem • Lite
No.of Auto
Signals
Sem. Lite
Total of 407 installa-
tions on 55 Hailroads 10,163 11,310 1,739 5,204 504 13,799 301 6,907
A. T. & S. F.~'"
ATecSFpercentage of
national total
754
7.4%
798.8 135 409
7.9%
1,467
10.6%
558
6.1%
~~Excluding Wellington - Waynoka installation not complete on January 1, 1949.
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1
!I
Semaphore Signals
Light Signals
Total
TABLE XXV - Page 253
(Restated) Percentage
of Total Signalled Mileage
Miles 1.1iles Road .Track
of of Incl-:---Excl. Incl. Excl.
Road Track ATC ATC ATC ATC-- - --
2912 3803 60 58 59 56
1914 2626 40 38 41 39
4826 6429 100 96 100 95
5
100100
4
100100
355
67845001
Automatic Train Control
vdthout wayside signals except
at interlockings 175-~---.-;;...,;,..:;..-----_---::.....------.-;...-
Total Block Section 5248
TABLE XXXI - Page 270
Spring Switches in Service on AT&SF, January 1, 1949
Reference: I.C.C. Signal Statistics.
Classification as to territory:
In automatic block territory
In non-block territory
At interlockings
In Yards
Total
870
10
20
13
913
Classification as to application:
At ends of sidings
At end of double track
At junctions
On yard tracks
On other tracks
Total
Equipped lvith: facing point locks
electric locks
Total
806IS
16
37
39
913
6
2
8
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TABLE XXXI (Cont.)
Number of signals protecting spring mti...;tclie.a::
Low signals
High Signals
Total
518
1,548
2,066
The Interstate Commerce Commission Report of Signal StFtistics
states that there are 6,621 spring switches in service on the railroads
of the United States. Santa Fe has first rank with 913 in service; the
Southern is second with 633 and the Louisville & Nashville third vdth
452. The Santa Fe's installation of spring switches represents 14 per
cent of the national total.
TABLE XXXII - Page 272
Use of Telephone and Telegraph in Train Dispatching
on AT&SF, January 1, 1949
Dispatched by
Telegraph
Telephone
Total
Miles of Road
1,532
10,542
12,074
Radio Train Communication Systems of AT&SF,.January 1, 1949
As Reported to I.C.C. Signal Statistics
Road Service: 2 locomotives and 2 cabooses equipped for service between
Kansas City and Chicago.
25 locomotives and 11 cabooses equipped for service between
Barstow and Bakersfield.
No. of No. of No. of
Wayside Locomotives Portable
Yard Service Stations Equipped Pack Sets
Chicago - Co~Yith Yard 2 19 0
Kansas City-Argentine Yard 4~. 30 6it-
Belen, New Mexico 3* 4 6*
10s Angeles 1 32 0
San Francisco 1 2 °
Total II 87 12
* Portable pack sets and two of the wayside stations are used for car
checking service and operate on,iseparate frequencies from that used
for communication with yard locomotives.
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Page 234 lists double track mileage over which trains operate
by signal indication only. Table 8 of Interstate Commerce Commission
Signal Statistics of January 1, 1949, reports that outside of cT~
territory the Santa Fe operates the following mileage by signal indication
only; (i.e. by traffic direction locking and automatic block signals
between interlockings.)
Miles of Miles of
Road Track
Single track 30 miles 30 miles
Double track 198 " 396 "
Total 228 miles 426 miles
The double track lines listed on page 234 total 188.3 line
miles and 376.6 track miles.
There are also short lengths of double track operated by signal
indication only at Newton and Hutchinson, Kansas, and at Pampa, Texas, and
4.4 miles between Fox and Rowe, New Mexico, on the east slope of the
Glorieta Mountains, east of Lamy which together total 10 miles of line;
bringing the aggregate of double track lines, equipped in this manner
as listed on Page 234, up to a,total of 198 miles. The single track
mileage equipped for two way operation by signal indication only, but
by traffic direction loc~ing rather than cTc, is as follows:
On Oklahoma Division of AT&SF and GC&SF
On lussouri Division between Congo and Sheffield
Total
27.1 miles
2.2 "
29.9 miles
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Brief History of Signaling on the Santa Fe
Prepared by Signal Department - AT&SFRy.
February 3, 1949
"Previous to 1900 there was very little signaling on the Santa Fe.
About that time the first automatic block signals were installed in-
stalled between West Yard Emporia and Plymouth, Kansas, a distance of
about six miles of double track with electric semaphore signals; and
double track between Kansas City and Holliday, Kansas, a distance of 13
miles with Hall disc signals commonlyknownas banjo type. About the
same time an extensive program of manual block signaling was started, and
also manyinterlockings were installed at railroad crossings, junctions,
crossovers, etc. B.Y 1910 there were en the Santa Fe system 1,450 miles of
manual block, 110 miles of automatic block, and 138 inter1ockings. Most of
the automatic block was on double track with current-of-traffic operation
which does not involve the complications encountered on single track.
"In 1913 automatic block signals were installed on 18 miles of
single track between Ardmore and Arbuckle, Oklahoma. This was followed
by 43 miles between San Bernardino and Arcadia, California in 1916-17,
but the Santa Fe standard system of single-track automatic block signal-
ing was not completely developed until 1918 in connection'with installa-
tion of almost 200 miles between Fresno and Ferry Point, California.
"In 1918 a spring switch was installed at San Bernardino, California.
This device was developed and improved chiefly on the Santa Fe, which now
has a total of 920 spring switches in service, resulting in considerable
saving of train time, especially in connection with the meeting of trains
on single track. This was chiefly a signal development.
"During the period 1920 to 1930 an accelerated program of automatic
block signaling was placed in effect, and for a number of years about 500
miles of automatic block signaling was constructed annually. This was on
both single and double track, and the installations were carried on simul-
taneously at various locations on all four grand divisions of the Santa. Fe
system; much of it superseding the manual block previously in use on the
same territory.
UDuringthe period 1923 to 1927 automatic train control was installed
in Illinois between Fort Madison and Pequot, a distance of 175 miles, in
compliance with an order of the Interstate CommerceCommission. This is
three-speed continuous automatic train control with cab signals, but wi th-
out wayside signals except the homesignals at inter1ockings, and it is
arranged for operation in either direction on each .of the two tracks by
signal indication under the control of interlocking stations spaced six to
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twenty miles apart. Previous to the installation of this system, manual
block was in use in Illinois with the exception of a few short stretches
of automatic block signaling.
"Previous to 1929 practically all interlockings were controlled
manually with either mechanical or electric operation. starting in 1929
automatic interlockings were developed and installed at many railroad
crossings where trains were previously required to stop before proceeding
over the crossing. The Santa Fe now has twenty-three of these automatic
interlockings which function without any manual control.
"In 1930-31 centralized traffic control was installed on 13 miles of
double track between Holliday and Olathe, Kansas; and 33 miles, chiefly
single track, bebveen Kinsley and Dodge City, Kansas. This system places
the operation of switches and signals throughout a considerable territory
directly in the hands of the dispatcher or operator at a central office.
It is a combination of remote interlockings and automatic block signaling
which makes use of practically all previous developments in the signaling
art and makes it possible to operate by signal indications superseding the
superiority of trains for both opposing and following movements, thus
elfminating the delays which are inherent in the train order system.
"By 1935 the Santa Fe had 4,674 road miles of automatic block signal-
ing, including automatic train control and centralized traffic control;
only 116 miles of manual block was left, and most of this has been replaced
since by automatic block signals.
"In 1935 the Santa Fe received delivery of its first Diesel locomotive,
and the era of high speed began. An extensive program of curve reduction
was placed into effect, and signals were respaced and rearranged on the
entire railroad so as to provide ample stopping distances for higher speeds.
This is a progressive program and is still under way_ As each curve reduc-
tion, change of line, or other improv~nent involving speed is made, the
signal spacing is again checked and signals respaced where necessary, in
order to facilitate and safeguard train movements.
"In 1942 when traffic increased greatly under war. conditions, it be-
came apparent that something had to be done to increase the capacity of
single-track lines. It was not possible to obtain necessary materials and
manpower for double track, and the management turned to centralized trai'fic
control in order to solve the problem. The Santa Fe system of CTe was
developed first in connection with 102 miles installed bet¥leen Los Angeles
and San Diego. This was followed by further installations at various points
in New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, California, and Kansas, the most extensive
systems being on the Southern District of the Western Lines where the final
section is now under construction Wellington to Waynoka, which will complete
CTCon the freight route all the way from Emporia, Kansas to Belen, New
Mexico, except on the few stretches of multiple track within that terri-
tory. All of these CTCinstallations supersede automatic block which was
previously in use on the same territory.
"The system of signal aspects and indications used on the Santa Fe
is very simple, and previous to 1935 it made-use of only one semaphore
arm or red, yellow, or green light on each mast. The advent of higher
speeds required additional indications to safely take advantage of
improved f acili ties. Four composite aspects were added, and the sys tem
now consists of eight indications which provide more information for the
engineman as to conditions in advance of the train, thus permitting him
to operate at the highest pennissib1e speeds consistent with safety.
"As of January 1, 1949 the Santa Fe has 6,784.4 track miles of auto-
matic block signaling, including 798.8 miles of CTC, and 355.0 miles of
ATe, and only 40.1 track miles of manual block. There are 225 separate
inter10ckings (exclusive of 160 similar layouts which form part of CTC),
of which 23 are purely automatic, 920 spring switches, and 1692 highway
crossings protected by flashing light signals or other devices for auto-
matically indicating the approach of trains.
IIAutomatic block signaling is continuous all the way from Chicago
to the Pacific coast and the Gulf of Mexico, as well as Denver, Colorado.
Whenpresently authorized CTe is completed between Wellington, Kansas and
Waynoka,Oklahoma,.the Santa Fe will have either double track or eTe all
the way from Chicago to Los Angeles and San Diego via the southern route
through Texas.1I
i 1
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CHAPTER XIII
LOCOMOTIVES
Tractive power is the basis of railway service and is therefore
the product which railways manufacture and the source of railway revenue.
This factor establishes locomotive operation as the fundamental element
in rail transportation. It follows that the nature and detail of railway
plant is determined by the limitations and requirements and capabilities
of the locomotives which use it. Improvements in standards of service
and efficiency stem largely from management's unrelenting demands for
continued development of locomotive capacity in order to haul longer
trains faster and at lower unit costs measured in hours of labor and
quantities of fuel required to run them.
The entire railroad is developed around the locomotive. Track,
cars, bridges, signals and all of the most important facilities and
appliances are intended to permit locomotives to do their work most
efficiently and effectively. None of these secondary factors should be
permitted to handicap the full utilization of the potentialities of the
locomotive,but it would be wasteful to have track, bridees, cars, etc.
designed for weights, speeds and other factors of capacity in excess of
the requirements of the locomotives running over then.
The locomotive is the principal actor in the drama of railroading.
It enters so intimately into every feature of the design and use of
track, structure and facilities that much necessarily has been said
about it in the preceding chapters. Those remarks are properly a part
of this section of the report but vdll be incorporated by this reference
and not by rep~tition.
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The locomotive is a~~ritish invention but American ingenuity
contributed most to its subsequent development. The first self-propelled
vehicle ever to run on a railed road was built by Richard Trevithick in
1804 but the locomotive continued in an exper~~ental stage without much
practical significance until October, 1829, when George Stephensonls
"Rocket" proved to be commercially successful. Meanwhile, the "Stourbridge
Lion" had been imported from England by the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company
and on August 8, 1829, gained the distinction of being the first steam
locomotive to run on the western hemisphere. However, it remained for
"The Best Friend of Charleston" in January 1831, to be the first to produce
revenues in regular service for an American owner of a locomotive.
The story of locomotive development is the essence of railroad
history which must trace the grovvthof locomotive size and weight, the
increase in allowable steam pressure in the boiler and the advance in
hauling capacity measured by tractive effort and horsepower. Progress
over the years must record all significant changes in wheel arrangement
and in the many auxiliary devices which have contributed to improvement
in economy and efficiency and safety of operation and added to output
of work.
The Chicago Railroad Fair of 1948-49 presents the story of
locomotive development in one continuous and colorful parade. The historic
early locomotives are :there; the British "Hocket," Delaviare & Hudson I s
"Sto'llrbridgeLion,lI Southern Railwayls nBes~ Friend of Charleston,"
Baltimore & Ohio's "Tom Thumb," "Atlantic," "Lafayette," and "William
Mason," Pennsylvania's "John Bull" and many others covering the intervening
decades, down to Union Pacific Is uBi g Boy" the largest steam locomotive in
the world today. The latest and largest all-electric and Diesel-electric
locomotives are also on display.
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In the earliest locomotives, the vertical rather than the
horizontal boiler predominated and when the latter was used, it was very
short in length. The piston was invariably coupled to a single pair of
drivers; the cylinders were located inside the frame and their axis was
inclined rather than horizontal. None of these characteristics are found
in the present steam locomotives, all of which represent a natural evolution
from the 4-4-0 type of wheel arrangement; i.o., a locon~tive vdth a four
wheel pilot truck, four coupled driving wheels and no trailing wheels.
It was most appropriately termed the American type.
T~ basic improvements were necessary to produce the American
type (4-4-0) locomotive from the original primitive engines. In tray.,1835,
Matthias Baldwin, the founder of the BalilivinLocomotive Works, delivered
his eleventh locomotive, the "Black Hawk" to the Philadelphia & Trenton
Railroad (later to become part of the Pennsylvania Railroad System.)
Its cylinders, steam shests, and driving rods were placed outside the
frame of the'locomotive and so it became the first "outside connected"
engine. The superiority of the long horizontal fire-tube boiler was
meanwhile being proved over the verti.ca1type and it remained only to
couple two pair of drivers together and the steam locomotive would assume
its permanent basic form.
On Febru~J 5, 1836, Henry R. Campbell of Philadelphia, Chief
Engineer of the Philadelphia, Germantol1n and Norristm~ Railroad (later
acquired by the Reading) was granted a patent covering the design of
the 4-4-0 locomotive, which later became Imo'~ as the American type.
C~lpbell arranged vdth a local builder, James Brooks, to construct an
engine from his plans for the railroad with which he was associated. It
was completed in May, 1837, but still used inside connections between the
cylinders and the forward pair of driving wheels.
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The successful use of two or more pairs of connected driving
wheels necessitated a system of continuous equal distribution of weight
on the drivine axles permitting sufficient vertical flexibility in their
attachment to the frame to allow the wheels to follovr the imperfections
in the surface of the track and changes in the rate of grade. The locomotive
that James Brooks had built to the Campbell patents proved too rigid to
do this until Joseph Harrison, Jr., of Philadelphia, who had been employed
as a machinist in the Norris Locomotive Works in that city, developed
the present system of equalizing levers. These permit locomotive driving
wheels to alter their vertical position, with respect to one another and
the locomotive frame.,without unbalancing the equal distribution of the
load on each driving axle. This made it possible to utilize two or more
pairs of connected drivers. The American type, 4-4-0, of locomotive was
established and the foundations were laid for a century of progress for
the steam locomotive.
The fmal development of the American type of locomotive was
made by William Mason at his locomotive works in Taunton, Massachusetts.
The locomotive bearing his great name, which was built for the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad in 1856 and which appeared in the Monon Centennial of 1947
and hauled the Lincoln funeral train in the pageant uWheels-A-Ro11inlt at
the Chicago Railroad Fair (of 1948-49) may well be considered to mark the
transition from the primitive types of locomotives to a mature, albeit
rela tively small, machine which provided the permanent foundation on
vThich subsequent advances were developed. The locomotive, "William
Mason, tt was the first to use the horizontal cylinder with its axis in line
with the center of the drivers. That same locomotive embodied important
improvements in design of driving and front truck wheels, and in counter-
balances and staybolts. This ingenious builder' subsequently standardized
parts for his various designs of locomotives to an extent not previously
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attempted by others. EdwardHungerford has written that "William Mason
might possibly be called the father of the American (steam) locomotive of
today. For he was amongthe first to give serious attention to the fine
features of its design. Heworked with an inherent belief that both strength
and beauty could be combined to advantages in the construction of a locomotive.
He studied symmetry as well as simplicity. The improvements that William
Masonwrought upon American locomotives remain in use until today."
The later development of the steam locomotive evolved from the
4-4-0 wheel arrangement of this American type of Locomotive. At first it
was.used as an all purpose locomotive but other types of engines that
will be mentioned in subsequent paragraphs largely superseded it in freight
service. The 4-4-0 remained the standard passenger locomotive until the
18901 s and manyunits of this type were used on branch line and suburban
service until around 1925.
Necessity to secure greater hauling capacity lead to successive
increases in the number of driving wheels and to the addition of front
wheels and trailing wheels for functional purposes. A third pair of drivers
were added to a locomotive built for the Reading in 1847 and the 4-6-0
patters was produced. Manyyears later this became a very popular engine
for passenger service and was then knOrffi as the "lO-wheeled" type.
In order to obtain a greater concentration of the locomotive
weight on drivers, one of the pairs of front or pilot wheels was ommitted
in the design of a locomotive, having six driving wheels, built in 1863
for the NewJersey Railroad and Transportation Company(now the Pennsylvania
Railroad between NewBrunswick and Jersey City) and the familiar "Mogul"
(2-6-0) was produced. In 1867 a fourth pair of driver s was added to the
2-6-0 or "Mogul" class to make a 2-8-0 class of locomotive. It was initially
used by the Lehigh Valley Railroad and became mown as the "Consolidationtt
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type. This was standard heavy freight povierfor nearly half a century.
These two designs established the sound precedent of using only two wheel
front trucks under freight locomotives but four wheel ones are required
to give the better guiding qualities needed for high speed passenger service.
As greater steaming capacity for fast passenger locomotives re-
quired increases in the size of the fire box, the 4-4-0 type was improved
by the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad to provide the 4-4-2 wheel arrangement,
first built in 1885. The name "Atlantic" type was a logical name for it
and j;nmediately became a popular design. The "Pacific" type, 4-6-2, followed
soon after the turn of the century. The Missouri Pacific Railroad was
identified with this development; hence the appropriate and widely recognized
name.
In 1897, a pair of trailing wheels was added to the "Consolidation"
design, 2-8-0, to produce a 2-8-2 locomotive for use on the Japanese Railways.
The familiar ttMikado" type locomotive resulted which gradually superseded
the "Consolidation" as the most popular type of freight motive power. World
War II caused a change in the name to "MacArthur" type but the old one
lingers on.
In 1903 the Santa Fe extended and enlarged the "Mikadott type
locomotive by adding a fifth pair of drivers to produce a 2-10-2 or Santa
Fe type of locomotive. In 1919, Baldwin Locomotive Works built Santa Fe
locomotive #3829 which had a 2-10-4 wheel arrangement; the forerunner of
the many locomotives that would be constructed with 4 wheel trailing trucks
after 1926. Santa Fe #3829 is still in service. The 4-8-2 "Mountain" type
was first designed for use in 1912 on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway by
adding another pair of drivers to the "Pacific" type locomotive to provide
greater tractive effect needed on mountain grades.
The lOath anniversary of the birth of the steam locomotive in
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1904 was marked by the first Mallet articulated Compound locomotive built
in America for the Baltimore & Ohio. It was constructed Qy the American
Locomotive Company and was sponsored by the well known L. F. Loree when
serving briefly as the President of that railroad. This first mallet had
the 0-6-6-0 design. Various developments and variations of wheel arrange-
ment followed in logical steps to produce the 550-ton Union Pacific "Big
Boy" of 4-8-8-4 design and other engines built during the intervening
years that had Iesser power but greater numbers of driving wheels.
The grovdng demands upon the boiler necessitated having fire
boxes which required greater support. An experimental locomoti.ve of the
2-8-4 design was built by Lima Locomotive Works in 1925 which soon went
into service extensively on the New York Central's Boston & Albany Railroad
and 50 became knovm as the "Berkshire" type. A four wheel trailing truck
was used by New York Central to produce a Hudson type locomotive, 4-6-4, in 1926,
in place of a Pacific. The most important "general servicefl locomotives
in use at the present time has the 4-8-4 wheel arrangement. It was first
built in 1926 by the Northern Pacific but the principal immediate utilization
of thisclass of motive power was made by the Canadian National.
The Santa Fe has long been a leader of motive power development
as in other phases of railroad operation. Its difficult profile over
the mountains of Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and California necessitated
utilizing maximum capacity locomotives. Proof positive of this is found
in its development of the Santa Fe type locomotive in 1903 which is the
heaviest type of non-articulated power found in general use. In 1926,
the Union Pacific designed a 4-12-2 locomotive powered'by 3 cylinders, but
while a considerable number of them was built at that time, the expense and
difficulties of maintenance prevented their obtaining any permanent favor
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on that road or elsevrhere. The l2-driver locomotive has only been successful
by using it in the 4-cylinder articulated designs developed over the past
15 years.
The idea of maldng steam work tvdce in two types of cylinders
was used in locomotives built by Anatole Mallet in 1867. Samuel Vauclain
of the Baldvdn Locomotive Works adapted this idea in the United States in
his design of a cross compound locomotive in 1889. Probably no railroad
in America has had in service as many locomotives .vith compound cylinders
as the Santa Fe. Over the history of the railroad these reached the
impressive total of 948 but not one is in servi.cetoday, all having been
dismantled or rebuilt with single expansion cylinders.
Most of these, however, were t.70cylinder locomotives rather than
the 4-cylinder articulated engines .nth which compound qylinders are usually
associated. The first Mallet articulated compound locolilotiveappeared on the
Santa Fe in 1909 and between 40 and 50 of them were built in 1909, 110 and
Ill. However, it.is quite apparent that these were not successful because
the construction records indicate that these represented but a brief inter-
lude in Santa Fe locomotive policy which thereafter developed around in-
creasing use of the 2-8-2 and 2-10-2 classes of freight and of Pacific and
Mountain types of passenger power. The Lima Locomotive Works in 1927 and
1928, which was associated YQth producing a Berkshire (2-8-4) design of
locomotive out of the driving wheel arrangement of the r[ikado (2-8-2) followed
by adding a second pair of trailing wheels under the fire box of a Santa
Fe tJ~e locomotive to produce a 2-10-4. This power had been ordered by
the Texas and Pacific Railway so it became lmown as the Texas type
but Santa Fe now ovms 38 of this class, including the very first 4 wheel
trailing truck locomotive, its OVfn Baldwin built #3829, a 2-10-4 constructed
in 1919, as preViously mentioned but well worth noting a second time.
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The Santa Fe acquired no new loc~notives during the depression
years of ,'31, '32, '33 and' 34, which carries this summary of that company's
locomotive development down to the opening date of years to which the
special events of this study if directed. By that time the Diesel engine
was first beginning to attract attention as the possible superior source
of future motive power •.
The steam locomotive has nearly a century and a quarter of
magnificent service behind it and has made railroads supreme as mass pro-..
ducers of land transportation, but it never proved adaptable to highway
vehicles. Fulfillment of the latter's needs for mechanical propulsion
awaited the comparatively recent and concurrent development of the internal
combuSion engines and the world's petroleum resources. These touched off
a miraculous demand for individual transportation which created two great
industries. Progress feeds upon its own momentum, and the resultant vast
expansion in the utilization of internal combustion engines and production
of liquid fuel for'consumption in them inevitably provided railways with
a new source of motive power, too.
Substitution of rail motor cars for profitless branch line
passenger trains, composed of the oldest and smallest equipment, provided
the place for the internal combustion engine to start "workin' on the
railro ad. It From this hmnble beginning, it climbed the ladder of success,
in the time-honored tradition, up to the most difficult and responsible
assignments. In the course of this achievement, the spark-ignition
gasoline engine was completely superseded by the compression-ignition
gistillateJ:nlrning one familiarly designated as the Diesel, in order to
pay conscious and richly merited respect to the genius of its inventor.
The continued development of the Diesel engine permitted a re-
duction in its size and weight in relation to its p01veroutput 'Which
provided units suitable as the prime mover of a portable generating
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station that could produce low cost power in quantities adequate for road
train operation. This current is available for turning traction motors
that vnll convert the portable power plant, that is, power car, into a
self-contained electric locomotive. The term "self-contained locomotive"
is of course redundant for purposes of emphasis because, as previously
observed, the syllable "loco" - implies that the "motive" (power) carrie's
its own source of energy with it.
Diesel has noW replaced steam paRer in those locomotive services
1vhere some one or more of the component factors of traffic, transportation,
fuel and maintenance conditions bring service improvements or cost re-
ductions, or both, in the wake of this change. Proof positive of the
success which has attended installation of Diesel motive power is found
in the significant fact that it has completely pre-empted the field of
orders for new locomotives from all except lines that are Wholly dependent
upon coal traffic for their existence and even Chesapeake & Ohio is
now purchasing Die"sel switchers in large numbers. This transformation is
the more remarkable because the general introduction of the Diesel on
long distance passenger trains dates back only to 1935 and in freight
service to 1940. While Diesel electric switchers were first built in
and
1925, that is only 24 years ago,/their numbers increased very slowly until
1937. Only the present widespread use and success of Diesel motive power
makes us overlook how new this type of equipment is.
The development of the locomotive is the gauge of railroad
progress, but the reverse side of the coin is the fact that any inadequacies
in service or excesses in unit costs suggest deficiencies in motive power
standards or efficiency of utilization. The same forces which spur progress
in steronlocomotive design and construction also produce attempts to short
circuit it and seek completely new sources of motive power. The revolutionary
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progress of the electrical industry, in the early decades of this century,
stlinulated immediate interest in the possibilities lvhich this type of
energy might possess to release the railroads from some of the familiar
handicaps of the steam locomotive.
Electric traction permits the highest possible standards of
locomotive operations. The barrier to its immediate universal use was
the high capital cost which restricted installation of the originally
required electric power distributing system to super density lines or
ones with tunnel or terminal or suburban passenger problems, and these
entail but a tiny fraction of the railway network. Until the progress
of science permits electric power to be transmitted from central stations
without wires and cables, the only means of providing eloctric railway
traction lvithout costly overhead or third rail transmission systems, is
to have the source of electric power made an integral part of the electric
locomotive, just as the boiler is of the steam type. This not only dis-
penses ,lith the need of electric power distributing facilities but makes
the electric locomotive as flexible as its steam component.
Experience had,defined the upper and lower limits of size and
effectiveness of steam locomotiYe operation and it was inevitable that
those two extremes offered the logical point for substitution of other
types of motive power, that 'is, electrically driven units, which possessed
broader range of capacity and could provide power in either larger or
smaller quantities than steam locomotives could do. The all-electric
locomotive initially appeared to offer the solution for the higher ranges
of total and individual unit power requirements and the self-contained
electric locomotive seemed to possess possibilities of meeting the lesser
service ranges successfully. The latter were represented by branch line
passenger trains and the lighter classes of freight yard and tenninal
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switching in both of which cases the minimum size of steam locomotive was
larger than necessary for much of the work. Standby fuel losses and slow
acceleration added to the disadvantages of the steam locomotive in services
characterized by maximmn numbers of stops and starts. Traction mot ors
driven by diesel generated power offered a possible release from these
handicaps, and this new type of motive power gradually began to appear in
branch line passenger train service and for switching freight cars. The
continuous torque of the electric motor permits maximum utilization of
the weight carried bJr the driving wheels to produce tractive effort at
starting with current produced by the constant speed Diesel, carried in
the body above the trucks, which is able at all times to turn its full
rated mechanical power output into the electric generator which it drives.
Horsepower is fixed by Diesel engine capacity, but tractive
effort and speed are variables. When generator output is fed into traction
motors at starting, this power'is represented by maximum component of
current with correspondingly reduced voltage. These are the electrical
characteristics necessary for maximum starting torque of motors. As
these speed up the current drops and the voltage builds up proportionately
to the former's decline.
The switcher provided the Die sel engine with its first intro-
duction to freight service and the rail car to passenger work. Most
switching requir es low horsepower but high tractive power and ability to
accelerate rapidly at low speeds. The Diesel engine, with the direct
current eenerator and motor, ill'eideal characteristics to meet these re-
quirements. Moreover, many switching assignments are "around the clock"
on a 24-hour continuous basis. Steam switchers usually lose the equivalent
of one shift of the three for servicing, and are forced to take time out
during the other two for refilling the water tank. Diesel swi tchers can
run continually with only about one day lost per month for routine
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servicing and repairs. An average of 7 gallons of fuel oil vdll be consumed
per hour by a 1000 R.P. switcher, in ordinary work. This totals 168
gallons per day. Several days' supply is carried in the fuel storage tanks
under the locomotive and these can be filled, if necessary, from tank
trucks sent out from the engine house to meet the switcher on the job.
This high availability, and low fuel consumption in comparison with steam,
due to elimination of standby losses and reduced servicing and repair
costs, give the Diesel a great advantage in ordinary terminal and yard
work. One Diesel can perform the work of two or more steam switchers and
unit costs per hour represent a substantial saving over that possible with
steam service. For a time these had the additional.benefit resulting
from one man operation of the Diesel which needs no helper, but the railroads
later agreed to assign a second man on switchers weighing 90,000 Ibs. or
more, hence the popularity of the 44 ton unit for light work.
The Diesel started in passenger service propelling small rail
motor cars and provided surplus power sufficient to haul no more than
one or, at the most, two light trailers. Trains of this character were
very useful on light traffic branch lines. In 1934-35 the Burlington
and the Union Pacific designed trains which were planned to utilize the
highest available capacity of Diesel engine, suitable for transportation
purposes, to propel trains that would be of specially designed cars built
of high tensile alloy metals. The Diesel engines were placed in a power
car which became an integral part of the train. These new trains were
sensationally successful and viithin a very few years created a rddespread
demand for a service of that character. The resultant development of
Diesel moti va power led to the ,ihantif~ctwe of Diesel locomotives which
were no longer a mere power car portion of an articulated train, but were
completely flexible units that could be used wherever desired. Power
limitations of the early rail transportation Diesel engines limited the
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output of the first power cars to moderate quantities of electricity and
hence restricted their use to specially built trains. The rapid development
of this type of power soon permitted locomotives of 1800 H.P. capacity
to be built which utilized two 900 H.P. engines in a single cab. Two or
more of these units could be coupled for multiple operation controlled
from the forward one.
It is significant to observe that the first Diesel electric road
locomotive was Canadian National's "900011 builtin 1928. It comprised two
cabs each equipped with 1330 H.P. Beardmore Diesels which gave 2660 H.P.
for the complete locomotive. The progenitor of eN 9000, which is "The
Daddy" of all road Diesels, was the late Sir Henry Thornton, and Diesel
motive power on the National, during his regime, could well be pointed
to as proof of the general outline of the foregoing remarks about the
early histo~f of this type of locomotive. Undoubtedly Sir Henr,y's previous
associations 1vith electrified lines 'in the United States and England,
stimulated his interest in developing means of providing electric traction
through self contained electric locomotives. I saw one of the two cabs
of this locomotive in operation between Quebec and Edmunston, New Brunmvick,
in November, 1945. The other was then assigned to service at the opposite
end of the continent, Prince Rup~rt~. They were finally retired and
salvaged in 1941 after 20 years of service, a notable record which proved
the stamina of this first Diesel road locomotive.
Diesel loco~otive development has followed that of the steam
locomotive and can be gauged by horsepower output. As fast as it progressed
to higher ranges, new and more important assignments opened up for it.
Diesel motive power is now available in such a variety of types and
capacities that a Diesel locomotive can now be secured which vdll fulfill
any assignment better and luoreeconomically than steam power.
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The spectacular progress of Diesel locomotive development and
its economic sUPeriority over the reciprocating steam locomotive should
not however make anyone indifferent or complaisant towards those of its
characteristics which are not wholly satisfactory or are underdeveloped.
The great manufacturers of these machines are striving for improvement of
their products and are aided in their efforts by the experience and
cooperation of the railroads. It is reasonable to expect that the rate
of progress of Diesel locomotive development over the next decade will
equal or surpass that of the last one.
At the present time 6,000 R.P. Diesel locomotives are approximately
200 feet long and require the support of 16 axles, all motor driven if
the consist is four 1500 R.P. cabs, or 18 axles, of which 12 are motorized
and 6 idlers, if the pattern is three 2000 R.P. cabs. The trend of future
development of the Diesel locomotives will provide equivalent, or greater,
power in substantially reduced length. The present small diameter driving
Wheels, directly geared to a single traction motor mounted in swivel
trucks, are more akin to car than to locomotive design. In a Diesel
locomotive of the anticipated dimensions, two large motors will probably
be used to turn each set of driVing wheels and their torque will be trans-
mitted through the quill fonn of spring cushioned dri.ve to the spokes of
the large diameter Wheels, journaled in the locomotive frame, thereby
following the present practice of all electric locomotives.
StealJlocomotives now transmit as high as 1000-1250 R.P. per
axle. Diesel locomotives do not transmit more than 400 R.F. per axle.
While recognizing that this difference underlies the high initial starting
tractive effort of the Diesel, this in itself becomes of no practical
value when it exceeds the capacity of the drawbars of the cars in the
train to transmit it. Diesels have such an inherently large starting
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tractive effort that some of it can be sacrificed if need be to reduce
locomotive length and remove all time limitation on slow speed operation
with high drawbar pull. As the length of the Diesels is compressed and
their overall weight per horsepower reduced, the power transmission per
axle will approximate that of steam locomotives.
Every four years the railroads spend the equivalent of their
original investment in steam locomotives in repairs to them and the gross
annual expenses of owning and operating stearnlocomotives represent about
75% of the original cost of these machines. It is obvious from such basic
considerations that an important capital investment is justified to obtain
the economies that follow Dieselization.
The Santa Fe was never identified with the development or use
of the little articulated streamliners having a power car built into the
train as an integral part of it; the original form in which both the
Diesel engine and lightweight cars appeared in railway service. The
Santa Fe's interest in the Diesel locomotive was, from the outset,
completely centered in obtaining a Diesel locomotive which would provide
a form of motive power superior to the steam engine for the most exacting
tasks of railway work and would not have to be restricted to assignments
using specialized equipment.
It is especially significant, in the light of the foregoing
statement, that while the Santa Fe owns a large fleet of lightweight
streamlined passenger cars, none are articulated and it has never owned
a train of this type. Moreover, it has never obtained Diesel produced
tractive power from an engine carried in a power car but only from a
standard locomotive. The Santa Fe was therefore one of the very first
railroads to employ the Diesel road locomotive, using that term to dis-
tinguish it from a power car. Its first one was delivered b.Y the
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Electro-Motive Division of the General Motors Corporation in the late
summer of 1935. It was comprised of two multiple-unit cabs each containing
two 900 R.P. Diesel engines to provide a rating of 3,600 H.P.
This important new unit was promptly tested on transcontinental
runs and proved that it could reduce the 55-hour schedule of "The Chief"
to 39 3/4 hours. On November 20, 1935, this original Santa Fe Diesel
locomotive was badly damaged near Gallup, New Mexico, while in service
on a transcontinental run with a special party, by a fire resulting from
a leaky oil line. However, this epoch making locomotive enabled the
Santa Fe to inaugurate the trains 17-18 "The Super Chief" on a weekly
basis between Chicago and Los Angeles on May 12, 1936, using standard
heavyweight equipment until the following year.
The power output of the individual Diesel engines used in the
cabs of road locomotives soon advanced from the 900 R.P. used in 1935 to
1,000 R.P. to raise the cab capacity to 2,000 H.P. with two engines and
thereby provide 6;000 H.P. locomotives to fulfill the difficult schedules
of the transcontinental streamliners. The Diesel freight locomotives,
first introduced in 1940-41, were comprised of three or four units each
containing a single 1,350 R.P. Diesel engine to provide 4,050 or 5,400 H.P.
locomotives. 1,500 H.P. and 2,000 H.P. Diesel engines became available
in 1945 permitting 6,000 R.P. locomotives to be obtained with four cabs
of the former capacity or three of "thelatter.
The record of the dieselization of the Santa Fe is summarized
in the tables of locomotive acquisition which follow at the end of this
chapter. steam and Diesel purchases must be considered together because
they are both part of a common program to provide improved service,
capacity and economy. In considering the relative acquisitions of steam
and Diesel power since 1935, it must be remembered that the latter was
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in an experimental status until 1938 and was not used at all on any
railroad for freight service until 1940. Moreover, during the wa~ years,
1942-45,' greater restrictions were imposed on Diesel than on steam motive
power purchases. The Santa Fe therefore reluctantly bought both new and
used steam locomotives during that period, notwithstanding its decided
preference for new Diesel power which had definitely proved its economic
and service superiorities by that time.
Locomotives are provided to produce transportation; the product
which the railroads have to sell. Therefore the assignment of new
locomotives to particular districts and services is almost as significant
as the number of them t4at have been procured.
The Santa Fe o,med the largest fleet of Diesel locomotives,
measured by aggregate horsepower, until within the past few months when
the giant systems of the east, the Ngw York Central and Pennsylvania,
which have been dieselizing their important through freight and passenger
services with great rapidity in order to obtain urgently needed economies,
passed the former in this respect. However, the Santa Fe Yall always
be remembered in railway history as the principal exponent of Diesel
motive power during the important period of its early development in
freight and passenger service, when many great systems were skeptical of
its ultimate practicability.
It is significant to observe that the first Santa Fe Diesel
locomotive is still running satisfactorily and is producing its rated
horsepower within reasonable limits of operating and maintenance expense.
~bile the details of design and construction of Diesels show a tremendous
range of improvement when the newest and the oldest Santa Fe Diesel
units are compared, nevertheless the ones first acquired are still ve~
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useful members of its motive power fleet and show no greater degree of
obsolescence than steam power of comparable age and hold their superiority
to it in operating performance. The Santa Fe is therefore rapidly
turning the beloved "Iron Horse" out to pasture in order to perform in-
creasing proportions of its work lnth Diesel locomotives.
11
\
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TABLE XXXIII
STEAM LOCOMarIVE PURCHASES
1935 - 1948
STA..l\TING TOTAL
MAXn~ru1f TR.4.CTIVE TRACTIVE
NUMBE.1l TYPE CYLINDER DIA1\iETER STEAM EFFORT PER EFFORT
PURCHASED CLASS YEAR WHEEL NAME DIMENSIONS DRIVERS PRESSURE LOCO:.iOTIVE (000)
5 3460 1937 4-6-4 Hudson 23t x 29t 84, 300 43,050 215.3
1 3460 1938 4-6-4 Hudson 23~ x 29t 84 300 43,050 43.0
11 3765 1938 4-8-4 Northern 28 x 32 80 300 66,000 726.0
10 5001 1938 2-10-4 Texas 30 x 34 74 310 93,000 930.0
10 3776 1941 4-8;...4Northern 28 x 32 80 300 66,000 660.0
10 2900 1943 h~-4 Northern 28 x 32 80 300 66,000 660.0
20 2900 1944 4-8-4 Northern 28 x 32 80 300 66,000 1)20.0
25 5011 1944 2-10-4 Texas 30 x 34 74 310 93,000 2325.0
92 - Total Total Tractive Effort 6779.3
SECOND HAND LOCOMarIVE PURCHASES
PURCHASED
FROM & NO •
. .
7 ';'4193;U99')19452-8-4 Berkshire 27-1x 30 63 240 60,900 426.3
3 882-884 1945 2-8-2 Mikado 27 x 30 62 205 61,465 184.4
6 1792-1797 1943 2-8-8-2 Mallet 25 x 32 57 270 114,154 684.9
39 x 32
W 2 1790-1791 1944 2-8-8-2 Mallet 25 x 32 57 270 114,154 228.3
39 x 32
~ - Total Total Tractive Effort 1523.9
110 - Grand Total Grand Total Tractive Effort 8302.2
All of the foregoing second hand locomotives have been
sold or scrapped except the seven B&M 2-8-4.
TABLE XXXIV
DIESEL HORSEPOTh~R ACQUIRED EACH YEAR
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Year Passenger Freight Switch _ Total'
1935 1,800 2,400 4,200
1936 600 600
1937 3,600 5,700 9,300
1938 16,200 16,200
1939 4,000 28,000 32,000
1940 8,000 2,700 2,000 12,700
1941 10,000 24,300 1,720 36,020
1942 59,400 6,760 66,160
1943 1,350-3r 90,450 36,900 128,700
1944 22,950* 128,250 30,080 181,280
1945 18,900 83,700 21,000 123,600
1946 48,000 48,000
1947 42,000 4,000 46,000
1948 112,000 12,000 26,000 150,000
Total 1-1-49 288,800 400,800 165,160 854,760
*E1even 5400 H.P. Electro-Motive Division Diesels purchased
1943, 1944 and 1945, were converted from freight service to
passenger service in 1946. Three have since been converted
back to freight service, leaving eight in passenger service.
These have an aggregate of 43,200 H.P. designated (-~~)which
has been subtracted from the co1\unnof freight locomotives.
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TABLE XXXV
ROSTER OF DIESEL ROAD LOCOMOrIVES
Passenger
R.P. R.P.
Class Locos. Units Per Loco Per Unit Total R.P. Builder
1 1 1 1800 1800 1,800 EMD
2 - 9 8 11 Various 1800 19,800 EMD
11 5 9 'larious 2000 18,000 Dill
16 18 72 6000 1500 108,000 EED
50 1 2 4000 2000 4,000 Aleo
51 12 36 6000 2000 48,000 Aleo
70 4 8 4000 2000 16,000 Aleo
90 1 3 6000 2000 6,000 F-M
158 8 -E 5400 1350 43,200 EMD
58 174 288,800
Freight
100 79 288 1350 388,800 EMD
200 2 8 1500 12.,000 EMD
81 296~- 400,800
.H.. R °t 1 °" eeap~ u at~on:
52 four-unit Locos 208 units
29 three-unit Locos 87 tf
1 snare 1350 R.P. unit 1 It- .
81 Locomotives 296 units
~~Designated by the lowest serial number
of locomotives in the class.
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TABLE XXXVI
ROSTER OF DIESEL ffiv~TCEINGLOCO~OTlVES
Horsepower Total
Engine Nos. Locos. Per Unit Hor sepower Builder
400,450 2 360 720 1/00teomb
460 - 468 9 ..380 3420 G. E.
500 - 502 3 1000 3000 F. H.
2150 - 2153 4 600 2400 E.ll.D.
2201 - 2278 78 1000 78000 Baldvdn
2300 - 2302 3 600 1800 Aleo
2303 - 2304 2 660 1320 Aleo
2310 - 2358
2385 - 2388 53 1000 53000 Aleo
2L~00- 2402 3 900 2700 E.H.D.
2403 - 2417 15 1000 15000 E.M.D.
2600 1 2000 2000 Baldwin
2611 1 1800 1800 E.M.D •.
Total 174 165,160
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TABLE XXXVII
ASSIGNMENT OF
STEAM FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES OF HEAVIEST TYPE COMMONLYUSED
Class Terminals
2-8-2 Chicago to Clovis
2-10-4 Clovis to Belen
2-10-2 Belen to Barstow"~
2-10-2 Barstow to Los Angeles, San Diego-)~
2-10-2 Barstow to Bakersfie1cr~
ASSIGNMENT OF STEA1.1LOCOMarIVES PURCHASED
SINCE 1935
Class of Locomotive
Wheel Total Class
Arrangement Type No. Purchased of Service Terminals
4-6-4 Hudson 6 Passenger Chicago - LaJunta
4-8-4 Northern 51 Passenger LaJunta - Los Angeles
2-10-4 Texas -12 Freight Clovis - Belen
Total 92
7r Freight service of Coast Lines no",r completely dieselized between
Belen - Bakersfield - San Bernardino. Diesels also used to extent
available for service between San BeTnardino and Los Angeles.
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TABLE XXXIX
ASSIGNMENT OF DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES IN FREIGHT SERVICE
Assignment
Service
Base
Number of
Locomotives
Horsepower per
Locomotive Limits of Ooeration
",
Coast Lines Barstow, Cal. 50
2
5400
6000
Belen - Barstow
Barstow':-Los Angeles
Barstow - Bakersfield
Chicago
Colorado
Texas
Cleburne,Tex. 29 Chicago - Argentine
Argentine - Pueblo
Argentine - Bellville, Tex.
Total 81
Reference
S. F. 116 Report
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SWITCH ENGINE ASSIG~mNT
TO YARDS ON TRANSCONTINENTAL MAIN LINE
BETVffiENCHICAGO AND LOS ANGELES (VIA SOUTHERN DISTRIGr)
Diesel Steam
Yard No. Tricks No. Tricks Remarks
Chicago
Corwith 13 31 4 steam necessary for protection.
Produce Term. 2 5 6 d~s per wk. 3 tricks on Sun.
18th Street 5 14 2 2 Steam necessary for protection.
Joliet 2 6
Streater 1 3
Chillicothe 3 5
Galesburg 1 1 2-3 hours, 5 days per wk. overtime.
Shop ton 2 6 4 6
Marceline 1 3
Argentine 31 74 9 5 Steam necessary for protection.
Emporia 4 12 2 3
Ottawa 1 2
Eldorado 2 3
Agusta 1 1
Wellington 2 6 2 3
Waynoka 2 6
Amarillo 4 "12 2 Steam necessary for protection.
Clovis 4 12 1 Steam necessary for protection.
Belen 4 10 1 Steam necessary for protection.
Gallup 3 4
WinsIO'\'{ 4 8
Ash Fork 1 2
Seligman 1 2
Needles 1 3 1 2
Barstow 6 15 2 Steam for protection and relief.
San Bernardino 7 21 2 3
Los Angeles 31 71 0
Total 121 305 50 57
The Santa Fe owns 174 yard switching Diesel locomotives.
Remaining 53 units are assigned to yards and terminals not on the
Chicago-Los Angeles Transcontinental main line (via Southern District.)
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CHAPTER XIV
CARS
The business of a railroad is to move cars. The details of
car construction, their adaptation to varied service requirements, while
always retaining complete flexibility for movement over all lines of
railway and the continued availability of required supply at all points
as needed, constitute one of the major functions of railway operation.
Cars must be designed of structural strength capable of transmitting
the thrust and pull of locomotives, absorbing the shock of high-speed
movement over switches, crossings and imperfect track while sustaining
loads of maximum capacity. Modern freight equipnent varies in carrying
.capacity from 35 to 45 tons in refrigerator cars, 50 to 60 tons for box
cars, to as high as 80 tons for open top equipment designed to carry the
products of mines and heavy structural material. Some coal cars in the
lake and tidewater trades vdll carry 90 to 100 ton loads of coal. In
passenger service the hea~veight Pullman cars, built prior to introduction
of lighter weight materials in the middle 30's, weigh in excess of 80 tons.
All cars must be designed to the minimum clearances permissible
on the road by which the cars are owned. Standard min:irnmnclearances have
been adopted by the American railroads throueh their joint agency, now
the Association of American Railroads. Box and other closed types of
cars which do not exceed these established limits, must be accepted in
interchange vdth the alternative of the receiving line, of restricted
clearances, being required to bear the cost of transferring or detouring.
Such cars exceeding these minimum measurements need not be accepted in
interchange or if this is done the cost of transferring the contents
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must be borne by the road on which the load originated, which it should
be noted may not be the owning line.
Open top cars, themselves, do not exceed even the minimum
clearance limits of any railroad, but their loads often do. It is the
responsibility of shippers, and originating railways to hold open loads
lv.ithinall clearance limits with the resulting expense of transfer or
other special hauling falling on the latter if offered in interchange.
In freight cars the important structural features are (1) trucks,
wheels and axles; (2) couplers, and attachment of drawbars to the under-
frame of the car; (3) the 'floor system and underframe; (4) side frames and
roofs; (5)brakes.
The freight cars are supported at either end by a four-wheel
truck. Wheels are rigidly attached to axles with external (i.e., outside
of the gage of the rails) journals revolving in journal boxes. These
journal boxes are held in place by truck side frames Which, in turn, are
connected by a very strong structural member termed a "truck bolster."
The weieht of the car is transmitted through the floor system into the
center sill and then on through a body bolster which is a strong supporting
member under the car and Which, when it is on a straight track, is parallel
to and directly above the truck bolster. The latter member is not rigidly
attached to the side frames but is joined by side bearing rollers to permit
vertical but not horizontal motion and res~on heavy coil springs Which,
in turn,are supported and held in place by a spring nest resting on and
connecting the bottom of the truck side frames. This method of assemblage
dampens vertical motion of the trucks against direct transmission of
shock into the car body. The truck is attached to the car body by a
center pin which passes through the center of both the body bolster and
the truck bolster, allowing the truck to revolve when the car moves over
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curved track. The coil springs and vertical movement of the car boqy
occasionally have harmonic periods of oscillation which reinforce the
intensity of each causing vibration of such amplitude and force as to
damage contents of cars and occasionally cause derailments. Accordingly,
non-harmonic springs are in process of development to utilize both eliptic
and coil springs in order to take advantage of the different rates of
oscillation of the two separate devices and the snubbing action of the
leaves of the eliptical springs' oscillation. The truck frames in the
past had been assembled from various parts framed on an arch bar which is
essentially a steel strap suspended from the top and bottom of the journal
boxes and supporting the truck bolster and also the spring nest and the
springs on which the truck bolster rests. The arch bar proved tobe a
member of insufficient strength to meet the needs of modern freight
transportation and frequent breaking' of arch bars in transi.twas a prolific
cause of derailments so the use of arch bar type of trucks was prohibited
on cars offered in interchange after January 1, 1938.
The coupler is a device for attaching cars to one another so
that trains may be assembled. 'The rigid attachment of the coupler to
a car underfrane would result in damaging shocks in starting and stopping
trains, which might seriously overstrain the car if it did not actually
wreck it in transit. The transmission of the "thrust" and "pull" of the
coupler must be cushioned through spring or friction devices in the
attachment of the coupler to the underframe. This is the function of the
draft gear.
The wheels used under the older freight cars are of cast iron,
although solid steel vmeels have been supplanting these on the new cars
built over the past 10 or 20 years, except during the war. Only steel
wheels are used under passenger equipment and under locomotives and tenders.
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All axles are, of course, of steel, their surfaces outside the area of
attachment to the hub of the wheels are carefully turned to a smooth and
perfectly true cylindrical face which normally rests against a bearing
made of anti-friction metal inserted into the top of journal box which is
packed vdth oil-soaked waste, that is kept continually oiled by lubrication
at terminal points. The friction bearing is gradually being supplanted
in passenger service by roller bearings but these are too expensive for
use on freight cars.
The backbone of the car, the center sill, an I-beam of heavy
construction, extends for its entire length, is connected with the side
sills by a number of cross members, and the side sills are connected by
end sills at each end of the car. This assemblage of steel members
comprises what is !mown as the under frame of the car • All of the dead or
live load of a car and the thrust of train movement, as well as much of
the shock transmitted by trucks moving over frogs and switches and rough
track, are concentrated on the center sill.
The design of the underframe and the steel members rising from
it to support the roof are subject to the same principles as govern struc-
tural design of bridges and buildings, although the stresses of members
of movable structures are never as susceptible of exact determination as
is possible in the case of fixed structures and, therefore, the factors of
safety in the movable structure must be greater. The closed type of car,
such as the box, refrigerator or stock car, having high sides and a roof,
lends itself more readily to sturdy construction by reason of the depth
of the truss structure. The truss structure, of course, can be built
to meet any necessary standard of strength required for any allowable
lading.
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Open top cars do not lend themselves as readily to securing
maximum structural strength ~~th the most economical use of material,
because the lower sides correspondingly reduce the depth of the trusses
and, hence, require material of increased cross sectional dimension to
secure equivalent strength. Because of their design, open top cars lack
the strengthening influence of top bracing available in the construction
of a closed car type. In this connection, too, open top cars usually
carry the heaviest loads, i.e. coal, ore or structural steel, heavy
material, blocks, building stone, et 31, and the lighter freight
cO~Tiodities are carried in closed type cars in which structural strength
can be most economically obtm.ned at lowest cost. However, in spite of
the greater structural problems of open top cars, these are now being
built to meet eve~J service requirement. From what has been previously
said, it is obvious that flat cars present the greatest difficulties in
securing structural strength, and no type of equipment is called upon
to bear as heavy concentrated loads as are ,these units, which are so
frequently utilized for the lading of the most ponderous machinery and
other heavy co~nodities. The design of cars which meet these service
requirements is probably sufficiently familiar to all so that detailed
mention of them need not be embodied in a thesis of this character~
At the beginning, cars of every type were built entirely of
wood, practically no metal parts being used except for trucks, wheels and
axles, the running gear on the air brake system and .truss rods and
auxiliary devices. Gradually over the years increasingly severe physical
requirements of rairaay transportation on its equipment forced the
substitution of steel for wood in an increasing number of parts of the
car and for the last twenty years, most freight cars built have been of
all steel construction.
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Passenger cars vary in length from 65 to 90 feet, in extreme
length and are about 15 feet in extreme height from the rail. The heaviest
pullman sleeping cars weigh in excess of 85 tons but the availability of
aluminum, stainless steel and loYl alloy steel at prices that pennit its
use in car construction have led to all passenger equipment built over
the past 10 or 12 years to be made of these materials rather than the
ordinary carbon steel with a consequent reduction in car TIeights to 60 - 70
tons. Much of the weight saving of improved metals has been offset by
the weight of air conditioning apparatus and improved lighting and heating
facilities.
General structural pr~nciples utilized in passenger car design
are similar to 'those of freight car construction. The side fran€s are
trussed but a more complex design is necessarJr to prOVide for windol'lsand
doors. The ends are given maximum strength to resist telescoping in
collisions and spring buffers are placed in the ends of the cars over the
couplers to cushion shocks of starting, stopping and coupling. Six wheel
trucks were utilized on the heavier passenger cars built in past decades
but the modern lightweight or semi-light Yleight cars permit a return to
4-wheel trucks. The requirements of greater safety, improved riding
qualities, and higher speed have made many other important modifications
necessary, in passenger car truck design.
The American raiJy{ays have frequently been criticized for the
alleged excessive weight of cars and critical comparisons have occasionaly
been made vdth the railways of other countries using lighter cars. The
point has been con~letely overlooked that the car is light or heaVJr, less
by reason of its actual weight than in relation to the load which it
carries and to its structural strength. The problem is one of keeping
the ratio of the car Yrei~ht to the pay load at a minimum. In practice,
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it is found that the larger the size of the cars, the more favorable this
ratio and if a given number of hundreds or thousands of cars of freight
are to be moved or a stated number of people to be carried they can be
handled with a reduced dead weight of cars if these are relatively smaller
number of larger units. Long experience in car design proves that often
minor increments in car weight give very large increased loading
potentialities. Detailed analysis vdll show that if a freight or passenger
car is loaded to capacity only a few times a year, the excess revenue
will pay the added interest of maintenance and operatine cost resulting
from the larger capacity and hence weight. If the maximuJrlload can be
maintained even but a few times a year, it is much more economical to'have
built the large car than a smaller one. Moreover, the first essential of
railway operation is safety and durability, and larger and stronger cars
possess these virtues in the highest degree.
The same qualities of leadership which the Santa Fe has shown
in other features of railway management are equally manifest in its
progressive policies in relation to car design, maintenance and operation.
Proof of this is seen in its fleets of modern streamlined trains and in
the high proportion of its freight and passenger cars 1~1ich are of recent
construction.
While freight is the mainstay of railroad revenues, the competitive
necessities of the passenger service usually provide the initial impetus
to major technical advances and usually is the first service to reflect
them. The Diesel locomotive is a case in point. This whole narrative of
Santa Fe development since 1935 relates to improvements wi thin that LTeat
system which sprang from the Diesel locomotive that was developed to haul
better passenger trains faster. The Diesel was extensively utilized in
passenger service several years before it was seriously considered for
freight trains.
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The arrival of the Diesel locomotive coincided "VIrith the availabilit:r
of new alloys of metals and improvements of all component parts and features
of passenger cars which led to marked advances in the construction and
design. These ~oduced moderately lighter cars but ones which provided
much greater riding comfort at all operating speeds and also many conveniences
and attractions and features of interior design and furnishing heretofore
unknol'm.
New passenger equipment is so widely knOlvn and generally acclaimed
that any detailed description of modern cars is tmnecessary. Attention
may therefore be confined to recording statistically the numbers and
types of Santa Fe passenger cars acquired since light weight ones were
introduced in 1936-37 following three depression years, 1933-3h-J5 when
no new passenger train cars were acquired.
The resumption of the aggresive development of the Santa Fe began
early in 1935 when its management decided to reduce the schedule of trans-
continental passenger trains between Chicago and Los Anb~les by the
equi valent of a day. The "Chief" was then the fastest long distance
train in the west and made its run in 55 hours but the conventional
time between Chicago and the Pacific coast, on all routes, represented
a 3-night and 2-day schedule, approximating 60 hours of travel time.
Early in 1935 the Santa Fe began the coordinated program of improving
standards of track construction and maintenance, reducing curvature and
improving signal facilities which have been outlined in this report. The
goal of t~is work was to run passenger and freight trains faster.
The immediate objective was a new train to be knovm as the
"Super Chief". The Santa Fe's first Diesel locomotive, a 2-unit, 3600 R.P.
machine, has been ordered. Initially there would be but a single locomotive
and train. The locomotive for the "Super Chief" was received in the fall
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of 1935 and made a memorable test run on the proposed 39-3/4 hour Chicago
to Los Angeles schedule in October of that year. Streamlined light weight
equipment was not yet available, so the train was composed of standard
heavy weight Pullman cars. The service was inaugurated for the use of
the public on May 12, 1936, and the train ran once a week in each direction.
Light weight streamlined cars having stainless steel exterior
and car body construction were ordered from E. G. Budd Company and substituted
for the standard heavy weight cars in 1937. Five light weight sleeping cars
were obtained for that service; one providing an observation-lounge type car
far rear end. All additional light weight sleeping cars used on Santa Fe
trains up until the segregation of Pu~lmanls manufacturing and operating
corporations in 1945, 146 and '47, were Pullman bUilt~ owned and operated.
other Santa Fe streamlined trains were developed around the
Diesel locomotives and the light weight passenger cars acquired in 1938
and subsequent years.. A second "Super Chief" was added in February 1938
in order to permit twice a week service. "El Capitan," the transcontinental
coach train was added at the same time, also on twice a week basis between
Chicago and Los Angeles. The "San Diegans," between Los Angeles and San
Diego; the "Kansas Citian" and the "Chicagoan" between Chicago, Kansas
City and Oklahoma City, and the IIGolden State" streamliners in the San
J-oaquin Valley between Bakersfield and OaY-~and were inaugurated in 1938.
The story of Santa Fe passenger car acquisition closely parallels
the record of its new trains and its service improvements. The statistical
record appears on a following page. All cars listed thereon represent
new ones built for Santa Fe and delivered in the designated year except the
acquisition of 83 sleeping cars reported in 1945. These were light weight
units obtained between 1938 and 1942 wluch were built, olvned and operated
by Pullman but were assigned to Santa Fe. The latter exercised an option
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to buy these in anticipation of the segregation of the Pullman Company
from its prior ovmer and subsequent purchase by the user railroads.
No heavy weight equipment has been built new for the Santa Fe
since the last car of this type was delivered to it in 1932. However,
in order to obtain same much needed additional passenger car capacity it
purchased 15 heavy weight coaches second hand in December, 1944. One car
was subsequently destroyed in an accident and the remaining 14 were sold
in October, 1947.
During 1948 the Santa Fe purchased 71 heavy weight Pullman
sleeping cars assigned to its lines. These were obtained at the depreciated
book value of this equipment pursuant to the contract provision relating
to railroad acquisition of the sleeping car business.
A railroad earns most of its revenues through hauling freight
which moves in freight cars. The necessity of operating the American
railroads as a unifi.ed and coordinated system from the standpoint of
moving freight between any combination of points in the United States
requires complete flexibility in the interchange of cars from one line
to the other. It follows, as every traveler knows, that the cars of any
one railroad may be seen on the tracks of all others and it is a fortunate
railroad indeed which has more than a small proportion of the freight
equipment which it owns on its own rails at anyone time. They have,
however, the cars of other railroads to use in parti81 exchange for the
ones which are off line at the time. This complete interchangeability
of freight cars, and passenger cars, too, requires a high degree of
standardization in the basic elements of design and dimensions.
Freight cars, like all railroad equipment, must be of sturdy
construction for safely handling under load in long freight trains. Such
construction which is necessary for safety also insures a long life.
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Freight cars, if continuously maintained in good condition, can last
thirty to forty years or even more. However, obsolescence is apparent
in most cars after they have been in service more than 20 years and cars
that are more than 10 years old usually are beginning to evidence in-
feriorities of design and equipment in relation to those of recent con-
struction.
The Santa Fe owned 79,526 freight cars on December 31, 1948.
It is therefore significant to observe its purchases of new freight cars
of various classes, beginning with 1935, that are summarized in the following
table. Data on age and total ownership of freight equipment is also
included.
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CHAPTER XV
LOCOHOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS, STATIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS
FACILITIES, TOOLS AI\TDAPPLIAHCES
While a number of important topics have been reviewed in this
analysis of Santa Fe improvements, it by no "means covers all of the work
done. Car and locomotive shops, engine houses, office buildings, stations}
.locomotive fuel and water and other auxiliary facilities of every sort
together vdth tools, appliances and devices ranging from the largest
power driven machines to small hand operated ones have been continuously
improved~over the years. In addition to the facilities which Santa Fe
directly ovms i.thas necessarily contributed its prorata or wheelage
proportion to the development of the various terminal and other con~anies
wIllch mvn facilities that it uses.
The !:lostimportant new mechanical facilities built in recent
years have been those provided for the efficient and expeditious servicing
and repair of Diesel locomotives. In 1945 the Santa Fe completed the
largest and finest Diesel locomotive servicing station in the country at
Barstow, California. The building is 138 ft. vnde and 250 ft. long and
contains six tracks of length sufficient to hold a four unit locomotive •
.~ shop extension 75 ft. by 225 ft. was added in 1948 and contains three
additional tracks.
Servicing of Diesel locomotives requires work being performed at
various levels from ".inspection of the trucks, wheels and motors below the
track level to access to machinery and apparatus high within the inside
of the cab. Pits and platfonls are therefore necessary to provide convenient
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access and working space at these different places. Adequate, shadowless
lighting everyahere and at all angles is a paramount necessity and this
requirement has been well fulfilled at Barstovl Shop. It likewise is
completely equipped 1~th systems for dispensing fuel, lubricating oil,
compressed air and water and other supplies conveniently to the locomotives
at all of the servicing platforms.
Shop facilities and store roomS are of adequate size and accessible
location. An elaborately complete set of coordinated facilities is located
alongside the shops for filling locomotives Tnth fuel, train heating boiler
water and sand and also for was:b.ingthem mechanically.
Barstow is essentially a "service station" where passenger loco-
t
motives are cut in and out of trains after a complete transcontinental
round trip of 4,500 miles between Chicago and Los Angeles. Siwilarly
freight locomotives are' cut out of road service only after established
mileage has been run on the various freight train assignments between
Belen, Barstow, Bw<ersfield and San Bernardino vdth possibly an occasional
run into Los Angeles. No heavy repairs are made at Barstow; work of this
type being done at the San Bernardino Shop which has been converted to
perform such functions; in addition to providing for all of the requirements
of the steam power which remain:;on the Coast Line s.
San Bernardino is one of the thxee important locomotive shops
built by the Santa Fe shortly before World War I. The other two are at
Albuquerque and Cleburne, Texas. The fourth Santa Fe locomotive repair
shop is at Topeka, Kansas, and is the oldest one on the system. All of
the four, however, have been kept abreast of modern shop practice by the
continuous replacement of obsolete tools ~r modern ones and by making
such additions to crane capacity and other facilities as have been required
to handle motive power of continuously increasing size and weight.
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Passenger Diesels have transcontinental assignments so can be
serviced at Barstow along lvith the Diesel freight locomotives which now
haul all of the freight trains between Belen, San Bernardino and Bakersfield
and also operate into Los Angeles whenever available for rtms on the "Third
District" (of the Los Angeles Division.) Through freight service is
completely dieselized between Chicago and Kansas City and substantially
so between Kansas City - La Junta and Pueblo and between Kansas City and
Belleville, Texas, a freight engine terminal 80 miles north of Houston.
Since none of these freight locomotives touch Barstow, their assignments
are planned to concentrate heavy repairs at Cleburne, Texas, and routine
servicing at Argentine, Kansas. Santa Fe also has a 12rge and modern
repair and servicing facility for Diesel locomotives adjacent to its
Chicago Coach Yards but the latter t s functions are auxiliary to those of
Cleburne and Barstow •. A complete Diesel IIservice stationtl is being erected
at Corvnth Yard, Chicago, to care for road freight and svdtching power at
that terminal.
A plan of development for a modern railroad must cover innumerable
details. New office machinery and equipment, redecoration and reconstruction
of stations and of office buildings, minor shops and enginehouses, provision
of fuel and water dispensing apparatus, ad infinitum, have as definite
a place as the more spectacular features outlined herein. It is obviously
impossible to do more than mention these adjuncts but they must not be
overlooked when one is considering the breadth and extent of the accomplish-
ments which the Santa Fe has made over the last 15 years to keep its
railroad in the forefront of progress.
Through the years, the Santa Fe has been very generously provided
'~th handsome and spacious stations at most of the intermediate points
on its line; the larger cities being invariably served b.Y Union or other
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jointly owned and operated facilities.
Therefore comparatively little remained to be done to add to
the list of attractive stations built prior to 1930 except in Newton}
Kansas, and paradoxically enough, in the Santa Fets home city of Topeka.
The former was constructed during the middle 30t s and an unusually
attractive and completely equipped passenger station was opened to
public use in the capital city of Kansas early this year. It very
appropriately contains a bronze plaque, dedicated by the present
President, to honor his predecessor, the Santa Fe's founder, Cyrus K.
Holliday.
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CHAPrER XVI
CApTTAL COST OF THE TI,lPROVEFENT PROGRAl,': AiJD FINANCIAL
AND STATISTICAL RESUL'rS OF OPERATION
Improvements can be counted both by the cost and by the numbers
and.size of physical units added and can also. be measured by the incrEased
efficiency and capacity rn1ich follows thei~ completion. The Santa Fe
improvement proE~am should be viewed from all three of these important
points of view.
The capital component of it is summarized in a comprehensive
Table, No. I, Page 4-A, to vnuch reference was made in the opening
chapter of this report. It is requested that the reader turn to PaGe 4-A
again. The information given in the subsequent chapters of this thesis
provide the descriptive background of the additions and betterments 1vhich
are consolidated therein in terms of cost. It is hoped that the narrative
vdll give greater meaning and significance to this data than it could
have had when necessarily introduced rdthout explanation at such an
early point in this study.
Table I totals the gross capttal charges made for each class
of improvement listed but that is not the whole cost of much of the tJ~c
of work. In all cases where improvements are made to unon-depreciable"
roa&vay property, application of Interstate Commerce COlillllssionaccounting
practices result in a substantial part of the outlaJr being charGed to
operating expense rather than to' capital accounts. Cor.sideration of
this table, tl:erefore, falls short of reporting the total expenditures
made by the Santa Fe to finance the improvement program. The data shown
represents only the ae::'recatenmnber of dollars spent which are capital
charges and does not include the substantial component charged to
operating expenses.
Improvements are of two classifications:
l~ Additions - which represent new work, i.e., a second track;
block signals, or cTc'on a line not previously equipped,
a new car or locomotive, etc.
2. Betterments - replacing a timber bridge by a steel or
concrete one; relaying light rail with heavy rail, providing
a better.boiler on a steam locomotive, replacing a manual
interlocker by an electric one; etc.
All of the cost of improvements classed as additions are
capitalized but there are two different accounting, procedures in the case
of replacements and betterments relating (1) to all cars, locomotives
fand other rolling stock and all fixed property on which depreciation
charges are continuously accrued to operating expenses and accumulated
in depreciation reserves stated in the balance sheet of the owner company,
and (2) to property which is non-depreciable.
Right-of\way, grading, tunnels, the component parts of track,
i.e. rail, ties, ballast, turnouts, crossings and other material, which
is undergoing regular cycles of replacement continuously throughout the
railroad, also minor items such as hand tools, office appliances, furniture
and fixtures, etc. is considered non-depreciable property. No depreciation
reserves are established for these things which are continuously wearing
out and being simultaneously replaced in relatively constant numbers and
proportions from year to year.
~ben ~ny one of these non-depreciable items is replaced in kind,
no betterment results and the entire cost of the replacement is an
operating expense. If the replacement represents a betterment, th~ excess
cost of it as actually made, over the cost of replacement in kind, represents
the capitalizable improvement. Also improvements made vdthout involving
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a replacement are a betterment and so are fully capitalized. The addition,
for example, of air conditioning to an existing passenger car is a better-
ment. Its cost is a capital charge. Some examples may be given. If a
track which is laid with old 90# rail is relayed with neiV'90# rail, the
entire cost is an operating expense. On the other hand, if 90# rail
is replaced vnth 1151/ ra:i.l,that proportion of the total cost which is
the estimated equivalent of doing the TIork in kind (i.e~ replacing IT.ith
90# rail) is chargeable to operating expense but the remainder, which,re-
presents the cost of the betterment, goes into the capital accounts. If
a boiler is replaced on a steam locomotive vdth'a new one which permits
increased steam pressure and has other characteristics of being a "betterment"
the'cost of replacement in kind is an operating expense; the excess cost
beyond that represents the capitalizable betterment.
Non-depreciable road property removed or abandoned and not re-
placed in kind is credited'to the appropriate investment account and this
\amount, less salvage, is charged to retirements as a maintenance expense.
The latter practice,must be followed in the accounting for line changes.
The cost of the new line is fully capitalized but.the investment in the
old line abandoned, and track on it must be v~itten' out of the property
investment accounts through a retirement charge to operating expenses equal
to its book value less credits for property salvaged.
Depreciable road property such as a car or bridge that is re-
placed by a new and better one is written out of the property accounts
in the balance sheet through credits thereto and offsetting charges
(less salvage credits) are made to the appropriate depreciation reserves.
The entire cost of the betterment is then capitalized. New items of
equipment are capitalized and units of equipment retired is written out
of the accounts through the depreciation reserves for them.
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It may be noted that the capital improvements made on tpe Santa
Fe from 1896 through 1930 comprised a very high proportion of additions;
i.e. double track, block signals and many other things going in for the
first time. The period from 1935 to date contains a substantial pro-
portion of betterments to non-depreciable roadway property hence entailed
'a considerable component of operating expense in addition to the capital
charges aggregated in .Table I.
It would require an interesting but very-extended audit to
develop the grand total of the improvement program embracing both classifi-
cations of capita1and operating expenditures. The same observations
would apply to an analysis of the source of.fundsfor Santa Fe's capital
improvements which vario~sly come from:
1. Sale of securities; now only Equipment Trust Certificates
since the Santa Fe has sold no stock or bonds vnthin the
period covered by this report; i.e. since 1935.
2. Depreciation charges to operating expenses.
,3. Salva'ge of retired property.
4. Earnings (net income) reinvested in the property.
The total investment of $829,656,000 of new capital in a period
of 27 years,or more than $30,000,000 per year, represents nearly 60 per
cent of the book value of $1,389,671,000 of road property and equipment
before accrued depreciation and amortization of $400,533,000 reported on
December 31, 1948. Such data constitutes an eloquent statement of the
high proportion of the total plant and investment which is represented
by the additionS and betterments of the past thirty years.
The Santa Fe improvement program was made to provide additional
transportation capacity and to enable the railroad to operate more
economically and efficiently. Railroads keep their accounts according
to prescribed methods and,instructions of the Interstate Commerce Commission
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and1make very complete information public periodically through the year
on the results of their operation in terms of money, traffic units and
measurements of operating efficiency. Their annual reports are models
of breadth and completeness of coporate and financial information.
A financial and statistical analysis of the Santa Fe Rai~lay
made to confirm' the extent and adequacy of the improvement program and
the success with ,which it achieved its purpose would be a comprehensive
separate study in itself. An impressive array of financial, traffic,
transportation and maintenance statistics could be marshalled in it.
Some representative tables are presented as Appendix D but no attempt
'will be made to discuss and explain these data which covers a period
beginning in 1921. It is hoped that they will prove to be self-explanatory.
Wide changes in economic, political and transportation conditions occurred
'within that 28-year per.iod. The component tables of Appendix D show
principal. sources of revenue and income and nature of expenses. The mag-
\nitude of operations is reflected in conventional units of traffic and
transportation as well as dollar amounts. A few significant ratios have
been computed to indicate trends and relationships.-
If Appendix D were extended to include the usual measures of
operating efficiency and earning power and project the salient factors
of Santa Fe performance against the record of other laree systems, it
would prove that this great railroad is being managed with outstanding
foresight, skill and ability, and is utilizing the capital effectively.
It has also established an impressive record of growth and development
of traffic, even after making due allowance for the favorable natural
factors which have aided it.
Most important from the standpoint of this study is the record
of its earning power, especially before taxes. It proves that the funds
which have been invested in the"expansion and development of the Santa Fe
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over the past 15 years have been fully justified by the increase in
capacity and revenue and improvement in operating efficiency. These
results have also vitalized the investments made by the predecessors
of the present generation of Santa Fe executives and have laid a firm
and enduring foundation to sustain this great railway throughout future
decades and even centuries. The work of the men who wv.illrun the Santa
Fe in the years ahead will be made more effective and their ambitions
and abilities will be stimulated by the achievements of the Engel-Gurley
administration briefly described herein, that will be bequeathed as a
great legacy to the futt~e.
\
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CHAPTER XVII
OPERATION OF THE SANTA FE
The preceding chapters have described the property of the Santa
Fe but have said little of how it is used to perform the servioe for
which it is provided. The details of railway operation would be
another long study; summarizing the freight and passenger schedules
offered to the public and the manner in which the work of running the.
trains, the yards and the stations is organized and supervised.
In its fundamental aspects, railway operation is largely a
matter of the assignment of men and engines and cars to provide the
services of the ,required standard with a minimum expenditure of labor
and fuel and'of materials, both for transportation and maintenanc~.
Efficiency may well be considered to be represented by the
'\ and materials
ratio between the number of man hours and engine hours/actually utilized
to perform a railroad's work compared with the number which should be
sufficient on the basis of most. effective planning.and administration.
This report cannot, at Page 330, begin a description of the
operation of the Santa Fe in the manner involved in fulfilling the foregoing
outline, so this chapter will center its attention on the physical factors
which at the outbreak of the war handicapped the Santa Fe in providing
instantaneously the itarge increase in transportation capacity which it
was called upon to produce as its great contribution to the war effort.
It will weave a number of the essential facts contained in the preceding
ones into a brief narrative of the operation of the Santa Fe's trans-
continental lines in a manner designed to show what these restrictions
were, what historical or othe~'fundamental facts had produced them, why
action had not been taken prior to the war to relieve them and when and
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where and why corrective measures were applied and what has been the
resultant improvement.
There 1vill be some inevitable repetition of what has been
stated before, but it is hoped that this _viII be helpful to the reader.
At the outset he is requested to turn again to the traffic density chart,
Exhibit 3, and is reminded that Santa Fe's average freight traffic density
measured in revenue ton miles per mile of line has fluctuated over recent
years to the extent indicated by the following table:
\ Percent of Percent ofDensity in ton miles
Year per mile of line 1945 density 1941 density
1941 1,398,425 46 100
1942 2,114,285 . 74 158
1943 2,429,698 84 181
1944 2,869,905 100 214
1945 2,871,608 100 214
1946 2,274,252 79 169
1947 2,502,959 87 187
'1948 2,522,320 88 188
The proportional traffic increases on the Chicago-California
main lines have been substantially greater than the system averages
tabulated above. Population trends are a basic factor in determining
the long term trend of traffic and significant data of this character
relating to the Santa Fe's territory are set forth as Tables XLVI and XLVII.
Study of the traffic density chart, Exhibit 113, will show
the uniformity of density along the 1400 miles of main line between
Barstow, California, and Wellington, Kansas. These are very important
junctions. The reader is urged to keep their location clearly in mind.
Two-thirds of Santa Fe's California traffic normally originates
and terminates on the Los Angeles Division in southern California,. and one-
third moves to or from stations and j unctions on the Valley and San
Francisco Terminal Divisions. During the war, this relationship was
modified by the extraordinary'concentration. of military traffic through
the Port of San Francisco so the tonnage over the two routes became
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nearly equal; the Los AnGeles Di.vision remained the heavier, but the
percentage relationships narrowed ciose to SO-50. It is now back to
its pre-war ratios, two-thirds and one-third.
The First District of the Los Angeles Division which extends
between Barstow and San Bernardino over Cajon Pass, hovlever, has train,
car and tonnage density somewhat heavier than the Santa Fe main line
divisions east of Barstow, because the Union Pacific's important Los
Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad between those two cities uses Santa Fe
trackage for 100 miles between Daggett, which is 8.8 miles east of Barstow,
and Riverside, 9.2 miles west of San Bernardino.
The Union Pacific's freight traffic in and out of Southern
California fully balances the Santa Fe's traffic to northern California
and Union Pacific runs four daily passenger trains each way in and out
of Los Aneeles. The increment of Union Pacific traffic raises the train
and traffic density of the Santa Fe's line between Daggett and San
Bernardino, the latter station being the junction of the former's two
routes to Los Angeles, to the highest on the Santa Fe except the main
lines of the Middle Division and the Eastern Division, both of which
it vdll be recalled lie in eastern Kansas. The peak movement in the west,
hOTIever, is on the 8.8 miles of line east of Barstow to DagGett which
carries all of Santa Fe's California transcontinental traffic, both of
the Los Angeles and the Valley Division and is used by the Union Pacific
also. The physical characteristics and track facilities of the line
between Daggett and Barstow are favorable for movement of a heavy train
density; i.e. 100 or more per day wLthout delay or congestion.
The lines into southern and northern California which diverge
at Barstow may be summarized as follows:
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Division
First District - Barstow over Cajon Pass to San Bernardino:
Double track
Double track
Average
80.8 miles westbound
82.8 II eastbound
".81.8 miles
Second District - San Bernardino - Los lmgeles via Pasadena:
Single track
Double track
Total
1.4 miles
58.0 n
59.4 miles
Third District - San Bernardino to Los Angeles via Riverside and
Fullerton:
Eastward Westward
Single track
Double track
Total
39.4 miles
32.1 It
71.5 miles
39.4 miles
32.8 It
72.2 miles
Fourth District - Fullerton to San Diego and National City; distance
Fullerton to S.'ll Diego - 102.3 miles 1 equipped wi t.h
cTc;10.3 miles J).T. ,'92 .'3 'mi:J.esS'.T.';~7..0 'miles 'D.T;""has no cTc.
"Olive District" - ,.8 miles of cTc equipped single track between
Atwood, ,.3 miles east of Fullerton on Third District
and Orange, 7.6 miles south of Fullerton on Fourth
District,is used by throngh freight trains between
San Bernardino and San Diego.
l'JORTHK'iN C.ALIFORNIA
Arizona Division - Barstow - :r.1ojave 71.6 miles
Southern Pacific trackage,
Mojave - Kern Junction
Valley Division and San Francisco
Terminal Division
66.8 It
Kern Junction - Oakland
Total
Double track - On Southern Pacific trackage
On Santa Fe
Total
Single track equipped vdth cTc on Southern
Pacific trackage
453.8 miles
36., miles
6.2
42.7 miles
32.3 miles
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East of Wellineton the continued accession of main and branch
lines builds up traffic so rapidly that between Emporia and Kansas City
it is more than double that registered at any point between Barstow
and Wellington • The traffic volume between Chicago and Kansas City is
just a little more than half of the density between K~poria and Kansas
City, and in fact is only from 10 - 25% heavier than on the lines between
Barstow and Wellington in spite of the accretions provided by Texas
lines and Kansas mileage and the important local and gateway tonnage of
Kansas City. This underscores the fact that half of the traffic 17bich
Santa Fe brings into Kansas City goes east on other lines. Some of it
is destined to or via Saint Louis, the Twin Cities and 1,lemphisto
vffiichSanta Fe does not run but many cars also [,0 via Santa Fe's rivals
to Chicago,for Kansas City is an "open gateway" for competitive solicitation
of business. The network of railway mileage which other railroads, such
as the Burlington, Rock Island, l:Iilwaukee, Gulf, Mobile &- Ohio, and
other railroads operate YQthin the states in the populous area bct~een
the Missouri Rivet and Lake Michigan and their direct access to many
Chicago industries which are available to the Santa Fe only through
reciprocal svTitching, constitute an additional factor leading to the
diversion at Kansas City of tonnaee originating on the Santa Fe .west
of that great middle western railvra;'lcenter.
Appendix D outlines the traffic fluctuations, year by year,
from 1921 - 1948, inclusive. The effect of the decade of prosperity
in the 20's and of the depression in the 30's is clearly manifest but
this thesis is a study of capacity and so is related to maximum rather
than minimum requirements.
In the peak ye3rs of 1926 - 1929, Santa Fe's daily average
freight car movement, loaded and empty, betTIoen Barstow and Wellington
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each way_
averaGed 500 to 750 cars per dayt Several important branches, and
indeed the main passenger route, too, (at Dalies) connected I'dth this
1400 mile long section of the railway_ Principal among these are the
feeder lines through valleys productive of substantial agricultural
and mineral traffic. These and their main line junctions may be
summarized as follov/s:
1. Cadiz, California, with the line to the Palo Verde
Valley, ending at Ripley.
2. Ash Fork, to the Salt River Valley and Phoenix.
3. Belen, through the Rio Grande Valley to El Paso on to the
south and Albuquerque on the north.
4. Clovis 'wi.thits Pecos River Valley line to Pecos, '.L1exas.
The principal Texas junctions, on the other hand, are with through
routes at Texico, Cany~n, Amarillo and Pampa. While the traffic of
these branch and secondary lines is important, the cars and tonnaGes
moving to and from them are relativel:/ small in relation to the main
line total and is moreover so divided between east and westward move-
ment as to produce a balancing ef.:'ecton the mainline traffic density
which seems to have more of a tendency to stabilize it than to produce
any noticeable changes in it.
In 1929, the lines from Wellineton to Belen and on 10 miles
further to junction at Dalies Ylith the passenger route vic~ the Eorthern
Di strict, YfaS a continuous sinsle track with the exception of 62 miles
of second track between Pampa, Amarillo and Canyon, built during 1926-27,
when the Texas Panhandle experienced a great wave of economic develop-
ment under the impetus of rapidly increasing production of oil and
wheat. The long main lines of the Panhandle, Plains and Pecos Divisions,
between Wellington and Belen had aITple capacity to handle 500 to 750 cars
in each direction daily moving in 10 to 12 trains each way and hauled.
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by a 2-8-2 locomotive over the 0.6% maxilnum ruling v~ades and easy curves
which characterized all of the route between the Rio Grande and the
Missouri Rivers, except for helper districts sho'vn in Table IV on Page 80
and Table XLIV. All of the latter are short and represent relatively
minor ascents except the crossing of the Manzano Mountains at Mountainair,
New Mexico, 40 miles east of Belen. Tvro through passenger trains in each
direction daily running on easy schedules were conveniently accomnodated on
these three divisions of the Southern District. L9cal and intermediate
traffic was unimportant except vdthin the 62 miles between Pampa, Amarillo
and Canyon where a second track had been provided in 1926 and '27.
Between Belen and San Bernardino the railroad crossed high
mountainous country and there the through passenger tr~ins routed via Dalies
and La Junta over the Northern District were added to the daily fleet of
freight trains. A double track line had been provided between Dalies and
San Bernardino before 1930, except the 23.4 miles from D. T. Junction,
Carrizo Junction to Joseph City. This gap in the second track was closed
in 1940. The original line between Belen, Dalies and San Bernardino
embodied adverse physical characteristics which required alIEost continual
revision throughout. The second track was built to better standards of
ruling gradient than the original one and so was used in the ascending
direction. The first main, track was assigned to the descending direction.
In this manner the 0.6% east"ward and westward ruling grades, which had
been made the system main line standard during the Ripley administration,
and so had been embodied in the Transcontinental Short Line, or present
Pecos Division, were continued on .west from the Rio Grande at Belen, New
Mexico, and over the Continental DividpatGonzales, N .l,~.?nd on to Wipslow, Ariz.,
and required only 10.3 miles of helper grade west from Belen to Dalies.
The grade characteristics of the Santa Fe's transcontinental
I
II
iI
'I
d
'II,
i
1
, ,
\ '
TABLE XLIV
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in other parts of this report.
1.10%
1.0%
1.25%
1.25%
0.6%
9.95%
0.90%
Maximum
Ascending Grade
25.9 mi.
17.8 mi.4.0 mi.
7.3 mi.
8.0 mi.
16.4 mi.
10.3 mi.
Length of
Helper District
Chillicothe, Ill~-Edelstein, Ill.~YH}
'uw' I/. ct. Okl ,.),..),'!.Heman Okla.';""'~tr - ur J.s, a. ,,,,""l,
, ,J' 't.•H.Belen, N. M., - Dalies, N .M.,\)."
Limits of Helper District
B k N ,... ~.' t. . "'r , .. *ec er, ..eJ.~1. - Moun alnaJ.r, H .!.\I!.
Canadian - Coburn, Texas**
Kansas City (on K.C.T. Ry.)~HH~
Rothville - Marceline~~~~
Ruling grade (Maximum; i.e., it is less on some engine districts.)
Eastward - 0.6% except 0.8% over First District of Missouri
Divj.sion from Marceline to Shopton (Ft. Madison) Iowa,
112.7 miles.
Westward - 0.6% except 0.8% over First District of Missouri
Di.vision from Shoptoil (Ft. Madison) Iowa, to Marceline,
Missouri, 112.7 miles.
Helper grades on engine districts included .vithin the
foregoing routes.
2nd1st
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
Belen
District
importance in this study that they may well be again summarized at this
~~Helper engines usually operate out of the engine terminal at Belen,14.9 miles west of Becker.
~H~ While 0.6% is r111ing grade on Division, the terrain has a virtually
continuous descent east except for this long eastward climb out of the
Canadia~ River Valley. Since Canadian is an engine terminal, it is co~~on
practice to use a yard enGine to help eastward steam powered freight
trains to Coburn to permit faster ascent of the 360-foot climb.
# Helper engines usually operate out of the engine terminal at Kaynoka,5.2 miles east of Heman.
~~~} Use helpers on Diesel powered trains only to obtain faster movement.
A. East of Winslow, Arizona, via Dalies, New Mexico, Belen,
New Mexico, Amarillo, Texas, Waynoka, Oklahoma, Wellington,
Kansas, Augusta, Kansas, Ellinor, Kansas, and Ottawa ~ut-off.
point, notlvithstanding that they have been frequently mentioned and tabulated
The grade characteristics on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway's freight route between Chicago and Los Angeles are as follows:
freight route between Chicago and Los Angeles are of such continuing
Division
Eastward
PecosPlains
Missouri
Missouri
Westward
Illinois
Plains
Albuquerque
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TABLE XLIV (Cont.)
B. West of Winslow, Arizona
Ruling Grade
Division District Limits
Distance
E'wd W'wd
Track Track
Ruling Grade
b'wd W'wd
Track Track
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
3rd
2nd
1st st. Yard, Los Angeles-
San Bernardino via Fuller-
ton (Route used by through
frei ght trains)
1st St. Yard~ Los Angeles-
San Bernardino via Pasadena
(Pri.ncipal passenger route)
r:' "" r:' 'u.:;;9•7'''''' /9. T"" 2.2% 1.5%
Los Angeles 1st San Bernardino, California,- 82.8 80.8
Barstow, California
Arizona 2nd Barstow, California-Needles, 165.7 167.6
California
Arizona 1st Needles, California-Seligman,149.7 1h9.5
Arizona
Albuquerque 3rd Seligman, Arizona-YHnslow,
Arizona 143.6 lh2.7
All the foregoine lines are double track, except:
1~Los Angeles Division - 3rd District: Single track - Riverside-Fullerton 36.8 mise
~H~Los Angeles Division - 2nd District: All single track, except 1.7 mise of double
track between 1st St. Yard, Los AnGeles,
an d Broadway.
It will be observed that the 2nd and 3rd Districts of the Los AnEeles Division
provide alternate routes between Los Angeles and San Bernardino.
Los Angeles Union Station is one mile Vlest of 1.lissionTower and the latter is
one mile east of 1st St. Yard on the Pasadena Line; viz.:
1 mi.
0.7 mi.
Los .till geles
Union Station 1 mile
To San Bernardino \~a Second District
(throuGh Pasadena Broadway - end of
(double track
(
(
(l,'. . T(.l:~J.ss1.onmver
(
(
~lst St. Yard
To San Bernardino via Third District through
Fullerton
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TABLE A~IV'(Cont.)
Helper Grades on Main Line Engine Districts West of Winslow, Arizona
Division
Eastward
Los Angeles
Albuquerque
Westward
Arizona
District
1st
-3rd
1st
Limits of Helper District
San Bernardino, California
Smmnit, California
Ashfor~, Arizona, Supai,
Arizona
Seligman, Arizona - Yampai,
Arizona
Length of
Helper District
23.1 mi.
Maximum
Ascending Gra.de
1.8%
1.42%
Arizona
Arizona
Los Angeles
2nd
2nd
1st
Needles, California - Goffs,
California
Cadiz, California - Ash Hill,
California
Victorville, California,-
Summit, California
31.1 mi.
38.6 mi.
19.2 mi. 1.6%
Crossing the Arizona Divide between Winslow and Needles, grades
of 1.h2% are encountered in each direction Y'ritha helper grade of 1.8%
eastward from Ash Fork to Supai. The Sl~'cbndDistrict of the Arizona Division
between Needles and Barstow has 1% ruling grades east and west but there
'westbound
are 1.42% helper districts/from Needles to Goffs and from Cadiz to Ash
Hill. The climb over Cajon Mountain is on 1.6% helper erades 'west and
2.2% east. Substantially in excess of 100,000 pounds of tractive effort is
required to haul a 3,500-ton train, equivalent to 70 loaded cars averaging
50 tons each, up a 1.42% ascent. ' No single locomotivehad been built,which
would do this until about 20 years ago •. It is significant at this point to
consider the horsepower required to haul a ton of train weight at varying
rates of speed. A table of this nature, prepared by the American Locomotive
Company, dated February 13, 1940 is repro'duced in Table XLV with expressions
which increase in
of thanks. Its data shows the relative effect (f grades and speeds have
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in consmning the power output of any locomotive. Since grades of 0.6%
and 1.42% are ones roost frequently mentioned in descriptions of Santa F:e
.operations, the horsepower requirements per ton of train TIeiehtin loaded
cars are underscored for those ascents.
The use of two loco)Tlotivesto "double head trains" over an'entire ('
engine district early gained a place among the fundamental principles of
efficient railway operation to obtain a greater total of locomotive power
than was produced by a single unit. It should, however, be pointed out that
double heading over an entire engine district, on which heavy ruling grades
prevail throughout its entire length, is a technically different practice
than using one or more assisting locomotives on helper or pusher grades. The
latter are grades of limited length; i.e~, substantially less than a full
engine district, on which the ascending gradient exceeds the ruling grade
that establishes the tonnage rating of locomotives over the division.~~
The San~a Fe, in common ydth all western railroads, (and one eastern
one, the Monon, was required to accept the same restriction many years ago)
was barred by contract with the Brotherhoods from using double headers'.
to increase tonnage over the maximum rating of the largest locomotive on
any division. The recognized helper districts on pusher grades were ex-
cepted and also a minor modification was made in respect to double
header operation between Winslow and Needles. The background of the
double header restrictions and their application have been very interestingly
outlined in the memorandum that will be quoted on the follmT.ing pages and for
which appreciative acknowledgement is made to Mr. L. D. Comer, Director of
t-
* The reader is reminded that the general subject of ruling grades and
helper grades was discussed on pages 28 - 32 so it need not be amplified
or repeated here.
Employment, Santa Fe Railway, Chicago;
"Prior to 1903 there were, generally speaking, no rules in
the agreements between the railroads and their employees, covering the
working conditions of the latter, which prohibited railroads from
operating trains with mbre than one locomotive, if the pr~ctice seemed
desirable. In that year, under strike threats, certain western railroads
having their headquarters at St. Louis were forced by the train service
organizations to agree to rules substantially similiar to the present
western double-header rule, quoted below, except that the prohibition
then agreed to covered the operation of double-headers vdth more than
30 cars, exclusive of cabooses. Similiar rule~ were agreed to by other
western railroads about the same time and have continued in effect
without substantial change 'except for 'an increase from 30 to 40 cars
which took place in 1924 in conjunction with certain wage negotiations.
(The present western double-header rule generally reads as
follows:
tI(a)First: With trains of over 40 cars, exclusive of cabooses,
doubleheading is prohibited except as hereinafter stated:
ft 1•. Doubleheaders may be run on any district provided the
rating of largest engine handling the train is not exceeded.
f1!12., In case of an accident to an engine, consolidation may
be effec~ed \vith'another train and consolidated train brought
into terminal as a doubleheader, if. practicable.
"("6) Second: Necessary helPers 'will be used between the
following points to maintain the tonnage intact over grades:u
The points between which helpers may be used vary from road
to.road.~nd were limited to established helper grades.)
UIn some doubleheader rules there are incorporated certain ex-
ceptions peculiar to individual railroads and on the Santa Fe Coast Lines,
for example, the agreements provide that between Needles and Winslow, in
either direction, doubleheaders may be run vnth not to exceed 2900 tons.
-3~3-
In this territory a helper may be used eastbound only from Ash Fork to
Supai.
Following the 1924 negotiations, as a reult of which the 3D-car
l~nit was increased to 40 cars as above stated, the western carriers
again sought an opportunity to renew their effort to obtain relaxation
of the doubleheader prohibition. This occasion was provided by the
demands of the conductors' and trainmen's brotherhoods for an increase
of 7~%in the levels of their wage rates in western territory. The
carriers proposed the elimination of all ~ouble-header rules as a
condition to any increase, or in the alternative that the increase be
not more than 6~% if the rules were retained. The 7!% had been demanded
by the train service employees, in order to obtain in western territory
substantially the same measure of increase as had been granted to these
classes of employees in the eastern and southern districts where basic
wage levels had been increased by 7~% in 1926. Failure of negotiations
between the two organizations and the western carriers resulted in the
issues being submitted to an Emergency Board at Chicago in October, 1928.
That Board rec~mmended, in effect, that the employees accept either a
7~% increase but submit to arbitration as to whether the double-header
rule should be abrogated in any particular district or districts where
the affected carrier might so propose, or a 6~%increase, and retain
the double-header rules. The employees elected the latter alternative
and the double-header rules of the western carriers were, therefore,
continued in effect.
The double-header rules are contained only in the agreements
with the conductors and tr!3-inmen.* There have been no material changes
in the double-header rule since 1924, except that during World War II
the Interstate Commerce Commission issued a service order abrogating
*flDouble header operationll reduces the number of conductors and trainmen
required but does not similarly affect engineers and firemen; hence thecontract with the Brotherhoods representing the two latter groups of employeesdo not contain similar restrictions on operations of trains hanled by twoor more locomotives over an entire engine district. .
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TABLE XLVII
GR07lTHIN POPULATION OF SANTA FE CITIES
HAVING 50,000 INHABITANTS OR LIORE IN 191~0
(000 Omitted)
'"
Amarillo, Beaumont, Berkeley, Chicago, Dallas,
Texas Texas California Illinois Texas
1890 3 5 1,100 38
1900 1 9 13 1,699 43
1910 10 21 ho 2,185 92
1920 1, 40 56 2,702 159
1930 - 43 58 82 3,376 260
1940 52 59 86 3,397 295
Denver, E1 Paso, Ft. Worth, Fresno, Galveston,
Colorado Texas Texas California Texas
1890 107 10 23 11 29
1900 134 16 27 12 38
1910 213 39 73 25 371920 256 78 106 45 44
1930 288 102 163 53 53
1940 322 97 178 61 61
Houston, Kansas City, Kansas City, Long Beach, Los Angeles
Texas Kansas Missouri California California
1890 28 38 133 1 50
1900 45 51 ~-lq4 2 102
1910 79 82 248 18 319
1920 138 101 324 56 577
1930 292 122 :,400 .-142 1,238
1940 385 121 399 164 1,504
Oakland, Oklahoma City, Pasadena, Peoria, Phoenix,
California Oklahoma California Illinois Arizona
1890 49 4 5 41 31900 67 10 9 56 51910 150 64 30 67 11
1920 216 91 45 76 20
1930 284 185 76 105 48
19}~0 302 204 82 105 65
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TABLE XLVII (Cont.)
GRO~~H IN POPULATION OF SANTA FE CITIES
HAVING 50,000 INPJillITANTS OR EORE IN 1940
(000 Omitted}
Pueblo, Sacramento, St. Joseph, San Diego, Stockton,
Colorado California Missouri California California
1890 25 26 52 16 141900 28 h2 103 18 181910 42 51 77 ho 231920 43 62 78 74 401930 50 81 81 148 481940 52 83 76 203 55
Topeka, Tulsa, Wichita, San Francisco,
Kansas Oklahoma Kansas California
1890 31 24 2991900 34 1 25 3h31910 44 18 52 4171920 50 72 72 5061930 64 141 III 6341940 68 142 115 635
Source: St.atistics Abstract of
the United States 1947.
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the 2900 double header limitation on the Santa Fe in the territory
between Winslow and Needles. At that same time the Interstate Commerce
Commission also issued a service order lifting the ,0 loaded car limit
from Summit to San Bernardino. (Reference to this will be made on a
follovnng page.) Following the issuance of these directions by the
Interstate'Commerce Commission, negotiations 1vith the conductors and
brakemen resulted in agreements being made with their organizations under
which members of train crews operating double headers lvithmore than 2900
tons in the territory, Winslow-Needles, would be granted a certain
"arqitrary allowance. Another agreement made at that time also provided
that when trains vuth more than 50 loads or its equivalent"number of empty
cars are handled from Summit (of Cajon Mountain) to San Bernardino, the
members of the train crew vdll also be paid a certain arbitrary in addition
,'tothe basic rates."
As a further handicap to operation, California had imposed the
'most burdensome excess'crew law to be found in the statute books of any
state. Since the __,subject of excess crew laws is under considerati~n,
it must be pointed out that Arirona required an additional, i. e. third
brakeman on all freight trains from 39 to 70 cars in length. The standard
2-8-2 heavy Mikado type locomotive had a drag or 510''[ freight tonnage
rating of 2900 tons on the long continuous 0.6% grades of the Albuquerque
Division. This,:however,was reduced"to 2600 tons when hauling the fast
through freight trains which comprised the principal type of traffic over
the;transcontinental lines. The 2900 ton double header exception on the
1.42% grades west of Winslow was related to the train rating of the same
tonnage which was the maximum weight their standard motive power in,use,
between Belen, Winslow and Gallup could haul between those points. Larger
power YfaS not made available there ':onaccount of the Arizona trairilimit
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law to which reference will be made in the next paragrapp.
As a further handicap to the development of motive power and
of operating practices necessary to handle long trains, particularly
on heavy grades, the state of Arizona, in response to the political
pressures of the railway transportation Brotherhoods, enacted a law in 1912
holding freight trains to 70 car~ in length and passenger trains to 14
cars. This Statute, of course, had no legal effect beyond the boundaries
of'that state but the imposition of a 70-car train limit on 400 miles
in the middle of Santa Fe's "Coast Lines" had the effect of establishing
that pattern of train operation, and hence of motive power standards
and all related facilities, upon all of the important mileage west of
Belen.
The operation of Santa Fe's transcontinental main lines
across Arizona is embodied in three districts; viz.
Division District Limits of District
Distance Via
E.B. Track W.B. Track
Arizona
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
I
~
1st
3rd
2nd
Needles, California-
Seligman, California
Seligman, Arizona-
Winslow, Arizona
Winslow, Arizona-
Gallup, New Mexico
Total
127.7 mi. 127.7 mi.
421.0 mi. 419.4 mi.
The engine and crew terminals are not at the boundary at either
end of the state but are at Gallup, New Mexico, 15 miles beyond it, and at
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Needles, California, 11 miles west of the Colorado River which separates
those two states. However, Barstow, California, and Belen, New Mexico,
and not Needles and Gallup are the junctions of major routes and hence are
the natural points where yards have been provided for classifying cars and
assembling and rearraneing the consist and tonnaee of trains. The district
terminal which marks the transltion between 1.42% and 0.6% grade engine
districts is not Gallup, New Mexico, but Winslow, Arizona, so the Arizona
train limit law prevented capitalizing the lighter grades east of Winslow
fo~ long train operation in the state, just as the double header restrictions
along with that law did west of it.
West of Barstow still another artificial restriction had been
imposed on the size of trains. During 1901 when air brakes had not reached
their later state of efficiency and effectiveness and the hauling capacity
,
of 10corr;otiveswas very small in relation to present standards, the Santa
Fe entered into an agreement ~~th its train and engine service employees
limiting the "length of freight trains to 50 loaded cars descending from
Cajon Pass at Summit (station) to San Bernardino. Empty"cars are equated
to loads on a basis of 3 to 2, so a westward train of empty refrigerators,
for example, was"limited to 75 cars. The same requirements applied to
Union Pacific operation over these jointly used tracks. The descending
grade is 3% from 6.5 miles froInSummit to Cajon on the present westward
track which occupies the original line. The eastward trackbe"t"\Veen~::th9se:;"
stations ascends at 2.2% on a line, 8.5 miles long, between those two
points. Between Cajon and San Bernardino both tracks are parallel and on
an eastward continuous'maximum ascending grade of 2.2% for 17 miles from
Highland Junction, 1.9 miles east of San Bernardino. Yfui1e the foregoing
loaded car limit related to westbound movement only, the eastward trains
in the opposite directionwere necessarily adjusted to the number/on the F~rst District of the Los
Angeles Division.
The adverse effects of the double header restrictions imposed by
the two train service Brotherhoods, which were only partially modified by the
right to use nlorethan one engine to operate a 2900 train between Needles
and Winslow, together vdth the 70-car train limit inflicted by law across
the vmo1e state of Arizona, and the Californiaektra crew law and the 50-
loaded car (with adjustments for empties on a 3 to 2 basis) limit descending
Cajon Pass were cumulative in handicapping the development of the railroad
and its motive power.
The 2-10-2 type of locomotive to which the Santa Fe lent its great
name when the first one was built for it in 1903, became the largest non-
articulat~d engine in general use, until the Texas type of 2-10-4 wheel
arrangement surpassed it only a little more than -20years ago. In 1919,
Ba[dwin Locomotive Works produced thirty of a new and more powerful design
of 2-10-2 locomotives which became the Santa Fe's 3800 class. The last of
this first lot, No. 3829, was modified by the installation of a four-wheel'
trailing truck and so became the original locomotive to use that arraneement
..which was destined to become so popular only a few years later. More of
these new 3800 cla~s 2-10-2 engines followed in ~ach year through 1927 to
provide a total of 141, including the one 2-10-4. These were numbered
consecutively from No. 3800 to No. 3940. Each produced 85,360 pound~ tractive
effort through 63" driving,wheels powered by 30n x 32" cylinders using
steam of 220 pound boiler pressure~
These 3800 class engines were designed for and assigned to
service on the hea~J grade districts of the Coast Lines between Winslow
and San Bernardino and Bakersfield. Its rating was 2200 tOns eastward on
the long continuous 1.L.2% grades encountered on the run from Needles to
Winslow. One 3800 class engine could haul an eastward train of 58 cars of
average weight. This was 12 cars short of the legal limit of 70 cars and
was 700 tons under the double header excep~ion permitted between these points.
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The cost of a helper engine could not be justified by so small an increment
in tonnage and cars which represented much less than the full capacity of
a second locomotive. It was therefore not the usual practice to use a
helper on 1.42% grades with 3800 class engines. However, helpers were
required on the 1.8% ascending pusher grade from Ash Fork to Sup~i.
The Arizona 70-car limit law held freigh~ trains to that length
but the anti-double header rule, even ydth its 2900 ton exception,
neither permitted the 70-car nor the 2900-ton train to be reached, because
of circumstances just stated.
~~en locomotive boilers were first built about twenty years' ago
that had the capacity to su~ply the four large cylinders of a single expan-
sion articulated locomotive, with its double sets of six coupled or eight
coupled drivers, the tractive power of steam locomotives was raised to
95,000 pounds and on up to 140,000 pounds. Unfortunately, their use was
in effect barred on the Santa Fe "Coast Lines" b~y the Arizona train limit
law. Locomotives of that size could not be used efficiently when restricted
to 70 car trains.
The Arizona train limit law and the 2900 ton double header limit
therefore froze the physical development of the Santa Fe Coast Lines around
the 3800 class, 2-10-2, locomotive and its 2200 train, although sidings and
yard tracks were generally built to accommodate trains 70 cars in length.
Roundhouse, turntables and other-facilities were similarly fitted into that
overall pattern.
The 1.42% ruling grades extended both ways across the First
District of the Arizona Division between Needles and Seligman and the Third
District of the Albuquerque Division between Seligman and Winslow. The
remaining Arizona main line mileage is embraced ,vithin the Second District
of the Albuquerque Division between Winslow and Gallup. As previously
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indicated the 3800 class of 2-10-2 locomotive was not assigned east of
Winslow. The standard lfikado type or 2-8-2 locomotive with its 63,000
pounds of tractive effort~~ was used between Winslow and Chicago, where it
had a rating of 2,900 pons or more on the 0.6% maximum ruling grades
(with the exception of 0.8% on the First District of the Missouri Division
between Marceline and Shopton, Iowa.) Therefore at Winslow, trains arriving
from the west. with less than 70 cars could be filled out to th2t limit
if permissible within the 2600-2900 ton fast or slow freight tonnage rating
of the engine. East of Gallup that tonnage rating and not car limit was
the limiting factor, but to exceed 70 cars with a 2900 ton load limit, cars
had to average less than only 41 tons gross weight.
A double track railroad has great capacity, even without many
sidings of maximum train 1 ength, provided it is used in constant speed.operation. This fact is evidenced by the daily train and car movement over
coal and are roads, the low grade ~xclusive freight.lines of the eastern
systems and certain passe~ger routes in the same area. However, to
obtain high train density on a double track line used by different services
of variable speeds, it:Jis,necessary'to'.have an adequate nUTfiberof maximum
train length sidings and these should be equipped with such srdtch and
signal facilities as nlay be required to permit faster trains to pass
slower ones with a minimum of delay and interference.
On the Santa Fe main line west of Belen there 'were five
"speed groups" of train services operating during the later wa+' years, viz.
* ~The largest Santa Fe ovmed locomotives of this class are of the 40Qo
series and have 27" x 32" cylinders, 63" driving wheels and 200 pounds
per square inch steanl pressure.
Type of Train Service
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Normal Uaximum Operating Speed
Vlhere Not Restricted by Grades and Curves
1. Streamlined passenger trains
2. Ordinary passenger trains
3. Troop trains
4. Freight trains hauled by
Diesel locomotives and modern
steam power
5. Freight trains hauled by
older steam power
80 - 100 r.F.H.
60 - 80 M.P.H.,
45 - 60 M.P.H.
From 16 P.: • .P .H. ascending heavy
ruling grades; to 55 M.P.H. on
descendjng or light ascending
~Tades.
Up to 45 i\:.P.H.maximum depending
upon grade conditions.
During the period of peak war movement, vri th the Santa Fe t s heavy
traffic density and the variable operating speeds of the different types
of services previously listed, on the double track lines, ma~y trains had to
be passed around others. It was, therefore, urgently necessary that its
main line sidings be adequate in respect to both length and frequency of
spacing and methods of directing slower trains to enter and leave sidings.
Train length yard tracks were equaJ~y essential.
The Santa Fe began to experience congestion and delay in' 1942
whenever freight traffic on its Pecos Division and the Coast Lines averaged
750-900 cars per day in each direction. Both line and motive power capacity
were needed for at least double that volume of freight traffic and to handle
expedi tiousl;yrup to 20 or more ffmain" or troop trains on days of ma--:imum
movement, in addition to regular passenger service. It required fleets of
locomotives of greater capacity, hundreds of sidings and yard tracks of
greater length and a thousand or more improved signals and power s~~tches
to direct train movement. The magnitude of the problem which confronted
the Santa Fe in the expansion of c~pacity, particularly on the Coast Lines,
is shmvn statistically in Table XLVIII on the next page.
With Santa Fe's background of operation of dieselized passenger
service, it had been among the first to test the new 5,400 horsepower
General Eotors freight Diesel-electric locomotive in 1940. A small fleet
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TABLE XLVIII
TRAFFIC DENSITY
BETWEEN
VlINSI.JOW, AJiIZ ONA, .4JTD SELl ai.AN , JLT-tI ZONA
MEASURED IN MILLIONS OF GROSS TQN MILES
PER MILE OF LINE OF CAlloS, CONTENTS AND LOCOl'~OTIVES
Year Total
ended Freight Passenger Passgr.
Dec. West- East- West East- and
31st bound bound Total bound bound rfota1 Freight
1924 4.h 5.0 9.4 2.0 2.0 4.0 13.4
1925 4.6 5.3 9.9 2.0 2.1 4.1 1h.0
1926 4.6 5.5 10.1 2.2 2.3 4.5 1h.6
1927 5.2 6~~21; !l~h 2.5 .2.5 5.0 16.4
1928 5.0 6.0 11.0 2.5 2.5 5.0 16.0
1929 5.4 6.1 li.5 2.7 2.7 5.4 16.9
1930 4.5 5.3 9.8 2.5 2.6 5.1 14.9
1931 3.8 4.6 8.4 2.3 2.3 4.6 13.0
1932 3.4 4.2 7.6 1.9 1.9 3.8 11.h
1933 3.3 4.0 7.3 1.8 1.9 3.7 11.0
1934 3.7. 4.h .~8.1 1.9 1.9 3.8 11.9
1935 4.5 5.1 9.6 2.1 2.1 }+ .2 13.8
i936 5.!~ 6.2 11.6 2.6 2.5 5.1 16.7
1937 5.7 6.5 12.2 2.8 2.8 5.6 17.8
1938 4.9 6.1 11.0 2.8 2.7 5.5 16.5
1939 5.3 6.5 11.8 2.9 2.9 5.8 17.6
1940 6.6 7.9 .14.5 2.8 2.8 5.6 20.1
1941 9.7 10.7 20.h 3.1 3.J. 6.2 26.6
1942 14.6 13.9 28.5 4.2 3.7 7.9 36.1,J.
1943 .~C?9 13.8 30.7 5.7 5.3 11.0 41.7
1944 20.2 17.1 37.3 .'5.5 5.4 10.9 48.2
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of these was soon ordered for assignment on the Santa Fe "Coast Lines,"
initially between Winslow and Barstow where the greatest service could
be procured from them. Fortunately these arrived during 1941 and the
success which followed. their use led to irr~Bdiate orders for more, but
.unfortunately maximum effectiveness of utiliz'ation was hampered' by the 70-car
related
train limit in Arizona and the/70-car sidings in California.
Relief from all train tonnage and length restrictions had been
ordered by the Interstate Commerce Commission in September, ~942, through
service order No. 85 but the Santa F~ remained greatly handicapped by the
sidines and yard tracks that had been;built for trains legally or othervTise
restri cted to 70 cars or less. Moreover, the new Die sels vrere not yet
available in sufficient number to move any considerable part of the total
tonnage and the trains which they hauled invariably exceeded the capacity:
of all sidings. Delays and congestion resulted to both passenger and
freight trains but even these difficulties did not prevent the new Diesel
motive power from adding immediately and materially to transportation capacity.
They did, however, underscore the urgent necessity of adaptine the yards
and sidings and signals to long train operation.
Santa Fe took prompt and adequate steps to break the bonds which
years of operation under a 70-car limit law had placed on its operation.
Unfortunately, the infection of this restriction in Ari7, ana and related
ones in California had inevitable repercussions in motive power standards
which in the larger s.ense YTare of system wide effect. This form of feather-
bedding had spread to Oklahoma which placed a 70-car freight train, 14-car
passenger train limit law on its statute books in 1939. Fortunately, this
was done so late in the progress of the Santa Fe that it did not arrest
the earlier development as the AX1zona act had done, and of course, the
action of the Interstate Commerce Commission set it aside three years later,
in 1942.
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During the fall of 19h2 Mr. Gurley developed the Santa Fe's
major war plan to dieselize the Coast Lines as rapidly as possible. The
'service between Winslow and Barstow would be changed over the new basis
before Di esel power was re gularlJT run either east or west of those limits.
~aenty-five new Baldvnn built 2-10-4 steam locomotives were added in 1944
to eleven already in service on the Pecos Division between Belen and Clovis.
Line capacity was needed on the Coast Lines and the Southern District of
the Western Lines. It could be obtained by lengthening sidings and yard
tracks, building some additional second track in selected locations and
equipping all single track main lines between Ellinor and Newton, Kansas,
and Belen, New Mexico, 'with cTc and providing the same facility on the
Third and Fourth Districts of the Los Angeles Division.
The broad outline of this plan of 'Vlartimedevelopment was pre-
sented by l~tt.Gurley, then Vice President-Executive Department, to the
Board of Directors of the Santa Fe in November, 1942. This was the earliest
opportuni ty to do so in detail after the ~tGordian Knot" of artificial
restrictions had been cut by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
September. This plan of intensive development of transportation capacity
for war was placed in action immediately and erew continuously in scope and
di..mension.Its details have been described in preceding chapters. Nev;
motive power, double track, lonGer sidings, yard enla~eements, signals,
bridges and cTc follovYed with kaleidescopic rapidity.
1943 was a year of transition from the old to the new on the
rrCoast Lines" and the Pecos Division. It was also a ye2.r of tremendous
traffic, measured by all past standards, but would be exceeded in future
ones. The Diesel fleet was grm'Jing steadily and thes'e 'were necessarily
assigned to haul long freight trains before the sidings and yard tracks
had been extended to hold them. The problem of weaving fleets of
passenger trains between an equal or even ereater number of freieht trains
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before either the sidings or the signal facilities hC?d been developed
for that purpose led to inevitable delays-that temporarily curtailed the
maximum effectiveness of the new power and briefly added to some of the diffi-
cuIties of 'wartime transportat~on which the public, as vlell as the railroads j
eA-perienced.
The improvements progressed rapidly. During 19h4, Santa Fe's expand-
ing motive power capacity wasc kept reasonably abreast of the mounting
traffic requirements made of it. Line capacity was of equal impor-tance
and by.that time an adequate number of sidings and yard tracks were
available to hold full length Diesel-powered trains. Daily movement rose
'to 1300 cars in each direction and congestion was infrequent and occurred
only at the 1500 car level.
The improvement program continued on after the war ended, and
indeed is still in progress. Every detail of the program developed in
1942, as well as the many SUbsequent additions to it, have been carried
out except the plans for train operation by signal indication between
Verdemont and Victorville. This had included a project to install cTc
for two-way ope~ation by signal indication on the double track between
Verdemont (7.9 miles east of Barstow) and Cajon, 10.9 miles, and thence
on the eastward track only for 8.5 miles to Summit, to permit the use
of this 2.2% grade by descending trains when opportunity permitted. There
is a 3.0% grade on the westward track which made it unsuitable for operation
in the reverse or ascending direction. It had also been intended to equip
all sidings between Summit and Victorville with power-throvffi svdtches
I
at the entering end, in 'the direction of the current o~ traffic, and ydth
spring switches at the leaving end, and direct all movement to and from
sidings in that area by signal indication. Delays in procuring material pre-
vented starting that project before the war ended in August, 1945, and it
has evidently been deferred or dropped. However, the extension of tracks
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at Suw~it which were part of that plan were completed. This ~ave
additional much needed capacity for trains stopping there to test brakes
and set up retainers before Boine dovm the 3% grade.westward.
Santa Fe's 5,400 H.P. Diesels acquired durinG the 1J'la'!! years Vlere
comprised of four 1350 H.P. units each. These locomotives could haul a
3500-ton train at increased speeds between San Bernardino and Bakersfield
and Winslow with fulper service over the 2.2;~ erades on Cajon or Tehachapi
Mountain and up the 1.80% ascent from Ash Fork to Supai. At Winslow
trsins would fill out to any convenient tonnage or length of from 110-125
cars for the run to Gallup and Belen.
A 2-10-4 locomotive of the 115000 class, assisted up the 1.25%
grade from Becker to Eiountainair, hauled a 6,OOO-ton train ,from Belen
to Clovis at the eastern end of the Pecos Division. Hea~J motive power
released and rearranged by the dieselization of the IICoast Lines" pennitted
increasing the tonnage ratings between Clovis and Kansas City. Differences
in assib'11mentof classes of locomotives and variations in the nctua1
ph;ysica1 characteristics of the line, together altered the tonnage ratings
of steam locomotives between those terminals from the 3,500 tons minimum
eastward between Clovis and Wa~Jnoka to 5,000 tons maximum fr~n Waynoka to
ArEentine Yard. Westward ratings ',varied for these same classes of power
between 3,750 to 6,000 tons except ascending out of the Kaw River V~ley
from Argentine Yard to Olathe where the unassisted limit is 3,150 tons.
East of Kansas City trains were dieselized as fully as possible; now that
this transition has been conpleted,. the ratings for Diesel p0\7ered train
is in excess of 6,000 tons.
The Santa Fe's great program of development which has been the
central theme of this thesis was based upon a determination to establish
system wide operation of maximum capacity locomotives. The Arizona train
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limit law had been suspended tlfor the duration" but it hung like a
"sword of Damocles" to becloud the post 'war future of efficient operation
of the Santa Fe IS "Coast Lines." Fortunately for the nation as 1'Tellas
for the Santa Fe and its gre<lt Arizona neighbor, the Southern Pacific,
this law was declared invalid, as an infrineement of the Cowmerce Clause
of the Federal Constitution by the United states Supreme Court, in its
decision dated June 18, 1945, in Southern Pacific Compan~r vs. Arizona,
325 u. S. 761. This action also nullified the OkJ.ahomaTrain Limit Law.
Further important relief was obtained in the E;eneral election
in California on November 2, 1948, "roThenits voters repsaled the burdensome
excess crew law which had long been in effect in that state.
The dieselization of the Santa Fe freight service over all of
its difficult operating districts and on several other important component
parts of the system has permitted use of this high capacit:>rfreieht
motive power, where it can be most effectively assigned. The concentration
of t~e fleet of 36 2-l0~4 type steam locomotives on the Pecos Division
has amply provided for the needs of the important district, which in the
past had been a point of congestion when traffic rose above normal.
The significant alloca.tions of the new steam and Diesel locomotives
have conveniently permitted the rearrangement of the best of the older
steam engines to diviSbns having physical characteristics that do not
interfere vn.th efficient hauling of 'freight traffic. Increased tonnage
ratings over engine districts of the trap..scontinental lines: have been a
principal objective of the Santa Fe improvement program. This important
PbJsctive\'hasI''beenaohieved.
The pyrpose of the Santa Fe improvement program has from the
outset been to develop additional transportation capacity. It is a three
dimensional product requiring:
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1. Line Capacity:
a. Train length,.
b. Train frequency,
c. Train speed.
2. Locomotive Capacity:
a. Power of individual units,
b. Aggregate number of units.
3. Car Capacity - Freight and Passenger:
a. Size of individual tmits,
b. Aggregate nUlIlberof cars.
The reader is requested to reflect upon the discussion in this
chapter in the light of observations made early in the report that every
railway is developed around the requirements, necessities and capacities of
its locomotives.
\The projects which have been described in this thesis have
together enabled the Santa Fe to raise the capacity of its transcontinental
lines to permit fast and continuous movement of 1>00 to 2000 freight cars
in e~ch direction daily. This represents a margin above wartime maximum
requirements when it seldom exceded 1500 cars per day west of Augusta,
Kansas. GiVing effect to present locomotive ratings and assignments, this
volume of freight traffic represents one train per hour in ench direction
throughout the day. The Santa Fe can also easily accommodate an equal
number of main line passenger train movements. Its stock of loconlotives
is adequately balanced to its line capacity. Thi.sis the end product to.
date of the cumulative achievements of a half century of development which
have culminated in the intensive program reported herein. It has made the
Santa Fe the most adeq~tely developed railroad in the United States in .
relation to the necessities and opportunities of its territory. The very
factors'and personalities which have produced these acluevements will
insure the attainment of still higher ones as the future years follow
one another. The developments which they will brine will soon make this
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report out of date.
Ruskin observed: "When we build, let us think that we build
forever. Let it not be for the present delight or the present use
alone, but let it be such work as our descendants 'will thank us for."
Future generations of Americans vdll have reason to be grateful,
whether they are conscious of their obligation or not, to the unusual
combination of continuous courage, foresight, leadership and ability which
has produced the Santa Fe of today and 'viII bequeath a continuously finer
one to posterity.
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Appendix "An
AN OUTLINE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE SANTA FE'S TRA1oCONTlNENTAL LINES
Part nAn - Lines across Kansas
1859 - ,Feb. 11: Atchison & Topeka Railroad Company chartered.
1860 - Sept 15/17: Atchison & Topeka Railroad C~npany organized.
C. K. Holliday, first President.
1862.- July 1: Pacific Railroad bill passed by National
Congress, establishing Federal railroad land
grant policy.
1863 - March 3: Federal Congress appropriates lands in Kansas
to be granted in assistance to railroad construc-
tion ldthin that State. Provision made to
include the Atchison & Topeka Railroad in the
benefactions of this statute, which Company was
promptly thereafter re-chartered as the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Company.
1864 - Feb. 8: Kansas Legislature accepts Federal land grant
and at same time authorizes counties to issue
bonds to finance subscriptions to stock of rail-
roads built therein.
1868 - Nov.: Construction of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railroad Company started at Topeka to build
southwest, 25 miles to Burlingame.
1869 - (End of) 28 miles of line built southwest from Topeka.
1870 - August: Line completed to Emporia (62 miles).
1871 - July: Line completed to Newton (63 miles from Emporia).
1872 - May 1: Construction started west from Newton.
1872 - May 16: Topeka-Atchison line completed (50 miles).
1872 - (Spring of) Newton-Wichita line completed (27 miles).
1872 - June 17: Line completed to Hutchison (33 miles).
1872 - Aug. 5: Line completed to Great Bend (51 miles).
1872 - Aug. 12: Line completed to Larned (23 miles).
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1872 - Sept.19: Line completed to Dodge City (47 miles) •.
1872 - Dec. 28: Line completed to Colorado State boundary,
thereby completing line within time limit of land
grant, March 1, 1873.
1875 - Oct. 1: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company leases Kansas City, Topeka &Western
Railroad Company and gains entrance to Kansas
City, Missouri.
Part "B" - Extensions to Pueblo, Albuquerque and El Paso
1873 - M~ 10: Line opened from the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad Company connection at Colorado-
Kansas Line to Grenada, Colorado (12 miles)
built by Colorado & New Mexico Railroad
(affiliated with AT&SF).
1875 - Mar. 24: Pueblo & .Arkansas Valley Railroad incorporated
in interests of The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad Company.
1875 - Sept. 13: Pueblo & Arkansas Valley completed line from
Grenada to Las Animas (50 miles).
1875 - Oct. 1: Pueblo & Arkansas Valley absorbs Colorado &
New Mexico Railroad and is leased to The
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company
for 30 years.
1876 - Mar. 1: Line opened to Pueblo.
1876 - Feb. 26: April 18: - Fight with Denver & Rio Grande for
control of Raton Pass. The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad Company successful in retaining
control of Pass but completion of line delayed
until 1878. Denver & Rio Grande had been opened
as a narrow gauge line from Denver to Pueblo
(118 miles) in June, 1872 and branch from Pueblo
to Canon City (37 miles) completed in October,
1872. Subsequently reached El Moro (near Trinidad)
in 1876 and Alamosa in 1878. El Paso was original
goal and Raton Pass controlled approach.
1876: Silver discovered near present site of Leadville,
Colorado.
1871 - Feb: Canon City and San Juan Railroad organized to
build westward from Canon City through Royal
Gorge to Leadville.
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1871 - July: City of Leadville founded and "Leadville Boom"
commenced, immediately becoming goal of both
Denver & Rio Grande and The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad Company which led in 1818 to
a bitter struggle between the two companies.
1818 - April 19: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company obtains control of Canon City & San Juan
Railroad which on September 12, 1818 was merged
with Pueblo & Arkansas Valley (AT&SF lessee).
Latter, earlier in year, had commenced construction
from Pueblo to Canon City (41 miles).
1878 - April 19/20: Contest begins as Denver & Rio Grande assembles
construction forces.
1818 - Feb. 6: New Mexico & Southern Pacific incorporated to
build from Colorado-New Mexico State Line near
Raton Pass to Albuquerque (248 miles).
1878 - Sept. 1: Line completed from La Junta to Trinidad, having
been started in June.
1878 - Oct. 19: After a hotly contested struggle, both legally
and physically, in which advantage had alternately
rested with either side, Denver & Rio Grande by
September gained victories in Court which
temporarily decided control of Royal Gorge line
in its favor but on October 19, 1878, Denver &
Rio Grande was leased to The Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad Company for 30 years.
1878 - Dec. 1: "Switch-back" line over Raton Pass completed
pending completion of Tunnel on September 7, 1819.
1819 - March: Strife over Royal Gorge renewed and action
commenced by General Palmer, builder of Denver
& Rio Grande, to break lease of latter to The
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company.
1879 - April 21: Supreme Court confirmed prior right of Denver &
Rio Grande to Royal Gorge line.
1819 - June 10: Injunction against operation of Denver & Rio
Grande by The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company, lessee.
1819 - June 23: Injunction vacated.
1819 - July 24: Denver & Rio Grande placed in receivership
pending cancellation of lease to The Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company.
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1879 - Sept. 29: Gould, who controlled Kansas Pacific (now U. P.
line from Kansas City to Denver) acquired half
interest in Denver & Rio Grande stock.
1880 - Jan 2: Court decides Denver & Rio Grande should hold
Royal Gorge line but specifies compensation
payable The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company for its rights and work done on part of
route •.
1880 - Feb. 2: Settlement out of Court of Denver & Rio Grande-
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe controversies.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company
relinquished Denver & Rio Grande lease and latter's
receiver discharged: The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe paid $1,800,000 in settlement of Royal
Gorge dispute. Gould (now interested in Denver &
Rio Grande) agreed not to build his projected
Pueblo & St. Louis Railroad from Pueblo to Great
Bend, Kansas, where lines would diverge to connect
with Kansas Pacific at Salina and Missouri Pacific
at Wichita. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company agreed not to build to Denver
or Leadville or west of Denver & Rio Grande main
line, except to Canon City. Also traffic agree-
ment reached covering division of Denver & Rio
Grande traffic moving East.
1879 - July 4: Line opened to Las Vegas - 110.6 miles from
Colorado Boundary (built by New Mexico & Southern
Pacific).
1879: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company absorbs its two subsidiaries, viz.,
Pueblo & Arkansas Valley and New Mexico & Southern
Pacific Railroad Companies.
1880 - Feb. 9: Santa Fe, New Mexico reached by 18.1 mile branch
from Lamy, New Mexico.
1880 - April 15: Line completed to Albuquerque.
1880 - Oct. 1: Line completed to San Marcial, New Mexico and
continued south from that point under new charter
of Rio Grande, Mexico and Pacific Railroad Company.
1881 - Mar. 8: Connection established with Southern Pacific
at Deming, New Mexico, 127.8 miles from San
Marcial and 53.3 miles from Rincon from which
station line continued south to El Paso (76.9 miles).
1881 - June 11: Rio Grande, Mexico and Pacific reaches El Paso.
1887 - March:
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Denver & Santa Fe Railroad organized as sub-
sidiary of The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company to build from Pueblo to Denver
(119 miles).
Part "C" - Extensions into Old Mexico
1879: Santa Fe interests acquire Sonora Railway in
Mexico to build from American border at Nogales
through the Mexican State of Sonora to Guaymas on
the Gulf of California.
1880: Work connnences at Guaymas.
1881 - Mar. 8: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company completes line of Rio Grande, Mexico
and Pacific into Deming, New Mexico, and
obtains 2-year trackage rights over Southern
Pacific from Deming to Benson, Arizona (176 miles).
1881 - Nov.: Line completed 85 miles - Guaymas to Hermosille,
Mexico.
1881 - Swnmer: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company incorporates and places under construction
New Mexico and Arizona Railroad to connect Benson
and Nogales, Mexico (90 miles).
1882 - Jan.: Huntington acquires interest in St. Louis & San
Francisco and threatens to block progress of
Atlantic & Pacific (See Part D) into California.
1882 - March: The'Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company retaliates by formally acquiring Sonora
Railway and preparing to rush completion of entire
line between Benson-Nogales-Guaymas, which was
opened for service October 25, 1882, giving The
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company
a Pacific outlet.
1898 - July 15: Southern Pacific Company takes over oper?tion
of New Mexico & Arizona Railroad and Sonora
Railway, under reciprocal lease in exchange for
NeedleS-Mojave Line of Southern Pacific preViously
acquired by The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company.
Part "D" - Extension from Albuquerque to the Needles
and into Galifornia
1880 - Jan. 31: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company acquired, without cost to it, one-half
interest in Atlantic & Pacific Railroad and enters
into agreement with st. Louis & San Francisco for
joint prosecution of enterprise.
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1880 - Oct.: 50 miles of line completed, the work having
started at Isleta, New Mexico, 12.6 miles south
of Albuquerque, on The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad Company1s main line.
1881 - Feb. 1: Track laid 100 miles west of Isleta.
1881 - June: Track laid to Ft. Wingate, New Mexico (about
160 miles).
1882 - Jan.: C.P. Huntington (S.P.) and Jay Gould (T&P etc.)
acquire control of St. Louis & San Francisco,
Huntington being bent on keeping The Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company out of
Cciii'ornia and Gould desiring to restrain Frisco
from building into territory in competition with
his lines. This control was of less than two
years 1 duration.
1882 - May: Line of Atlantic & Pacific complete to Canyon
Diablo, Arizona.
1882 - Winter: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company reaches compromise with Huntington
whereby Atlantic & Pacific "till build only to
the Needles, California to which point Southern
Pacific will be extended and through traffic
arrangements made.
1883 - August: Connection established with Southern Pacific
at the Needles.
1884 - July 29: Completion of permanent bridge over Colorado
River at the Needles, permits inauguration of
through passenger service.
1884 - Aug. 20: Southern Pacific Company makes following agree-
ments with The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company, St. Louis & San Francisco and
Atlantic & Pacific.
1. Sales of Mojave Division (Mojave-Needles) to
Atlantic & Pacific (title not passing until
1905 owing to technicalities of mortgage -
meanwhile line leased).
2. Atlantic & Pacific, or The Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe and St. Louis & San Francisco to
have trackage rights (upon 12 months 1 notice)
over Southern Pacific from Mojave to San
Francisco @ $1,200 per mile annual rental.
..
1884:-
1885 - Nov. 9:
1886 - 1887:
189.~- July 15:
1900 - May 1:
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3. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company to buy $3,096,768 par value of
Atlantic & Pacific securities from a
Southern Pacific holding company at cost to
latter' of $~,524,356.
(After Southern Pacific transaction referred to
above). The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company acquires half interest in
Calif ornia Southe rn Railr oad chartered October
12, 1880, to build from San Diego to Colton
and San Bernardino.
Extension completed of California Southern from
San Bernardino to Barstow (on Mojave-Needles
Line) giving The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company continuous line to a California
port and it also gained an entrance into Los
Angeles through trackage over Southern Pacific
from Coltpn, authorized by agreement of
September 24, 1885.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company
builds its own line from San Bernandino to Los
Angeles via Pasadena •
.•
Southern Pacific takes over ownership and operation
of New Mexico and Arizona Railroad and Sonora
Railway in exchange for permanent lease of Mojave
Division to The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway Company,
The Atchison,. Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
acquires San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley which
which had been incorporated in Feb;ruary 1895, and
c?mpleted line from Stockton. to Bakersfield in 1897.
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
commence's operation into San Francisco via San
Francisco & San Joaquin Valley Railroad using
Southern Pacific trackage over Tehachapi Mountains
from Mojave to Bakersfield.
Part "E" - Extension from Kansas City to Chicago
1886 - Dec. 3: Chicago, Santa Fe & California Railway Company
incerporated which through construction and
acquisition of intermediate lines extended The
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Campaqy
into Chicago •
1887 - Dec. 31: Line Completed.
1888 - April 29: Line placed. in operation.
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Part ItFIt- "Transcontinental Short Line" - sometimes referred to as
hBelen Cut-Offlt
This route of the Santa Fe System comprises the lines from Ellinor,
Kansas, to Rio Puerco, NewMexico, via Eldorado, Augusta, Mulvane,
Wellington, Harper, Attica and Kiowa, Kansas, W~noka, Oklahoma, Amarillo,
Texas and Clovis and Belen, NewMexico. In order to avoid heavy grades
over Raton and Glorieta Passes, all through freight is moved over this
route, which comprises lines built as follows:
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Completed
Line or in Building
From To Distance Operation Company:.
Texas-Okla. Canadian,
State Line Texas 31.2 Sept. 12, 1887 The Southern Kansas Ry.Company of Texas.
Canadian, Panhandle
Texas City, Texas 70.9 Jan. 15, 1888 The Southern Kansas Ry.Company of Texas.
Panhandle Amarillo,
City Texas 27.0 Apr. 12, 1908 The Southern Kansas Ry.
Company of Texas.
Amarillo Texas-New
Mexico State
Line 94.4 Mar. 1, 1899 Pecos & NortliTexas Ry.
Company - Pecos Ry. Con-
struction & Land Co.
Texico, N.M. Rio Puerco, 268.2 1908 Eastern Ry. Company of
N. M. New Mexico
* Prior to 1924, connection with main line was made at Florence, Kansas,
by using line originally built from Florence through El Dorado and
Augusta to Ylinfield, by Florence, E1 Dorado & 'VTalnutValley Railroad
Company.
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Appendix B
THE LINE OF SUCCESSION
of
SANTA FE PRESIDENTS
THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAIIROADCOMPANY
Cyrus K. Holliday Sept. 17, 1860s. C. Pomeroy Jan. 13, 1864w. F. Nast Sept. 2, 1868
H. C. Lord Sept. 24, 1868
Henry Keyes Feb. 17, 1869
Giney Twichell Oct. 10, 1870
Henry Strong May 22, 1873
Thomas Nickerson May 28, 1874
T. Jefferson Coolidge May 13, 1880
Wm. B. strong Aug. 1, 1881
Allen Manvel Sept. 6, 1889
J. W. Reinhart Mar. 7, 1893
D. B. Robinson, Actg. Sept. 1, 1894
Cyrus K. Holliday July 1, 1896
Charles S. CD.eed* Nov. J..4., 1900
PRESIDENT FROM- TO
Jan. 13, 1864
Sept. 2, 1868
Sept. 24, 1868
Feb. l~, 1869
Sept. 24, 1870
May 22, 1873
May 28, 1874
May 13, 1880
Aug. 1, 1881
Sept. 6, 1889
Feb. 24, 1893
Sept. 1, 1894
July 1, 1896
Mar. 29, 1900
July 25, 1920
DECEASED
Mar. 29 J 1900
Aug. 27, 1891
Apr. 7, 1893
Mar. 23, 1884
Sept. 24, 1870
July 23, 1883
Oct. 21, 1911
July 24, 1892
Nov. 17; 1920
Aug. 3, 1914
Feb. 24, 1893
Jan. 27, 1911
May 31, 1901
Mar. 29, 1900
July 25, 1920
* The properties of the original Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Company, which passed into receivership in 1895, were transferred to
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company on Januar,y1, 1896.
The predecessor company, however, remained in existence, and had its
own Board of Directors and President (although it owned no property
and'conducted no business) until the death of Charles S. Gleed in 1920.
THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY
PRESIDENT FROM TO DECEASED-
Edward P. Ripley Dec. 12, 1895 Jan. 1, 1920 Feb. 4, 1920
w. B. Storey Jan. 1, 1920 May 2, 1933 Oct. 24, 1940
S. T. Bledsoe May 2, 1933 March 8, 1939 Mar. 8, 1939
E. J. Engel Mar. 28, 1939 Aug. 1, 1944 Mar. 30, 1947
F. G. Gurley Aug. 1, 1944
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Appendix C
SPEED RESTRICTIONS lllPOSED ON PASSENGF1t TRAINS
BY SPECI~ INSTRUCTIONS IN WORKING TI~ETABLE
Chicago - Los Angeles
Via component divisions
over both
the Northern and Southern Districts
Note: Speed restriQtions are principally due to curvature. Other factors are
highway crossings in cities and towns, bridges, mountain grades, inter-
lockers and operating conditions in terminals. The handicaps of the
latter, however, are principally due to curvature and close clearances
and interlockers.
V&ile maximum authorized freight train operating speeds are shovm on
each division, individual restrictions for that service are omitted
since the passenger limitations are the most~significant indicators of
the speed characteristics of the line. Restrictions on third and fourth
track and other supplementary tracks such as Missouri Pacific from Congo
to Rock Creek Junction, Missouri, are not included.
ILLINOIS DIVISION
Dearborn Station, Cm.cago - Shopton, Iowa - 234.6 miles, Double Track.
Maximum authorized speeds - Passenger trains - 90 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 60 M.P.H.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
speed reduced to EE WB EB WB
85 M.P.H. 1 0.1 miles - miles80 5 5 1.6 It 1.6 "75 1 0.3 "
70 4 3 9.7 II 9.4 II
6,' 1 1 1.3 " 1.3 "60 3 6 0.9 n 2.2 ft
55 2 1 5.0 II 4.2 1150 2 2 1.5 II 1.5 "45 1 0.4 II
40 3 3 0.6 It 0.6 tt35 1 1 0.1 II 0.1 It30 3 3 2.6 II 2.6 tt
25
20 3 3 0.8 II 0.8 II15 2 2 0.5 n 0.5 II
8 ,., 1 0.1 II 0.1 II.,~._ ....Total 32 32 25.2 miles 25.2 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 89.0% 89.0%Length of unrestricted mileage 209.4 miles 209.4 miles
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Appendix C
MISSOURI DIVISION
Shopton, Iowa - Kansas City, Missouri, 216.5 miles, Double Track.
Maximum authorized speeds - Passenger trains - 90 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 60 lI.P.H.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
speed reduced to EB WB EB WB
80 M.P.H. 5 5 2.8 miles 3.6 miles
15 4 3 2.5 II 2.3 It
70 3 3 1.8 II 1.8 It
65 6 6 5.1 " 5.1 II60 1 3 4.1 tt 5.1 II
55 4 4 4.2 II 4.2 fI
50 3 3 3.6 II 3.6 II
45 3 3 1.8 II 1.8 "40 4 5 1.0 n 1.2 "35 1 0.1 II
30 1 1 0.3 n 0.3 It
25 1 1 1.3 II ~ "
36 37 28.6 miles 30.3 miles
K. C. Terminal zone - west of
Sheffield 4.1 II 4.7 It
Total restricted mileage 33.3 miles 35.0 miles
Unrestricted mileage 183.2 miles 181.5 miles
Total length of Division .216.5 mile s 216.5 miles
Percent of unrestricted mileage 84.6% 83.8%
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EASTERN DIVISION
Kansas City -Emporia via ottawa Cut-off, 112.1 miles, Double Track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 90 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 60 M.P.H.
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Appendix C
]fuDDLE DIVISION
Emporia to Newton, 73.0 miles, Double Track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 90 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 60 M.P.H.
Maximum authorized
speed reduced to
Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
EB WB EB "lID
Total mileage
Total unrestricted mileage
Proportion of unrestricted mileage
80 M.P.H.
75
70
10
5
1
1
1
8
5
1
1
1
8
2.3 II!iles 2.3 miles
o.h " O.l.:. "0.4 II 0.4 It
--9.:2 11 ...2!2 n
3.h miles 3.4 miles
69.6 miles 69.6 miles
73.0 miles 73.0 miles
95.5% 95.5%
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Appendix C
MIDDLE DIVISION
Nev~on to Wellington, via Wichita, 61.3 miles, 9.9 miles
Double Track, 51.4 miles of single track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 85 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 50 M.P.H.
Maximum authorized
speed reduced to Number Gf Restrictions
80M.P.H. 165 1
60 2
45 1
40 .1
30 2
15 1
10 1
10
Total mileage
Percent of unrestricted mileage
Length of Restrictions
0.5 miles
2.1 "1.5 fI
0.1 11
0.2. "
1.5 "1.5 "0.4 "
7.8 miles
53.5 miles
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Appendix C
MIDDLE DIVISION
Ellinor via Eldorado to Mulvane, 81.4 miles; 66.1 single track,
15.3 double track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 60 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 50 M.P.E.
Route used by through freight trains but not by through
passenger trains. Restrictions, hcwlever, are those
applicable to latter trains; for comparative purposes.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions
speed reduced to EE WE
Total length of Restrictions
EB WB
50 M.P.H.
45
30
1
1
1
3
1
2
3
0.3 miles
0.4 "0.3 It
1.0 miles
0.4 miles0.6 II
1.0 miles
Total unrestricted mileage
Total mileage
Proportion of unrestricted mileage
80.4 miles
81.h miles
80.h miles
81.4 miles
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Appendix C
WESTERN DIVISION
Newton to Dodge City, 171.4 miles, 41.9 miles double track,
129.5 miles single track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trai.ns - 100 M.P .H.
Freight trains - 90 M.P.H.
* Restrictions on double track lines. Other restrictions
are on single track lines.
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Appendix C
COLORADO DIVISION
Dodge City to La Junta, 202.4 miles, 9.3 miles double track,
193.1 miles single track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 100 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 60 M.P.H.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
speed reduced to EB 1'113 EB WE
95 M.P.H.9,*
90
9~}8,
7070*6,*
,0*
50
40
30
1, 15
2
8 8
2 1
5 5
1 1
1
2 1
1
2 2
1 1
1 1
38 38
9.2 miles
2.6 "
1.1 II
3.6 It
2.0 If
0.5 II
0.6 tt
0.2 It
0.1 II
0.1 It
20.0 mile s
9.2 miles
1.1 miles
2.6 II
0.2 It
3.6 It
2.0 II
0.6 It
0.3 It
0.2 It
0.1 It
0.1 It-
20.0 miles
Total unrestricted mileage
Total mileage
Proportion of unrestricted mileage
182.4 miles
202.4 miles
90.0%
182.4 miles
202.4 miles
90.0%
* Restrictions on double track lines. Other restrictions
are on single track lines.
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Appendix C
NE~ 1rEXICO DIVISION
La Junta - Albuquerque - Isleta 358.8 miles.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 100 M.P.H.
Freight trains 50 r.!.P .H.
Speed Restrictions Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
below'maximum EB WB EB WB
95 22 22 16.0 miles 16.0 miles
95~t- 1 1 0.3 II 0.3 11
90 6 6 1.5 It 1.5 "85 37 37 50.0 " 50.0 It80 5 5 4.6 11 4.6 n
75 3 3 2.6 II 2.6 II
70 6 6 5.8 II 5.8 II
65 2 2 2.5 II 2.5 ft
60 2 2 1.5 " 1.5 1155 8 8 8.1+ ft 8.4 n50 11 11 15.2 II 15.2 II
45 5 5 17.4 II 17.4 II45* 1 1 o.h II O.tl. n
40 3 3 8.6 It 8.6 "4 "0." 2 1 0.6 II 0.1 It
35 3 3 4.0 11 4.0 fI35~~ 1 1 O.l If 0.1 ft
30 1 1 1.h ft 1.h fI
30-~- 4 4 21.5 " 20.6 1125 1 1 5.3 " 6.7 u20~~ 2 2 1.0 II 1.5 "15 3 -2 1.~ II 1.7 f1
129 128 170.h miles 170.9 miles
Total unrestricted mileage 188.4 miles 187.9 miles
Total mileage 358.8 miles 358.8 miles
Proportion of lUITestrictedmileaBe 52.5% 52.3%
-l* Restrictions on double track lines. Other restrictions
are on single track lines.
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Appendix C
PANHANDLE DIVISION
Length of Division, 106.6'miles, 3 miles double track, 103.6
miles single track.
MaXimum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 80 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 50 M.f.H.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
speed reduced to EB WE EB Y/B
85 M'.P.H. 5 5 1.0 miles 1.0 miles
80 3 3 1.9 n 1.9 II
75 2 2 l.u II 1.4 II
70 1 1 0.2 It 0.2 II
65 2 2 3.8 II 3.8 II
60 1 1 0.8 II 0.8 "60* 1 1 0.6 " 0.6 fI55 1 1 2.2 " 2.2 II50 2 2 1.9 tt 1.9 "45 2 2 2.5 II 2.5 n
45* 1 1 0.3 II 0.3 II
40 1 1 0.5 It 0.5 tt
40* 1 1 0.2 II 0.2 It- -
22 22 17.3 miles 17.3 miles
Total unrestricted mileage 89.3 miles 89.3 miles
Total mileage 106.6 miles 106.6 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 83.9% 83.9%
i~ Restrictions on double track lines. Other restrictions
are on single track lines.
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Appendix C
PLAINS DIVISION
Length of Division, 309.2 miles, 87.0 double track, 222.2 miles
single track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 80 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 50 M.P.H.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
speed reduced to EB WE EB ViB
85 M.P.H. 2 2 0.4 miles 0.4 miles85?~ 2 2 0.4 II o.L It
80 9 9 16.6 It 16.6 It
80'~t- 2 3 0.4 ff 1.6 It
75 9 9 1).9 " 13;9 II75* 3 0.6 It
70 4 4 5.3 It 5.3 n70* 3 0.9 II
65 .7 7 10.9 If 10.9 "65?f' 3 1 1.0 II 0.1 "60 2 2 1.8 If 1.8 If
55
50 1 1 0.4 If o.!!. If
45 1 1 5.1 If 5.1 "40 2 2 0.6 II 0.6 It
40.,t- 1 0.1 II
35 1 1 o.L If 0.4 "30"~ 6 6 0.9 II 0.9 II
25 1 1 0.1 II 0.1 It- -
55 55 58.1 miles 59.6 miles
Total unrestricted mileage 250.4 milces 249.6 miles
Total mileage 309.2 miles 309.2 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 81.1% 80.6%
it.., Restrictions on double track lines. other restrictions
are on single track lines.
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Appendix C
PECOS DIVISION
Length of Division, 239.8 miles, 50.8 miles double track,
189.0 miles single track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 80 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 50 M.P.H.
Maximum authorized Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
speed reduced to EB WE EB WB
85 M.P.H. 26 26 13.8 miles 13.8 miles
85* 3 3 1.7 tt 1.7 ft
80 7 7 9.1 n 9.1 It
75 6 6 4.8 It 4.8 II
70 5 5 3.0 II 3.0 "70'~ 1 1 1.7 It 1.7 n
65 19 19 22.0 It 22.0 It65{} 2 1.3 It
50 1 1 0.6 11 0.6 It
40 3 3 1.7 11 1.7 It30 .5 5 4.0 " 4.0 II15* 1 1 1.1 It 1.1 II
77 79 63•.5 miles 63.8 miles
Total unrestricted mileage 176.3 miles 176.0 miles
Total mileage 239.8 11 239.8 11
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 73.8% 73.7%
1~ Restrictions on double track lines. Other restrictions
are on single track lines.
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Appendix C
ALBUQUERQUE DIVISION
Isleta - Seligman -Distance via eastward track - 430.2 miles.
Distance via westward track - 431.5 miles.
Continuous double track except for 14.8
miles from Isleta to Dalies.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains;
All Ii ghtwei ght cars - 100 M.P •H •
With one or more hea~veight cars - 90 MPH.
Freight trains - 55 M.P.H.
Speed Restrictions Number.of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
beloT{maximum EB WB ED WB
95 M.P.H. 7 7 15.5 miles 25.7 miles90 3 3 7.9 " 7.9 n85 15 14 38.7 It 36.6 It80 3 4 ll.l~ fI 7.9 fI
75 4 5 4.0 11 12.0 It70 3 3 6.7 t,t 5.3 U65 5 4 8.8 " 9.3 It60 4 5 5.8 fI 7.h It55 4 3 11.2 tr 10.1+ It50 11 8 21.8 It 26.9 It45 1 2 1.5 It 1.6 II40 9 4 22.1 1.1 18.3 It35 4 3 8.6 " 4.h It30 5 1 1.6 It 12.8 "25 2 6 2.2 tt 14.8 "20 1 0.1 rt15 1 1 0.6 If 0.3 It
81 80 114.h miles 201.1 miles
Total unrestricted mile age 255.8 miles 230.8 miles
Total mileage 430.2 miles 431.5 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 59.h% 52.5%
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Appendix C
ALBUQUERQUE DIVISION
BELEN DISTRICT
Belen - Dalies, 10.3 miles, double track.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains - 85 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 55 M.P.H.
Speed Restrictions Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
below maximum EB Vffi EB WB
80 M.P.H. 1 3.3 miles
70 1 1.7 miles
60 1 1.8 It
30 1 0.2 It15 1 1 ~ It 0.3 It-
3 3 3.8 miles 3.8 miles
Total unrestricted mileage 6.5 miles 6.5 miles
Total mileage 10.3 miles 10.3 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 63.0% 63.0%
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Appendix C
ARIZONA DIVISION
Seligman - Barstow, continuous double track.
Distance via eastward track - 316.2 miles.
Distance via westward track - 316.9 miles.
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains -
All lightweight cars - 100 M.P.H.
With one or more n~vY1'leight cars - 90 M.P.H.
Freight trains - 55 M.P.H.
Speed Restrictions Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
below maximum EB 1m EB Yffi
95 5 7 20.3 miles 33.0 miles.
90 7 7 24.0 " 13.1 tt85 5 3 11.5 " 9.1 tI80 7 5 27.3 It 10.1 11
75 6 4 33.9 I 4.0 II
70 4 2 12.9 1.4, II
65 8 9 16.3 25.7 ..60 6 6 37.6* 17.5 "55 5 5 6.6 12.1 II
50 4 7 7.5 13.0 ..
45 4 3 6.5 I 3.9 ..
.40 4 5 6.1 II 2.5 ..
35 1 1 1.3 " 1.3 "30 1 2 1.6 II 3.1 II
25 1 1 0.1 11 0.1 ..
20 '1 1 0.1 11 0.1 II
69 .68 213.6 miles 150.0 miles
Total unrestricted mileage 102.6 miles 166.9 miles
Total mileage 316.2 miles 316.9 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 32.4% 52.7%
{}Gives effect to reduction of maximum limit to 60 M.P.H.
imposed on descending grades from Goffs to Neeales 31.1 miles.
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Appendix C
LOS ANGELES DIVISION
Maximum authorized speed - Passenger trains -
With lightweight cars only - 100 M'~P.H.*
With one or more heavyweight cars - 90 M.P.H.*
Freight trains - 55 M.P.H.*
* Reduced to 75 M.P.H. maximum on crossing of Cajon Mountain, ascending
and descending; westward between Oro Grande and San Bernardino;
eastward between San Bernardino and ILugO.,..'.'::':::• Elsewhere similar
zone restrictions are,in effect on Second District between Santa
Anita and Los Angeles and on Third District between San Bernardino
and Fullerton and between Hobart and Los Angeles. The effect of
these requirements is included in the tables which follow.
FIRST DISTRICT
Barstow~.to San -Bernardino.
Continuous double track.
Distance via Eastward track 82.8 miles.
Distance via Westward track 80.8 miles.
Speed Restrictions Number of Restrictions
below maximum EB WE -
Total length of Restrictions
EB WB
90 M,.P.H. 3 2 1.9 miles 1.0 miles85 4 4 2.2 fI 2.1 tI80
75 2 10 9.9 " 10.1 II70 1 0.3 tI65 1 1 0.2 tI 0.2 It60 4 1 5.1 II 1.5 tI55 3 3 3.0 It 3.0 II50 2 2 0.6 If 9.0 It45 3 2 3.9 II 2.8 II40 5 4 7.7 .. n.6 "35 - -30 4 5 10.3 n 7.0 n25 1 1 0.2 .. 0.4 n20 I 1 0.1 II 1.0 II10 1 1 0.5 .. 0.5 II
34 38 45.7 miles 50.5 miles
Total unrestri~ted mileage 37.1 miles 30.3 miles
Total mileage 82.8 miles 80.8 miles
Proportion of unrestricted mileage 45.0% 31.4%
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Appendix C
LOS ANGELES DIVISION-5ECOND DISTRICT
San Bernardino - Los Angeles; 59.4 miles; 1.4 mi'les~,()fcdotible~.;'
track, 58.0 miles of single track.
Speed Restrictions
below maximum
95 M.P.H.
9085
8075
7065
6055,0
454035
30
,25
2015
8
Number of Restrictions Total length of Restrictions
1 0.1 miles
1 0.3 It
2 3.1 It
1 2.6 II
1 (,0.4 It
3 6.0 II
2 1.2 II
1 0.2 II
2 3.3 II
1 0.5 It
3 4.4 "3 7.3 II
1 1.5 II
-1 0.3 II
25
Total unrestricted mileage
Total mileage
Proportion of unrestricted mileage
31.2 miles
28.2 miles
59.4
41.5%
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Appendix C
LOS A1~GELESDIVISION-THIRD DISTRICT
San Bernardino-Fullerton-Los Angeles
Masimum Authorized Speed:
Passenger trains;
San Bernardino - Fullerton
Fullerton - Hobart;
All Streamlined cars
With one or more heavyvreight cars
Hobart - Los Angeles
Freigbt Trains
75Ivl.P.H.
100 L1.P.E.
90 M.P.H.
75 M.P.H.
$5 M.P.H.
Speed Restriction Direction
Below Maximum East West
(See Note) No. Aggregate Length No. Aggregate Length
95 M.P.H. I o.h miles 1 o.h miles90
85 1 1.6 1 1.680 4 4.0 3 1.6
75 8 6.8 7 .6.570 1 0.9 2 1.3
65 4 4.0 4 3.560 3 1.8 2 1.6
55 2 1.7 2 1.750 1 0.6 1 0.6
45 1 0.440 5 1.8 4 1.4
35 2 1.0 2 1.030 4 3.7 3 2.02520 1 0.5 1 0.5
15 2 1.5 2 1.5
Total 39 30.3 miles 36 25.6 miles
Unrestricted Mileage 41.2 miles 45.9 miles
Total Mileage 71.5 miles 71.5 miles
Percent of unrestricted
mileage 57.6% 64.0%
Note: On mileage where the maximum authorization is 75 M.P.H.
this speed is not considered a restriction.
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EXHIBIT IV
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
FREIGHT TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION
Year ended December 31, 1941
PER CENT CUMULATIVE PER CENT CUMULATIVE
TO DENSITY INDICATED TO DENSITY INDICATED
TOTAL TarAL TOTAL TOTAL
DENSITY MILES NET TON MIIES DENSITY MILES NET TON MILES
10,000 1.33 0.00 2,750,000 80.07 32.25
15,000 2.69 0.01 3,000,000 81.65 35.27
20,000 4.02 0.03 3,250,000 82.11 36.22
25,000 5.51 0.05 3,500,000 82.41 36.87
50,000 13.03 0.22 3,750,000 82.96 38.14
75,000 16.95 0.38 4,000,000
100,000 21.14 0.62 4,250,000 84.04 41.10
125,000 25.72 0.95 4,500,000 84.65 42.84
150,000 30.42 1.39 4,750,000 85.44 45.31
175,000 33.10 1.67 -' 5,000,000 87.87 53.07
200,000 34.55 1.84 5,250,000 90028 61.17
250,000 37.86 2.31 5,500,000 93.23 71.56
300,000 40 •.53 2.80 5,750,000 96052 83.66
400,000 44.54 3073 6,000,000 98.22 90.12
500,000 48.05 4.76 6,250,000 98.34 90.60:
600,000 50.41 5.60 ~ 6,500,000 98.47 91.12
100,000 52.35 6.40 6,750,000 98.58 91.61
800,000 53.00 6.12 7,000,000 98.65 91.91
900,000 57.42 9.10 7,500,000 99.10 94.08
1,000,000 60.09 10.78 8,000,000 - -
1,250,000 67.09 15.94 ,. 8,500,000
1,500,000 69.53 18.05 " 9,000,000
1,750,000 12.UJ. 20.96 ..... J ~,500,ooo --
2,000,000 73.81 22.70 10,000,000 99.51 96.66
2,S50,,000 16.18 26.06 11,000,000 100.00 100.00
2,500,000 79.14 30.65
Per cent of total mileage operated and of total net ton miles
between any two densities indicated on scale may be obtained
by calculation of the difference for each column:
I
Example - density between 100,000 and 1,000,000 accounts for
38.95% of total mileage operated and 10.16% of total net ton miles.
Where blank spaces in columns follow any density on the scale the
difference applies only to the density next preceeding:
Example - density between 9,500,000 and 10,000,000 accounts for
0.41% of total mileage operated and 2.58% of total net ton mi1es~
•••Used through courtesy of
H. H. Copeland & Son,
New York.
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Page 2
Op;mAT BIG RESULTS
(000 Omitted)
Total Total net Rev. Railway UncoIl. Railway Equip-' Joint Net Ry.
Operating Operating From Ry. Tax Railway Operating ment Facility Operating
..Year Revenues ExPenses Operat ions Accruals Revenues Income E-ents Rents Income.
1948 $.526,734 $ 387.511 $ 139,223 $ 69,090 $ 70,133 Dr. $ 578 Dr. $ 839 $ 68,116
1947 462,699 339,218 123,481 68,.082 55,399 Dr. 254 Dr .. 843 54,3021946 411,604 313,926 91,673 52.699 44,979 Cr. 1,383 Dr. 808 45,554
1945 528,703 404,460 124,243 81,612 42,631 Dr. 4,629 Dr ... 918 37,0841944 523,081 303.739 224.342 158,347 65.995 Dr. 1+ •.335 Dr. 1,481 60,179
1943 471,119 256,456 214,663 144,870 69,793 Dr. 3.126 Dr. 827 65,,840
1942 361,149 193.327 162,822 76,266 86,556 Dr. 2,213 Dr •. 795 83,5t~g
1941 225,044 156,911 68,133 27,626 40,507 Cr. 599 Dl. 558 40.548
1940 170,004 129,657 40,341 17,160 23,137 Of" 1,493 Dr. 662 24,.018
1939 160 ,040 125,335 34,.705 15,485 19.220 Cr. .635 Dr. 685 19~170
1938 154,323 120,412 33,911 14.988 18,923 Dr. 242 Dr. 655 18.026
1937 ,r • ,],,70..670 ":L39,902 30,768 12,966 .17.802 Cr. 11 Dr. 736 17,.077"......'1936~..... 157,266 125,062 32,204 14,103 - 18,101 Cr. 1,123 Dr. 722 1815021935 135,686 109,423 26,263 10,476 48 15.739' Cr.' 677 Dr. 713 15.703.
1934 128,094 102,084 26,010 10.353 35 1a,622 Cr. 330 Dr. 723 15,229 .
1933 119,826 93,803 26,023 11,399 49 1 ,575 Cr. 78 Dr. 691 13,962
1932 133,133 101,918 31,.215 12,.825 38 18,352 C;r. 44 Dr. 736 17,6fo
1931 181,181 132,813 48,368 15,038 53 33,277 Dr. 991 Dr. 837 31,449
1930 226,421 159 ..921 66,500 18,280 41 48,179 Dr. 2,504 Dr. 799 44,876'
1929 270,61g 177,799 92,319 20.065 57 72.697 Dr. 2,475 . Dr. 597 69.625
1928 256,263 176,144 80,119 18,5-92 53 61,474 Dr. 2,182 Dr. 780 58,512
1927 265,753 187,577 78,577 19,998 51 58.528 Dr. 2.949 Dr. 722 54,857
1926 265,781 174,737 91,044 21,118 66 69,860 Dr. 2,843 Dr. 688 E6,329
1925 242,543 168,447 74,096 17,725 74 56,297 Dr. 1,758 . Dr. 783 53,756
1924 240,440 174,626 65,814 17,831 66 47,917 CI', 91 Dr. 583 47,425
1923 241,459 176,073 65,386 ' 20,225 115 ~5,046 Or, 1,550 Dr. 579 46,0111922 226,994 169,110 57,884 18,456 69 39,359 Cr. 751 Dr. 647 39,463
1921 231,951 163,589 68,362 14,913 17 53,.312 Cr. 1,033 Dr. 698 53,647
Includes: Panhandle & Santa Fe. Ry. Kansas Ci ty, Mexico & Orient Rt. of TexasGulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. Ry. Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Ry. Co.
~TCHIGON t TOPEKA ;":,;D S.f.NTA FE ~IL.,_~_ ::x:l...ioit ~
Page 3
OPERATDTG .REVElHJES(000 Omitted). Total. Operating
Year Fre~t P:J.ssenger Mail Express All Other Revenues
1948 $ 427,135 $ 53,241~ $ 17,118 $ 10,520 $ 18.717 $ 526,734
1947 370,487 50.236 13,857 10,610 17.509 462,699
1946 301,192 75,216 10,,527 11,905 12,764 411,604
1945 380,294 112,832 10,516 13.554 11,507 528,7031944 379,157 112,433 11,031 14,027 11,433 528,081
1943 333,838 103,804 10.555 11,021 11,901 471,119
1942 284,230 52,937 3,132 7,547 B.25} 361,149
1941 185,127 22,786 7,.253 3,615 6,263 225,044
1940 136,.535 13 .1.~93 6 •.342 3.199 5.435 170,004
1939 127.531 18,278 6,092 3,122 5.017 160.0401938 ,':124.140 16,897 5,697 -3,057 4.532 154',323
1937 138,985 17,527 5,727 3,205 5,226 lIjO .blO.'1936 123,400 15,.629 5,326 3,128 4,783 157t26
1935 10~,6B6 13,447 5,062 2,567 4,924 135.6861934 10 ,721 11,971 5,002 2,396 4,004 128,'094.
1933 97,427 12,202 4,968 2,101 3.129 119,826
1932 .llO7::~0 14.521 5.165 2,646 3,401 133,1331931 '3[!-J3:6e4 22,557 5,929 4,.223 4.848 un ,un
1930 175,960 31,180 6,439 6,291 6.551 226,.421
1929 207,662 38,045 9,101 7.950 7,860 270,6181928 197,089 38,637 5.341 7,628 7•.068 256,2631927 202,725 43.011 5.375 8,102 6,540 265,7531926 202,487 44.341 5,215 7,136 6,602 265.7811925 179,977 44.396 5,147 6.693 6,330 242.5431924 172.687 48,411 5.159 7.396 6•.281 240,4401923 , 169,543 52,57~ 4,701 8,430 6,210 241,4591922 160,375 48,31 4.783 7.935 5.587 226,9941921 163.429 52,508 4,558 6,399 . 5,057 231,.951
Includes:: Panhandle and ~~ta Fe RailWay Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient
Gulf Oolorado and Santa 'Fe Railway Kansas Ci ty, Mexico and Orient Railway Co. of Texas,
: ...-"" •I::iOl~ t IJ:OPEKA. AIm S.ANTA FE RAILill Exriblt ~Page 4
OPERATING F.XP~NSES
(000 Omitted)
Maintenance Maintenance Total Transpor- Total
of Way & of Maintenance Transpor- tationt'or Operating
Year structures Eg~ent E..\:penses Traffic tation Misc. C-eneral 'Invest.-Cr • ~uenses
1948 $ 76,933 $ 92,114 $ 171,047 $ 11,377 $ 184,047 $ 10,682 $ 10,358 $ 387.511
1947 67,490 34,789 152,279 9,875 157,775 10.,122 '9,167 339,218
1946 61,784 79,838 141,622 8,981 149,405 5,~164 8,754 313,926
1945 97,032 139,852 236,884 7,B89 . 151,262 278 8..147 404,4601944 64,304 81,778 11,6,082 7,427 142,318 . 256 7,656 ... 303.739
1943 51,801 70,069 121,870 6,794 120,957 301 6,534. . 256,.456
1942 35,3?6 53,916 89,242 5,936 97,700 183 5,216 19~,327
1941 28.391 1~3,635 72,026 5,919 74,.389 124 4,.661 208 15u ..~n1
1940 24,349 35,342 60,191 5,741 59,509 .- 92 4,434 316 129,.65'{
1939 23,725 34,585 58,310 5..534 57,249 83 4,489 330 125.335
193B 19.755 33,481 53~236 5,264 57,471 79 4,558 196 120 ~412
1937 27,282 39,863 67,145 5,464 62,336 139 5,127 a09 139,902'
1936 24,320 35,846 . 60 ,166 ~,104 54,677 111 5,466 68 125,062
1935 18,727 33,134 51,861 . ,196 48,424 195 4,323 176 109,4231934 16,538 30,843 47,381 4,468 43,817 118 . 6,'397 97 102,084
1933 15,418 27,849 43,267 4~4g2 40,597 EJ 5,542 148 93,803
1932 15,342 31,536 46,878 4,921 43,991 79 5,9b3 Dr. 8e 101,918
1931 23,825 39.822 63,641 5,686 51.048 201 6,522 291 132,813
1930 35,4~9 45,403 80,863 5,96, 67,094 351 6.757 1,109 159,921
1929 4l,.2I1' 49,040 92,257 5,942 73,829 258 6,705 1,192 177,7991928 41,803 49,154 90,957 5,858 74,090 182 6,548 1,491 116,144
1927 45,752 52,352 95,104 5,801 78.766 125 6,121 1,741 187.176 .
1926 36,485 48,783 85.268 5,351 78,974 112 6,031 999 174,137
1925 35,363 48,281 83..644' 4,908 74,739 154 5,795 823 168,4471924 37,6s6 53,909 91,595 4,610 74,519 136 5,354 1,588 114,Ea£
1923 34,232 58,315 92,547 4,336 75,022 17 5,162 1,071 176,073
1922 36,539 ai, 608 gS,147 3,979 72,243 180 5.116 555 169,110
1921 23,833 8,826 72,659 3,846 ~1,B91 63 5,632 503 163,589
Includes: Panhandle and SA.ntaFe Ry. Kansas City, Mexico & Orient R.R.
HuIf, Colorado and Santa Fe Ry. ~~~sas Oity, Mexico & Orient Ry. Co. of Texas
ATCEUSON! TOPEKA AND SANTA_FE R~ILV1AY Exhibit
,
Pase 5
MAINT3N~fCE OF E UIPM~~T EXPENSES(000 Omitted
Mach. (Shop Amortization Maintaining Equali- 'Total
Superin- - p'ower Plant & Equipment Equipment Equipment of Defense .TointEqui-pment All zation M.of E ..
Year tendence Sub-Stat ions) Repairs Depreciation Retirements Projects Casualty Debit Credit Other Equip. Expenses
1948 $ 3,646 $ 2,869 $ 71,455 $ 12,776 Or ... 119 $ 368 $ 633 $ 369 $ 152 $ 369 - $ 92,1141947 3,293 .2,058 63,990 14,071 28 . 368 \686 311 136 108 34,7891946 3,150 1,774 60,110 13,604 37 :.;.. 316 528 304 138 153 79,836
1945 2,708 1,775 59,394 12,925 '26 61,686 ~61 2~9 134 612 139,3521944 2,506 1,530 51,805 12,652 68 .12.485 67 2 0 133 84 81,778
1943 2,39~ 1,213 43,790 .11,898 15 10,.333 253 221 107 63 7~,oli91942 1,964 9gg 35,065 12,.566 70 2,955 153 194 106 67 53,916
1941 1',685' 1,090 28,086 12,285 63 1110 131 78 183 43,635
1940 1,580 847 21,17g 11,.847 94 108 157 8 39 35,842
1939 1,562 781 20,410 11,638 11- 62 140 118 33 34,5851938 1,562 663 . 19,353 11,704 58 97 131 117 30 33,481
1937 1,618 1,120 25,663 11,227 93 93 137 128 40 - . 39,8631936 1,520 840 22,282 11,069 30 72 126 122 29 35.846
1935 1,398 709 .19,610 11,256 92 18 132 106 25 33 ..1341934 1,353 505 17,287 11,178 402 79 109 95 25 30,843
1933 1,331 342 14,355 11~54g 169 Eo 112 95 26 27,8491932 1,490 374 17,174 12,219 125 70 129 76 32 31.5311931 1,981 737 23,737 12,995 175 99 133 81 46 39,.822 "1930 2,197 970 28,728 13,030 237 ;.~~~ 110 158 99 72 45,403
1929 2,184 1,009 . 32,848 12,530 35G Cr. 20 157 106 88 49,0401928 2,199 1,157 32,873 12,220 432 133 149 93 84 49,154
1927 2,179 1,280 36,343 11,599 530 271 1~ 1).:2 98 52,3521926 2,146 1,070 33,725 11,259 251 171 158 88 91 48.7831925 2,148 972 33,.614 11,030 162 207 142 81 87 1l8,2811924 2,162 1,210 39,536 10,375 194 196. 167 51 120 53,9091923 2,214 1,237 45,202" 9,067 53 268 . 134 53 193 58,3151922 1,993 879 37,885 8,681 67 237 . 133'- 45 1,778 - 51,6081921 1,849 1..134 41,901 8,276 C~ 75 230' 115 43 103 C~L"4.t66~48 ;~2g :
ludest Panhandle and Santa Fe Ry. Kansas City, Mexico & Or1ent R.R.
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Ry. Kansas City, Mex,tco..&.OrientRy. Co. of Texas
AT0:':I~0I~f)P:K'C4. A!ID SANTJI.FE RAILWAY
Exh::. it --H>-Paf.':d.
TRJI.NSPORTATIONEXPENSES
(000 Omitted)
Oper. .Joint Yards, Term].s. Tot'a1
Superin- Dispatching Station Yard "Road Protective Float. .Tra~ks and Fa~ilities A;11 Trans.~..
'(ear tendence Trains Service Service Service Service Equi"p•. Casualty
....'Dr. Dr~ Other Expenses
1948 $ 5,077 $ 1,074 $ 23,271 $ 26,885 $103,847 $ 3,385 $ 352 $ 11,179 $ 7.739 $ 2,766 $ 3,204 $ 184,047
1947 4,584 1,801 23,707 23,830 85,291 3,264 340 lo,J97 ~ 6,399 2,532 694 157,775
1946 4,.419 1,830 23,507 21,950 79,524 3,152 343 10,688 " 6,000 2,642 634 149,.405
1945 4,067 1,751 21,123 21,158 83,555 3,332 373 11,102 5,815
2,.}02 688 151,262
1944 3,864 1,835 19,785 20,502 81,418 2,830 313 8~.182 5,376 2,429 642
142,318
1943 3,571 1,704 17,412 17,403 69,363 2,4'28 314 5:457 4,675 1,.90'6 a36 120.957
1942 2,756 .1,141 13,700 14,.701 56.386 2,210 . 295 4',067- 3,651 .. 1,680 73 91 ..'100
1941 2,141 841 10,410 10,846 43,614 .l,746 ~25 2,324 2,766 875 345 74,.3~9
1940 1,933 148 9,290 8,645 33,846 1,540 158 1,671 2,442 1,070 306 59.509
1939 1,944 739 9,201 8,.413 32~617 1,530 149 1,.450 2,279 1,348 275 57.249
1938 1,999 741 9,516 8,657 32,496 1,557 161 1,305 2,059 .1,293 213 57,411
1937 2,077 746 9,792 9.562 35.584 1.590 184 1,674 2,151 1,316 292 62,336
1936 1,.970 694 9,027 "8,417 30,797 1,536 173 1,334 1.962 1,207 244 54,.677
1935 1,888 672 8,509 6',962 26,422 .1,.499 143 1,267 1,894 1,041 209 .48,424
1934 1,733 611 7,925 6,392 23.483 1,391 . 130 1,126 1,194 979. 211 43,811
1933 1,719 622 1'~708 '5,863 21,123 1 ..375 149 1,052 1,729 932 l89 40,591
1932 1,895 125 8,531 "6,492 22,573 1,398 205 1,134 1,858 1,015 201 43,997
1931 2,590 921 10,821 '8,782 29,442 1,656 26() 1.,335 2.218 1,288 311 57,048
1930 2,866 1,022 12,432 10,532 34,558 1,158 297 2,185 2,531 1,530 443 67,094 -
.1929 2,880 1.160 13,239 11,823 38,969 1,784 296 '2,222 2,546 1.,563 473 73,829'1928 2.926 1,220 13,491 11,586 . 39,642 1.119 322 2,051 2,186 1,484 431 74,090
1927 2,871 1,255 13,528 12,126 42,756 1,701 300 2,924 2,J50 1,532 487 78,766
1926 2,719 1,160 13,100 12,011 44,127 1,639 362 2,941 2,284 1,880 5a1 78,974
1925 2,657 1,124 12,624, 10,161 41,787 1,634 352 2,749 2,19~ 1,660 513 74,739
1924 2,622 1,175 12.716 10,g83 41,346 1,541 383 '2,661 2,201 1,526 517 74,519
1923 2,600 1,209 12,673 10,596 42,184 1,517 323 '2,695 2,138 1,437 524 75,022
1922 2,414 1,149 12,267 9,826 40,629 1,463 313 3,041 2,028 1,393 ,506 72,243
1921 2,516 1,270 13.580 10,595 46,269 1,540 349 4,4g8 2,092 1,484 622 81,897
,InCludes: Panhandle and Santa Fe Railway Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway
GUlf, Colorado and Suta Fe Railway K~sas Oity. Mexico & Orient Railway Co. of Texas
L._ , , II II •
ATCHIS91~ TOPEKA AND S.lU~TAFE RAII<~:.Y Exhibit ~.
Pab8 7TONNAGE ORIGIN"ATED, BY GROUPS OF COMHODITIES
Prod.uc~tn of .Animals and Products of Products of Manufac tures & All L.C.L • Total
Year A.e;riculture Products Mines Forests . Mise. Frei~ht Tons
1943 13,439,222 1,271.3~1 13,136,113 1,601,314 1,.6,262,792** 447,883 46, 164, 6l~5
1947 14,372.397 1,617,042 12,040,247 1,547.987 16)t09,628 ** 537,672 46,524.973
19l16 12,237,133 1,604,.975 9,552,706 1,410,075 14,441,310 587,150 39,833,349
1945 13,681,412 1,660,552 8,253,786 1,341,821 14,1'60 ,.l~24 523,229 40,221,224
1944 11,838,640 1,605,185 8,484,838 1,189,371 13,3p1,748 483,077 38,519,305 *
1943 11,463,902 1,646,128 9,660 .508 1,020.063 11.758,663 422,048 37,600,801 *
1942 9,026,735 1;372,816 9,528 ..718 1,056,838 12,111.339 379.324 34, G78 ,.438*
1941 7,992,317 938,511 7,336,868 It-053,987 10,865.332 391,102 28.57g ..117
1940 6,640.350 895,770 5,397,810 876.192 8,537,OJ3 .. 356,383 22,103.538
1939 7,018,783 986,297 7,403,955 728,306 8,024,334 368,841 24,530,516
1938 7,390,780 958,356 6,475,471 730,659 7.979,'931 400,788 23,935.985
1937 7,044.572 1,023,.405 10,475,737 869.743 9.972,782 479,280 29,865.519
1936 5,971.036 848,783 6,801,664 928,033 9,277,958 476.541. 24,304,015
19~ 5,004,819 974.967 5.399.092 f88,667 7;661,996 393,622 20,223,.16319 5,742,500 1,300,322 6,176,313 636,361 7,363.428 408,303 21,627,227'
1933 5,643,383 984.012 5,484,344 681,173 6,894,763 405.153 20,092,.828
1932 7,755,878 1,012,322 5,401,319 538,420 1,071,.,295. 438,622 22,217,856
1931 10,093,535 1,072,361 9,240,093 . 829,568 9,409,852 591,072 31,236,481
1930 8,741,550 1,254,466 12,378,606 1,348,096 11,490,306 811,195 36,024,219
1929 10,417,693 1,294,733 15,051,265 1,724,267 11,373.951 983,799 40 .845,71l~
1928 9,030,~35 1,491,317 14,868,024 1.842,262 11,027.988 1,059,141 39,318,967
1921 8,300,590 1,528,513 16,751,836 1,995,826 10,842,824 1,150,485 .40,570,.074
1926 8,800,.543 1,372,046 16,591,454 1,950,474 9,570,164 1,152,694 39,437.975
1925 6,835,411 1,580 •.364 13,9)7,131 1,9£0,169 9,412,612 1,129,945 34,825,632
1924 8,304,.771 1,558,115 11,915,061 2,100,002 8,216,565 1,128,466 33,223,040
1923 6,321,591 1,685,244 12,.141,468 2,267,912 8,144,835 1,166,719 31,733.769
1922 6,420,314 1,665,617 8,521,907 1,608,544 1,237,358 1,152,525 26,606,265
,1921 7,630,189 1,238,139 5,944,754 1,800, 6~9 5,599,667 1,155.393 23,368,831
* _ Certain commodities omitted in order to avoid revealing information concerning strategic and cri ticaL'materials pursuantto the order of the I. C. C. dated April 27, 1942. However, they are includ~d in "Total Tons."
** - Inc ludes forwa.rder traffic.
Includes: finnand1e & Santa Fe. Ry. Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry. Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Ry.Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Ry. Co. of Texas
..,\':"r.'"TF.O:t'T! 'l'0P1l.XA ;,:-~ ~~~-:;'. F"li'RI\ILWAY
REVENUE F.REIGHT TONNAGE F...!0TI2LED
.(T"nousands)
Manuf actures
Products of Animals and' Froduota of Products of and
Year A~icu1ture Products mines Forests Products
191~8 15,160 1,682 18,073 3,181 24,749
1947 16,219 2,029 17,077 3,069 24,455
1946 14,.187 2,086 ~~:~~; 2,908 22,0171945 15,733 2,140 2,594 26,593
1944 13,850 2,066 13,763 2,564 26,579
1943 13,361 2,056 16,422 2,438 22t739
1942 10,477 1,731 14 ..824 3,031 20,351
1941 9,034 1,20} 10,092 2,170 15,831
1940 7,622 1,130 7,.093 1,728 11,957
1939 7~993 .. !~229 .8,964 1,503 10,841
1938 8,371 1,167 7,783 1,469 10,456
1931 8,142 1,241 12,233 1,.677 13,447
1936 7;016 1,039 8,372 1,672 12,255
1935 6,118 1,189 6,671 1,.289 9,958
1934 6,821 1,548 7,678 1,049 9,334-
1933 6,541 1,199 7,124 1,091 8,633
1932 8,699 1,220 6,856 908 8,674
1931 11,209 1,291 11,129 1,313 11,569
1930 9,907 1,519 15,026 2,135 14,918
1929 11,635 1,608 18,334 2,716 15,346
1928 9,.942 1,759 17,070 2.833 13,8961927 9,067 1,759 18.;395 2,969 13.786
1926 9,658 1.513 18,828 3,078 13.107
1925 7,767 1,796 16,452 2,956 12,431
1924 9,321 1,752 14,.138 3,01,6 11,085
1923 7,374 1,879 14,461 3 ,31~ 11,.224.
1922 7,496 . 1,892 10,560 .2,453 10,018
1921 8,33.7 1,365 7,883 2,.537\ 7,582
Includes ~anhand1e and Santa Fe. Ry. Kansas City, MeXiCO and\Orient Ry.
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe. Ry. Kansas City, MeXiCO and Orient Ry. Co. of Texas
Less
C'hrload
643-
803
892
789
743
(;95
616
517500
518
555664-
646
542
564
5-49
590
787
1,079
1,310
1,347
1,426
1,431
1,380
1,383
1,428
1,394
1,356
Total Tons
Hroldled
63,528
63,f.52
55,796
61,468
59,565
57,71:1
51.036
38,907
30,030
31,054
29,801
37,410
31,000
25,767
26,994
25,137
26,941
37,298
44.584
50,.949
46,847
47,402
47,675
42,782
40,695
39,684
33,813
29,060
!,.r:-": . }'3mr , TOPEKA ':':."1) G.',::'::._ :'-;'~ ~~\,TL'i~:-tY v'-..::~~tC'i. .:. ~Pflg,~ 9
OPWRATIIJG sTATISTICS
" ~;.'.,(:; (-.:,~, I,:' .'.
(000 O~itted)(OOO~~OO Omitted) . (000,000 Omitted.)
Revenue Non Rev. Net Train Miles Locomotive ~iles ear l(iles' !~~dZaticn Ser,yice (000 Omitted)
TOJll Ton Ton FreigLt Freight Tote,l Pass.
ear Miles Miles Miles Freight Passenger Freight Passenger Loaded Empty Freight Passenger Miles
948 32,994 2,164 35,158 35,032 24,927 38,859 23,615 1,302 647 1,949 259 2,263,822
947 32,805 2,190 34,995 . 35,7Go ' 23,690 39,827 22,417 1,324 633 1,957 242 2,373 r-540
946 29,758 2,118 31,876 33,637 23,105 37,581 28,355 1,229 557 1.786 307 4,023 ..889
945 37,658 2,469 40,127 40,862 29,840 45,449 31,922 1,472 7G~ 2,241 342 6,367,753944 37,604 2,271 39,875 40,673 27,221 45,941 29 ..038 1,472 754 . 2,226' 312 6,250,295
43 31,952 2,037 33,9g9 36,693 26,653 42,333 28,129 1,212 665 1,877 301 5,827,179
42 28,111 2,020 30,131 36,735 23,026 42,715 22,678 1,133 709 1,842 223 3,014,073
41 18,780 1.,684 20 ,464 30,053 20,278 3l~,975 19,.156 896 537 1,433 175 1,327.691
40 13,083 1,399 14,482 23,681 19,648 26,835 18.333 681 435 1,116 162 1,056,357
39 11,700 1,191 12,891 21,544 20.583 24,.091 18,394 ',007 . 378 985 162 1,033,310
-38 11,172 925 12,097 20,941' 19.975 23,495 18,238 578 369 947 158 912)-203
37 12,938 1,438 14,376 23,718 20,617 26,857 . 19,813 669 l105 1,0.74 163 980,243''.36 11,513 1,338 12,851 21,883 19,859 24,756 18,453 616 357 973 151 872.942
,35 9,719 1,041 10,760 20,094 18,685 22,132 16,558 539 320 859 144 748,116
34 9,352 956 10,308 19,179 18,176 20.777 15,668 511 3il 822 139 639)-025
33 8,712 770 9,482 17,815 18,152 19,648 15,496 461 216 737 136 555 ..020
32 9,070 835 9,905 18,435 18,,623 20,,310 15,897 482 301 783 140 573,045
31 12,350 1,107 13,457 20,967 21,177 23,341 19,362 602 360 962 167 799~ 218'
.}O 14.527 1,772 16,299 23,317 23,536 26,284 22,807 730 426 1,156 192 1,050,545
29 16,797 1,981 18,778 26,090 24,271 29.562 24,846 831 490 1,.321 202 1,243,.938
8 15,791 1,978 17,769 25.120 24,431 28,,500 25,165 799 450 1,2ll9 197 1,238,137 ."
27 16,917 2,175 19,092 27,657 24,530 31r135 25,632 837 507 1,344 200 1,349,808
6 16,668 1,.733 18,401 26,845 23,345 30; 186 24,368 , 802 471 1,273 188 1,396,572
~
14',192 1,647 15,839 24,601 23,286 ,27,600 24,340 730 403 1,133 181 1,417,352
13,427 1,860 15,287 24,939 23,006 27,674 24,274 699 375 1,074 181 1,517,466
23 12,567 1,949 14,516 25,739 22,969 28,354 211,572 :....£81 361 1,042 176 1,612,802
2 11,335 1,813 13,148 . 23,450 21,961 25,595 23,320 612 300 912 169 .. 1,472,131
1 10,557 1,630 12,187 23,059 22,332 25,204 .23f 715 552 335 887 167 1,550,443
ludes .Panhandle and Santa Fe. Ry. Kansas City, Mexico and Orien~ Ry.
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe. Ry. Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Ry. Co •.of .Texas
I • ~I It r
Exhibit
,
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RATIO OF lillT_RAIL\7AYOPERATInG I1TgoME TO TOTAL OPERATI1!GREVENUES
Total Net Rev. Railway UncoIl. Railway Equip- Joint Uet Ry.
Operating from Ry. Tax Railway Operating ment Facility Operating
Year Expenses Operations Accr1.lals Revenues Income' Rents Rents Income
1948 73,57 26.43 13.12 13.31 Dr. 0.11 Dr. 0.16 13.G4
1947 73.31 26.69 14.72 ... 11.97 Dr. 0.05 Dr. 0.18 . 11.74,...
1946 76.27 23.73 12.80 10..93 . Cr. 0.34 Dr. 0 ..2Q. 11.07
1945
, 76.50 23.50 15.44 8.06 Dr. 0.88 Dr. 0..17 7.01
1944 57.52 42.43 . 29.98 12.50 Dr. 0.82 Dr. 0.28 11'.40
1943 54.44 . 45.56 30.75 (, 14.81 Dr .. 0.66 Dr. 0 ..17 13.98
1942 54,92 45.08 21.12 23.96 Dr. 0.61 Dr. 0.22 23.13
1941 69.72 30.28" 12.28 18.00 Dr. 0.27 Dr. 0.25 18.02
1940 76.27 23.73 10.09 13.64 Cr.. 0..88 Dr. 0.39 14.13
I 1939 78.31 21.69 9.68 12.01 Cr. 0.40 Dr. 0.43 11.98
~,
1938 78.~3 21.97 9.71 12.26 Dr. 0~16 Dr. 0.42 11.68
t 1937 81.97 18.03 1.60 10.43 Cr. 0.01 Dr. 0.43 10.01
f 1936 79.52 20.48 8.97 - 11.51 Cr. 0.71 Dr. 0.46 +1.761935 8G.54 19.36 7.72 0.04 11.60 Cr. 0.50 Dr. 0.53 11.51I 1934 79.69 20.31 8.03 0.03 12.20 Cr. 0.26 Dr. 0.57 11.89, 1933 78.28 21.72 9.51 0.04 12.17 Cr. 0.06 Dr. 0.58 11.65
~ 1932 76.55 23.45 9.64 OW3 13.78 Cr. 0.03 Dr. 0.55 13.26.
j 1931 73.30 26.70 8.30 0.03 18.37 Dr. 0.55 Dr. 0 ..46 17.361930 70.63 29.37 8.07 0.02 21.28 Dr. 1.11 Dr. 0.35 19.82
# 65.70 34.30 7.42 26.86~ 1929 0.02 Dr. 0.91 Dr. 0.22 25.73'-'J,
I 1923 68.74 31.26 7.25 0.02 23.99 Dr. 0.86 Dr. 0.-30 22.831927 70.43 29.57 7.53 0.02 < 22.02 Dr. 1.11 Dr. 0.27 20.64a 1926 65.74 34.26 7.95 0.03 26.28 Dr. 1.07 Dr. 0.25 24.96~
.! 1925 6~.45 30.55 7.31 0.03 23.21 Dr. 0.13 Dr • 0.32 .22.161924 72.63 27.37 7.41 0.03 19.93 Cr. 0.03 Dr. 0.24 19.72
I 1923 72.92 27.08 8.37 0.05 .18.66 Cr. 0.64 Dr. 0.24 19.06~ 1922 74.50 25.50 8.13 0.03 17.34 Cr. 0.33 Dr. 0.28 17.39j
1l! 1921 70.53 29.47 6.46 0.03 22.98 Cr. 0.45 Dr. 0.30 '23.13t InCludes: Pan Handle & santa Fe. Railway Kansa~City, Mexico & Orient Railway~~ GUlf, Colorad.o& Santa Fe. Railway Kansas City, Mexico & Ori~nt Railway of Texas1
I
P....=>'T10 OF R];V1Li'TFB ACCOUbiTS TO TOTAL OPERAT lNG REVENUES
Year Freig-ht Passenger Mail
1948 81•.09 10.11 3.25
1947 60.07 10.86 2.991G46 73.18 18.27 2.56
1945 71..9} 21.34 1.99
1944 71.80 21.29 2.09
1943 70.86 22.03 2.241942 ,3.70 14.67 2.25
1941 82.,26 10.13 3.22
1940 80.-31 10.83 3.73
1939 79.69 11.42 3.811938 80.44 10.95 3.69
1037 81)~3 10.27 3.36
1936 81.~5 . ':~~94 3.39
1935 80.84 9.91 3.73
1934 81.-75 9.35 3.90
1933 81.31 10.18 4.151932 80.67 10.91 3.88
1931 79.27 12.45 3.27
1930 77.72 13.71 2.84
1929 76.74 i4~o6 3.361928 76.91 15.08 2.28
1927 76.28 16.19 2.02
1926 76.19 16.68 l.96
1925 74.21 18.30 2.121924 71.82 20.14 2.15
1923 70.22 21.77 1.95
1922 70.65 21.28 2.11
1921 10.46 22.64 1.96
Includes: Panhandle & Santa Fe Railway
Gulf, Colorado & SRnta Fe Railway
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway
KanG~s City, Mexico & Orient Railway of Texas
Express
'2.00
2.29
2.39
2.56
2.66
2.34
2.091.61
1.88
1.95
1.98
1.88
1.991.89
1.87
1.75
1.99
2.332.73
2.94
2.98
3 ..~52.69
2.76
3.23
3.49
3.50
2.76
All Other
3.553.79
3..10
2.18
2.16
2.53
2.29
2..78
3.20
3.13
2!94
3.06
3.03
3.63
3.132.61
2.552.68
2.89
2.90
2.75
2.46
2.48
2.61
.2.61
2.572.46
2.18
Exhibit~_
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P.llge 12
RA1:!0 OF CP7RPd~ING EXPEI-rSE~BY_ GE~1El!~!: ACCOlfiTTSt TQ..!OTAI OPER;\~ING REVENU"ES
Maintenanc& Maintenance Total Transpor- Total
of '!lay & of Maintenance Transpor- tation for Operating
Year structures __~.9.1!!pnent Expenses ___ ...!!,affic tation Misc. General Invest.-Cr. Expenses
1948 14.99 17.49 32.43 . 2.16 34.94 2.02 1.97 73.57
1947 14.59 18.32 32.91 2.13 31~.10 2.19 1.98 73.-31,1946 15.01 19.40 34.41 2.18 36.~m 1.25 2.13 76.27
1945 13.35 26.45 44.30 1.49 2S.{)1 0.05 1.-55 76.50
1944 12.17 15..49 27.66 1.41 26.95 0.05 1.45 57.521943 11.00 14.87 25.87 1.44 25.G8 0.06 1.39 54.441942 .., ':9T18 14..93 24.71 1..66 27.05 0.05 1.45 54•.9210,41 12.62 19:39 32.01 '2.62 33.06 0.06 2.06 0.09 69.72
1940 14.33 21.03 35.41 3.38 35.00 0.05 2.61 0.18 76•.27
1939 . '14.82 21.61 36.43 3.47 35.77 0.05 2.EO 0.21 78.311933 12.80 21.70 34.50 3.41 37.24 0.05 2.95 ..0.12 78.03.1937 11.57 19.62 31.19 3.08 33.67 0.05 2•.67 • 0.11 7<1.55
1936 15.46 22.30 38.26 3.25 34.77 0.07 3.48 0.31 79.5,2
1935 13.80 26.42 38.22 3.53 35.69 0.14 3.19
...,.• 0.13 ~0.64
1934 12.'91 24.08 36.99 3.49 34.'21 0..09 4.99 0.13 79.69
19}3 '12.87 23.24 36.11 3.74 33.83 0.05 4.63 0.13 78.281932 11.52 23.69 35.21 3.70 33.05 0.06 4.47 0.06 76.55
1931 13.15 21.98 35.13 3..14 31.49 0.11 3.60 0.17 73.301930 15.66 20.05 35.71 2.64. 29.63 0.16 2.98 0.49 10.631929 15.97 18.12 34.~9 2.19 27.28 0..10 2.46 0.44 65.701928 16.31 IS.18 35.49 2.29 28.91 0.07 2.56 0.58 68.74
1927 17.22 19.70 36.92 2.18 29.64 0.05 2.30 0.66 70.431926 13.73 18.35 32.08 2.01 29.71 0.04 2.27 0.37 65.74
1925 14.58 19.91 34.49 2.02 30.81 0..08 2.39 0..34 69.451924 15..67 22.42 38.09 1.92 30.99 0.06 2•.23 0.66 72.63
1923 14.18 24.15 38.33 1.79 31.07 0.03 2.14 0.44 72.92 '1922 16.10 22.73 38.83 1;.75 31.83 0.08 2.,25 0.24. 74..501921 10.27 21.06 31.3~ 1.66 35.31 0.03 2..42 0.22 70.53
Includes..:Panhandle & Santa Fe Railway Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe RailwayKansas City. Mexico &.Oripnt ~ailway
Kansas City, Mexico & Orip,ntRailway of Texas
Exhibit --'--
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RATIO OF MAINffir~NC:£ OF EQ.TJIPMENT EXPENSES TO TOTAL OP:Eii.ATI:m REr~::T'::sS
17.49
18.32
19.40
26.45
15.49
1l~.o7
14.93
19.39
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